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AUTHOR'S PREFACE

All countries, as long-

as war is possible, need to be

acquainted with the nature of foreign armaments,

their state of readiness, and their probable disposition

in the case of war. In this book I have traced briefly

the growth of the British Secret Service and have

given some personal experiences before turning to my
main subject—the part played by the Secret Service

in the Great War 1914-1918.

The personal notes, which will be found chiefly in

the early chapters, have been inserted partly to ex-

plain the nature of the author's experiences which

covered about forty years of secret service work, and
partly to enable the reader to approach the climax of

the Great War from the same angle as the author, in

the light of these experiences.

In dealing" with incidents of the war, the object has

been to disclose, in so far as such disclosure is pos-

sible without injury to national interests, the infor-

mation which was at the disposal of the leaders of the

fighting forces in the principal operations on land

and at sea, and the means by which that information

was obtained.

For this reason reliance has been placed mainly upon
contemporary evidence affecting the different inci-

dents; "wisdom after the event," based upon evidence

subsequently available, has as far as possible been

excluded.

ix
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The pages of some histories (and the writings of

many armchair publicists) abound in criticisms of na-

val and military commanders, framed in the light of

information which was not at the disposal of "the men
on the spot" who were responsible for the decisions at

which they arrived. Hamley, in his "Operations of

War," recommends a serious student to place himself

in the position of the military commander responsible

for a plan of campaign or for dispositions for a battle

;

then to close his book and to decide what he (the stu-

dent) would do if he were faced with a similar prob-

lem ; then to read about what the commander concerned

actually did. The recommendation is admirable as a

counsel of perfection. It fails completely as an aid to

critics who cannot discover what was known by the

commander about his enemy's strength and intentions.

To compile a full account of the secret services dur-

ing the eventful years of the Great War would involve

writing a history of the war itself. In this volume it

has been necessary to concentrate upon a few out-

standing incidents, and upon the branches of secret

service which definitely affected the issue. These ac-

counts begin with British pre-war counter-espionage

and its effect upon the successful retreat of the British

Expeditionary Force from Mons in August, 19 14;
they end with the principal events in which the Brit-

ish Empire armies were concerned in 19 18.

For the information upon which t'he Great War
chapters are based, reliance has been placed partly

upon personal knowledge appertaining to official posi-

tions occupied, and partly upon first-hand informa-

tion derived from personal friends in the navy, army
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and air force who were directly connected with the

events described. To them grateful thanks are ten-

dered. Chapters VI, VIII, and XII, which refer to

the activities and to the fate of certain foreign spies,

are based partly upon personal knowledge and also, to

a greater extent, upon published material, especially

—

in the case of the German secret agents Lody and
Miiller—upon Mr. Felstead's book "German Spies at

Bay," which, as can be gathered from the title-page,

has been read and passed at the War Office. The book

is, unfortunately, out of print, and copies are difficult

to obtain. Some personal details about skilled solvers of

ciphers and codes, and the identity of the solvers who
are referred to in Chapters XIV and XV, have been

deleted in the public interest, about which a high au-

thority on secret service has been consulted.

Some of the Jutland secret signals, originally in-

cluded in Chapters IX and X, have been omitted by re-

quest. A few notes on anti-British propaganda in

Russia when under Lenin's influence will be found in

the concluding chapter. They are based upon informa-
tion provided by a brother officer who was employed
on secret service while hostilities were still proceeding
in the middle East. He has since passed away.

G. G. A.
July, 1930.





CHAPTER I. THE STORY OF ARMY
INTELLIGENCE 1855-1914

THE reputation for thick-headed and John-Bullish

stupidity which was enjoyed by the British Army
before the Great War was a useful asset to those who
were engaged in collecting military intelligence. From
subsequent pages something will be gathered of the

organization for obtaining information which was in

existence in August, 1914. The War Office Intelli-

gence Department had grown very slowly. I first made
its acquaintance in 1886, when the various depart-

ments now collected in the great building in White-

hall were divided between the War Office in Pall Mall,

opposite to where the Army and Navy Club ("The
Rag") building stands, and the Horse Guards in

Whitehall. The Intelligence Department was installed

as an offshoot in Queen Anne's Gate.

The history of its origin is illuminating in connec-

tion with the origin of the "stupid John Bull" legends.

Between the battle of Waterloo and the Crimean War
very little interest was taken by the British public in

the efficiency of its army, with the usual result. The
whole military system broke down as soon as it was
put to the test. The scandals of the Crimean cam-
paign led to the establishment of a "Topographical and
Statistical" Department in 1855, and its principal ac-

tivities seem to have been devoted to studying the to-

l
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pography of foreign countries. The nature and strength

of their armies were treated as minor matters, rele-

gated to the background, and the department enjoyed

a long slumber from the time when the memory of the

Crimean scandals faded into the past until a certain

amount of public interest was awakened by the con-

spicuous successes of the German Army against Aus-

tria in 1866 and against France in 1870.

"Mobilization" then became a word to conjure with.

To it was attributed the speed with which the French

(supposed to be "ready to the last gaiter-button") had
been overcome by the Germans, who had thought over

and had worked out their problem beforehand. Mo-
bilization required preparation, and preparation was
impossible without information. The principal interest

of some of the highest authorities in the British Army
in those days was devoted to the Dress Regulations.

Everything depended on Discipline and they held that

Discipline depended chiefly upon Dress, upon Parades,

and upon cleaning and pipe-claying equipment, which

was quite unsuitable for campaigning. The more un-

comfortable the uniform and the more useless the

equipment, the stronger the devotion to Discipline that

was required for making the best of things. It was
dangerous to allow soldiers to think. They must not

"wonder why." Experiences gained in the American
Civil War in 1861-1865 were ignored.

After 1870 the whole of Europe sat at the feet of

the Germans as the most efficient soldiers in the world.

Their uniform was copied. Special tributes were paid

to their helmets, the "pickel-haubes." In Britain the

old head-dresses of the artillery, engineers and in-
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fantry were abandoned, and a hideous form of brass-

helmet, topped with a spike, was adopted in imitation

of the pickel-hanbe. It has endured to this day.

While there is some element of truth in these views

of Army Reforms, they do not cover the whole ground.

As a result of the 1870 war the Topographical and

Statistical Department was awakened from its long

period of repose—devoted to the production of artis-

tic and ornamental topographical masterpieces—and
additional officers were at last appointed to obtain and
to classify information about foreign armies. The
name of Lord Cromer of Egyptian fame, then Lieut.

E. Baring, R.A., appears among those pioneers of

army intelligence.

Once started, the idea that the British Army was
maintained, partly at all events, for waging war began
to take root, with the obvious corollary that the more
that it knew about foreign armies the better. The re-

sult was the establishment of an intelligence branch

(under the adjutant-general of the forces) on a sep-

arate basis on April 1, 1873.

Among the names of distinguished officers who
were appointed to the new department we find that of

Sir H. M. Hozier (then a captain), a distinguished,

intellectual soldier who served as secretary to the im-

portant Carnarvon Royal Commission on British Em-
pire Defense. As an authority on shipping he was sec-

retary to Lloyd's, and he was father-in-law to Mr.
Winston Churchill.

In those early days topographical and intelligence

officers were bandied about from pillar to post. A house

in Adelphi Terrace, near the Savoy Theatre and Hotel
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was at one time the scene of their activities. So was a

coach-house and stable near the Government Offices

in Whitehall. Then they were better sheltered in a

house at the top of Whitehall in New Street, Spring

Gardens, since pulled down; and at last, in 1874, they

found a more permanent home in Adair House, near

Nell Gwynn's old residence and the old War Office in

Pall Mall, where they remained for ten years.

We now begin to find traces of a long rivalry be-

tween the adjutant-general's and the quartermaster-

general's branches of the staff of the army, the rel-

ative importance of whose work used to depend for

the time being upon the personality of their respec-

tive heads. In 1875 "intelligence" rose steadily in im-

portance. The idea began to be grasped that a War
Office was intended to aid in the conduct of warfare

and that the necessary preparations, as the Germans
had shown in 1870, must perforce be carried out in time

of peace. "Intelligence" began to come into its own,

and it was then transferred from the adjutant-general's

to the quartermaster-general's sphere of influence.

The military authorities were still under the influ-

ence of the Palmerston Royal Commission of the early

sixties, which was responsible for the idea that forti-

fications could do the work of warships, the theory

being that the introduction of steam propulsion had

rendered obsolete Raleigh's old principle that it was
better to deal with foreign invading armies at sea,

before they had "our Kentish capons in their stom-

achs." "Intelligence," in those early years, was mainly

devoted to studying how to deal with a foreign invad-

ing army after it had landed—leaving the British Navy
out of account.
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The Royal Engineers had a strong voice in military

policy, and the name of the late Sir John Ardagh, a

highly intellectual sapper with wide views, began to

appear in connection with the intelligence branch. I

had made his acquaintance in the Sudan War of 1884,

in connection with a beach-landing before the battles

of El Teb and Tamai, and I found his friendship and
guidance of great value in later years.

By 1884, "Intelligence" at the War Office was
moved from Adair House in Pall Mall to a pleasant

old house in Queen Anne's Gate, overlooking St.

James's Park with a view of Buckingham Palace in

the distance.

There, in 1886, I began to spend many profitable

hours learning from army intelligence officers, with

the gathering force of experience behind them, how
to get great government departments to do things, in-

stead of perpetually discussing them without doing

anything. When the late Sir Henry Brackenbury, an

artilleryman equipped with good brains and great ad-

ministrative capacity, became the head of the depart-

ment in Queen Anne's Gate, it began to be realized

that gathering information about foreign armies was
only a means to an end. The next step must be to make
the best possible use of whatever army Parliament

consented to provide, and at last the lesson of speedy

"mobilization," which Prussia had taught to the world

in 1870, was grasped. Mobilization was then brought

within Brackenbury's scope at Queen Anne's Gate.

In 1887 Brackenbury's department was put under

Lord Wolseley, whose prestige as the winner of wars
had given him a dominating position in connection

with army policy and a voice in public affairs. The
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adjutant-general's department then absorbed Bracken-

bury's organization in 1888. The section dealing with

mobilization, and other matters, not coming within

the description of foreign intelligence, was trans-

ferred to the War Office in Pall Mall, and three years

later (1891) Brackenbury, the reformer, was sent to

India on important army work. He was followed by

a series of distinguished successors including, from

1896, onwards, Sir John Ardagh.

No tale of army reform during those years would

be complete without referring to Lord Sydenham, then

Captain G. S. Clarke of the Royal Engineers serving

in the department of the inspector-general of fortifi-

cations and works at the Horse Guards. He was the

best friend that the British Navy ever had among
soldiers. He held revolutionary ideas on defense, and

to these his position as secretary to the Colonial De-
fense Committee enabled him to give full play. There

was sore need for cooperation. One of the productions

that emanated from the army intelligence branch at

Queen Anne's Gate showed how, on the outbreak of a

great war, it was proposed to redistribute the troops

employed on garrison duties abroad. The navy was
not consulted either about the safety or about the con-

venience of sea-transport. The table of movements in-

cluded one of thirteen men from St. Helena to Aden,
and a re-sorting all round which would cause a dislo-

cation of naval arrangement at a critical period. I tell

the tale as typical of the old days, and to mark the

progress that was made during the years which inter-

vened before the Great War.
My next experience of military intelligence and
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secret service was with the field army; and we now
come to the Anglo-Boer War of 1 899-1 902 when

"deputy assistant adjutants-general for intelligence"

first began to appear on the staff of divisions in a

British expeditionary force. There had been a field

intelligence department in Kitchener's campaign,

which resulted in the conquest of the Sudan in 1898,

but I can vouch for the fact that their functions were

ill-defined. The tradition had survived.

From Lord Roberts's headquarters at Bloemfontein,

where I spent some time with such colleagues as Field

Marshal Sir William Robertson (then a captain), I

was sent off to one of the divisions to relieve Field

Marshal Sir George Milne, now chief of the Imperial

General Staff (then a captain in the artillery), who
was wanted at Lord Roberts's headquarters for other

duties. There I found that the new intelligence officer

was looked upon as a sort of handy man, expected to

undertake odd jobs of every description.

In Kitchener's small army, which had conquered the

Sudan, staff officers had exchanged duties constantly,

and Kitchener did much of his own staff work. The
precedent was followed, and intelligence officers did

so much of other people's work that they had little

time for their own, so I soon found myself employed

as a sort of mayor of an occupied town (where I had

to arrange for all police duties, for the baking of

bread for the troops, and for pacifying Old Boer

women who complained that they were running short

of matches) ; as a requisitioner of sheep (the business

of the Army Service Corps) ; and as responsible for

the custody of hundreds of prisoners, their arms,
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horses, and saddlery (the business of the provost mar-

shal's department). That was all in addition to the

responsible work of locating the enemy, providing

maps, guides, and interpreters, and all the usual mat-

ters which come within the scope of the present-day

intelligence officer. I had no office equipment whatever,

and no staff.

Experience in South Africa caused the British pub-

lic to take an evanescent interest in army reform. The
Intelligence Department in the War Office was
strengthened and its influence steadily increased. The
department was moved in 1901 from Queen Anne's

Gate to Winchester House, near the old War Office

in Pall Mall, and when that was removed to the pres-

ent imposing building in Whitehall army intelligence

and the secret services connected therewith were

brought for the first time under the same roof as the

highest military authorities.

The credit for establishing a general staff, of which

"intelligence" is an important branch, is due to the late

H. O. Arnold Forster, who took that step just before

he gave up his office as secretary of state for war when
the Conservatives went out of power in 1905. The
credit for developing the British General Staff on its

present basis is due to the late Lord Haldane, the best

of all our secretaries of state for war, who created

the little expeditionary force which earned the admi-

ration of its enemies in the Mons retreat. From 1906

onward the serious nature of the German menace be-

came more and more obvious to all thinking soldiers,

to a very few responsible statesmen, and to an infini-

tesimal portion of the nation at large. Public attention
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was devoted chiefly to domestic questions, including1

troubles in Ireland.

It was not so at the Army Staff College at Camber-
ley. As one of the directing staff there between the

years 1904 and 1908, I was in constant touch with

an old friend and fellow student at the Staff College,

who had become director of military operations, with

the intelligence branch under his control. I can vouch

for the completeness of information about foreign

armies which his branch furnished to those of us who
wanted information for working out schemes for using

the new Haldane Expeditionary Force, under all con-

ditions that we could imagine, against the armies of

every conceivable country. The War Office Intelli-

gence Department contained by that time a geographi-

cal branch and a strategical branch (charged with real

plans on parallel lines with the imaginary ones which

we were working out as an instruction) and soon there

was a "special branch" charged with the most secret

work. We shall come across some of its activities

connected with marking down foreign secret agents.

There we can again leave the War Office intelli-

gence for the time being. Early in 1908 I became head

of the General Staff of the British Army under Lord
Methuen in South Africa with a secret service of my
own. My main attention was then devoted to the

chance of native troubles during the critical time when
the union of the old colonies in South Africa was be-

ing established, and to German Southwest Africa. I

will not enlarge upon the question of native troubles.

The less said the better. Traders had been passing up-

to-date rifles in large numbers into Basutoland at great
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profit to themselves. Certain organs of the press and
less reputable authorities, likely to profit by a war
against the Basutos, were constantly starting scares

with no reasonable foundation whatever. Through my
intelligence organization, I was able to tell the High
Commissioner Lord Selborne that there was no basis

for the rumors. Hoping to put an end to them, he had
the blocked-up passes specially opened through the

Drakenberg Range (between Basutoland and Natal).

Accompanied by Lady Selborne he then trekked, with-

out military escort of any kind, from the Orange Free

State right across Basutoland from west to east into

Natal. Even after that object lesson the rumors per-

sisted.

The main incident which affected our knowledge of

German Southwest Africa was a breakdown in the

cable to Swakopmund at about the time of the Agadir
crisis of 191 1. That caused the Germans to put their

defense-scheme into operation, believing that war had
been declared. I thus knew every detail of their plans

and that knowledge was of great value to me in Au-
gust, 1 9 14, when I was called upon to advise the au-

thorities in Whitehall on the subject.

The late Lord Haig was chief of the general staff

in India while I was in South Africa, and there were

new general staff officers all over the empire. We
arranged, independently of the War Office, a system

to keep each other posted up every month with news

of what was going on in other parts of the world.

Our information was thus passed more rapidly than if

it had been sent via London. The system worked well.

I returned to England in 191 3, when my allegiance
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was transferred from the War Office to the Admir-

alty, but I still watched the activities of my old col-

leagues in the army with interest. At the War Office,

the little section of the "special intelligence" group that

was charged with detecting spies, which numbered

fourteen souls in time of peace, had risen to about

eight hundred by the end of 191 8. From the outset

there was also a cable censorship, established by the

Committee of Imperial Defense, and a huge extra

staff, of which the number rose to over four thousand

during the war, was maintained for postal censorship.

That work involved the examination of millions of

communications, and the aid of experts in every lan-

guage in the world; of chemists able to lay bare the

secrets of the many forms of invisible ink which Ger-

man agents employed; and of skilful solvers of the

most complicated of ciphers. Propaganda, counter-

propaganda, and much other work were added.

In course of time (January, 19 16) the general staff

was reorganized by Lord Kitchener, and the special

section became a large department of state with a di-

rector of its own, charged with duties affecting not

only the army, but all the fighting services and their

activities. For some extraordinary reason this great

department, employing more than six thousand people

as early as February, 19 15, and serving several other

departments of state, remained subordinate to the Mili-

tary Intelligence Department, of which the proper

business was work connected only with purely mili-

tary operations. That procedure was a mistake, but

the branch of special intelligence with which we shall

be mostly concerned will be counter-espionage. That
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involved the control of aliens (there were thirty thou-

sand Germans resident in the United Kingdom) and

of undesirables, in conjunction with the Home Office

authorities; the discovery and punishment, working"

with Scotland Yard, of hostile secret agents; and the

watching of all ports and frontiers which civilian traf-

fic must cross in order to reach or to leave areas in

which military operations were proceeding. Besides

all these activities, it was necessary to examine care-

fully the status of every foreigner who tried to obtain

employment in munition factories, in Red Cross or-

ganizations, and in any other form of work which

afforded special facilities for sabotage or for spying.

Touch had also to be kept with similar work all over

the empire, and with sedition movements in India

and in the Far East.

I used sometimes to wonder whether those hosts

who were employed on military intelligence and on

"special intelligence" in the Great War ever thought

about the little party of soldiers who worked in a

Whitehall coach-house and stable after the Crimean

War and were bandied about from pillar to post until

they were housed in the new War Office in the early

part of the century. They were probably far too busy

over the problems of the moment. Nevertheless, one

trembles to think what would have happened to the

country if the great emergency of 1914 had found

"intelligence" without the organization of which those

early pioneers laid the original foundations in the old

days when few of the higher authorities in the army
took the least interest in their .labors.

In a subsequent chapter we shall come across some
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/examples of the contributions that were made by the

/
counter-espionage branch to the winning of the war. I

had the good fortune at the time to enjoy the friend-

ship of one of the mysterious members of that particu-

lar branch. He wears many well-earned decorations,

few people know how well-earned. His name is—shall

we say "X," the "Unknown Quantity"?



CHAPTER II. PERSONAL MEMORIES OF THE NAVAL
INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT

i 886-1 890

UNTIL the year 1887 there was not, to my knowl-

edge, any permanent department of the British

Admiralty that was specially charged with collecting

and issuing information about foreign navies and coast

defenses, though a certain amount of detail, of value

to ship-builders, was noted by the naval constructors.

The Hydrographic Department was preeminent in

producing charts, at the disposal of the seamen of the

whole world for purposes of navigation, but the land

topography depicted on most of the charts was too

inaccurate to be of value for coastal attack or defense.

Only the positions of points that were likely to be of

use in navigation were fixed with any accuracy; in-

tervening features of the ground were sketched in

roughly by eye, without being surveyed. Additional in-

formation which might be useful in landing operations

was to be found in Admiralty "sailing directions" and
"pilots," emanating from the same department. There
was also a "dock-book" covering the whole world and
a "coal and telegraph chart" showing the principal

coaling stations and cables.

When the late Sir George Tryon, an admiral with

views far in advance of those of his contemporaries,

was secretary to the Admiralty he used his influence

14
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to appoint a Foreign -Intelligence Committee, with a

naval officer as chairman, to tabulate such informa-

tion as might reach the office about matters of impor-

tance likely to be useful to the Admiralty. The gen-

eral impression at the time was that, when once the

information had been tabulated, a very small staff

would suffice to keep it up to date. In the original plans

for the new Admiralty building, now stretching all the

way from the Mall and Horse Guards Parade to

Whitehall, only two small rooms were allotted to the

Naval Intelligence Department. It now occupies a

large proportion of a whole block. Some personal ex-

periences of the work in the old building may be of

interest.

In the spring of the year 1886 I was crossing Hun-
gerford Bridge over the Thames on my way from Wa-
terloo Station to Whitehall with a fellow traveler

whose acquaintance I had made in the train. We dis-

covered that we were both bound for the Admiralty. I

was a young subaltern in the marine artillery, fresh

from three years' experience in a wardroom mess at

sea. He belonged to the higher division of the civil ser-

vice and to the department of the secretary of the Ad-
miralty, then Sir Evan MacGregor. Hearing what my
destination was, he said, "Then you must be the new in-

telligence officer," and he initiated me into some of the

secrets of my new life as a member of the "Foreign

Intelligence Committee of the Military, Secret, and

Political Branch of the Department of the Secretary."

All that I had hitherto been able to do, as a young of-

ficer of marines, to promote British sea power was to

spend three years on guard every alternate day in the

240238
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Mediterranean flagship, presenting arms to admirals

and visiting my sentries at intervals. The saying used

to be that the two idlest men in a British man-of-war

were the chaplain, who did nothing, and the major

of marines, who did less, as he had two subalterns to

help him ; and three years doing one-third of nothing

seemed a poor preparation for an intelligence officer

whose previous training had not been very helpful.

In the gunnery schools at Eastney and on board the old

Excellent, and in the Vernon torpedo school, I had
learned how to handle every sort of gun by sea and
land, and the torpedoes and mines used in the fleet,

but my ignorance of foreign affairs and of geography

and modern languages was abysmal. The chief asset

that had gained me the appointment seemed to have

been a report from the captain of my first ship that

I "had tact with men" and that I had conducted my-
self for three years with sobr 2ty (unless that clause

was inserted the implication to the contrary held good
in the navy of those times) and entirely to his satis-

faction.

The Foreign Intelligence Committee was presided

over by Captain W. H. Hall, R.N. (father of Sir Regi-

nald Hall, then a naval cadet, who became the cele-

brated director of naval intelligence at the Admiralty

in the Great War). In those old days the motto of the

authorities charged with the responsibility for defend-

ing the British Empire seemed to irreverent youth to

resemble that of the amateur actor in that old play,

"The Pantomime Rehearsal"—'Tt will be all right on

the night." Preparations for war did not exist. When
the relations with any foreign power (usually Russia)
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became strained, popular panics resulted. The House

of Commons then hastily voted sums of money, which

allayed public uneasiness. The Russian scare of 1878

(the "Peace with Honor" period) had produced the

"jingoes," who proclaimed that they did not want to

fight, but, by jingo, if they did, they had the ships, the

men, and the money for the purpose—a view that was
more prevalent with the public than it was among the

experts behind the scenes in Whitehall, or, I believe,

among members of the Russian Secret Service. British

ships had prevented the occupation of Constantinople

by Russian troops, but "battleships cannot climb moun-
tains," and India was proverbially apprehensive of

any further approach by Russia to her northwest fron-

tier. The Pendjeh scare of 1885 raised another acute

panic, both in India and in London, where public opin-

ion was permanently aroused, and questions were

showered upon the ForvUgn Intelligence Committee of

the Admiralty.

It was not generally known that, at the time of the

Pendjeh scare, no preparations had been made for

war. The fleet could not have been mobilized. This was
discovered by the late Lord Beresford (then Lord
Charles) when he joined the Admiralty as junior sea

lord in 1886. He made up his mind that, in the event

of a sudden war, naval affairs would become a pan-

demonium and that Britain might be beaten at sea.

His colleagues would not pay any attention to his rep-

resentations, and he obtained the permission of the

first lord, Lord George Hamilton, to put the situation

before Lord Salisbury, the prime minister, who, after

consulting three senior admirals outside the Admir-
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alty, directed the first lord to establish an Intelligence

Department for the navy as soon as possible.

The old Admiralty was an attractive place in which

one worked with pleasant companions. They were cul-

tured men, mostly from the universities, who wrote

good English and ran the business of the office itself

and correspondence with other departments with great

ability. The secretary's department was a close com-

munity into which no naval officers had been permitted

permanently to intrude. The few in the Foreign Intel-

ligence Committee were there only on sufferance to

help in matters that required technical knowledge of

a nature which will appear in due course. Subjects

connected with the peace administration of the navy

were dealt with efficiently by the board, and if the

Foreign Office wanted what they usually called a "gun-

boat" in a hurry to enforce an argument in any part

of the world a ship was at once forthcoming. The work
went smoothly, with occasional light interludes (as,

for instance, when the bailiff of their lordships' farm
on the Island of Ascension asked for collies to start

a breed to look after his sheep, and was sent two, both

males. While these interludes occasionally relieved the

monotony of peace routine, my chief, Captain W. H.
Hall, had to contend with a dead weight of indiffer-

ence about the lesson which had been taught by the

Germans to the army in 1870 that, under modern con-

ditions, wars can be won by careful preparation be-

fore they have begun. For such preparation to be pos-

sible it was first necessary to know as much as possible

about all foreign navies, defenses, communications,

and cognate matters.
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Very little was known about them at the Admiralty,

since it had been nobody's business to find out. Lord

Charles Beresford, as junior sea lord, insisted upon a

plan of campaign's being drawn up, and he would

not be quieted. A clever Admiralty caricaturist drew

a picture, based upon a well-known advertisement

of Pears's Soap, of Lord Charles in his ''birthday

suit" as a fat baby climbing out of a bath to get at

a cake of soap labeled "Plan of Campaign" that was

lying on the floor. The picture was entitled "He won't

be happy till he gets it." He, and others like him,

did get it in the«end, but only just in time for the great

ordeal of August, 1914. The ideas of junior officers

in the old navy were looked upon by their seniors

with grave suspicion. I remember an occasion when a

sea lord wrote, "On what authority does this lieutenant

put forward such a proposal?" across an important

suggestion by a lieutenant in the flagship in the North!

American Station, to enlist the sympathies of the coast

population of Canada in joining a reserve for the navy.

The lieutenant was Doveton Sturdee, who later be-

came admiral of the fleet.

It was in such surroundings that I embarked over

forty years ago upon my new career, an exciting one

for the young as intelligence seemed to imply spying

—a subject in which I had taken an interest since,

in early childhood, I had been shown a picture of two
spies wending their way back from the Promised
Land, staggering under the weight of a pole from
which an enormous bunch of grapes was suspended.

The spies had been aided by a woman who kept their

secret and so earned the immunity, when Jericho was
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burned, of her father, her mother, her brethren, and
all that she had. She subsequently dwelt in Israel, held

in great honor, and "lived happily ever after." That
story had left upon my youthful mind an impression

that women can keep secrets, a lesson which I verified

in later years at the center of all secrets, the office

of the War Cabinet, at a time when the plans of com-
manders in the field were being freely discussed in

London clubs.

There was no use in traveling about to unravel se-

crets before finding out first what was already known.

Captain Hall had told me for what work of that sort

I should be responsible, and I can still remember my
instructions. I had to know all about British defended

harbors at home and abroad with their defenses and

their resources that might be of value to the navy;

about communications (submarine cables) British and

foreign; about all foreign guns (at sea and in coast

defenses), gun-mountings, ammunition, armor, elec-

tric lights, torpedoes, submarine mines, "and experi-

ments connected therewith." To these subjects there

was soon to be added "British and foreign commerce,

defense, and attack." With the confidence of youth

I cheerfully undertook the role of a grain of mustard

seed which grew into an enormous tree by the end

of the Great War. Captain Hall added that he should

like me to begin with Hongkong, as our admirals at

sea did not know how the harbors on their stations

were defended; and this might lead to trouble.

Having discovered, with the aid of an atlas, where

Hongkong was, I sat down before an unlimited sup-

ply of government foolscap paper, red tape, and sta-
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tionery to the work of an intelligence officer and to

many years of labor in that interesting capacity by

sea and by land. Another table in the room was occu-

pied by a civilian member of the secretary's depart-

ment, Graham Greene, who was afterwards secretary

to the Admiralty. He taught me what office industry

means (he was usually the first to arrive and the last

to leave, and he consumed his luncheon hastily among
the papers on the table at which he worked), and also

the secret of getting things done in government offices

in Whitehall. This was: Do not go straight to the

heads through the official channel. First smooth the

way with the brains behind them. You may find these

in quite a junior official. Go and see him. Before writ-

ing an official letter to another department the best

plan is to go across to the office to which it is to be

addressed and, if possible, to write the reply.

The other two tables were occupied by naval offi-

cers. All the countries in the world were divided into

two groups. One of these officers had to find out about

all the navies, dockyards, and coast defenses of the

countries in each group. We had only one traveling

naval attache to obtain information from the whole

of Europe. The British Navy was supreme. Britain

was referred to by the whole world as the "Mistress

of the Seas," and other navies were deemed to be

of so little account that representatives of foreign pow-
ers were allowed practically free access to all our

dockyards and naval establishments. It was thought

that the more they saw of our navy the less would
be the chance of complications with foreign powers.
I remember that in one matter the Intelligence De-
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partment of the Navy of the United States was very

helpful. They sent us a "card-index" the first that we
had seen. We were too conservative to use one at

once, and I used to write all the information that I

collected in enormous ledgers, but the department is

probably full of card-indexes by this time.

It was in February, in the year 1887, that the activ-

ities of Lord Charles Beresford and of others led to

the establishment of the Naval Intelligence Depart-

ment, embodying our Foreign Intelligence Committee,

slightly strengthened, as the Intelligence Division.

There was also a small Mobilization Division. The
heads of the respective divisions were Captains Eardley

Wilmot and Custance (now Admiral Sir Reginald).

The work was strenuous, and for long periods it was
very dull. We worked in the office for about nine hours

a day for six days in the week and we often took work
home with us. Most of the time was spent in compiling

and sifting the information which soon began to pour

in, instead of embarking as I had hoped upon adven-

turous trips to "spy out the land." Captain Hall, our

chief, set a high standard. I only realized it when I

came to know him and his family at their home in

Redcliffe Square. He worked before breakfast from

5 to 8 a.m. He came to the Admiralty at ten o'clock.

He worked there until 7 p.m. and again for an hour

and a half after dining at home. He died soon after

he left the Admiralty, but not until the foundations

of the later huge naval staff, with its plans, opera-

tions, intelligence, historical, and mobilization divisions

had been well and truly laid. There ought to be a

statue to him in the Admiralty.
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There were some interesting incidents at times

which give an idea how the information that we were

constantly recording was sometimes obtained. I re-

member receiving a valuable report from a young sub-

altern in the army who was serving in the garrison

at Hongkong. We knew next to nothing about the

guns in the defenses of Vladivostok, so this enter-

prising young officer visited the place in snowy weath-

er, crawled over the ramparts when the sentries were

under cover, and obtained full information. With Si-

beria, of dreadful association, so handy, he must have

had good nerves to undertake that enterprise entirely

on his own initiative. Fired by his example, I took

advantage of the next snowstorm to obtain a few days

leave to visit our friends across the channel, not, of

course, from any feeling of hostility to the French.

Intelligence departments collect information about all

countries, however friendly; you never know what
may happen in the course of years. The Germans in

those days were urging us to strengthen our navy

to answer the French building program. A predom-

inant British Navy was relied upon as the best guar-

antee of peace in Europe.

It was bitterly cold, so all suspicious folk were un-

der cover when I paid my visit to Dunkirk, Calais,

and Boulogne. Some imaginative panic-monger had
conceived the notion that the new harbor-works, then

being made at Dunkirk with railway lines along the

quays, were intended for embarking troops in a hurry

to invade England; and we knew nothing about the

forts defending Calais and Boulogne, in spite of the

stream of British visitors and travelers who had been
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living in or passing through those places for years.

I was not quite sure what the ethics of such espionage

were, as it was my first experience of the sort. On all

occasions, when I have visited foreign countries in

time of peace, I have made no secret of being a Brit-

ish officer, and I was once approached by an obvious

agent provocateur, who offered to sell me the plans

of a fort. I replied that they did not interest me. The

fort was a new one, not quite complete, and all that

I had wanted to know was whether it yet held a gar-

rison. That I knew already when the agent approached

me, because the soldiers of that particular country

wore boots with nails arranged in a particular pattern

on the soles. The road to the fort was muddy. It

showed the footprints of so many soldiers that the

existence of a garrison could easily be deduced.

Any officer who knew his business could see what

he wanted in foreign coast defenses from afar off.

Loading derricks were used, for getting shell into

heavy guns, and they were of a different size and

shape for different sorts of ordnance. There were pic-

tures of these derricks in the published drill manuals,

and as the derricks themselves always showed up on the

sky-line the rest was simple. If inspection of the in-

terior of a fort was desirable, there was usually a

high lighthouse in the neighborhood which could be

visited for a small fee. I went up one of them on that

occasion, after asking a small girl whether it was

permitted to "ascendre," which was all the French that

I knew at the time. She fled from me, and I hoped

that her father was not a soldier or a gendarme. The

incident did not land me in a French prison, but I was
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glad to arrive safely at Dover. I think that the folk

whom I met at table d'hotes in the little inns in which

I stayed must have gathered somehow the impression

that I had visited their seaside resorts in that snowy

weather in order to find a cheap place to bring my
(non-existent) wife in the summer. I certainly did

not know enough French to convey that impression

purposely myself. I remember asking my way to the

sea, and being understood to want my mother.

I carried my plans in an open suitcase. When likely

to meet suspicious folk, the best method of handling

secret papers is to treat them as if they are of no

importance. I confess, I once devoutly hoped that I

was not mistaken in this view when I was carrying

the plans of the mine-fields defending the naval ports

of an important foreign power, but they reached their

destination. I can remember only two occasions on

which I tried the theatrical sort of tricks attributed to

people in spy-stories when they are carrying secret

plans of papers. One time, when I was traveling by
train, I crossed a frontier unexpectedly by night, hav-

ing arrived there earlier than I had intended. I was
ostensibly on a shooting tour, so I had with me a

number of cartridges; at the frontier I was told that

they were liable to a heavier duty than I could af-

ford to pay. I had removed the shot from four of

the cartridges and substituted some secret notes, ram-

ming down the wads again over the charge, the idea

being that, if I was arrested while I was out shoot-

ing, I could destroy the plans by firing them off. It

was very difficult to slip those four cartridges into

my pocket without exciting suspicion. It would have
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been better to follow my usual practice and avoid

"play-acting."

On another occasion I was told at Cook's tourist

agency that the police were taking an interest in me,

so I thought that it would be more convenient for

both parties if I left by the next steamer. I went to

my hotel to pack up, and I was sitting in my room
there with a secret plan on very fine paper before me,

touching it up, when there was a violent hammering

at the door. I do not know whether psychologists have

ever solved the mystery of the apparatus behind the

brain which causes one to act in emergencies without

conscious thought. A cricketer sometimes finds the

ball in his hands when fielding at short slip, without

having an idea how it got there, so there must be

some such apparatus. It made me ram my secret plan

into an empty pipe, add a little tobacco and light it,

before calling out the foreign equivalent of "Come
in." The whole operation took about the same time

as a catch in the slips. I should like to finish the story

by describing how I was taken to durance vile by

police agents and searched while the object of their

quest was vanishing in pipe-smoke before their eyes,

but it was only the hotel "boots" coming to see about

my luggage, who had knocked.

Only once did I have the misfortune to attract the

attention of a gendarme. It was at the Paris Exhibi-

tion of 1889, which I visited to inspect the display of

war material. He objected to my making a sketch of

an apparatus for firing the guns of a ship when the

deck was exactly horizontal, thus solving the prob-

lem of accurate fire from ships against forts on
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shore. This interested me intensely. (The Gallipoli

campaign might have ended otherwise if we had had

a really reliable apparatus of that sort.) The incident

shook my nerve so much that I did not dare to prod

with my umbrella some big guns which were shown
at that Paris Exhibition, or to knock on them with

my knuckles. I sent in a report about the biggest of

them all. That particular gun was shown by a new
factory, and I impressed the lesson taught by the

speed at which the factory had turned out so big a

gun. I ascertained, after sending in my report, that

the wretched gun was made of papier-mache. Lord
Sydenham (then Captain G. S. Clarke, R.E.) and Sir

Desmond O'Callaghan (then a captain, R.A.) re-

ported to the War Office on the same gun, but I per-

suaded them not to give me away, and to leave out

the papier-mache part.

At about that time a great fuss was being made
about the French explosive called melinite, which was
expected like most new inventions, to "revolutionize

warfare." We were allowed, within limits, to order

any new foreign books that we thought were likely to

provide information of value to the Admiralty, so

when I saw an advertisement of a book called "Meli-

nite," I applied for a copy to the assistant secretary

(R. D. Awdry), who was not very sympathetic with

the activities of our new Naval Intelligence Depart-

ment. Soon afterwards a risky French novel with a

picture outside of the heroine (Melinite, by name)
reached me with the assistant secretary's compliments,

and "Does this sort of information come within the

scope of the new intelligence officers ?"
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"Above all, no zeal," was Talleyrand's advice to the

budding diplomatist, and I still had much to learn.

There were plenty of stories of other folk's mistakes

in those early days. A military attache in Paris (now

a celebrated retired general) reported that the new

French rifle-bullet was covered with leather (cuir),

having been told that it was covered with cuivre (cop-

per), and other similar stories brightened our labors.

A naval attache was invited to attend an important

trial of some foreign armor-piercing shell of secret

composition. It was a ceremonial occasion, so he at-

tended in full dress uniform, with a tail coat, and

there was a large attendance of foreign senior officers.

Our attache picked up a piece of one of the shells

which had just been fired, intending to forward it for

analysis in England. The spectators were soon after-

ward entertained by the sight of a spiral of smoke

rising from his coat-tails. The metal was still hot,

and he was compelled to produce it for all to behold

after having tried for a time to copy the heroism of

the Spartan boy who concealed a live fox (on the

other side of his body).

Those years of hard work at the center of a web that

was destined in course of time to stretch to all parts

of the world, afforded good training for the future,

and I hope that I have not been too prolix on the sub-

ject. The net result of establishing a Naval Intelli-

gence Department was to discover that, unless we

increased our fleet both in ships and men, certain for-

eign navies would easily be able to wrest from Britain

the historic sea supremacy, which had not been chal-

lenged since Trafalgar. The Naval Defense Act of
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1889 was then forced upon a reluctant Board of Ad-
miralty by public opinion as the result of an agitation

in which the London Chamber of Commerce, Lord
Charles Beresford, the Pall Mall Gazette (and the late

W. T. Stead) and the poet laureate (Tennyson) bore

prominent parts.

The intelligence work was done at a bare minimum
of expense. Patriotism, rather than profit, was the

incentive for those who provided the information

about foreign fleets coast defenses, and armaments.

The work required technical knowledge and a thor-

ough mastery of what was known already before a

search was begun for what was unknown. Otherwise

there would have been useless duplication. Obtainers

of information had to be trusted with what had al-

ready been collected, and no foreigner to my knowl-

edge was ever given such a mission and so tempted to

betray his country. On the other hand, there were

attempts by foreign agents, some of them harmless,

some dangerous, to worm secrets out of our govern-

ment employees. An Admiralty messenger got into

serious trouble. One of their lordships went out to

luncheon, leaving a drawer of his writing-table not

quite closed. There was an attachment that rang a

bell in the next room—which was occupied by a private

secretary—if the drawer was opened. Directly after

the admiral left his room the bell rang, and the private

secretary came in and found the messenger at the

drawer.

We discovered the impossibility of keeping any
printed matter secret unless it was sent to the Foreign
Office Press, whence it emerged, printed on duck's-egg
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green paper, in locked boxes. To number each copy

and lock up those that were not officially distributed

was useless unless the type was broken up and all the

proofs were burned. There was a lucrative foreign

market for spare proofs, and even for torn waste-

paper. I recalled that lesson during the Peace Confer-

ence at Versailles in 1919, when I received, two or

three days after the discussions had taken place, my
official printed copies of the secret proceedings of

most of the committees. I found that I knew most

of their contents already, from what I had read in

articles in the Paris Press.

When I left the Admiralty to join the Army Staff

College at Camberley, my work was divided between

two sections, each under an officer. These sections, in

course of time, threw off more shoots to form the

various branches and divisions of the Great War. I

saw a good deal of the naval staff work in 19 13 and

1914, when I was working at the Admiralty, and I

dug out a good many papers reminiscent of the old

days, including that plan of a foreign torpedo-boat

station, stained with tobacco-juice. I do not think it

would be an exaggeration to add that, for the work
which Captain Hall's little group of officers and others

tried to do in time of peace in the eighties of the last

century, the Admiralty must have employed a thous-

and people in the Great War.
My other work in connection with naval intelligence

was still more interesting, as I was my own master

and I dealt directly with the naval commander-in-chief

in the Mediterranean. This was the first naval station

to possess an intelligence department, established be-
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tween the years 1892 and 1895. Unfortunately the sys-

tem had not had time to spread all over the world by

1914, when there was still no intelligence officer in

the flagship of the Australian squadron. A typical ex-

ample of the result occurred when instructions were

sent to the commander-in-chief on the station, soon

after the war broke out, to proceed to New Guinea

and to destroy the high-power German wireless station

at a place called Rabaul. He went there and he came

away again, having been unable to find it. It was found

and dealt with later. In August, 1914, great difficul-

ties were experienced in discovering the exact truth

about the progress which the Germans had made with

their new wireless stations in the Pacific. The informa-

tion was urgently needed, and on all stations where in-

telligence officers had been established for some time

everything of that sort was of course well-known.

Nevertheless, it was something to have established in

the Mediterranean in 1892 a system of fleet intelli-

gence which had spread nearly all over the world by

1914.

No funds had been available for the purpose when
in 1892, I was sent to Sir George Tryon's flagship

ostensibly in place of a subaltern, who was removed
in order to provide me with a cabin ; but I had recently

come into a small legacy, which I expended upon the

work. At the end of the third year the appointment

was put on a permanent footing with extra pay, and
one of the officers who had relieved me at the Ad-
miralty came out to take my place. The system grad-

ually spread to other naval stations, and it worked
smoothly in the Great War.



CHAPTER III. RANDOM RECOLLECTIONS

BEFORE passing to the secret service which lay

behind certain selected events in the Great War,
it may be as well to recall a few impressions which

were gathered during the early period that was cov-

ered by my connection with the Naval and Military

Intelligence departments, of which the history is given

in the preceding chapters.

The incident which stands out most clearly, as hav-

ing had a dominating influence upon my outlook to-

ward public affairs, was a visit to Metz in the year

1891, while studying at the Staff College, after having

discovered in the Naval Intelligence Department at

the Admiralty the grave need for preparing the fight-

ing forces for war. The visit to Metz was paid in

company with a division of students at the Army Staff

College who were in charge of a professor (the late

Sir Frederick Maurice). Our object was to study on

the ground the various battles of the Franco-Prussian

War of 1870. We certainly did learn something about

the tactical use of ground, but the general impression

that we gained was that the Germans overran the

French before they were ready, and so won the war.

We had been told constantly that the process by which
this result was obtained was called "mobilization" but

very little about what mobilization actually meant. We
had some idea of one feature of it, that the German

32
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Army which was to be rushed into the field on the

outbreak of war was distributed in time of peace so

that the reservists who would fill the ranks should

be living near the forces which they would join, while

the French reservists were not so distributed ; several

days were lost in complicated railway movements and

in sorting out the men. We did not realize the Prus-

sian thoroughness and attention to detail that strove

to save not only days but minutes. We were there to

study history and to learn lessons in tactics, not in

any way to spy out the land, and information which

taught us by far the most important lesson came to

us by chance.

We were copiously entertained by a German cavalry

regiment at Metz, the entertainment including a for-

mal dinner, at which we sat from 5.30 to 11.30 p.m.

and for which the strongest of heads for liquor were

needed. Next morning, with splitting headaches, we
were shown round the quartermaster's clothing store

in the barracks. There I saw at a glance that the cloth-

ing for each army reservist was in a pigeonhole by

itself with his blanket lying loose on the top. That at-

tention to detail saved many hours on mobilization.

All that was necessary was that the men should file

through the store, pick up their blankets, shovel the

rest of the things into them, and move on. That quar-

termaster's store, which I compared with our own
of the same date, impressed me more than anything

else with the thoroughness of preparation for war in

Germany. I believed then, as I still believe, that the

most potent cause of the fear which continental na-

tions display toward their neighbors is not the potential
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strength of armies but rather the state of immediate

readiness in which the armies are maintained. When
fear reaches a climax, war results. The lesson that

was learned in France in 1870 has never been for-

gotten.

From the little incident at Metz in 1891 one learned

thus about the speed of mobilizing the German field

army—far more valuable information than any about

their forts could be. We took care to keep clear of

those. If their army got off the mark first to invade a

neighbor, that neighbor would never be likely to reach

the forts. Our hosts were quite open about such mat-

ters, but in later years we at the Staff College looked

with comparative equanimity upon their activities in

Norfolk, where we heard that German officers were

holding a sort of staff tour. We trusted the navy. One
recalls now the incidents, soon after the outbreak of

the Great War, when orders were given to be ready

to drive all the taxis and cabs inland from our seaside

resorts on the east coast, lest they should be useful to

an invader. The story of the invasion scares of the

Great War will be worth telling some day. Sir Wil-

liam Robertson has told us in his "Soldiers and States-

men" as much of the tale as it is possible to disclose

at present.

Mention of what would, I suppose, be called "spy-

ing" on foreign ports reminds me of an incident which

also bears indirectly upon developments in the Great

War. Soon after the experience gained at Metz of

German thoroughness in war preparation I was at

Constantinople in 1892 on Sir George Tryon's staff,

and we found there a German military mission that
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exercised considerable influence in Turkey. British in-

fluence, which had in former years been exerted

through a naval mission, was on the wane. We also

found that, through some mysterious financial pres-

sure, more attention was being paid to defending the

Dardanelles than the Bosporus, and armaments or-

dered from firms in the Central Power group were

being distributed accordingly, the inference being that

it was considered more important to keep away the

British fleet than the Russian. Nevertheless the sul-

tan (Abdul Hamid) appeared to be very friendly to

us personally.

As an intelligence officer I was naturally interested

in the Bosporus defenses and anxious to compare them
with those of the Dardanelles, which I had seen dur-

ing the voyage to Constantinople. The new Darda-
nelles forts had just been completed, and there was
talk of new ones to defend the Bosporus. So my steps

led me in that direction during an afternoon's walk

with some of my shipmates. I had left them to visit

some high ground on the European shore near Rumeli

Kavak, where I sat for a time on a small eminence

overlooking a new battery. The trace of the work
could already be clearly distinguished, so I took a pho-

tograph with a pocket camera. When I looked up after

the click of the shutter, I discovered that, while I was
looking into the finder, a Turkish sentry had spotted

me on the sky-line. He called out something, and a

party of soldiers began to climb the hill.

Close to me was a shipmate, out for a walk. I con-

cealed the camera in my pocket, hailed him, and asked

him to sit down for a few minutes and look after
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my things while I went to meet Captains Noel and

Wilson (later Admirals Sir Gerard Noel and Sir A.

K. Wilson), whom I had just seen some way off in

another direction. Being rather tired, my shipmate

was quite pleased to oblige me. Then I joined the cap-

tains as fast as I could, and we returned slowly to-

gether to the hill. There we found my friend looking

rather bewildered. He was surrounded by excited

Turks, armed to the teeth, gesticulating and exclaim-

ing in an unknown tongue. We joined the group. Then
a Turkish officer who spoke a little French was
fetched, and he explained to us that the soldiers had

actually seen my shipmate in the very act of photo-

graphing their fort. We recommended our friend to

submit, as an act of concession, to the indignity of

being searched, in order to prove his innocence. They
searched him and found nothing, not noticing the cam-

era bulging in my pocket. We said that we hoped that

they were quite satisfied, as we were all obliged to

return to our ship, and we left them examining every

crevice and cranny in the ground in that neighbor-

hood. The incident was doubtless reported to Con-

stantinople, as I was sent for in the evening by the

admiral, who told me that the sultan had asked

whether we were interested in the defenses of the

Bosporus. If so, arrangements would be made for the

admiral to visit any forts which he desired. The re-

sult was that we were given every opportunity of

verifying the rumors about more attention being paid

to the defenses facing the Mediterranean than to

those which faced the Black Sea.

The reflection will doubtless occur to readers of
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this old tale that the tragedy of the Dardanelles cam-

paign of 191 5, referred to in a subsequent chapter,

might have had a different issue if the Russians, in

whose interests that campaign was nominally con-

ducted, had taken an active part in the operations by

a simultaneous attack from the Black Sea; but political

conditions are not always in accord with military ef-

fectiveness, as later disclosures have proved in this

instance.

There was no doubt in my mind when I left the

Staff Colleg'e in 1908 that military opinion held that

in the event of war with Germany the immediate de-

parture of the British Expeditionary Force to France

would be inevitable. Naval opinion, as far as I could

judge, had not gone nearly so far. A Defense Con-

ference was held in London in 1909, soon after it

was discovered through confidential channels that the

naval building program in Germany had been accel-

erated. I attended that conference with the delegates

from the old South African Colonies, who came to

England in connection with the consolidation of union,

but were unable to speak of South Africa as a whole

until that measure had been completed. The growing

menace, from a naval point of view, of the Ger-

man Navy, and the policy which lay behind it was
realized by all. On the military side, the new general

staff of the army performed yeoman service behind

the scenes in furthering the policy of establishing uni-

formity in brains and in organization and equipment

of all the military forces in the empire. Sir Spencer

Ewart, then the director of military operations, was
the moving spirit. The late Sir Charles Callwell was
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an able assistant. At that time there was no realiza-

tion of the demand for masses of troops that would

arise in the event of war with Germany. Between that

date and the outbreak of war it was believed that

British sea power, if adequately maintained, would be

the dominating factor from the point of view of the

British Empire, and the military view was that if

a British army were to be sent to the aid of the

French, that army would suffice to turn the balance.

I was confirmed in that view by conversations with

members of the general staff at the War Office when
I was serving at the Admiralty in 1913 and 1914.

While such were the soldier's views, I find in my
private diary for January, 1909, evidence that the

late Lord Haldane must have had a wider vision when
he was secretary of state for war, and a better reali-

zation of the great military effort that might be re-

quired of the British Empire if we should ever find

ourselves "with backs to the wall," as indeed we did

in the years 1914-1918. I had come from South Africa

to England on a short visit to attend the first con-

ference at Camberley of the projected Imperial Gen-

eral Staff. An entry in my diary for Wednesday, Jan-

uary 27, 1909, runs: "Rather an important day.

Lunched with Mr. Haldane, Sir Edward Grey and

General Douglas Haig present. Mr. Haldane noted

with pleasure that our local policy (in South Africa)

had been to work on exactly the lines worked at home,

and to fit in with the present and future policy which

is contemplated. He hopes that the Imperial General

Staff will be a success. He explained the proposals

for forming a seventh division (from British troops
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in South Africa and elsewhere) and what an ad-

vance they are upon the Cardwell system in having a

force available for service without taking the linked

battalions. He hopes behind the seven divisions and

those in India, to have fourteen of Territorials in the

United Kingdom and more in the Oversea domin-

ions." I have a further note that Mr. Haldane, as he

was then, was the first to realize the probability that,

given a just cause, the whole empire would rally to

provide an army which would be numbered in army
corps and in armies in the event of grave emergency.

I remembered that note in an old diary when he was
subjected to bitter attacks in certain sections of the

press in the darkest days of the Great War. As a re-

sult of these attacks, a rumor was current at one time

that he (who had done more than any other statesman

of our time to prepare the nation and empire for the

great ordeal) had been shut up in the Tower of Lon-
don as a traitor

!

In these days there should be little need for secret

service about the fighting forces in foreign countries

which are members of the League of Nations, as they

all are expected to provide full information about their

armaments ; these are published annually in an arma-
ment book, issued from Geneva. In the old days there

was plenty of scope for officers on leave and other

patriotic folk to report on such matters during visits

to foreign countries. As to sending information back,

it was better to keep it in one's head if possible, even

in peace when the penalty would probably only be un-

popularity—though possibly incarceration in a for-

tress. In time of war it has been proved by experi-
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ence that the danger of having to face a firing party
(sometimes the hangman's noose) is usually due to

the method used in sending the information to its

destination. The hostile spies who were detected in

the United Kingdom in the Great War were nearly
all convicted on written evidence. I have added in an
Appendix a few notes on certain methods of communi-
cating secret information by using ciphers, codes, and
invisible inks.

Great use was made of homing pigeons by nearly
all countries in the Great War ; and it was sometimes
as much as a man's life was worth to be seen in com-
pany with one of these interesting messengers, who
have served throughout the ages as a means of trans-
mitting information.

As soon as I was employed on naval intelligence

work the use of homing pigeons appealed to me
strongly. In my early days in the Admiralty I used
to study Nelson's methods of obtaining news of the

movements of hostile ships. Nelson kept frigates al-

ways watching harbors that were known to contain

hostile fleets. Either the frigate brought the informa-
tion direct, or (as happened before Trafalgar) sig-

naled the news to vessels stationed to pass on the mes-
sages. When Whitehead torpedoes were invented and
were being constantly improved, it seemed to me that

to station valuable cruisers off foreign harbors,

swarming as some of them were with torpedo-boats,

would be too expensive an undertaking. Numbers of

small fast yachts or even fishing-boats could watch
foreign harbors equally well. They could run away
if they were chased, and send their messages by car-

rier pigeons. I was too junior at the time to make the
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proposal myself, so I persuaded some friends in the

Foreign Office and in the War Office to put the idea

forward and to call the attention of the Admiralty

officially to experiments abroad with carrier pigeons.

The letters arrived at the Admiralty in due course.

My proposal was killed, for the time being, by an

official who wrote this minute on the papers: "No
action. These birds might carry misleading intelli-

gence." I then decided to keep a pigeon-loft at Ports-

mouth at my own expense, and H. M. S. Excellent

took up the question later. I am still puzzling over the

idea in that official's mind. How can a pigeon flying

across the sea be captured alive by an enemy, its mes-

sage removed, and a false message substituted?

When, later, I went to Malta, I took pigeons with

me and started a flying club there. My object was to

organize a daily pigeon post from Sicily to Malta,

in order to keep up rapid communication if the cables

were cut in war. Then wireless telegraphy came in,

and the project was allowed to drop. The German
armored cruiser Goeben, with the Breslau in com-
pany, put into Messina during the night of August 2,

1914. They coaled and they left at 5 p.m., August 6.

The news reached the British admiral later. The Goe-
ben escaped from superior British forces and her suc-

cess in reaching Constantinople uninjured on August
10 was the main factor that made Turkey join the

Central Powers. That completely altered the aspect of

the war, and probably prolonged it for two years. I

still think that an intelligence agent at or near Messina
could have sent the news of the Goeben's movements
more rapidly to the British Navy if he had had hom-
ing pigeons at his disposal.



CHAPTER IV. WELL-KEPT SECRETS OF THE WAR

WE can select two well-kept secrets from the

early days of the war, the secret dispatch of

French's little "B. E. F." of Old Contemptibles to

France, and the surprise which the Germans sprang

upon the French by putting in the field an army far

stronger than the French General Staff expected.

Luckily for the Allied cause, the first was a set-off

against the second.

Only complete ignorance of the strength of the

German army with which they would be immediately

confronted could have induced the French military

authorities to conceive their celebrated "Plan 17,"

which landed them at once in grave disasters, in the

"blood-baths" at Morhange and elsewhere,, and in

the wedging of Lanrezac's Fifth Army into the sharp

angle between the Meuse and the Sambre, attacked

by German masses from the east and north, and open

to attack from the west too. The result would have

been a colossal "Sedan" if the first secret had not

been kept. Lanrezac would have been struck on three

sides by more than three-quarters of a million ene-

mies.

The keeping of the British secret saved the situa-

tion.

It was not easy to do so. A difficult problem faced

the British military authorities. In a land teeming with

42
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the enemy's spies in all walks of life they had to as-

semble secretly from many places thousands of men,

horses, guns, and vehicles innumerable to form a "lit-

tle" army which, if you strung it out along a road,

would occupy about a hundred miles. The whole had

to be put into trains and moved to British and Irish

ports—to Southampton, to Avonmouth, to Newhaven,

to Liverpool, to Glasgow, to Dublin, Cork, or Belfast,

as might be needed. Rolling stock had to be collected

at various railway stations before the troops could be

moved (eighteen hundred special trains were needed

in five busy days). Eighty actually ran into Southamp-

ton docks, easily watched by spies, and figures for

other ports were in due proportion.

Then came the navy's turn to keep the secret. The
Admiralty moved troops by sea in those days (the

Board of Trade does so now). The transports had
hurriedly to be collected, a very suspicious proceeding.

Ships for men. Ships for horses, needing special fit-

tings, and for vehicles. Ships for motor-lorries (only

a few in those days). Ships for stores and ships for

supplies. Ships of all sizes and speeds. They had to be

loaded, moved, and unloaded, both safely and secretly

—and secrecy spells safety in war. They had to run

the gantlet of hostile eyes on the long coast-lines of

Southampton Water, the Solent, and the Isle of

Wight.

Then came the army's turn again—to take over

these masses of men, horses, guns, and vehicles, and
to move them to their destination just in time, as it

turned out, to fill a yawning gap between Lanrezac's

left flank of the whole French Army and the sea.
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Such was the problem. "Secrecy first" under con-
ditions that seemed to be impossible, and personal
memories of one who remembers those days well may
be of interest. For the first time in history British

soldiers had been given enough notice to prepare their

plans, although they did not know whether the Cab-
inet would sanction them at the last moment. The
Government had only promised definitely to confer,
not to act. For that statement I can vouch. The gen-
eral staff did not and could not commit the Cabinet to

further action.

The general staff of the army was of recent growth.
It was established while I was teaching "Imperial
Strategy" at the Camberley Staff College under the

late Lord Rawlinson and Sir Henry Wilson between
the years 1904 and 1908, and all the "teachers" be-

came general staff officers. As soon as Lord Haldane,
the best war minister of modern times, established the

expeditionary force we worked out, as was our way,
schemes for using it under every imaginable condition

in every conceivable part of the world, including Bel-

gium—especially in Belgium from 1906 onward, and
partly for the following reason.

Henry Wilson, who had been serving in the inner-

most sanctuary of War Office secrets, came to us as

commandant. He knew all about the "military conver-
sations" with the French General Staff that dated from
about that time. The question of how to use the

B. E. F., if Belgian neutrality was violated by Ger-
many, came into special prominence. Henry Wilson
spent much of his leave bicycling on the Belgian
frontiers and he encouraged the students to do the
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same. In due course new railway-sidings were discov-

ered, and other indications of Germany's intention to

mass troops some day in the Aix-la-Chapelle-Malmedy

area. We thus found out, all those years ago, the gen-

eral nature of the celebrated "Schlieffen Plan," which

had recently been adopted by the Great General Staff

at Berlin. The full details of that plan have never yet

been disclosed. They may still be among the records

in that sinister building which was occupied by the

Great General Staff in Berlin. They are not to be

found among the wilderness of words uttered or writ-

ten by statesmen and diplomatists. The military ar-

chives have been jealously guarded against unbiased re-

searchers.

So now we have three plans. The German Schlief-

fen Plan, the direction of the great blow foreseen by

us at the Staff College but its strength unknown ; the

French Plan 17, obviously based upon ignorance of

the enemy's strength and intentions (the British mili-

tary authorities apparently knew little or nothing of

Plan 17 until August, 1914) ; and the British General

Staff plan for using the .British Army, which the

Germans, to their cost, failed to discover.

At one time British military authorities had

thought it would be most effective to send the army

by sea to Antwerp, ignoring the fact that both banks

of the Scheldt belong to Holland. It is inconceivable

that the support of any wise British Cabinet would

have been obtained for such a plan. We at the Staff

College thought that the best scheme would be to dis-

embark in French ports and to get into touch at once

with the left of the French Army, wherever that was
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to be found. Everybody knows now that this was the

plan actually adopted in 19 14, and it is amazing that

it was not discovered by the Germans.

After serving as head of the general staff under

Lord Methuen until 19 12 I had stayed in South

Africa until early in the spring of 19 13, to help the

new Government of the Union, in which General Smuts

was minister of defense, to start and to train the South

African defense forces. We were then coming nearer

and nearer to the brink of the precipice. I came to

England several times, so I was constantly in touch

with my colleagues on the general staff of the army,

with the Committee of Imperial Defense and with the

Admiralty. From Henry Wilson himself I knew of

that personal friendship with his French colleague,

General Foch, which led to so momentous an after-

math.

On returning to England I joined the new Admir-
alty "war staff" to work out certain problems of prep-

arations for any war, especially guarding places of

which loss would sorely handicap the navy.

I have no desire to save foreign secret agents the

labor (it took me nearly a year, with the aid of every-

body of any consequence in the Admiralty) of com-

piling a list of such places, and we all know that,

pacts or no pacts to abolish war, the intelligence de-

partments of the most pacific of nations are still busy

prying into each other's secrets. It will be quite enough

to mention that, from the naval point of view alone,

I discovered numerous places where what Whitehall

calls "evilly disposed persons" might in those days

have worried the navy. That experience gave me some
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considerable acquaintanceship with the genus in

question and with the best ways to defeat its nefarious

objects.

The true tale has never, to my knowledge, been

told of the two dinners that were attended by Cabinet

ministers in Queen Anne's Gate on the night of that

fateful Sunday, August 2, 19 14. Lord Haldane told

me not long before his death the story of the one

at his house, when news of the German ultimatum to

Belgium was brought to the table at 7 p.m. on that

evening.

The other dinner was held at a celebrity's house, a

few doors to the eastward. The two parties looked, I

believe, at the news from different angles, but when
the significance was fully grasped at the meeting of

the Cabinet on Monday morning all opinions were

reconciled with the loss of two ministers to the Gov-

ernment, Lord Morley and Mr. John Burns. Then,

at 3 p.m., Sir Edward Grey made the great speech

which pulled the whole nation and empire together.

It was on August bank holiday. This sorely handi-

capped the War Office. The German ultimatum had

come as a bolt from the blue, so the assembly of the

Territorials for their training had not been canceled.

To stop the training would have doubled the activity

of German espionage, and on Friday there had still

been hope of peace. Every hour counted. The Germans
invaded Belgium early on Tuesday. The order to mo-
bilize the British Army went out at 4 p.m. The fleet

had already been mobilized. By midnight Britain was
at war with Germany.
On Wednesday I met Henry Wilson (then director
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of military operations) in a corridor of the Admir-
alty; he was in great distress. The arrangement for

possible British support for the French, arrived at

during the military conversations with which he had
so much to do, was that the British Army should be

mobilized on the same day as the French, and that

the six divisions of the army should be sent over.

The detailed calculations had been made on that as-

sumption.

It was not until Thursday, August 6, that the Cab-

inet finally decided to send four divisions at once and

to let the French choose their destination. The door

of the Admiralty War Room, with its map of the

world covering a whole wall, was guarded by day and

by night by a messenger to bar the entry of the un-

authorized, whether evilly or well disposed. There,

in the early days of the war, we watched the move-

ments of the Goeben and Breslau, slipping through

the Straits of Messina (neutral waters) and so es-

caping from their British pursuers a few hours before

war was declared, never again to come within range

of British ships capable of tackling the Goeben. There

were many distinguished visitors to that secret room,

including at least one "Personage."

In another room, we could watch the movements

of the armies facing each other on that long line with

its southern flank on the Swiss frontier. The Cabinet

had ordained that the British Army should begin to

move on the ninth, a Sunday. The ships were ready

before the troops. On the fourteenth Sir John French

crossed. By the twentieth his army was assembled

between Maubeuge and Le Cateau. By the twenty-
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second it was about Mons, well beyond the left flank

of the French, preparing to advance into the jaws of

the German Army, not knowing anything about the

strength of the huge German force that was north of

the Meuse.

Did the enemy know? Those were tense moments
for the watchers of the movements of the little flags,

knowing what they represented, and all that they stood

for—nothing less than the saving of the situation

when "Plan 17" was heading towards its inevitable

conclusion. I had discovered its nature from a French

officer, I forget the exact date in August. Mystified

by the movements of the flags on the war map, I had

turned to him and asked, "What is Joffre's plan?"

He answered with a gesture. Placing a fist near Nan-
cy, he struck a blow northeasterly, which, even if it

succeeded, could not affect the far-away left flank in

time to avert impending disaster.

The Belgian General Staff by the twenty-second had
plenty of chances of identifying the great German
masses wheeling through their country north of the

Meuse, and I have never been able to understand why
Sir John French knew so little. Billow's Second Army
was attacking the French. Namur was on the point of

falling. Kluck's First Army, the farthest north of all,

was on the rim of the great wheel, and beyond him

was Marwitz with his whole corps of cavalry. The
Belgians, in face of such overwhelming force, had
fallen back to Antwerp. From the eighteenth onward,

the map was emptied of flags between Kluck's long

columns and the "Old Contemptibles." Kluck must
know, we thought, that he had only that little B. E. F.
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in front of him, know where it was, though perhaps

he did not know its strength, or rather its weakness.

He himself had no less than six army corps, of which
two were "reserve corps" (the surprise which the

Germans sprang upon the French). There was besides

a whole corps of German cavalry. This was not under
his command at the time, though it was on the spot,

only needing knowledge of the position of the Brit-

ish to burst its way round their outer flank, while they

were attacked in front by Kluck's masses.

Did Kluck know? That was the point. We can, I

suppose, wave aside the fact that the German high-

power wireless station at Nauen broadcast to the

world that the British had deserted the French by
not sending their army across at all. That was prob-

ably "propaganda." We know that the Germans had
gathered from their spies before the war that the

British, if they came, would land at Zeebrugge, near

the Dutch frontier of Belgium, (I once reported on
Zeebrugge myself as being excellent, but in the wrong
position). That spoke well for the British counter-

espionage. To the end Kluck believed that the British

Army had intended to land in Belgian ports, and that

they afterwards chose French harbors of Dunkirk,

Calais, and Boulogne instead. We did not intend to

land troops in Belgian ports, we landed no troops at

Dunkirk or Calais, and only a few at Boulogne. It

was not until August 20 that Kluck "believed" that

the B. E. F. had landed in some "French harbors" by
the eighteenth. He did not know which harbors or

anything about the direction of their advance.

Late on the twenty-second (9.30 p.m.) he had
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found only one squadron of British cavalry. He then

issued ordinary march orders, believing that the coun-

try for fifty miles ahead of him was clear. On that

fateful Sunday, August 23, his advanced guards, un-

warned, came suddenly upon the British Army stretch-

ing across their path. The German cavalry corps,

which might then have been sent round its flank to

cut off its retreat, was nearly forty miles away, search-

ing for the British near Courtrai. Secrecy had brought

salvation; and this brings us to the question of how
Kluck was mystified and misled in that well-kept secret

of the war.

We have heard much about the mobilization in

those early days of August, and very little about the

precautionary stage which came first. There was
no need to advertise it by proclamations calling up re-

servists. The "precaution" that saved Sir John
French's handful of "Old Contemptibles" by blinding

their enemies is the one with which we are concerned.

One's thoughts naturally go to the precedent in the

Old Testament when Elisha dealt single-handed with

the "great host" of Syrians, equipped with horses and
chariots, who surrounded him in the night. Having
blinded them he offered to guide them on their way,

led them into Samaria when they were bound for

Dothan. Kluck was blind for as long a period.

To understand what follows we must know some-
thing about the German spy system. We can easily

compare it with the British by quoting the two mot-

toes that sum up the teaching of German and British

Army officers in the pages of their pre-war text-books.

The "Mystify and Mislead" of the British, the "Vio-
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lence and Cunning" of the German War-Book. There
is something more subtle about the former, more ag-

gressive about the other. On the German side a massed

attack by a host of spies trained—almost drilled—to

work in the same way and to look to higher authority

for instructions about how to deal with a "stupid" in-

ferior foe. On the British side a few, carefully se-

lected, proved by trial in small missions before en-

trusted with great, and then perhaps advanced to the

higher grade of British counter-espionage, which

earned post-war tributes from such men as Colonel

Nikolai, the chief of the German Secret Service dur-

ing the Great War, and from one Winfried Liidecke

in articles in the press of Switzerland and Germany
two years ago.

At an early hour on Tuesday, August 4, 1914, the

German hosts began to cross the Belgian frontier.

There were three great armies of about 320,000 ;
260,-

000 and 180,000 men—Kluck's, Billow's and Haus-
en's. Biilow and Hausen were to overwhelm Lanre-

zac's French Army; Kluck's great mass was to swing

round its flank. Britain was not then at war, but tech-

nically at peace. Nevertheless, every minute being

priceless, British counter-espionage acted before the

order to mobilize the army war, issued, and only a

small handful of German spies, working as they

thought in complete security, were arrested. Why take

only the few, leaving the many? Counter-espionage,

like every other sort of competition, depends for suc-

cess upon being able to look at things from the other

man's point of view. Either learn, or better still know
instinctively, how other people are likely to think and
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to act. Politicians have to guess at the next vagary of

the popular whirligig public opinion. So do press-men.

The soldier, as Foch taught, must know his enemy's

character and how it will react to different conditions.

For at least four years before the war (the Agadir

crisis, when we were on the brink of it, came in 191 1)

many German spies were marked down. They were

not arrested. They could do little harm in ordinary

times, and if they were taken there would be new
ones at the critical time. Colonel Nikolai said, as far as

my memory serves me, that we arrested five. We may
have done so, but I do not recall the incidents; I can

only remember the trial of one beguiled and unfor-

tunate British officer. The idea was that the supreme

need for secrecy would come at the last moment if

we should ever be faced with a war with Germany.
The big secret would then be the day and the time

when our army began to move and where it went to.

They could not help knowing its strength, because

that had been freely advertised. They could know
something of its fighting value by watching its man-
euvers and by studying the published records of its

performances on the rifle ranges. (That they had not

studied those records is beside the point ; if they had
done so, they would not have mistaken British rifle-

fire for machine-gun fire at Mons.) The great secret

to be kept was about the dispatch and the destination

of the British Expeditionary Force, so it was from
Der Tag onwards that the Great General Staff of Ger-

many must be blinded.

Here I must interpose a note about secrecy, with

which all who have had anything at all to do with
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secret service, and sympathizers outside that inner

circle, will be in hearty accord. Those of the elect

do not tell their secrets, even to each other
;
they know

their own constant strain of anxiety lest they them-

selves may, in some unguarded moment, give away a

secret. The fewer secrets they know, the better for

their own comfort, so they resent being told secrets

unnecessarily, and they do not burden their friends

with them. I did not know any details of the dispatch

of the expeditionary force at the time. Only the lo-

calities from whence it would be desirable to exclude

the "evilly disposed" came into my province, and I

rejoiced when results showed that they had been ex-

cluded though there were more than thirty thousand

Germans in the country when war broke out. There

was not a single case of sabotage in the United King-

dom, and obviously I cannot give the names of those

to whom the credit is due. I knew most of them in

pre-war days, some of them well, and I had seen them

at work in their rooms, without being told what they

were doing, there or elsewhere.

Their idea was that Germans, spies and others,

needed leaders, and that they were helpless without

them. That they liked working "according to plan,"

according to the letter of a plan ; if left alone to inter-

pret its spirit, they were likely to fail, and would prob-

ably await instructions. No matter how big a

swarm of German spies there might be in England,

Scotland, Wales, or Ireland in pre-war days, they

would look for guidance to certain leaders and orga-

nizers, and if the leaders were taken away the follow-

ers would be helpless. Those leaders must be removed
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at exactly the right moment, when it would be im-

possible to replace them, and there, as the head of

the German Spy Service has since pointed out, Britain

had the great advantage of being surrounded by sea,

instead of by land frontiers across which secret agents

can trickle. It is easier to watch a few harbors where

a stream of travelers passes through barriers, and a

coast-line approachable only in vessels visible from
afar off, than it is to watch hundreds of miles of coun-

try with the frontier line marked only by posts, with

long gaps between them. We learned that lesson our-

selves with the long line of blockhouses, even when
they were joined by wire fences, in the last of all Boer

wars.

News of our naval mobilization reached me at Ports-

mouth between 3 and 4 a.m. on August 2, a Sun-

day morning, when German espionage was still work-

ing at full pressure in England. Early on July 29 the

First Fleet, which had full crews, slipped away from
Portland for an unknown destination. That fact, and

the naval mobilization, were known in Germany, as

Bulow, the imperial chancellor, and others have dis-

closed.

But in Berlin, nothing was known of the fact that

the British counter-espionage officers had for some

years read every letter that passed through the hands

of twenty-two German secret agents in Great Britain

and their employers in Germany, or that that corres-

pondence had laid bare the whole network of which
Berlin was the center. Those far-reaching results had

been achieved by shadowing a certain German officer

of high rank, who, when he was in attendance upon
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the kaiser on one of his visits to England, wandered

away from his official duties to visit an out-of-the-

way district (Caledonian Road) in the north of Lon-

don. There he went to visit the hair-dressing saloon of

one E , a German born in England, who had a

German wife. It turned out that the hair-dresser was
a mere "letter-box," working on a salary of only five

shillings a week, which had recently been increased to

about twelve-and-sixpence. Ostensibly he was working4

for a business agency, really for the German Secret

Service, from which many letters emanated. Thence-

forward E's correspondence was examined, and the

discovery was made that he received numerous let-

ters from Germany to which he affixed English stamps

and then forwarded them to various addresses. That

gave away the identity of a large group of German
secret agents distributed all over the country. It was
a tremendous coup. Luck, some would say, but partly

due to the German passion for organization and for

centralization. If all those letters had been sent, with

German stamps, direct to the secret agents themselves,

it is probable that nothing would have happened to

them, and so we come to our climax, the quiet and

inconspicuous arrest by the police—no display of

armed soldiers—of twenty-one out of the twenty-two

German secret agents located in peace, trained as spies

for war, all of them known for years to British coun-

ter-espionage, if not "known to the police."

The name of the agent at Southampton was Thomas
Kegnamer. There were five in London, three in New-
castle, one in Warwick, one in Brighton, one in Win-
chester, one in Barrow-in-Furness, one in Sitting-
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bourne, one in Padstow, two in Portsmouth, one in

Weymouth, one near Plymouth, and one at Falmouth.

They were simply interned. There were no conspicu-

ous trials to advertise their capture. Their employers

were left with a puzzle to solve. E, being a British

subject, was awarded seven years' penal servitude for

working for the secret service in Berlin. One agent

escaped to board a ship, lying at Hull. If he had in-

formation of the secret about the British Army it did

no harm as was proved by the deception of Kluck and

the salvation of Lanrezac's force, the left flank of the

whole French Army.
Besides the twenty-one agents who were arrested,

about two hundred more were strictly watched.

Thousands of aliens were interned and, early on the

morning of the next day, every German submarine

telegraph-cable was cut. And so we can leave Kluck's

army and the cavalry corps of Marwitz, as an old

eighteenth century writer described soldiers on land

awaiting the arrival of an enemy about to descend

upon them from some unknown spot on the sea-coast,

"in the dark, moving to and fro, distracted and at

a loss which way to go to guard against the stroke

of an Invisible Hand." The stroke was to be struck,

through Gallieni's influence, on his right flank by the

French Sixth Army, while the British pressed through

the gap on his left.

Meanwhile sections of the British public in the early

days were seething with indignation. Locally, it may
have been noticed that some little newspaper and to-

bacco shop kept by a foreigner had mysteriously put

up its shutters. A foreign waiter at a big hotel who
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knew one's taste in luncheons had disappeared—his

day off, perhaps. A learned foreign scientist, interested

in the geology of the east coast of Scotland, was not

seen about as usual. "Society" ladies missed a pet

French (?) beauty-doctor. Superstitious folk could

not make out what had happened to their favorite

palmist or fortune-teller, and we heard much of those

arts in the early days of the war. Little account was
taken of these incidents, but many rumors were cur-

rent, and the military authorities were severely criti-

cized by those who believed them.

A lady looking into a shop window in Bond Street

was said to have stepped back and trodden inadver-

tently upon the toe of a fair-haired, well-groomed man
who had let slip the German equivalent of "Damn!"

—

obviously a German officer. Hard lawn-tennis courts,

recently made in alien gardens in the suburbs, had

concrete foundations which were suspiciously thick.

These were clearly designed as platforms for hostile

howitzers (which could shoot far better from any

modern road-surface). Dwellers in upper flats were
signaling up their chimneys to Zeppelins in the sky,

and suspicious lights were showing in the back prem-

ises of basements. And so on. . . . Criticisms were

officially encouraged, as a reputation for stupidity is

an asset in counter-espionage.

The moral of the whole story is that in the secret

service it is unsafe to assume that any people are

stupid. Try, for instance, to get the better in a bar-

gain of the British "bucolic" mind, as displayed by

the old English stock in villages. I learned my own les-

son in Africa, from an apparently stupid old Boer.



CHAPTER V. THE RAID TO OSTEND, 1914

WE now come to a piece of bluff, initiated by

Mr. Winston Churchill, as first lord of the

Admiralty and member of the War Council of the

Cabinet, when things were looking black for the Brit-

ish Army on August 25, 1914.

Having been employed on that occasion I can tell

the tale, supported by documents. It is a story not

so much of keeping a secret, but of making sure that

the "secret" reached and misled the enemy, and though

a small affair it indicates what might have been done

with more mobile "amphibious" forces.

The British Expeditionary Force was in full re-

treat after the stand at Mons. It was the day before

Smith-Dorrien's fine stand at Le Cateau which held

up the advance of Kluck's First German Army and

the cavalry corps of Marwitz, and so enabled the bulk

of Sir John French's army to continue its retreat un-

molested.

Late in the evening of Tuesday, August 25, 19 14,

I was hard at work with Admiral of the Fleet Sir

Henry Jackson in a luxurious room in the Admiralty

overlooking St. James's Park. It was a hot day, and,

having worked practically continuously without a com-

plete night's rest since the third of August, I was

half asleep on a sofa waiting for the next batch of

telegrams to come in, when Sir Doveton Sturdee,

59
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chief of the staff, came hurriedly into the room and
asked me whether I had any uniform. I was a colonel
at the time, having recently given up the rank of
brigadier-general on the general staff of the army on
my return from South Africa.

_

I told the admiral that I thought there was a rather
tight blue uniform at my tailor's, but it was the uni-
form of a brigadier-general. "That's all right," he
said, "then you'll have to be promoted to brigadier-
general. There's no time to change it. The first lord
has a job for you. He'll tell you all about it in his
room."

There I found Mr. Churchill with the adjutant-gen-
eral of marines, the head of my old corps, and a map
of the military situation in Flanders covered with
little flags showing masses of German troops in Bel-
gium. He explained his plan, which, roughly speaking,
was to land a brigade of marines, hastily assembled,
at Ostend. The force was to be under my command,
and he asked me what I wanted in order to carry out
the instructions which he outlined—to put up a good
bluff in order to draw as many German troops as
possible in my direction and so ease the situation for
Sir John French.

He told me to study the map and to let him have
my answer as quickly as possible. To judge by what
I saw on the map, a commodious coffin seemed to be
the most likely requirement, but that was obviously not
the reply that was expected. In about three minutes I

replied: "A good staff officer; five hundred rounds of
ammunition per man ; five hundred bicycles

; maps of
Belgium; and my orders in writing." "That will be
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all right," he said. "You must catch the late train

from Victoria to Chatham, where the commander-in-

chief [Sir Richard Poore] will rush you down to

Sheerness to embark in the Euryalus." While I was

securing uniform, a packet of Maggi's soups, and a

supply of money in English sovereigns, my friend and

colleague in the old days in the Intelligence Depart-

ment, Sir Graham Greene, secretary of the Admiralty,

rushed the orders through. They read thus

:

At daylight tomorrow, 26 August, if circum-

stances allow [My italics. I remembered those

words afterwards when I heard of Sir Douglas
Haig's message from the cabinet about sending
British troops to Marshal Foch, and his reply.]

you will disembark such portions of your brigade

as have arrived at Ostend, and occupy the town.

You will push out a reconnaissance of cyclists to

Bruges, Thourout, and Dixmude. You will estab-

lish yourself at Ostend, forming an entrenched
picket line round the town in such a way as to

enable you to cover the debarkation of a division

of the army. A squadron of airplanes will reach

you before noon, having previously made an aerial

reconnaissance of the country within thirty miles

of Ostend. These airplanes will be placed under
your orders.

2. The object of this movement is to make a di-

version favorable to the Belgians who are advanc-
ing from Antwerp, and to threaten the western

[?] flank of the German southward advance. It

should therefore be ostentatious. You should not

advance inland from Ostend without further or-

ders, but some enterprise may be permitted to the
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patrols. Information about the enemy will be

supplied to you personally at the Admiralty. [No
more reached me.]

3. The object in view would be fully attained if

a considerable force of the enemy were attracted

to the coast. You will be reembarked as soon as

this is accomplished.

You are accorded temporary rank of brigadier-

general,

By command of their lordships

W. Graham Greene.
August 25, 1914.

To that Mr. Churchill added verbally (to be kept

secret) that he thought that I should be back in a

week.

Sir Doveton Sturdee added a note:

Brigade will operate in close proximity to the

coast and will be so equipped as to be capable of

swift debarkation and embarkation. They will be

based on and supplied from the ships.

F. C. D. Sturdee,
C.O.S. [Chief of Staff] 25.8.14.

When I was leaving the Admiralty courtyard in a

taxi for Victoria, this paper was thrust hastily into

my hand by a messenger

:

FOR INFORMATION.

Telephone from Daily Mail (Mr. H. W. Wilson).

Daily Mail correspondents just arrived from
Ostend and telephoned following to the Admiralty
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(8.30 p.m.). They left today as German troops

were approaching.

The entire Ostend garrison of four thousand

was removed to Antwerp on Friday, leaving Os-
tend undefended except for about two hundred
gendarmes.

The gendarmes engaged about three hundred
German Uhlans who came from Thielt. The gen-

darmes suffered about forty-five casualties, and
having defended the honor of the town now intend

to surrender when larger forces of Germans ar-

rive.

This message was endorsed: "First lord informed,

who decided to make no change in the orders. Lord
Kitchener is being informed. First sea lord informed.

(Initialed) F.C.D.S. 25.8.14."

I arrived at Chatham in the course of the night,

and after a few minutes' talk Sir Richard Poore, the

commander-in-chief, sent me down the Medway in his

own barge to join the Euryalus, flagship of Rear-

Admiral Arthur Christian, who made me comfortable

in a spare cabin for the remaining hours of the early

morning. Then the Chatham battalion of Royal Ma-
rine Light Infantry arrived with an immense amount
of baggage and stores. There was no question of ar-

riving off Ostend "at daylight." The Euryalus did not

leave the Nore till later in the day. In the evening an

interesting message arrived by wireless in secret code

from the Admiralty. It contained a suggestion, which

we attributed to the first lord, that if we found the

German Army in occupation of Ostend we might land

somewhere else and turn it out. It was from the Ad-
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miralty to the Euryalus, dated August 26 (the day
of Le Cateau and of the sack of Louvain) at 6 p.m.

and it was received in the Euryalus at 7.05 p.m. It

read:

For senior Officer present and General Aston.

If on arrival you find Ostend occupied by the en-

emy you must act according to circumstances and
their strength. Endeavor to avoid bringing calam-

ity upon the town for the sake of minor opera-

tions and if convenient [land?] some other point

near by and so turn them out. This is left entirely

to your judgment. Acknowledge by telegram.

The admiral and I talked things over. It was blow-

ing freshly with a choppy sea, and a beach landing

was out of the question on that shoaling-

coast where

ships could only anchor miles away from land. We
decided that the best course would be to wait until

we reached Ostend before we made up our minds. The
admiral, it appeared, had a pressing engagement else-

where, in the Heligoland Bight (action off Heligo-

land, August 28, in the histories of the war). It was
almost dark when we arrived and anchored about six

or eight miles off Ostend. The admiral decided that

it was out of the question to land the men and their

heavy equipment in ships' boats in the dark in the

choppy sea. An officer who went in, in a picket boat,

reported that there were no German troops in Ostend,

so I decided to sleep on board a smaller vessel anchored

nearer to the town and to land by three-thirty in the

morning, ahead of the troops.

I landed accordingly in the dark of rather a chilly
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morning, with little but what I stood up in, the Maggi
soup tablets and English gold in my haversack. I had

no staff, and none of the personnel and paraphernalia

for communication with the troops that go to make

up "headquarters" of a brigade as understood in the

army. There was not even a map of an unfamiliar

country. The lack of staff was made up for by a naval

officer, Lieutenant-Commander Clarke-Hall, R.N.

(now an air marshal in the R.A.F.), who made an

excellent brigade-major; and, at the last moment, I

remembered the need of a union jack, which he bor-

rowed from the ship and carried ashore under his

arm. In the huge echoing railway station by the quay

at Ostend we found the mayor and many Belgian dig-

nitaries, who had been waiting for me there for some

hours in the cold station.

I felt rather like the frog in the fable who tried

to blow himself up to the size of an ox, when ex-

plaining that my force would soon land, to save them

from the expected German Army. To cut a long story

short, the Chatham marines landed. The Euryalus

then went off to the Heligoland Bight. Another ship

arrived with another senior naval officer during the

day. He signaled to me giving his requirements in

fishing boats for landing troops from afar off and

then he faded away. The Portsmouth marines then

landed, and also the marine artillery from Eastney. By
nightfall a third senior naval officer (Admiral the

Hon. Sir A. E. Bethell) arrived.

At i p.m. on the twenty-seventh I reported to the

Admiralty in cipher: "Firmly established by noon to-

day. Bruges and Dixmude reported clear of the enemy
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whose main columns are using the Brussels-Renaix-

Tournai road [the right of Kluck's army]. Cavalry

at Menin and Ypres yesterday." By nightfall I sur-

rounded the town with a line of pickets about seven

miles long with the aid of a town-map which I man-
aged to purloin from one of the magnates who ac-

companied the mayor. There was no time for me to

see the ground myself, but the battalion commanders
played up well.

Then there came a panic in the town. A report ar-

rived of the approach of a German airplane. Thinking

that it might possibly be one of the machines which

I had been promised, I went off at once in a comman-
deered motorcar to warn the outposts. I was too late.

They had greeted the leading machine (Commander
Samson's) with a fusillade, luckily harmless, and he

landed on the race-course. Other machines followed

and, on the next day came more (There were nine in

all, and a small airship). The Plymouth marines ar-

rived too, and we settled down to spread ourselves

out and to dig. My main object being to bluff the Ger-

mans and to draw some of their heavy column on the

Brussels-Tournai road in my direction, events then

began to play into my hands.

There were some minor drawbacks. Instead of the

five hundred bicycles for which I had stipulated, only

a dozen or so had been dispatched. The five hundred
rounds of ammunition per man had been sent (to judge

by the heavy job of landing it), but it was not "charg-

er-loaded," which meant that we would have to use

all our magazine rifles as single-loaders. Of my other

requests, no brigade staff had arrived, and no maps
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of Belgium. In view of my special orders "to be

equipped so as to be capable of swift embarkation,"

it was embarrassing to find that nearly three hundred

tons of various stores had been sent ashore—almost

everything conceivable except what I wanted most,

which was plenty of signaling equipment and machine-

guns, and, above all, those missing bicycles. I gathered

that there was a German division quite near, at Aude-

narde, and bicyclists might have teased it in our direc-

tion.

I had left instructions on board the Euryalus about

the men landing as light as possible, with a list of

what they must have, but as there were three senior

naval officers in twenty-four hours my orders must

have gone astray. Some field guns and ammunition

were sent, with no transport. These I refused to re-

ceive. I did not want to leave guns behind me for

the enemy to crow over when the time came for the

hasty withdrawal which seemed probable. Meanwhile

the men dug in for all they were worth, in positions

covering all the approaches to the town. The favorable

events overshadowed the trifling difficulties. Com-
mander Samson's airmen, when they arrived, were an

enterprising lot and they made a good show in the

air. He went out himself in an armed car via Bruges

to Thourout, and one of my own officers (Lt. Col-

onel Osmaston), in a motorcar with some Belgian of-

ficers and a small armed party, went nearly as far as

Menin. We succeeding in hiring about fifty bicycles,

and I pushed patrols of cyclists out into the country,

to make as much show as possible.

The outstanding occurrences which were most help-
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ful were the "Russian troops rumor" (about mysteri-

ous Russians arriving in Scottish ports and traveling

southward by night) and the news that the Belgian

division, driven out of Namur, was embarking at

Havre and coming round to Ostend. The Russian-

troops rumor, told me by the correspondent of the

Times, was very useful. My marines were dressed in

blue, with round caps with no peaks. They might

easily be taken for Russians by German spies. Crowds
of civilians were traveling through Ostend for the

south and spying was very easy. I hoisted my huge

union jack in the railway-station for them to report,

and I took care that the Russian-troops rumor was
told as a strict secret to as many people as possible.

That is the best way to make sure of wide publicity;

but although I heard afterwards that the rumor was
believed by vast numbers,' of people in England, I

thought at the time that it was almost too much to

hope for its belief by experts in the German General

Staff.

Here are the actual messages about the Belgian

troops; the first is from the Admiralty to Admiral

Bethell commanding the Seventh Battle Squadron off

Ostend. It was sent at 1.45 a.m. on August 29:

Four thousand Belgian troops are being em-
barked (at) Havre today for Ostend. On Sunday
and Monday [August 30 and 31] another 12,000

Belgian troops will be sent from Havre. French
authorities suggest Zeebrugge for landing troops

due to the draft of water of transport [s] . In-

form General Aston.
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The message concluded with the news of the battle

of Heligoland Bight, to which the Euryalus had gone.

I told the admiral that I agreed with French opinion

that Zeebrugge was better, as it did away with my
difficulties about guarding the huge civilian population

of Ostend, but it was a question for the Belgian mili-

tary authorities whether suitable camp and water sup-

ply were available at Zeebrugge. My own idea was
that it would be a good thing to move my force to

Zeebrugge, to reenforce it with plenty of guns and
engineers, and to let me form an entrenched camp
there and hold on to the place. At all events, the more
harbors that were used for landing troops the better,

if a good bluff was the object in view.

Then the chief of the staff of the French governor

of Dunkirk came to see me, and urged upon me the

greater suitability of Dunkirk with its defense inun-

dations, garrison of about twenty thousand and far

better harbor than Ostend. By 6. 15 I had sent a secret

signal to Admiral Bethell for the Admiralty, giving

my views, which the admiral sent on to the Admiralty

with his own backing. Meanwhile the Admiralty

seemed to be getting somewhat nervous about my lit-

tle force, as they sent me a message, received at 10.30

a.m. to entrench strongly and to hold the perimeter

of Ostend (about eight miles, with about three

thousand men) "against all attacks," to cover the dis-

embarkation of 1600 troops arriving at Ostend on

their return through Holland (sic) from Namur.
I gave the decipherers credit for having in their

haste dropped on "o" from the number 1600 and for

having made a mistake about the violation of Dutch
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neutrality, which would be involved in a retreat

through Holland. I sent the admiral at 9.10 p.m. a

reassuring signal about my defenses, adding that I

hoped to receive notice about when the Belgians were
expected. From two Admiralty signals and a message

that 3,000 Belgian recruits were due to arrive by

train, I made the total 20,600. (The message was sent

secretly, but I hoped that the secret would leak out.)

I added that I was trying to find out whether the

Belgians had any ammunition. It seemed to me that

Winston Churchill's bluff was succeeding well.

I must not omit to mention a tribute by a French

naval officer to marines at Ostend, which appeared in

the press:

I saw them land at Ostend. No one ever would
imagine that they were at war. They seem to see

only the humorous side. They laugh, they crack

jokes, they engage in rough play with each other,

and their laughter is Homeric, it is infectious.

No wonder the crowds laughed with them. Never-
theless there is a grim doggedness about the firm-

set lips. At the least obstacle there comes into their

eyes a serious purpose.

The effect of Mr. Churchill's Ostend enterprise upon

the minds of the German General Staff can now be

read in Sir H. Edmond's excellent official history. This

is what Lieutenant-General Tappen has written on the

subject:

At this time [August 30] there was no lack of

alarming reports at General Headquarters. Ost-

I
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end and Antwerp took a prominent part in them.

One day countless British troops were said to have

landed at Ostend and to be marching on Antwerp

;

on another that there were to be great sorties

from Antwerp. Even landings of Russian troops,

80,000 men, at Ostend were mentioned. At Ost-

end a great entrenched Camp for the English was
in preparation. The security of the rear and right

flank of the army requires constant attention.

Liddell Hart has recently reminded us in his book

"The Real War" that Colonel Hentsch, when he vis-

ited Kluck's headquarters during the crisis of the bat-

tle of the Marne, said that "the English are disem-

barking fresh troops continuously on the Belgian

coast. There are reports of a Russian Expeditionary

Force in the same parts. A withdrawal is becoming in-

evitable." Liddell Hart adds: "We know from other

sources that the 3,000 Marines had grown in the Ger-

man Command's imagination to 40,000 and that the

Russians were said to be 30,000." He attaches much
value to the amazing Russian myth which spread "so

mysteriously."

Thinking over these events fifteen years later, I

wonder whether more could have been done and what
the German staff would have thought if I had been

given the five hundred bicycles for which I had asked,

and had made intelligent use of them. In the actual

event, 6,000 Belgian troops from Namur via Havre
were disembarked at Ostend, covered by my defense

line, on August 30. I made friends with a Belgian

general who was with them. We had luncheon together

at the station restaurant, and I took him into my con-
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fidence. He asked me only one question: "Have you

plenty of bicycles?" I told him that I had found only

a few in Ostend, the remainder had apparently been

commandeered for the army. His comment was
"Bonne chance!"

My friends at the Admiralty seemed to be getting

more nervous about my safety, and the admiral told me
that he was receiving messages about supporting me
by gun-fire from his ships, which was the one thing

that I did not want. My secret plan for getting away
with as little loss of life as possible was to concentrate

my small force to attack the heads of the German
columns (if they came) in the defiles formed by the

road-causeways across the water-logged country ; then

to leave weak rear guards behind, avoid giving trouble

to the civil population by retreating through the town,

and march to Dunkirk, if necessary along the beach

under cover of the sand-dunes. Admiral Bethell's ships

were far away on the horizon, a line of high sand-

dunes hid the flat land from the sea gunners. I had

been one myself in the fleet for twelve years and I

knew their limitations against targets which they could

not see. I had no idea where my own men would be;

that would depend upon where the enemy was. To have

the Germans in force on my front would be enough,

without having to dodge heavy shells from friendly

ships behind me. Finally the admiral told me that when,

after many long signals, he had been asked by the

Admiralty why he would not support my men with

his gun-fire, he had answered: "Because the general

does not want me to."

A few days later there came, at 4.30 a.m. a signal
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from the Admiralty to embark my force. Then a mes-

sage from the admiral that German wireless signals

were coming closer to his ships, and that he wanted

us all on board by nightfall. The ships were out of

sight from the shore. Then I was handed a message

that they had put to sea ; this proved to be false. The
men worked splendidly, though depressed at the order

to withdraw. They, and all the stores (between two
hundred and three hundred tons) had been embarked
from that inferior harbor, with its one little crane, by

5 p.m. I then followed them with the union jack, which

did not return to Ostend for over four years.



CHAPTER VI. SPY-RUMORS AND a real spy

RUMORS and their secret origin in times of war
form an important branch of the subject of se-

cret service, because they exert an important influ-

ence both upon armies and upon the peoples behind

them, who react, in their turn, upon the morale of

their armies. It is seldom possible to trace such rumors
to their original source, because the most deadly ones

are passed by word of mouth and, like ordinary scan-

dal, exaggerated in the process.

Admiral Mahan, in his account of the Soanish-

American War of 1898, mentions the harmful influ-

ence upon American naval dispositions of an absurd

rumor that the unfortunate Admiral Cervera's hand-

ful of small ill-equipped cruisers was on its way across

the wide Atlantic to attack the strongly defended east

coast of the United States. He drew a picture of panics

in the hotels and bathing beaches on that coast, and

the influence that was brought to bear upon the au-

thorities to provide local protection by warships. This

caused delay in the rounding-up of Cervera's vessels,

which succeeded in reaching the defended harbor at

Santiago in Cuba, and their destruction involved the

dispatch of an expeditionary force under General

Shafter, which suffered severely from sickness in an

unhealthy climate.

There were serious scares among the civil popula-

74
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tion of Germany when war broke out in August, 19 14.

Counter-espionage was looked upon as a purely mili-

tary affair, and it was left in the hands of the various

army commanders, who were too much occupied with

other concerns. The Government, it is alleged, had not

established any responsible authority to control coun-

ter-espionage in the homeland. The results were seri-

ous. A wild epidemic of spy-fevers began to rage all-

over the country, largely, according to German author-

ity, on account of the "stupidity and incompetence"

of ignorant local officials who assumed the responsi-

bility for counter-espionage, and took no steps to deal

with false rumors.

The rumor which led to the most unfortunate re-

sults was a tale (apparently the product of imagina-

tion) that thousands of motorcars, filled with gold,

were crossing the fatherland. The gold was to be ex-

pended by Germany's enemies upon secret service, and

Germany was thus to. be disintegrated (as Russia,

Germany's enemy, was later in the war by Germany
itself) by agents spreading disturbing doctrines and

spying out military secrets. I have good authority for

a story of a highly placed German diplomatist who,

when he was asked how long it would take the Ger-

man Government to create a complete change of opin-

ion among the German people, replied, to the astonish-

ment of his interrogator, "About a fortnight." It is

easy to imagine the effect of a rumor, believed to have

official backing, upon such a docile people. The result

of this extraordinary tale spreading all over Germany
was that in some districts every motorcar was held

up. Their occupants were fired upon, and consider-
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able loss of life was caused. Government officials trav-

eling on duty were killed.

Public disorders and panics became so serious that

they interfered with the important process of mobili-

zation, and finally the general staff of the army were

hampered by being obliged to take charge of the situ-

ation. Then there came a general reaction, and the

local authorities, who had done much to foster an agi-

tation which had speedily grown into a Frankenstein

monster, stopped their activities altogether. The pen-

dulum swung too far the other way. In connection

with those fears of the effect of foreign gold upon

possible traitors to the fatherland, it is interesting to

study the secret figures, since published by Colonel

Nikolai, which show the nationality of the people who
were found guilty of offenses against the treason laws

in Germany during the war. Two hundred and thirty-

five of them were Germans, and 176 were foreigners,

including 4 Austrians, Germany's allies. Of the 172

remaining foreigners, 94 belonged to enemy races, in-

cluding 46 Frenchmen and 3 English; 78 were of

neutral nationality, including 31 Dutchmen.

Although I spent most of the month of August,

19 14, in London, I can supply little information of

much value about spy-mania or about absurd rumors

at that particular period. I was staying in the Grand
Hotel (now no more) which stood at the corner of

Northumberland Avenue facing toward Trafalgar

Square, and I spent all my days and much of my
nights at the Admiralty. There were crowds in the

streets by day and for most of the night. Sporting

instinct seemed to move them, rather than panic. By
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day they stood watching some men mounting an anti-

aircraft gun (a jia;-pounder !!) on the top of the Ad-

miralty Arch, and I noticed many of them searching

the sky to the eastward as if they expected hostile air-

craft to appear at once. They probably looked forward

to the excitement of seeing them shot down by that in-

adequate little popgun, not realizing the foolishness

of collecting in large crowds if air-raiders did arrive.

That was before the davs of the three-hundred-pound

air bombs, which taught their lesson. By night con-

stant streams of people paraded past my hotel, sing-

ing and shouting—but things soon quieted down.

A report which reached me in private correspond-

ence was typical of the attitude in the country. It

came from a hunting district: "The people here are

willingly sending their sons. They are grumbling at

having to send their horses !" I heard of no public dis-

turbance or panic anywhere, but spy-stories and ru-

mors were rife in the towns. There was a heavy strain

upon the "Special Branch" at Scotland Yard, and

upon police authorities all over the country. The Spe-

cial Branch was really established for political reasons

in time of peace, England being a notorious refuge for

aliens of all nationalities. It did invaluable work in

war. Francis Bacon wrote in the sixteenth century

that "all states that are liberal of naturalization

towards strangers are fit for empire" ; but the Eng-
land of his day was not faced with the modern prob-

lem of harboring anarchists and others of a type likely

to prove a nuisance to other nations, or of calming the

dense population of aliens in the East End of London,

who panicked or fled to sleep under hedgerows in the
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country when the air-raiders did arrive. During the

war the Special Branch at Scotland Yard and the

"Special Intelligence" counter-espionage officers at the

War Office vied with each other in the control of dan-

gerous aliens ; each department was the complement of

the other. In the actual event, I have been told on high

authority, that not a single man or woman of British

descent was convicted of espionage in the United King-

dom in the Great War.
Spreading of rumors were another affair. There

were plenty of those in the war, as there always are in

the West End of London in peace. In the days when
ladies first took to bicycling a "cautionary tale" went

the round of the tea-tables about a foolish lady who
would ride with her hands off the handle-bar of her

bicycle, even when she was in traffic. . . . When she

was crossing Knightsbridge from Hyde Park she fell

under an omnibus. The horses trampled on her. The
wheel ran over her neck and cut off her head. The tale

was widely .believed, though it never appeared in the

press, where a report of an inquest upon the poor

lady's remains would have been published if the story

had been true. Some people were quite upset if their

versions were not believed. The origin was probably a

remark by someone of the old school, shocked by the

idea of lady bicyclists, that "Mrs. X is so rash. She

will ride her bicycle without holding the handle-bar.

Supposing she lost her head in the traffic !" In the most

embroidered versions the omnibus-horses were

splashed with the blood, and other gruesome details

were added.

In the war atmosphere rumors were similarly "im-
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proved" in passing from mouth to mouth, and amateur

spy-hunting developed on quite a large scale. Certain

types of gossip made it their business, like the fat boy

in Pickwick, to make each other's flesh creep. "Foreign

waiter" stories were the most common. Many of

them left the country hastily to fulfil their military

obligations in their own armies, and it is possible not

a few of them may have been spying, though I do not

believe that a case was detected. Some perfectly harm-
less ones above the age for military service who re-

mained at their work had a very bad time. I can give

the example of one "Fritz," whom I knew from the

days of his and of my own youth. I first knew him in

1887 as a waiter in the luncheon bar of the old Grand
Hotel in the Strand, and he rose steadily to manager
in the grill-room when it was established underground
round the corner. I can vouch for his harmlessness. He
was, I believe, an Austrian by birth. Much to the re-

gret of his British colleagues, with whom he was pop-

ular, he was forced to leave his work in response to

public opinion. It was a sad business. I was told by an

English waiter who liked him that he was nearly starv-

ing. Then I lost trace of him.

The rumors covered every conceivable subject. Sig-

naling to hostile aircraft. Feeding pigeons that might

be carriers (homers) in the public street. Blowing up
munition works. Destroying railway bridges. Mystery
motorcars with forbidden headlights (I was nearly

arrested myself once by a zealous spy-hunter, because

the dimmed lights of my Ford car glowed a little more
brightly when I took the clutch out on being held up).

There were suspicious Swiss governesses in distin-
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guished families. Great men in public life were being

detained in the Tower. I have given other examples

elsewhere and I have read in some reliable source that

at one time about four hundred people were reported

daily as spies to the London police.

On the whole not much harm was done, though
some of the suspects suffered some inconvenience.

There was a certain amount of value in having plenty

of amateur detectives to reenforce the police, and the

spreading of false rumors of a type likely to mislead

the enemy was not a disadvantage. Take, for example,

that rumor about swarms of Russian troops landing

in Scotland and traveling southward secretly in sealed

vans. I referred to it in connection with Winston
Churchill's raid to Ostend at the end of August, 1914,

where, on account of an experience in the South Afri-

can War, I attributed the starting of the rumor to

Lord Kitchener. (We had reached a place called Ken-
hardt to put down a rebellion in the northwest of Cape

Colony when we received a telegram, partly in clear

and partly in cipher, from "K." The clear portion told

us that he was marching himself to Kenhardt. The
cipher portion read, "This will be of great interest to

the enemy," so it seemed probable to me that as secre-

tary of state for war he was using similar methods of

deceiving the enemy.) Many other stories are told of

the origin of the Russian troops rumor. I quoted it

exactly as it reached me at Ostend. A reliable friend

—an eminent historian versed in methods of research

—told me afterwards how it reached him in England.

He had enough knowledge of military matters to treat

what he called the "monstrous legend passed from
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mouth to mouth in August and September," as a mere

canard, though nine out of ten people who heard it be-

lieved the story in this exaggerated form: That four

Russian army corps, or even that 250,000 Russian

troops, were being conveyed through Scotland and

England via Archangel (with its single line of rail-

way!). Exaggeration, my friend thought, was caused

by the hope in those critical days that this immense

surprise army from Russia would roll back the Ger-

man invaders of Belgium and France. Apart from the

vast amount of rolling-stock which such an army
would have required on both sides of the sea, their

sea-transport would have kept hundreds of large

vessels constantly plying from Archangel to Scottish

ports, and from where could the ships have come?
A real German spy of the highest type had the

misfortune to be taken in by that rumor and to pass

it on to his employers with picturesque detail of huge

bearded men, with snow still clinging to their boots,

being seen in transit. I refer to Karl Lody. The men-
tion of his name takes us from fiction to grim reality.*

Karl Hans Lody, specially selected (it is said) by

his kaiser, risked his life when he came to England
to fill the gap created by the arrest of the twenty-one

German spies at the instigation of the Special Intelli-

gence Department on August 4, 19 14. The tale of his

proceedings, from the day when he landed upon his

dangerous mission to the day on which he faced a fir-

ing party in the Tower of London, has often been told,

* In accounts of this, and of other secret agents who are men-
tioned, the author's personal knowledge has been supplemented by
Felstead's German Spies at Bay, for which official authority is

claimed.
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but it is still worth the telling. Originally in the Ger-

man Navy, Lody retired because he could not afford

the necessary expenses of an officer serving therein,

and thenceforward he belonged to the reserve of naval

officers.

He tried to obtain employment under Thomas
Cook and Sons, travel agency, but he was not success-

ful. Then, as a guide to tourists, he served the Ham-
burg-Amerika Line. He was so serving in Norway in

those days of strain that preceded the Great War. He
reached Berlin on the day when Britain came into the

war (and those twenty-one spies were interned, escap-

ing the death penalty because their offenses against the

law had been committed in time of peace). Then, in-

spired by patriotism, he came to England. As a tour-

ist's guide he had traveled much and he knew England
well.

He spoke English fluently, with an American ac-

cent acquired in the United States, and also through

his association with American tourists and passengers

traveling by the Hamburg-Amerika Line. He carried

a passport. It was made out in the name of an Ameri-

can, Charles A. Inglis. What happened to the original

owner of the passport I do not know. The real Inglis

asked his embassy in Berlin to obtain a visa which

would cover travel in Europe. The embassy sent it

to the Berlin Foreign Office for the purpose. The For-

eign Office "lost" it, removed the photograph of

Charles A. Inglis, and substituted a portrait of Karl

Lody.

Where Lody landed I do not know. Crowds of Bel-

gian and other foreign refugees were pouring into the
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country just at that time. Proper examination of

papers and of all the host of immigrants was impos-

sible, since the staff was too small to cope with the

work, and it may be that Lody joined one of those

crowds. He first committed himself at the North Brit-

ish Hotel, Edinburgh. Thence he sent a telegram to

Stockholm, addressed to one Adolf Burchard. This

telegram caused suspicion as the address was known,

and thenceforward all his letters were opened and read

by the postal censors, who were then beginning their

activities. He used no cipher or shorthand. His letters

to Sweden were in plain English or in German. They
described coast defenses, ships' armaments, and other

confidential matters, and his four communications in

his writings to Burchard would alone have sufficed to

condemn him. The whole business was a tragedy.

Lody soon moved from his hotel to private rooms
in Edinburgh, where his landlady, judging by his

American accent, imagined that "Charles A. Inglis"

was simply an American tourist, interested in local

sightseeing. While he was in the neighborhood of the

Forth, Lody spent a couple of weeks bicycling about

and making his observations of the defenses and of

Rosyth, the naval base above the Forth Bridge. Then
he went to London to a hotel in Bloomsbury, a district

which seems to have been a favorite resort for foreign

spies. In London he reported by the same channel upon
anti-aircraft armaments and upon protective arrange-

ments, and returned to Edinburgh. He was under ob-

servation all the time.

On September 26 he went to Liverpool. As an expert

in merchant-shipping he addressed useful reports to
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Berlin about the fittings of ocean liners with arma-

ments. He crossed to Ireland via Holyhead. From the

Grand Hotel, Dublin, he reported to his correspondent

in Stockholm that he had chosen the Holyhead-Dublin

route as being favorable for obtaining information,

but that he was afraid that he was now being watched.

From Dublin he traveled to Killarney, and he was ar-

rested there on October 2 by the Royal Irish Constab-

ulary and detained to await the arrival of Scotland

Yard representatives, who took him to London.

There had been no subtlety at all in his methods,

and no concealment of damning evidence. His bag con-

tained nearly £180 in English money, besides Nor-

wegian notes and German gold coin. Also a notebook,

containing information about the latest naval action in

the North Sea, and copies of his communications to

Burchard. He was taken to the Tower of London,

tried by court martial on October 30 and 3 1 , and found

guilty. He was shot five days later, facing his fate

bravely and thinking of others to the last.

He told the members of the court who tried him

that he would accept their decision, whatever it might

be, as coming from just and righteous men. To his rel-

atives in Stuttgart he wrote, during his last hours in

the Tower:

A hero's death on the battlefield is certainly

finer, but such is not to be my lot, and I die here

in the enemy's country, silent and unknown. But
the consciousness that I die in the service of the

fatherland makes death easy. ... I have had just

judges, and I shall die as an officer, not as a spy.

Farewell, God bless you.
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To the officer commanding the battalion in the

Tower he wrote:

I feel it my duty as a German officer to ex-

press my sincere thanks and appreciation toward
the staff of officers and men who were in charge

of my person during my confinement. Their kind

and considerate treatment has called up my high-

est esteem and admiration regarding good fellow-

ship even toward an enemy, and if I may be per-

mitted I would thank you to make this known
to them.

Felstead, tells us further that Lody said wistfully to

the assistant provost marshal who fetched him from
his cell: "I suppose that you will not care to shake

hands with a German spy?"

"No," was the reply, "but I will shake hands with

a brave man."

When his fate became known in Germany he was,

for the time being, a national hero, and in his native

village there thrives an oak, planted in his memory
and called by his name, so that the tale of Lody will

be told to future generations. He was the first spy who
was shot in England in the Great War, and the first

man who was executed within those grim gray battle-

ments of the Tower of London for a hundred and fifty

years. Nothing seemed to bring home to Londoners the

reversion to stern conditions, which war must bring

in its train, more than the executions in the Tower.
Over thirty spies in the pay of Germany were

brought to justice by the British counter-espionage.

Of these twelve were shot, one was hanged, and one
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committed suicide. No woman spy suffered the death

penalty at the hands of British authorities. Lody, of

the finest type of war spy, came over solely from patri-

otic motives. He was a fine character, and the stern

necessity to revert to execution for the safety of the

realm was looked upon, in his case, as a tragedy.

Few of the others who spied for Germany in the

United Kingdom were of German nationality. Most
of them were from neutral countries, working for

money. Some were of low type, steeped in vice, and

accounts of how such folk face death in agonies of

fear and cowardice need find no place in this record

of secret service. I do not believe that any men or

women of that stamp obtained or reported informa-

tion of naval or military importance, and it seems a

pity that any country should employ them. According

to some authorities, they were under suspicion and
sent over as "fool-spies" in the hope that they would

be executed.



CHAPTER VII. THE WORST-KEPT SECRET OF THE
WAR: THE DARDANELLES, I915

THE story of the worst-kept secret of the war can

appropriately be begun with a parallel in history,

described in the diary of a midshipman who took part

in the famous Walcheren expedition early in the nine-

teenth century:

The fact was that, no sooner was the idea sug-

gested by Ministers than the secret was across the

water—like most of our secret affairs at that time

;

certain it is that, in almost every instance in which
the success of an expedition depended upon se-

crecy, the only persons mystified were the officers

who were appointed to the command of it.

My personal acquaintanceship with the Dardanelles

and with the defenses of the Straits leading to the Sea

of Marmora dates from the years 1883- 1886 when I

was serving in H.M.S. Alexandra, flagship of Ad-
miral of the Fleet Lord John Hay in the Mediterra-

nean Squadron. The Hon. Maurice Bourke was her

gunnery lieutenant. He went up the Straits to Con-
stantinople with the admiral in the old Helicon, then

the admiral's yacht, and he made some useful notes

while he was passing the batteries. Taking pity upon
my idleness as a young marine officer and knowing
that I had lately passed through a stiff course on coast

87
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fortification as an artilleryman, Bourke enlisted my
aid in putting his report into shape.

We produced between us a voluminous document,

profusely illustrated by plans and charts, in which we
arrived at the conclusion that to run the gantlet of

the forts guarding the Narrows opposite to Chanak,

delayed by the strong current which sets always from
the Sea of Marmora into the Mediterranean, would

be a very hazardous operation; it might just be pos-

sible, perhaps, if effective machine-gun fire could be

directed from the ships' tops against the detachments

working the heavy guns in the lower batteries, for

whom no effective overhead cover had been provided.

We received the cordial thanks of the lords commis-

sioners of the Admiralty for our report, and it may
have been partly through that incident that, in 1886, I

was given my start on intelligence work at the Admir-
alty at so early an age.

I have mentioned my next visit to Constantinople

in 1892 in H.M.S. Surprise, admiral's yacht, on the

staff of Vice-Admiral Sir George Tryon, commander-
in-chief, I was then engaged in starting under his

direction the first branch of the Naval Intelligence De-

partment which was established in the British Fleet,

and I mentioned activities in the Dardanelles defenses

as greater than those covering the Bosporus. Large

parties of Turks were working hard upon improve-

ments to the forts, which were much more formidable

and more heavily armed than when I had first seen

them. The admiral saw me using my field-glasses to

look at the forts, and he called me up to the bridge and

said, "Did you notice anything special about those
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forts?" I told him what I had noted, and he added:

"You missed one point. Only a few of the picks and

shovels that the men were using were bright. The
remainer were rusty. They had started digging to im-

press us."

That visit, owing to the slow progress of the Sur-

prise against the strong current, gave me an oppor-

tunity to make a thorough investigation of the de-

fenses of the Narrows, and I was specially interested

in certain shielded slits in the hillside, near the water,

which I decided were intended to protect lookout men
in charge of mine-fields. The existence of mines com-

pletely changed the problem of running the gantlet

past the Narrows to clear water beyond.

When H.M.S. Victoria, with Sir George Tryon on

board, went down after collision with the Camper-

down in 1893, Admiral Sir Michael Culme-Seymour
became commander-in-chief, and I joined his staff to

reestablish the new Intelligence Department, because

the whole of the records and notes of the system which

I had established had been lost in the ship. My work
was completed in the years 1893- 1895. In 1894 the ad-

miral visited the sultan at Constantinople in the Sur-

prise, and some months later he sent for me and told

me that he had been asked to give an opinion whether,

if such a course should ever be deemed necessary, the

Mediterranean Fleet could run past the Dardanelles

and reach Constantinople. As I had worked at the

problem for many years, I could answer offhand:

"As far as the forts go, yes, with heavy loss—say

one-third of the fleet. If the mines are in position, no.

They will be in the narrow channel, which the sunken
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ships will block. An army is needed to capture the

forts, and the observation stations of the mine-fields

before the fleet can pass. It must be strong enough to

defeat the Turkish troops on the spot."

Years afterward, his son, the late admiral of the

same name, told me that his father had reported in

accordance with my opinion, and that he had expressed

his views with his usual vigor and candor when the

proposal to rush the Dardanelles was on foot in the

early days of the Great War. Sir Michael was noted

for his straightness and candor, and for the vigor

with which he expressed his opinion. There is a story

of an interview with a first lord of the Admiralty, after

which the first lord said to a friend

;

"I do like Sir Michael Seymour. He is so delightfully

indiscreet."

Between the years 1904 and 1907, it again fell to

my lot to come across the Dardanelles problem when
teaching imperial strategy at the Army Staff College

at Camberley, with special reference to combined op-

erations of fleets and armies. Hoping to induce the

public to take some interest in the subject, I chose the

title "Amphibious Warfare" (now in current use)

for a lecture at the Royal United Service Institution

in Whitehall in July, 1907. Admiral of the Fleet Sir

Arthur Wilson was in the chair, and Lord Roberts

opened the discussion. The press gave plenty of pub-

licity, and it was hoped that, through public opinion,

the interest of the authorities in power might be at-

tracted.

In our teachings at the Staff College, which were

afterwards embodied in "Amphibious Wars" and
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other books, two conditions were laid down for success

—secrecy first, then speed. Secrecy would depend upon

discretion, speed upon careful preparation. The trans-

ports must be packed so that what was first required

when the troops were landed was on the top of the

baggage in the holds, and so on to the bottom layer.

The authorities who were responsible for the Darda-

nelles campaign did not secure secrecy, and they made

speed impossible. The impending attack on the Nar-

rows was almost advertised. The stores, munitions,

and supplies were so loaded that the holds had to be

emptied in Egyptian ports and repacked, a process

which occupied many precious weeks, of which good

use was made by the German general (Liman von

Sanders). He prepared a warm reception for Sir Ian

Hamilton's force, which did not arrive off the Gal-

lipoli Peninsula until the end of April. To the lack of

secrecy, and to the delay which was caused by packing

the holds of the transports badly, the holocaust of

slaughter on the beaches can directly be attributed. It

was the worst-kept secret of the war, though it was
approached in that aspect by the Nivelle attack in

France in 191 7.

Sir Douglas Brownrigg, the chief naval censor, has

told us that during the Dardanelles days in 19 15 his

office was very busy indeed. Mr. Churchill, the first

lord, took a keen interest in the proceedings of the

censor's office. He said to Brownrigg, "For this busi-

ness I am chief censor, not you." * Brownrigg adds

that he used at that time to see the last of the first lord

at 1.30 a.m. He took copies of the radios that had come
* Indiscretions of a Naval Censor, p. 12.
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in during the night, had them properly typed out, and

was at Mr. Churchill's bedside with them at 9.30 a.m.

He used to find him "in a huge bed, with the whole

counterpane littered with dispatch boxes, red and all

colors, and a stenographer sitting at the foot—Mr.
Churchill himself with an enormous Corona in his

mouth, a glass of warm water on the table by his side

and a writing-pad on his knee."

It is inconceivable that Mr. Churchill could, as chief

naval censor, have allowed secrets to leak out, when
their disclosure would wreck an operation upon which

he had set his heart. The leakage must have been

elsewhere. It was a matter of common knowledge at

Portsmouth, where I was stationed
;
and, not being be-

hind the scenes in Whitehall at that time, I wrote to a

friend who was and I asked him to try to get the au-

thorities to study the problem properly before com-
mitting themselves ; above all not to ignore the Turk-

ish Army. I had urged,* as a condition of success in

amphibious warfare, that there must be no superior

hostile army within striking distance of the landing.

Hence my anxiety. To judge by the report which was
written after the event by the Dardanelles Commis-
sioners, the Turkish Army had almost escaped atten-

tion. Even if a fleet did succeed in running past the

batteries and the mines, the helpless transports full of

troops and the store-ships and fuel-ships that must
follow could not expect to pass the Narrows. The
mobile guns and howitzers of the Turkish Field Army
would easily have stopped them.

An attempt by the fleet alone to get through the

* See Land and Air Strategy, published in August 4, 1914.
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Dardanelles was definitely repulsed with considerable

loss by March 18, several battleships having been sunk

by mines and others seriously damaged. The intention

to force the passage was then widely advertised. By
that time it had become obvious that an army would be

needed, and Sir Ian Hamilton was selected for the

command. In a letter which lies before me, he tells

me that, on March 13, when he went into Lord Kitch-

ener's room to say good-by, he found the war secre-

tary in the act of deciding between three sets of in-

structions which had been drawn up for Sir Ian's

guidance. All three bore this heading:

Constantinople Expeditionary Force

After reading that, Sir Ian at once realized that

secrecy—the main factor in success—was likely to be

sacrificed. Had he known that the mischief was al-

ready done, he would doubtless have asked that he

might be given a free hand to form some entirely dif-

ferent plan which, if kept secret, might have had a

good chance of succeeding. (That was the way in

which the younger Pitt, as prime minister, treated

General Craig when he sent him to the Mediterranean

in the spring of 1805, the year of Trafalgar.)

Sir Ian tells me that, without reading beyond the

headings of those War Office papers, he "implored"

Lord Kitchener to change those headings, chiefly be-

cause it was such a disclosure of the destination of the

force. Kitchener then changed "Constantinople" to

"Mediterranean." The original document is in the cus-

tody of the Imperial War Museum.
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During the long delay that followed for repacking

the holds of the transports, Sir Ian was waiting in

Egypt. Before the end of March the Egyptian news-

papers were publishing the details of every shipload of

troops or stores as it arrived, stating "without any

reticence whatever" that they were all bound for the

Gallipoli Peninsula. Sir Ian wrote to Sir Henry Mac-
Mahon to complain about this, but no redress was ob-

tained. Looking back at those eventful days, he tells

me that the only way out of it for him would have

been to let all the publicity run its course and then,

without telling anyone (even Lord Kitchener or the

Cabinet) to land at Andramita or at Smyrna. It was
in that way (by landing at Ismailia in the Suez Canal

and not at Alexandria as everyone, including the Gov-

ernment, expected) that Lord Wolseley had won the

Egyptian campaign of 1882 so easily. I hoped, at the

time when I was anxiously following the fortunes of

my old marine brigade which was in the Gallipoli

force, that some similar change would be made in a

plan which had been so widely advertised. The general

also points out to me that he was not the senior gen-

eral concerned, as Wolseley was in 1882, and that the

French Government also "came in." This is his final

summary

:

"With as much cleverness as might have come to

any schoolboy, they [the authorities concerned] could

have made it so that half the Turks I encountered at

the landing would have been waiting for me some

hundred miles distant."

Sir Ian's troops forced their way ashore with great

heroism in spite of heavy losses. They failed in their
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object. Publicity was too heavy a handicap. The total

loss by battle casualties reached nearly 113,000, of

whom 30,500 were killed in action or died of wounds.

The Gallipoli Peninsula was not taken from the Turks.

The wastage from sickness and other causes may be

judged from the total number of all ranks, combatant

and non-combatant, who were employed. This number
reached nearly 470,000, though the maximum number
that were serving in the theater of war at any one

time did not reach 128,000.

The worst-kept of all war secrets at the beginning

was succeeded at the end by a miracle of success

through secrecy. The withdrawal of the army to cut

further losses in December, 1915, and early in Janu-

ary, 1916, was achieved without loss of life. To this day

it is believed in some remote quarters that the secret

withdrawal, when in close touch with the Turkish lines,

was so astounding as to be impossible, so that the safety

of the troops, then commanded by Sir Charles Monro,

must have been secured by bribery. There is not a

particle of evidence in support of that view.

The circumstances which caused the campaign to be

undertaken have never been fully disclosed, and I am
not in a position to supply the gaps in the evidence. The
Dardanelles Commissioners (before whom I was ex-

amined as an expert on the difference between gun-fire

from decks of moving ships and howitzer fire from
steady platforms on land) stated that the decision

to undertake a big offensive campaign against the

Turks, when we had not enough men and munitions

for the offensive in Flanders, which was sanctioned

at the same time, could be traced back to an appeal by
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Grand Duke Nicholas. It seems to have been mistak-

enly suggested that the Russians could not hold their

own against the Turks in the Caucasus, but long be-

fore any decision was arrived at by the war council

about taking action, naval or military, in the Darda-

nelles, the situation in that area had been completely

stabilized by Russian victories over the Turks.

Opinion has since been sharply divided on the sub-

ject of the advantages which might have accrued to

the cause of the Entente Alliance if Sir Ian Hamilton

had succeeded in driving the Turks out of the Gallipoli

Peninsula, leaving them in possession of the Asiatic

shore there and also of the environs of Constantinople

on both sides of the Bosporus. It was believed at the

time that the appearance of the fleet off the Golden

Horn would have caused a revolution in Turkey
against the pro-German rulers, and that Turkey would
have then forsaken her allies of the Central Powers. I

have not been able to trace the origin or the authority

for that important rumor. Had Turkey taken that

course, a route into the Black Sea would have been

opened up for the Allies to supply the Russian armies

with sorely needed munitions. The Russian armies

which were fighting the Turks could perhaps have then

been turned against the German and the Austro-Hun-
garian armies. Ferdinand of Bulgaria would have

come down on the Allied side of the fence upon which

he was sitting, instead of on the German side. Serbia

would have been saved. With Russia, Roumania, Bul-

garia, Serbia, Greece and Italy in arms on the Eastern

and on the Southern Front, supported it might be by

British and by French troops, the Central Powers
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would be hard pressed. The long-brewing revolution in

Russia would have been averted. British Empire troops

in Mesopotamia, those in Egypt, and those subse-

quently used in Persia and for the conquest of Pales-

tine and of Syria, would all have been set free for more
effective employment. The tremendous strain upon the

Merchant Navy, and upon the Royal Navy for its

protection, would have been eased.

That vision splendid of the results which might have
followed the success of Sir Ian Hamilton's Gallipoli

campaign goes far beyond our scope. It was written *

of Craig's force, sent to the Mediterranean in 1805
(which caused the battle of Trafalgar), that Pitt's

little expedition after painfully gathering at Ports-
mouth, was destined to prove the insidious drop of poi-

son—the little sting—that was to infect Napoleon's
empire with decay. Over a hundred years later some
modern Pitt—who conceived the vision splendid of the
Gallipoli venture—will go down to history with failure

(through lack of secrecy and speed) to his credit. In

191 5 it was the expedition, and not a hostile empire,

that was infected with decay. The "little sting" was
not the expedition itself. It was the publicity that was
given to the "worst-kept secret of the war," which
caused its failure.

* Corbett, The Campaign of Trafalgar.



CHAPTER VIII. A DANGEROUS SPY

NOTHING was known at the time of Lody's exe-

cution of the presence in England of a far more
dangerous agent, Karl Friedrich Miiller, posing as a

Russian, who escaped the notice of the authorities un-

til February, 191 5. His whereabouts were only dis-

covered through an apparently small mischance which

he had not foreseen. His secret headquarters were lo-

cated at No. 2000 * High Street, and High Street is

the only street in Deptford that contains a house so

highly numbered. Truth is stranger than fiction.

Legends have grown up around the memory of this

spy, and the legendary story bears less resemblance to

the thriller of present-day fiction than does the true

tale of his patient trackers in following up their only

clue to his whereabouts and to his personality.

The story has been told in several books, and in most

of those with which I am acquainted it is recounted

that he sent his messages to the German spy-agency

in Holland by inserting them in newspapers and post-

ing them openly to their destination. Some accounts

say that he marked the relevant matter in pencil, others

that he did so in secret invisible ink, or that he used

that medium to write his messages in the margins.

* A fictitious number, to avoid causing inconvenience to the pres-

ent occupant of the real number.

98
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These stories may rest on a basis of truth.* Of that

I know nothing; if he did use such methods, they did

not lead to his discovery or to his sharing the fate of

Lody in the Tower of London.

Though I was not serving in Whitehall in 191 5, my
work in London in connection with the defense of

"vulnerable points" against the "evilly disposed per-

son" was constantly continued, and I can vouch for

the fact that, though spy-rumors and spy-scares were

at their height during the first half of the year, the

mysterious M tiller (of whose existence traces were

first discovered in February) was one of the very few
that caused any anxiety to the authorities.

In January the first of the Zeppelins arrived off the

east coast of England. The same month was marked
by the loss of the battleship Formidable from a sub-

marine in the Channel and by the raid of German cruis-

ers which resulted in the action of Dogger Bank and

in the sinking of the German battle-cruiser Blticher.

In France the battle of Champagne was proceeding.

On the Eastern Front the Germans won the winter

battle of the Masurian Lakes against the Russian

Army. In Egypt there had been anxiety about the se-

curity of the Suez Canal until the attack by the Turks
across the Sinai Desert was repulsed in February. The
first German submarine blockade of Britain began in

that month. What brought the war home to the people

of England most acutely in those days was the battle

of Neuve Chapelle in March, followed by the battles

of Ypres in April and May. The drumming of distant

gun-fire could then be heard in Kent. That was the

* For the authorities used in this chapter, see footnote on page 81.
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general setting for the spy-drama of the tracking of

Miiller, the most dangerous German secret agent who
was captured in England.

The man's life and motives have always been a mys-
tery to me. The last picture that was taken of him
shows a deeply lined faced with haunted-looking eyes,

tragic in their sorrow. It is a puzzling face, leaving a

strong impression of tragedy in one's memory. My
own deduction from his story as I knew it, was that he

had adopted his dangerous and difficult course from
financial straits and the need to support others

—

"Pere

de famille est capable de tout." His record shows the

tendencies of a gambler, not more scrupulous than oth-

ers of the kind in his methods. He had been many
things, hotel-keeper, sales-agent for motorcars, a

promiser of easy wealth to men of high estate with

the plausibility of the shady company-promoter, and

so forth. Many years' residence in England had made
him fluent in the language, and he passed easily as a

Russian from the Baltic Provinces, a member of the

allied nation which—in those early days of the war

—

suffered so much, and achieved so much, for the cause

of the Entente. He was therefore a welcome visitor to

British shores.

British postal censorship was in full swing by Feb-

ruary, 191 5, and certain addresses in neutral coun-

tries were suspected as being those of recipients of

reports from secret agents in the United Kingdom.
Holland was a hotbed of such agencies, and some were

located in Rotterdam. Letters which contained only

unimportant matter, not calling for the trouble of cor-

respondence in war-time, were always suspected by
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the censors. One "L. Cohen" wrote on such lines to a

suspected address in Rotterdam, giving- his address as

No. 2000 High Street, Deptford. No such man lived

at that address.

In the Appendix I mention certain simple agents,

milk and lemon-juice, which make forms of invisible

ink, easily made visible (dark brown) when the paper

is toasted before a hot fire. I thought of these experi-

ments of my childhood when I heard of the methods

that were employed by postal censors. They kept a hot

flat-iron in readiness to test suspected letters and so

to find out whether grown men and women, whose

lives depended upon covering their tracks, were fool-

ish enough to resort to infantile methods of concealing

secret messages. "L. Cohen's" letters disclosed, under

the influence of the hot flat-iron, surprisingly accurate

reports upon the state of readiness of the units of the

New Army which the Germans were expecting in

France, and equally important matters about the Brit-

ish Navy and about anti-submarine procedure. Here
was the greatest discovery of leakage from the United

Kingdom of really important information to the enemy
since the outbreak of war. Who was "L. Cohen" and
where was he? All that could be done, for the time

being, was to verify the suspicion about his correspon-

dent in Rotterdam, and this was done. A whole month
passed by, while "L. Cohen," in letters to his corre-

spondent, clamored for payment for his undoubtedly

valuable services to the German Reich.

Then the postal censors picked up in transmission a

certain letter, with the postmark deptford, bearing the

incriminating address in Rotterdam. The letter itself
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contained little of importance. There was a short post-

script, in invisible ink, and this was all that it said:

"C. has gone to Newcastle, so I am writing this from
2000 instead."

That was all, but it was enough for the expert hunt-

ers in the Special Branch at Scotland Yard. What did

"2000" mean? It was probably the number of a house

in a street. Where ? The postmark on the envelope was
Deptford, and the police in Deptford reported by tele-

phone, in reply to an inquiry, that High Street was
the only street there with houses so highly numbered.

"Who lives at 2000?" "It is a baker's shop." "What
is the name of the baker?" "Peter Hahn."

Peter Hahn, born in England and the son of a nat-

uralized German no longer in England, had established

his business as a baker and confectioner in High
Street, Deptford, in 1910. Within three years he had

become a bankrupt with liabilities amounting to about

£1,800 and only about three pounds with which to sat-

isfy his creditors. Then Hahn had mysteriously been

reestablished, and it might be that, from 1913 onward,

secret-service funds supplied by Miiller or by some

other German agent had set him on his legs again.

At any rate he became Miiller's tool, destined unwill-

ingly to betray his chief to death.

Scotland Yard acted promptly. The name of the

occupant of No. 2000 was enough to confirm suspicion.

Hahn was immediately arrested by special police from
London. "Who is C. ?" he was asked. He knew no such

man. "You have told somebody that C. has gone to

Newcastle." Hahn would give no information, so he

was at once removed and detained in custody, care
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being taken not to give him an opportunity of com-

municating with the mysterious C. And the hunt

went on.

Deptford is densely populated. It is rather a grimy

and shabby-looking district in parts, better in others.

Hahn had many neighbors and customers. His busi-

ness had been established for five years, and his bank-

ruptcy and his subsequent prosperity had attracted at-

tention. The police searched his premises, and in a back

room behind the shop they discovered what was "C.'s"

headquarters, at all events at times. A cardboard box
found there contained equipments for writing in in-

visible ink: pens, wool, ammonia, special paper, and
other apparatus. Then the people about were diligently

questioned by experts in such inquiries, and soon a

woman mentioned a constant visitor to Hahn—"a tall

man, a Russian, who lived in Bloomsbury, in Russell

Square or thereabouts." His name, she thought, was
Muller.

Bloomsbury, all the lodging-house registers in the

vicinity of Russell Square were laboriously examined
until in one of them the name "Muller" was discov-

ered. "Who is Muller? Is he a Russian?" the investi-

gators asked of the landlady of that boarding-house.

"Yes, he is," was the reply, "but he is away from Lon-
don, at Newcastle, where he is visiting some friends."

"Could you let us have his address?" After some hesi-

tation the landlady gave it, and after that the hunt for

the mysterious "L. Cohen," who had dispatched so

much valuable information to the incriminating ad-

dress in Rotterdam, was over. His identity had been

traced to Karl Friedrich Muller, who was arrested at
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Newcastle on the next day and brought to London to

stand his trial.

When he was arrested he was at first pugnacious,

protesting that a grave mistake had been made in so

treating a subject of an Allied Power, a Russian who
detested the Germans and all their ways. At subse-

quent interrogations he denied all knowledge of Hahn,
he knew no such man, nor could he speak the German
language. When he had been confronted with one of

his own incriminating letters, he relapsed into silence.

He was an expert linguist. He spoke German, English,

and Russian fluently, and also Dutch and Flemish. He
could claim to be a Russian if his birthplace, apart

from his parentage, could make him one. He was born

at Libau, and his age was fifty-eight. Both Muller and

Hahn (as a naturalized British subject) were tried at

the Old Bailey in May, 19 15, at the time when, after

the first gas-attack on the Ypres salient in April, the

newly raised units and recruits, stiffened by Cana-

dians and by the few surviving Old Contemptibles,

were undergoing their terrible ordeal of "Second

Ypres," wedged into a narrow pocket after their left

flank had been exposed, and heavily bombarded by day

and by night.

The evidence at Muller's trial was definite, docu-

mentary and clear. The investigation was careful and

deliberate. He was found guilty, and he was sentenced

to death by shooting, as a spy. Hahn, whose defense

was that he was only a subordinate, obeying orders,

was sentenced to seven years' penal servitude. Muller

appealed, without avail, and he was taken to Brixton

Prison; thence he was taken on June 22 across the
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City to the Tower. He met his fate the next morning-,

leaving a wife and children for whom he was known
to grieve sorely. The authorities are naturally reticent

about such subjects, but according to the sources

which I have quoted, there was a touch of nobility

about his end. There is no more trying work for

soldiers than the shooting in cold blood of a convicted

spy, so Miiller, when he was brought to the place of

execution, asked and was allowed to walk down the

ranks of the firing party, shaking hands with every

man and telling them that he bore no ill feeling

against men doing what was their duty.

The tragedy of that morning in the Tower of Lon-

don was followed by an incident to which grim humor
has been attached in several of the (sometimes em-

broidered) accounts which have been published. No
news of Miiller's arrest and execution reached his

employers either in Holland or in Germany. While he

was in prison and for some considerable time after his

death, answers to his communications, payments for

them, and requests for further reports were inter-

cepted by the censors, and full use was made of the

opportunity. By a permissible ruse de guerre the Ger-

mans were thus provided with much war news—sent

ostensibly by Miiller—which it was fervently hoped
they would believe. I believe that, for this misleading

information, the enemy was good enough to pay the

senders four hundred pounds. The sum did not appear

under "Appropriation in Aid" in the Estimates to my
knowledge.

Lody, the ingenuous and patriotic sea officer, and
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the mysterious Muller stood far above the cosmopoli-

tan agents, some of them steeped in fraud or in vice,

referred to at the end of a previous chapter. There is

little to be learned from the methods or motives of

those others besides the lesson that secret service needs

not only subtlety but steady nerves, to which a vicious

life and low standards of conduct seldom contribute.



CHAPTER IX. Jutland, 1916 (I)

FOR an example of the information at the disposal

of the commander of a fleet in a modern naval

battle we cannot do better than take the battle of Jut-

land in 1916. Ofhcial history has cleared up all doubt-

ful points as to what actually happened, but there

seem still to be some gaps in the public knowledge.

Preceded by Hipper's battle-cruisers and light craft,

Admiral Scheer put to sea early on May 31, 1916, and

moved northward toward the Skagerrak after dis-

tributing his submarines off the Scottish and other

ports, from the Humber northwards, which he thought

contained parts of Jellicoe's Grand Fleet and Beatty's

battle-cruiser fleet. He hoped thus to get early news
of the approach of superior British forces, which he

naturally had no intention of meeting. He was far too

wise to seek such an encounter, whatever his propa-

ganda compatriots may have announced after the

battle. He has since made this point quite clear in his

own writings.

Scheer's first idea had been a raid upon Sunderland,

using Zeppelins to give him warning if Jellicoe came
out, and submarines to take their toll of British bat-

tleships on their way. to cut him off. Lack of visibility

for air-observation had ruled out that plan. The Ger-

man submarines had left harbor on May 15, and they

could not stay out much longer than May 30, so early

107
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on the thirty-first Scheer put to sea to carry out an
alternative plan, a raid in the Skagerrak, with the

High Seas Fleet in support. It is not universally

known that Jellicoe, curiously enough, had formed his

own almost simultaneous plan to get the High Seas
Fleet out toward the Skagerrak, well beyond the shel-

ter of German forts and mine-fields and far enough
to insure that it would be obliged to fight a battle.

The idea was that two British light-cruiser squad-
rons would be off the Skaw at daybreak on June 2,

and that they would then sweep down the Kattegat and
push on into the jaws of the Great Belt and the Sound
entrances to the Baltic. One squadron of British bat-

tleships would go as far as the Skagerrak in support.

Three submarines would take up a position near Horn
Reef on the west coast of Denmark to seek an oppor-

tunity to observe and to attack whatever came their

way between June 1 and 3. (They actually started, lay

on the bottom not knowing what was going on during
the battle of Jutland, and returned to their base on
expiration of the allotted time. The officers heard
about the battle for the first time on board their depot-

ship.) The Abdiel (mine-layer) would add some more
mines to those that she had laid in that neighborhood

about a month before, while Jellicoe and Beatty, in full

strength, would lie in wait for the High Seas Fleet

somewhere north of the mined area.

That was the original idea on the British side. Mr.
Balfour, then first lord of the Admiralty, had pro-

claimed after the German raids on Lowestoft and on
Scarborough in the spring (in which three civilians,

including a woman and a child, and one soldier had
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been killed, and seventeen civilians and two soldiers

had been injured) that part of the Grand Fleet had

been moved to the southward. A squadron of old bat-

tleships had actually been sent to the Humber, and by

May 31 it had been moved to the mouth of the

Thames. It was thought that Scheer, having read the

first lord's announcement, might believe that Jellicoe's

force had been dangerously divided. That would give

an opportunity for dealing with it piecemeal. Thus we
get an idea of what was in the minds of the two com-

batants on May 29.

It is curious that, after nearly two years of waiting,

the dates of the two ventures should so nearly have

coincided. Scheer's date was about a day ahead of Jel-

licoe's, and it might have actually coincided with his if

Scheer's U-boats could have stayed out for a day or

two longer. As it was, Scheer was the first to put his

plan into operation. He left the Jade roadstead be-

tween 2 and 3 a.m on May 31, and, in spite of all pre-

cautions that had been taken on the British side to

obtain early news of his movements through secret

service, it was not known until 4.38 p.m. that he had

even left Wilhelmshaven, further to the southward

than the Jade roadstead. He was met unexpectedly at

sea by Beatty and his cruisers scouting for Jellicoe.

Broadcasting and "directional" wireless, now matters

of common knowledge, were more or less a mystery

in those days. The tradition in the British Navy is that

wireless telegraphy was first discovered as a practical

proposition on board H.M.S. Vernon, the naval tor-

pedo-school, at the same time that Signor Marconi,

who was investigating independently, produced his
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first inventions. The first and greatest naval expert in

the science was Sir Henry Jackson, who has just

passed away. He was my personal friend and old ship-

mate in H.M.S. Alexandra, flagship of the Mediter-

ranean Fleet forty years ago. I saw him for the last

time in his dressing-room in his London house, play-

ing with new inventions connected with directional

wireless. The room was full of mysterious apparatus,

and he showed me how some of it worked, especially

the "directional." With that I was able to get a line,

within a fraction of a degree, on the sending station

to which we- were listening. I suppose that most "lis-

teners-in" are familiar with a certain portable appara-

tus requiring no aerial, which you turn round until

it points to "5.X.X." or to whatever station it may be.

You can tell by the volume of sound whether the box

is exactly on the line or not. The sound fades gradu-

ally away as you turn the box in either direction, away
from that line. Subject to correction by experts, I sup-

pose that that is the same idea, but in these days one

sits at the feet of one's schoolboy sons on subjects that,

in the days of which I write, were jealously guarded

mysteries in their application to warfare.

Now that Britannia no longer holds Neptune's tri-

dent by the handle, it is, I suppose, possible that there

will be a great sea-fight some day between nations

which hold it by the prongs. Our descendants may
then be able to sit in their studies listening to an-

nouncers proclaiming the progress of the fight, with

assistants murmuring, "Square Six . . . Square

Three"—at intervals. The combatants themselves may

then be more visible to armchair critics, watching pic
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hires of them on screens, than they are to each other.

Meanwhile we now know all about the influence of

directional wireless upon peace navigation. After the

war I had an experience of that myself. When taking

a trip down Channel with an old friend holding a flag

command, we were approaching the Lizard with some

heavy battleships, in a dense fog, on the way to an

anchorage off Penzance. There had been no chance of

fixing our position by sights, and the venture of round-

ing the Lizard seemed to me—ignorant of such mat-

ters—to be rather a hazardous undertaking. The ship's

position was found quickly and accurately by direc-

tional wireless, and we soon found ourselves at anchor,

exactly where we wanted to be in Penzance Bay, when
the fog lifted.

Experts tell me that in these days a good listener

can tell not only the line of bearing of a sending-sta-

tion, but whether it is in front of or behind the listener,

and can also form a good idea of its distance away.

The influence of progress of this science upon future

sea-warfare is obvious. Let us see how what was
known in 1916 affected the battle of Jutland.

Secrets about the 'vulnerable points" which needed

protection against folk with a penchant for sabotage

came within my province in the years 191 3 onwards.

Sir William Robertson, then a director in the general

staff at the War Office, has published his opinions on

the subject in so far as it caused the detention in Brit-

tain of troops for which the general staff could have

found better employment elsewhere (about 80,000 of

them, at one time). Some of these points needed pro-

tection for reasons so secret that they were not dis-
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closed even to me, and being in full sympathy with my
old colleagues on the general staff of the army I hesi-

tated before including them in my lists. I did so in the

end, for two good reasons. Sir Henry Jackson, the

wireless expert, was chief of staff at the Admiralty at

the time, and someone referred in my hearing to

"Dionysius." That gave me the clue.

Once, when on a trip from Malta to Syracuse in

connection with the pigeon-post which I had hoped to

establish between Sicily and Malta in time of peace,

for special use in war, I visited a cliff-bound spot

with a cleft in the hillside ending in a sort of cave.

There was a hole at the top that went by the name of

the "Ear of Dionysius." The floor of the cavity was
used as a prison, and if anyone up above put his ear

to the hole he could hear plainly what the prisoners

were saying to each other. It was something on the

lines of the "whispering-gallery" under the dome of

St. Paul's. (The more up-to-date method in the Great

War was to conceal a microphone among prisoners.)

With that experience behind me, I drew my own
conclusions that the mysterious "vulnerable points"

were "Ears of Dionysius," with very long radii of

hearing. These could not fail to be useful to an Ad-
miralty anxious, if war should ever arise, to hear what
an enemy afar off had to say about his own plans.

Spies, if obtainable, might somehow send the news of

a hostile fleet leaving harbor. Only an Ear of Dion-

ysius could tell what it was doing when out of sight

of land; and even then, only if it used wireless teleg-

raphy. The mere sending of a message would give the

direction if his call-sign was known. A knowledge of
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what it contained would depend upon getting hold

somehow or other (by "fair means or foul" is the usual

formula) of his secret ciphers or codes. I therefore

starred every place that I believed to be an Ear of

Dionysius as important.

I know, from the evidence of German charts, that

Scheer derived a certain amount of information from

a somewhat similar Ear of Dionysius at Neumiinster,

but not enough to be of much value to him. The lis-

tener seems to have mistaken some mine-sweepers

which put to sea for battleships or cruisers. Scheer also

received some messages from the U-boats which he

had placed outside Scapa Flow and the Firth of Forth

to warn him of Jellicoe's or of Beatty's approach.

From such messages as he received, he drew the wrong

deductions. They were very scrappy and incomplete,

and they gave a wrong impression of the direction in

which ships that were actually seen at sea were

steering.

On the morning of May 30 Jellicoe's Grand Fleet

was at Scapa Flow in the Orkney's with one of his

squadrons of battleships farther to the southward, at

Cromarty. Beatty's battle-cruisers and Evan Thomas's

fast Queen Elizabeth-class battleships ( "Queen Liz-

zie" herself was not available) were in the Forth. The

Admiralty listening-stations knew much about the

activities of Scheer's U-boats since they left their bases

on May 15, especially when they came nearer to the

Scottish and English east coasts.

The fact that our Naval Intelligence Department

on shore could follow the movements of German U-
boats by listening to their signals, has recently been
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used as evidence to support the old "Kitchener Be-

trayal" story, which I have done my best to scotch. I

can say definitely that the Intelligence Department did

not know that U.75 had been off the west coast of

the Orkney Islands and had laid her mines there early

on May 29. Why, when one comes to think of it, should

she be so foolish as to advertise her presence there by

using her wireless apparatus ? Rumor-mongers are in-

corrigible.

Something was expected by the Admiralty. Prob-

ably another "tip-and-run" raid, like those on Lowes-

toft and on Scarborough. There was no object, so

far, in sending the Grand Fleet to sea to use up fuel

until something more was known. Then, during the

morning of May 30 "there were indications," as the

official British historian puts it, that the High Seas

Fleet was assembling in the Jade Roads, a protected

anchorage some miles outside Wilhelmshaven.

Knowing that his U-boats could not remain at sea

much longer, Scheer ordered Hipper's cruisers to the

Skagerrak, to show themselves off the Norwegian

coast, while he, with the utmost secrecy, followed with

the battle fleet. The Ear of Dionysius in England was

so sensitive that the movement of German call-stations

from Wilhelmshaven to the Jade Roads was known at

once at the Admiralty. At noon on the thirtieth it

was decided that the time had come for Jellicoe and

Beatty to move. They were then told that the German

fleet might go to sea early the next morning. It was not

until after 5 p.m. on the thirtieth that conjecture

changed to practical certainty that something was go-

ing to happen, though the idea of Scheer himself's
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coming out seemed too good to be true—Hipper, yes,

with cruisers and lighter craft for another raid, but not

:
Scheer! After 5 p.m. a long operation order was sent

out by Scheer. The news was passed at once to that

center of "pink" secrets, the operation-rooms of the

naval staff. (Pink was the color of the most secret

papers.) Every minute counted and, without waiting

for deciphering, orders were sent to Jellicoe and to

Beatty to put to sea. They left as soon as it was dark.

Then Scheer transferred his call-sign from his flag-

ship in the Jade Roads to the naval sending-stations

at Wilhelmshaven to deceive the Ear of Dionysius.

The ruse succeeded. Neither the Admiralty nor Jel-

licoe knew that he put to sea, following Hipper, be-

fore sunrise on May 31.

How, it will be asked, were the German messages

understood? Did they not take the obvious precaution

of using cipher? The whole secret cannot be disclosed

during the lifetime of some who were concerned.

There were, of course, the usual regulations in force

in all navies to prevent secret documents from falling

into the hands of an enemy. This is easy when a sur-

face ship surrenders as in days of old by striking her

colors. A leaded box ought to sink. So should books

with heavily leaded backs. There is plenty of time to

J

drop them overboard and, unless the water is very

shallow and the spot is marked exactly, there is little

chance of their recovery.

It is not possible for captains of war-vessels to keep

the contents of all secret orders, charts of mine-fields

and ciphers in their heads. There must be something in

writing or in print. In a modern sea fight, surface
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craft may burn fiercely and be abandoned ; or they may
be wrecked, as the Magdeburg was in her action with

Russian forces in the Baltic in August, 1914. In sub-

marine warfare it is not easy for the captain of a

submerged and sinking vessel to eject his secret docu-

ments beneath the surface. There lie the clues to one

method in which the cipher used in the German fleet,

and also the key to its changes, were obtained, some

by the British, and some by the Russians from the

German cruiser Magdeburg when she went ashore off

the Aaland Islands on August 26, 1914.



CHAPTER X. Jutland, 1916 (II).

AT 9.48 p.m. on May 30 Beatty issued in cipher

(by wireless) to the vessels under his command
an order:

Cease communication by W/T except on sight-

ing the enemy or replying to the admiral after

passing May Island. [In the Firth of Forth.]

At 10 p.m. Jellicoe made a similar signal.

At 1.22 a.m. on May 31 Jellicoe told the Admiralty

by wireless to what rendezvous he was proceeding,

and the time when he would arrive there in the after-

noon. If Scheer had read and been able to decipher

that and certain other messages, the battle of Jutland

would not have followed. Scheer, by transferring his

call-sign to the shore, scored a success in maintaining

secrecy about his putting to sea, but the British Ad-
miralty took the lead in reading and in deciphering

the messages that passed from the High Seas Fleet.

At 2.20 p.m. the Galatea reported by wireless to

Beatty the presence of "two cruisers, probably hos-

tile." A listener in the Iron Duke told Jellicoe the news.

At 2.52 p.m. one of Jellicoe's battleships, the St.

Vincent, took in a German signal on a 2,300-feet wave-
length "Strength 10 Telefunken used," and reported

to Jellicoe. Apparently it was not deciphered. The St.

117
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Vincent was evidently in the role of Dionysius, as she
j

reported five more messages at 3.10 p.m. At the same
'

time the Admiralty told Jellicoe that at 2.31 p.m. an

enemy's light cruiser and a destroyer were at sea,
j

giving their respective positions, obtained by direc-
(j

tional wireless.

At 3.31 p.m. a seaplane from the Engadine reported h

to Beatty the position of those enemy cruisers and five

destroyers, steering northwest. This was the first ex-

ample of that kind of air report to a fleet in the history

of sea warfare. .

By 3-35 p.m. Beatty was able to report to Jellicoe
^

that Hipper's battle-cruisers had been definitely lo-
^

cated. Soon afterwards the wireless installation of the <

Lion was shot away.

Indomitable at 4.13 reported having heard Tele- •

funken signals increasing in strength from "4" to
||

"10," but it was not until 4.38 p.m. that the South-

ampton, a light cruiser with Beatty, sighted Scheer's
j

High Seas Fleet. That was the first news that reached

Jellicoe of Scheer's having put to sea.
t

Scheer, as we know, escaped with the help of bad .

visibility, smoke-screens, and torpedo attacks from
being forced to fight a decisive battle of which the is- j

sue was never in doubt. He was last seen steering to !,

the westward. Jellicoe steered south to cut him off" from
the mine-swept channels leading to safety behind mine-

j;

fields and the forts of Heligoland. Scheer, as soon as

he was out of sight of British vessels, steered (across

Jellicoe's course and behind him) toward Horn Reef.

He passed unharmed the three British submarines ,

there, lost one old ship from one of the mines which
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Jellicoe had, at 9.32 p.m., ordered the Abdiel to lay

out, and he escaped between Jellicoe's Grand Fleet and
the land. Beatty was further still to the westward in

the morning. What were the British and German lis-

teners and decipherers on shore doing during that

momentous night, when the fate of the High Seas

Fleet was in the balance? Here are the recorded sig-

nals that were sent by and to their commanders

:

At 9.27 p.m. Jellicoe signaled to his destroyers to

"take station astern of the battle fleet five miles." This

signal was taken in by the listener at Neumimster and

passed on to Scheer, but it did not help him much.

How it was deciphered, if in cipher, I do not know.

My authority is the late Sir Julian Corbett.

At 9.06 p.m. Scheer had made an urgent signal ask-

ing for a lookout by airships off Horn Reef early in

the morning. The Admiralty read this, but I can find

no record of its having been reported to Jellicoe at the

time. Its importance cannot be exaggerated.

At 9.14 p.m. Scheer ordered retirement, and he gave

the course to be steered by his ships. At 9.46 he al-

tered that course, and gave the speed (16 knots).

At 9.55 the Admiralty warned Jellicoe that three

destroyer flotillas had been ordered to attack him in

the night; at 9.58 they gave him the estimated position

of the rear ship of Scheer's battle fleet, its course be-

ing "southerly" (the same as Jellicoe's) ; the message
reached the Iron Duke at 10.23 p.m.

The Admiralty deciphered and made a summary
of these messages. The summary, in cipher, was sent

to Jellicoe at 10.41. It was received in the Iron Duke
at 11.05 P -M - and it was in Jellicoe's hands, deciphered,
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by 11.30 p.m. My information does not support the

view that Jellicoe was told anything about Scheer's

signal of 9.06 p.m. asking for a lookout of airships

off Horn Reef. There is no mention of its transmission
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in my set of secret Jutland messages, but that is not

exhaustive. All that I know for certain is that the

Admiralty, at 10.41 p.m., sent him the message in

cipher stating that "the enemy was believed to be re-

turning to its (sic) base as its course was SSE^E
and speed 16 knots," and that, at 1.48 a.m. on June 1, a

further message was sent to him that enemy subma-

rines were apparently coming out from German ports,

and that a damaged German ship, probably the Liitzow

(one of Hipper's battle-cruisers) was at a position of

which the latitude and longitude were reported.

At 3.12 a.m. the Admiralty sent to Jellicoe an addi-

tional report that a German "light cruiser," damaged,

had been in a certain position, with destroyers stand-

ing by her, at 3 a.m. At 3.29 a.m. the Admiralty sent

him a message, received at S-55> that the German Main
Fleet was at 2.30 a.m. at a certain spot (latitude and
longitude given) steering S.E. by S. at 16 knots. It

was then too late to cut off the enemy, starting from
the position of the Grand Fleet at the time stated

(3-55)-

By 4.40 a.m. Jellicoe knew definitely that Scheer's

fleet had returned to harbor. He informed Beatty, and
sent him to locate the Liitzow.

At 5.30 the Admiralty told Jellicoe that the Elbing

(light cruiser) had still been afloat, deserted by her

crew, at 3.47, and they gave her position at that time.

If other messages heard through the Ear of Dionysius

were passed to Jellicoe, I can find no trace of them in

official records of secret messages until 9.17 a.m. when
the Admiralty told him that, at 6.20, enemy subma-
rines had been sent to the Elbing. Her new position
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at that time was given. At 11.08 a.m. Jellicoe reported

to the Admiralty that the whole area had been swept

for disabled enemy cruisers, without result. (Both

Liitzow and Elbing had sunk in the night.)

Scheer, on his part, relied a good deal upon his air-

ships for information, and he was under the false im-

pression that Jellicoe's fleet had been divided, a larg'e

portion being in the Skagerrak in the morning.

So ended the battle of Jutland, as heard on both

sides from the shores through head-phones. A battle

of words was substituted immediately afterwards for

the battle of the ships, and that word battle has lasted

until this day. A similar one over the battle of Traf-

algar lasted for more than a hundred years. With the

propaganda bearing upon Jutland I do not propose to

deal in detail. The subject would fill a large book.

The Germans reached their defended anchorage

more than two days before Jellicoe could cover the

distance of four hundred miles back to Scapa Flow,

and they naturally made the most of the opportunity

to claim a victory. The same thing occurred after

Howe's "Glorious First of June" in 1794, and after

Trafalgar. I received private letters myself from vari-

ous quarters, far apart, asking what had really hap-

pened. One was from the governor of Malta (Lord
Methuen). One was from the chief of the general staff

in France (Sir Lancelot Kiggell).

Nelson's definition of a naval victory ran thus

:

"[By] completely victorious, I mean able to remain

at sea whilst the enemy must return to port." That
definition escaped for some time the attention of prop-

agandists on both sides of the North Sea. The first
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news of the battle, from the German side, reported

that the High Seas Fleet had met and had defeated a

considerably superior main portion of the Grand Fleet.

An excessive estimate of British losses was given, and

a victory was claimed.

In another depository at the Admiralty of "pink"

secrets—Room 37, next to the inner sanctuary of Op-
erations, from which orders to the fleet were issued

—

the censor and his assistants passed news to the press

bureau. The inmates naturally worried about what to

do in the absence of reports, which were being col-

lected and checked by Jellicoe before sending in his

account. Wild rumors, based upon the German com-

munique, were current. Ships returning from the bat-

tle were arriving at British ports nearest to the scene

of action. Members of the ships' companies were tele-

graphing to their friends and relatives to tell them
that they were all right. Six thousand such telegrams

were being held up, although there was no censorship

under ordinary condition of inland messages.

Reuter's report from Amsterdam of the German
communique of May 31 was not released until be-

tween 10 and 11 a.m. on June 2. Finally, at 7 p.m. on

June 27, an announcement (which was afterwards se-

verely criticized) was issued by the Admiralty. The
official history attributes its authorship to the first lord

(the late Lord Balfour). Sir Douglas Brownrigg, the

chief naval censor, has written that it was framed by
the first lord, the first sea lord (Admiral Sir Henry
Jackson), and the chief of staff (Vice-Admiral Sir

Henry Oliver). The material that was available was a

wireless message from Jellicoe. The time of origin
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is given as 9 a.m., the time of dispatch as 10.35 A -M «

(the delay doubtless being due to enciphering) and the

time of receipt (presumably after deciphering) at the

Admiralty censor's office was 3.30 p.m. The infor-

mation in that message chiefly referred to British

losses, the delay in ascertaining and in verifying them

having been due to the British fleet's remaining

at sea, in command of the area outside the German
mine-fields, for so long a period after Scheer (in har-

bor) had been able to collect his reports. Jellicoe had

not heard of the principal losses in battle-cruisers until

the day after the battle. The Admiralty announcement

confessed these losses freely, whereas the German Ad-
miralty, in their first communique, suppressed the most

important of their own (the battle-cruisers Liitzow

sunk, and Seydlitz beached just in time—she would

have been lost if the battle had not been so close to

the German base—and three of the light cruisers,

Elbing, Rostock, and Frauenlob). The British Admir-

alty account did, however, mention the crucial point,

that the "enemy returned to port, though not before re-

ceiving severe damage."

Casualties appeal more strongly than strategic re-

sults to the average mind. Of that I had experience

myself. My first news of the battle came from a mes-

senger who rushed into my room to tell me of the loss

of so many of my own men in the sunken battle-cruis-

ers. It was at Portsmouth, where extravagant stories

had been afoot earlier in the war of the likelihood of

a German invasion. "What has the enemy lost and

where is his fleet?" was the obvious question to be

asked. "Losses are not known. The High Seas Fleet
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has gone back into harbor," was the reply. But it

took some time for many to realize its significance.

I have given the day and time when the German
account was published in England through Reuter's

agency. It was between 10 and n a.m. on June 2.

What was happening in places all over the world which

accounts from the German side had reached on May
3 1 and the German communique on June 1 ? A whole

day's start in ''news value" means much to modern
journalism. There was triumph among pro-Germans,

and sympathy, tinged with pity, for the British among
neutrals favoring the cause of the Allies. At 7.05 p.m.

on June 2, and again at 7.10 p.m. Jellicoe sent further

information about British losses, and all that he con-

sidered definitely proved about the losses of the enemy.

At 11.30 p.m. he sent a long and comprehensive dis-

patch. All these came by land telegraph-line. A long

report was sent by Beatty sixteen minutes after mid-

night.

At 2.40 p.m. on June 3 Jellicoe telegraphed about the

Admiralty statement of the previous evening in these

terms

:

Last night's [Admiralty] communique magni-
fies our losses and minimizes the enemy's casu-

alties, and gives somewhat false impression of

action generally.

At 1.05 a.m. on June 3 the Admiralty issued a

little more information in order to relieve anxiety,

but it was not until the Monday, June 5, that the press

bureau was supplied with a comprehensive statement
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which touched, for the first time, the crux of the situ-

ation in these words

:

When the main body of the British Fleet came
into contact with the German High Seas Fleet, a

very brief period sufficed to compel the latter, who
had been severely punished, to seek refuge in their

protected waters. . . . Sir John Jellicoe, having

driven the enemy into port, returned to the main
scene of action, and scoured the sea in search of

disabled vessels.

Had there been a competent "publicity agent" with

a free hand to write what he liked on board the Iron

Duke at noon on June i an identical statement might

have reached all other ears of Dionysius tuned to the

British wave-length at that time. There would have

been no need for delay to encipher or decipher such an

announcement. It could well have been sent "in clear."

This is mere wisdom after the event. To judge by the

aftermath, it was better in the end to underestimate

than to run the risk of overestimating results. That
leads to retribution, and purple prose! "To lie like a

bulletin" was proverbial in the Napoleonic wars, and
the bulletin describing a victory of Villeneuve over

Nelson after Trafalgar in 1805 is a document still

worthy of the attention of propagandists. Its effects

lasted in out-of-the-way country districts in Europe
for many more years than the early Jutland communi-
ques have endured. The wording of that Trafalgar

bulletin carries more than transient interest. It was
dated from Cadiz, October 25, 1805, four days after
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the battle, and the parallel with the battles of Jutland

and Verdun in 191 6 is striking. This is how it read:

The operations of the grand naval army [have]

secured in the Atlantic those of the imperial army.

. . . The English fleet is annihilated! Nelson is

no more!
Indignant at being inactive in port whilst our

brave brethren in arms were gaining laurels in

Germany, Admirals Villeneuve and Gravina re-

solved to put to sea and to give the English battle.

They [the English] were superior in number,
forty-five [true number twenty-four] to our thir-

ty-three; but what is superiority in numbers to

men determined to conquer?
Admiral Nelson did everything to avoid a bat-

tle. He attempted to get into the Mediterranean,

but we pursued, and came up with him off Traf-
algar. . . .

After having acquired so decisive a victory, we
wait with impatience the emperor's order to sail

to the enemy's shore, annihilate the rest of his

navy, and thus complete the triumphant work we
have so brilliantly begun

!

In Denmark, after Jutland, the lack of news from
England was taken as confirmation of the German re-

port. In Holland the press took the British silence as

no very favorable sign, and there, as in Sweden, the

first Admiralty statement was held to confirm the re-

ports of a stupendous German victory. As late as June

5, the Dutch Standard proclaimed a complete trans-

formation of the position at sea. In Zurich, the British

losses were held to give the Germans a right to claim
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the victory. Then, when the loss of the Liitzow and

Rostock had perforce to be confessed there was a vio-

lent revulsion, accompanied by lasting distrust all over

Europe—in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, in Hol-

land and in Spain—in German "victories." The bal-

ance of belief by neutrals in achievements and in pros-

pects of victory in the sea war hit the beam at the

German end.

So much can be written, I hope without indiscretion

or offense, about inspired publicity on the battle of

Jutland. Behind the scenes on the British side there

was one real and jealously guarded secret, of national

importance—the truth about one of the causes of the

heavy loss in British ships. Having received a report

by Sir Eustace d'Eyncourt, the expert in naval con-

struction, the Admiralty—after mature consideration

—wrote that they had been forced to the conclusion

that "in some of the ships engaged in the action of

May 31, the precautions necessary to the safety of

the cordite cartridges were, to a certain extent, sub-

ordinated to the great desire, necessarily felt, to

achieve a rapid rate of fire," and they issued stringent

instructions that measures must be taken to safeguard

the charges and to diminish the risk of their explosion,

which might reach the magazines. The danger of such

explosions on gun-decks passing by ammunition pas-

sages to magazines was well-known by our ancestors

who fought at sea. I have lately glanced through a

sea-dialogue, printed in 1685 and written, I believe,

at least fifty years earlier. There I found cautions to

master gunners to beware of such risks. That is the

earliest warning of the kind with which I am ac-
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quainted. There have been many later, including one

from Rodney in a private letter to a nephew, and per-

haps some earlier.

I was told the secret myself privately, immediately

after the battle of Jutland. I was commandant, at the

time, at Eastney Barracks, Portsmouth, where hun-

dreds of gunners were being trained for service in the

fleet. A few days after the battle I went to London
upon some Admiralty business, and I attended a lunch-

eon party in Belgravia between my visits to Whitehall.

To my amazement my hostess announced to her guests

(we were about ten at luncheon) the secret of the

cause to which some of the most serious of the Jut-

land losses were being attributed in official circles. I

was appealed to for confirmation, and I could only

think of interjecting, "What an extraordinary story!"

or some equally inadequate remark. I took care to be

the last to leave the house, in order to ask my hostess

where she had heard the story. "It must be true,"

she said. "I was at a working-party this morning, and
all the ladies there were talking about it"—and she

mentioned the wives of two eminent officials of my
acquaintance in Whitehall.

So the most jealously guarded secret about the battle

of Jutland became a secret of Polichinelle in London
society within a few days. It says much for the dis-

cretion of the many to whom it was repeated that it

never to my knowledge reached the ears of the enemy.

Even if it had, perhaps no harm would have been done.

Whatever the relative total losses in ships may have

been, the general result was that the Grand Fleet had
fueled and was ready for sea again on the night of
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June 2 after having traveled four hundred miles from

the scene of the action. Heavy repairs delayed, until

well into August, the date when the High Seas Fleet

was ready.

The sources of information about the extent to

which secret services were an aid to Jellicoe are more

complete than those pertaining to Admiral Scheer,

who seems to have been badly served during the ap-

proach, in the battle, and in his subsequent retreat.

According to his own showing he was misled by his

submarines which were stationed off the Scottish coast

early on May 31, and again by the Zeppelins which

were scouting for him early on June 1. From them he

gained an impression that Jellicoe's fleet had been di-

vided, a portion of it being in the Skagerrak far to

the northward.



CHAPTER XL memories of lord kitchener
AND HIS END

FOUR days after the conclusion of the battle of Jut-

land, Field Marshal Earl Kitchener of Khartoum
passed from the scene of his earthly activities, and im-

mediately afterward there arose legends about the

manner of his death, and even rumors of his survival.

These continue to this day, and it seems impossible

to follow them all up and to kill them once for all. One
point has never to my knowledge been made quite

clear, the connection between the sinking of H.M.S.
Hampshire off that cruel cliff-bound and rocky coast

of the Orkney Islands and the battle of Jutland.

It is too soon for us to attempt a measure of Kitch-

ener's greatness. Events in the Great War are too

recent. Dwellers in the plain must travel far from the

mountain-ranges before they can even see, much less

judge the relative heights of the lonely peaks; and
Kitchener, when nearing his end, was a lonely man,
with few intimate friendships. My own personal

knowledge of him dated from the South African War
{the war, as we all called it in England until August,

1914), and I can recall a vivid picture of the surround-

ings and circumstances in which we first met. It was
at De Aar, an important railway junction five hundred
miles from Cape Town, on the lines of communication

leading from the sea (where the British Navy was su-

131
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preme) to the front-line troops; to Lord Methuen's

force to the northward, facing the formidable heights

of Magersfontein beyond which Cronje's Boer Army
was surrounding the garrison of Kimberley; to Sir

John French's to the northeast beyond Naaupoort, at

Colesberg near the frontier of the Orange Free State

;

and to General Gatacre's, farther to the eastward, fac-

ing Stormberg. Sir Redvers Buller, in supreme com-

mand until the arrival of Lord Roberts in January,

was away with the main force on the Tugela in Natal,

facing Spion Kop and the heights about Colenso, which

screened the main Boer Army besieging Sir George

White's force, shut up in Ladysmith.

"Black week" in December, which marked the "dis-

asters" of Colenso, of Stormberg, and of Magersfon-

tein, had been followed by a period of confusion and
bewilderment on the "Western Front" in Cape Col-

ony. Cape Town was a center of depression and of

gloomy prediction, of rumors which spread like a mi-

asma up that long railway crossing the wilderness of

the High Veld, the vulnerable line of communication

upon which the fighting forces depended for their sus-

tenance, even as a diver depends upon a long air-pipe

for his breath. (Lord Methuen's troops at the front

were quite cheery and confident. I had found them

playing football.) There was incipient rebellion, fos-

tered by enemy agents in the districts along the line.

Every one of the hundreds of miles of railway line had

to be guarded against sabotage.

De Aar, the important junction, had its own garri-

son and commandant. It was my headquarters as staff

officer to the inspector-general of the whole western
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line, and soon I became the sole depositary there of

the jealously guarded secret of Lord Roberts's plan

—

to concentrate on the left at Enslin and Graspan, be-

hind Lord Methuen, bringing French round through
De Aar for the purpose, and then to strike northeast

to cut off Cronje. Everything depended upon secrecy.

Secrecy depended upon good organization, upon qui-

etly concentrating transport for the move, and then

upon decisive movement. All depended upon finding a

man with broad views from whom to seek guidance.

For instance, a hundred and eighty ox-wagons, with
their masses of oxen, had to cross a long bridge over
the Orange River, and there was room only for the

single line itself between high iron girders. One team
of oxen met a train, and the poor brutes were squeezed
through the girders into the river below. "Have you
held a court of inquiry upon the oxen?" was the mes-
sage that came from the pundits at the base.

It was then that Kitchener came up the line. The
battalion which was guarding us at De Aar had a
great surplus of mule transport for its needs. For in-

stance, a mule-wagon, with its team of six fine mules,

was sent out to look for a pipe which had been left

behind on a kopje by a picket on night outpost duty.

"All regimental transport is to be pooled at once for

army use," was Kitchener's immediate order.

Then a staff officer (R.E.) arrived at De Aar from
Kitchener with a table of railway movements. Trains
would be at certain places at certain hours on certain

days, and the troops must be ready to get into them.
I was to be responsible for that part, and the troops

were to be told their starting points, but not their
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destination. We did not know then where all the troops

were, so I had to find out and do my best, which I

did, but I could not find one of the field companies

of Royal Engineers. The work of enciphering and
dispatching the orders occupied twenty-three continu-

ous hours, strong soup and strong coffee being my
chief sustenance. I fell into a dead sleep at the end, and

was soon roughly aroused by an orderly. "Pressing,

in red ink, sir, from the base to you." I opened the

envelope and I read this : "Two bags of lime were sent

to De Aar station on the 3rd inst. The contractor will

charge as per margin for the empty bags if not re-

turned forthwith." Fourpence was the sum mentioned

in the margin. Of such small matters some of the staff

were thinking, and then Kitchener turned up in the

night. His advent was not advertised. My chief, who
had just returned from speeding up the ox-wagons,

told me privately, "By the way, K will be on No. 52 up

train during the night. You will have to meet him. He
will arrive at about 3 a.m."

Washed, shaved, and carefully brushed, I was on

the platform in good time, and I found Kitchener sit-

ting at a table in his saloon. He made a large soldierly

figure, carefully "groomed." His belts and boots were

highly polished, and his buckles and buttons gleamed.

I had an impression of keen eyes, with a cold light in

them, and of heavy brows. There was an air of mys-

tery about him, and above all, of dominance. He asked

me only one question. "Where is the Nth Field Com-
pany R.E. ?" (The one that I had lost.) Every detail

of the complicated move must have been in his head,

and he had only one staff officer with him, Hubert
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Hamilton (killed when in command of the 2nd Divi-

sion in the Mons retreat). Hamilton, who was an old

friend of mine—we had been at the same private

school—called me aside afterwards and told me that

K was really quite pleased, though he had not said so.

He added that, from a staff officer's point of view, K
abhorred the cumbrous system of army correspond-

ence, with its recording and pigeonholing then in

vogue. Hundreds of telegrams reached him. He read
them, memorized them and crammed them, crumpled
up, into his pocket, concentrating upon the action

most important at the moment. Hamilton had great

difficulty in retrieving them, to keep some sort of rec-

ord. At that and subsequent meetings K always radi-

ated confidence with me, as a man unperturbed in the

gravest emergency, patient and inscrutable as the

Sphinx.

Not long afterward the rebellion in Cape Colony
came to a head. The safety of the railway line de-

pended upon its immediate suppression. K sent me off

to Victoria West, far away to the southward, to pull

indignant troops (bound for the front) out of their

trains and to go with them hundreds of miles to Ken-
hart, a center of disaffection. He came back himself
from the front to De Aar, to deal with a worse situa-

tion at Prieska. His name there was enough, his pres-

ence was advertised, and the rebellion fizzled out.

Then Cronje was cut off at Paardeberg, and Bloemfon-
tein, the capital of the Free State, was taken. Such
was my first knowledge of K's personality.

In order to understand his influence at the time of
his death, we must recall the atmosphere that prevailed
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among those in high place when war came suddenly

upon them and the magnitude of the task had not been

realized by our statesmen or by our soldiers of the

general staff. Sir William Robertson, one of its direc-

tors when war broke out, has made that quite clear. The
veteran Lord Roberts had warned the Government

and the nation, but his warnings had fallen upon deaf

ears. Kitchener's prestige stood high. The nation

knew him as the victorious hero of wars in Africa ; as

the savior of the Sudan, and perhaps of Egypt itself,

from the incursions of fanatical desert hordes; as a

military reformer in India, a man strong enough to

stand up to a powerful viceroy, at whatever cost to his

own future career ; as a soldier towering by achieve-

ment above his colleagues of the day, and as a man to

lean upon in a grave crisis, better perhaps, as an auto-

crat than as a colleague or as a subordinate.

The prime minister (Mr. Asquith) judged public

opinion aright when he recalled Kitchener, just in time,

as he was leaving England to return to his work in

Egypt. Thirty-six hours after the declaration of war,

"K" was installed as secretary of state for war and a

member of the War Council, charged with the execu-

tion of plans in the making of which he had no hand.

Most of the leading members of the general staff were
then busy packing up to go with the army to France.

Kitchener, and he alone among responsible statesmen

and soldiers in Britain and in other countries, foresaw

the magnitude and prolongation of the sacrifices that

would be needed before victory would be within reach

of the Allied armies, still less within their grasp. Wal-
ter Page, the American ambassador to Britain, paid in
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the fewest words the best tribute to Kitchener's work
for the Allied cause. "His name has raised a great

army."

We pass over, as still well remembered, his personal

visit to Sir John French in France, five days before

the B.E.F. arrested its retreat and turned northward

to bear its part in the victory of the Marne ; his meet-

ing with French statesmen and soldiers at Dunkirk in

November, 19 14, when he explained that the newly

raised British armies could not be thrown into the

maelstrom of the conflict until they were fully trained

and equipped, which would not be before 1916; his

change of attitude in the autumn of 191 5, when he or-

dered French and Haig, against their better judgment,

to meet the appeals of Joffre and Foch and to undertake

the costly autumn offensives in that year; his trip to

the Mediterranean in December of the same year

to lend his great prestige to the policy, already

recommended by Sir Charles Monro on the spot, to

cut our losses in the Dardanelles—a confession of

failure in that ill-starred venture which could not

(and did not) fail to shake public confidence in the

conduct of the war. Then, in 19 16, there came the sore

plight of the French Army in stemming the massed

German attacks from February onwards at Verdun,

and the fear that those would succeed if the attackers

were not drawn away to other parts ; the decision to

launch Kitchener's new armies (before they were

ready) in the costly battle of the Somme, which was
destined to relieve the situation

;
and, last but not least,

the Russian battles on the Eastern Front. The battle

of Lake Naroch, which opened in March, was success-
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ful till near the end of April, when the ground gained

was lost, and preparations were made for Brusilov's

victorious advance which was to open on June 4, the

day on which Kitchener was starting on what was to

be his last journey. Why was he sent ?

In the welter of corruption in Russian high places and
inefficiency and sedition among those of low position,

which left armies in the front line to fight without

arms or munitions adequate for their needs, Kitchener,

whose fame carried weight over the whole Eastern

Hemisphere, was called upon to go to Russia him-

self as the one strong, disinterested personality whose
presence might avail to initiate wiser counsels. The
secret of his journey, and of his destination was jeal-

ously and safely guarded. In the Grand Fleet at Scapa
Flow in the Orkneys, no one besides the commander-
in-chief and, in due course, the captain of the Hamp-
shire, a cruiser just back from the battle of Jutland,

which was to convey him to Archangel in the White
Sea—knew anything about the journey. The Hamp-
shire had returned to Scapa Flow at 5.30 a.m. on
Friday June 3.

We have had glimpses behind the scenes of counter-

espionage in Britain, up to the day when the Hamp-
shire was lost. We know how the whole system of Ger-

man spying at various places, mostly on the coast line,

was paralyzed on the day when war was declared. We
have noted the endeavors that were made to get effi-

cient spies into the country in their place—men of fine

character like Lody in 1914, a hero far too guileless to

be a spy, and the more dangerous Karl Friedrich Miil-

ler in 1915. After the great run of captures in that
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year, and after the occasion, in April, 191 6, when the

last spy was executed (a Peruvian—no German spies

having been sent for some time) the spy-offensive had

definitely failed. It was impossible, even for a British

observer dwelling- in the Orkneys, to know that the

Hampshire would steer as she did on leaving Scapa

Flow until she actually shaped her course.

Kitchener had gone from Whitehall, where he had

been in the inner conclaves of the war committees of

the Cabinet, to the North of Caithness, the Pentland

Firth, and the Orkneys. I have records of German
spies having reached various parts of Scotland, but I

do not believe that any such agents wandered as far

north as the north of Sutherland, Caithness, and the

Orkneys. Those who know the country there will not

be surprised. After following the east coast of Suth-

erland the railway line which Lord Kitchener's train

followed turns sharp inland, following the course of

the Helmsdale with its salmon pools and touching that

of the Halladale at Forsinard, then to Georgemas, the

junction for Wick and Thurso, and then along the

river Thurso till arriving at the terminus at Thurso
itself. Kitchener embarked there in the destroyer Oak,

attached to the flagship of the commander-in-chief of

the Grand Fleet. Caithness is a country of grouse-

moors, deer-forests, salmon-rivers, and trout-lochs. It

is sparsely populated by people all well-known and
mostly related to each other. I remember an incident

there some years ago when a visitor asked the driver

of a post-cart : "Is everyone in Caithness either a Sin-

clair or a Sutherland?" The driver's reply was: 'T'd

no say that—the Gunns are coming on well
!"
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I can vouch myself for the fact that before the war,

when various rumors of German aggression and of

possible invasion were afoot, the keepers and stalkers,

the gillies and the river watchers kept, on their own
initiative, a keen watch for any suspicious aliens, and,

under the war restrictions for travelers bound to the

north it would by 19 16 have been certain death for

any foreigner spy to reach a destination so vital to the

navy as its base in the Orkneys. Every mile of the

coast-line, too, was constantly patrolled by experts

in matters affecting the sea. In clear weather even the

periscope of a submarine would have stood little

chance of escaping attention. At night, or in thick

weather, nothing could be seen from hostile U-boats,

though it is true that they were fitted (long before the

British were) with wireless apparatus of long enough

range to report to German naval bases in the North

Sea. Two of those U-boats, Nos. 43 and 44 had been

stationed off the exit from Scapa Flow that was used by

the Grand Fleet late on May 30 and again on June 2.

They failed to send Admiral Scheer the information

of the fleet's movements which he hoped to obtain in

order to enable him to avoid a meeting with Jellicoe.

And yet in the end it was the plan of Scheer—who
can by no possibility have known anything of Kitch-

ener's prospective movements—which caused the loss

of the Hampshire and her passengers.

Admiral Scheer became commander-in-chief of the

High Seas Fleet in January, 19 16, after the death of

Admiral von Pohl. The pressure of Allied sea power

was then being felt in Germany. "Why a High Seas

Fleet that never leaves harbor?" was asked. After
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some raids upon Lowestoft and upon Yarmouth in

April, Scheer as we have already noted formed a plan

for a raid with the High Seas Fleet in support, upon

Sutherland. A ring of airships (Zeppelins) was sta-

tioned to give him early notice if the Grand Fleet ap-

proached and, from May 17 to May 22, a line of

nine U-boats was stretched, well to the northward of

the Dogger Bank, to take their toll of Jellicoe's force if

it should get the news early enough to sally out and

enforce a fleet action. The raid was to take place on

the eighteenth.

From that date onward visibility was not sufficiently

good for observers in the Zeppelins to make sure of

giving Scheer enough notice. He then made the new
plan, to sally forth in the direction of the Skagerrak

on May 31—the plan that led to the battle. Air observ-

ers having failed him, Scheer decided to move his sub-

marines to positions near the ports containing Jellicoe's

and Beatty's ships, as far as he knew where they were.

Two were to watch for Jellicoe's departure from
Scapa Flow in the Orkneys ; seven to watch the exits

from the Firth of Forth, and another precaution was
taken, the one which caused Kitchener's death.

Scheer sent U-boat 75, which was fitted for laying

mines, to lay them west of the Orkneys, to catch ves-

sels of Jellicoe's fleet which might use that route. My
authority for the statement that the mines were laid to

catch a portion of the Grand Fleet, and for no other

object, is that of the captain of U-75—Kurt Beitzen

himself. I give her track between May 27 and May 31,

the drawing being based upon a confidential German
chart. It settles all doubts that have arisen about the
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cause of the loss of the Hampshire. The mines (twen-

ty-two in number) were laid, between 6 and 8.35 a.m.

on May 29, about four fathoms below the surface at

high tide.

The story of the last hours is better known than the

real cause of the catastrophe. Lord Kitchener, with

WHY THE HAMPSHIRE .52VNK
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Brigadier-General Ellershaw, Sir F. Donaldson,

Colonel Fitzgerald, Mr. O'Beirne, from the Foreign

Office, Mr. Robertson (Ministry of Munitions) and

Second Lieutenant McPherson of the Cameron High-

landers, arrived at Thurso by train on the morning of

Monday, June 5, 191 6, and crossed the Pentland Firth

in the destroyer Oak. It was blowing freshly at the

time, but in Scapa Flow—almost an inland sea, the

only sheltered anchorage suited to the Grand Fleet

—

the sea was calmer. Most of the Grand Fleet lay there,

having returned three days before from the Jutland

battle.

Kitchener went to the Iron Duke, Jellicoe's fleet

flagship. First he went round the ship, the officers and

crew showing many tokens of respect for his person-

ality. He lunched in the admiral's cabin. His talk was
a little pathetic. He looked forward to his expedition

to Russia as a holiday. He was feeling the strain of

the last two years and he mentioned his difficulties in

handling questions discussed in the Cabinet. (Lord
Fisher had undergone the same experience.) He was
working to a time-table because the battle of the

Somme, the baptism of fire of his new armies, was
to be launched on the first of July, so he could only

spare three weeks. With not a day to spare, he hoped

that the voyage to Archangel would occupy as short

a time as possible.

Such was the problem which the navy had to face.

We know now where those mines of U-75 had been

laid, early on May 29. Jellicoe did not. Up to that time

there was no knowledge of any mines having been laid

by German submarines north of the Firth of Forth.
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With the short nights in June giving- only about two
hours of darkness, hostile surface ships could hardly

have ventured to lay mines so near to the Grand Fleet's

anchorage. Their approach would have been observed.

Nevertheless it had been the practice to sweep for

mines on both sides of the Orkney Islands. Owing to

heavy weather there had been no sweeping for the past

few days.

German U-boats, using torpedoes, would be the

real danger, and to counter that an escort of destroyers

would be needed for the Hampshire. Those destroyers

were ready, and the intention was that she should use

the eastern channel, and the captain had sailing orders

to that effect, dated June 4. Then a heavy north-

easterly gale raised a heavy sea on the Monday, on the

east side of the islands. Destroyers could not possibly

keep up with the Hampshire's speed in such a sea, with

such a gale, and speed meant safety, so Jellicoe decided

that the Hampshire should take the western route,

which was used by his fleet auxiliary vessels and con-

stantly watched.

Kitchener and his party boarded the Hampshire at

4 p.m. She left at 5.30, escorted by two destroyers,

Unity and Victor, to be sent back if they could not

keep up. The Hampshire was to steam at nineteen

knots, trusting to her speed in case of torpedo-attack

by a submarine. Then the wind changed, and a gale

blew from the northwest (fifty miles an hour). The
Hampshire and her attendant destroyers were not

sheltered by the land, so the destroyers were sent back.

Soon after 7.30 p.m. the Hampshire struck one of

U-75's mines, between Marwick Head and the Brough
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of Birsay, and she sank, bows first, in about a quar-

ter of an hour. Kitchener came on deck. The captain

(H. J. Savill) had ordered a boat to be lowered for

him, but it was not possible either to hoist out or to

lower a boat in that tremendous sea. Only fourteen

men, drifting on a Carley unsinkable raft into a cleft

in the rocks, reached the shore, and two of them died

of exposure. The remainder were rescued by some of

my men of the old "Blue Marines," one of whom told

me the tale of the rescue.

Shortly afterward, sixteen of the mines from U-75's

mine-field were swept up; one, which was recovered,

was set to float seven meters (about twenty-four feet)

below the surface, and on account of the "dip" of the

moorings in a tideway, mines set at such a depth would

be innocuous even to a vessel of heavy draft excepting

in slack water at low tide with considerable motion

on the ship, due to heavy seas. These unfortunately

were the conditions under which the Hampshire struck

the mine on that Monday night.

Kitchener was never seen again. It has been said of

him that he lived to see the whole of his life's mis-

sion fulfilled. Did he? His name, it is true, had raised

on a voluntary basis a great army, but we know that

the closing months of his life as a subordinate, with-

out the final voice in the disposal of that army, were

not happy ones. We know, too, how some others in

high places sought shelter behind the authority of his

name after his lamented death, and that late in 19 15,

attempts had been made to prevent his return from

the Mediterranean (as Sir William Robertson has told

us) to the inner councils of the Cabinet. He had re-
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signed on his return, but the prime minister (Mr. As-
quith) had not accepted his resignation.

Whether his influence could be spared by the Allied

cause after he died, we cannot tell, without knowing
what course he would have followed. When the general

staff, early in 1918, was in direct conflict (as Sir Wil-

liam Robertson has also told us) with the War Cabi-

net, and Sir Douglas Haig was left too weak to stem

the great German attack of March, 191 8, would Kitch-

ener have backed the general staff? We do not know.
I was at Portsmouth at the time of his death, and

I can vouch for the sorrow and dismay with which
the news was received by the garrison, as it was by all

soldier friends whom I met a few days later in Lon-
don. I was not then, as I was later, at the hub of

secret affairs, so I cannot answer the question of the

date when the news of Kitchener's projected visit was
first known in Russia. It was, I know, the subject of

conversation there for some days before he started, but

I have never been able to establish the exact date. I

do not believe that it was known there when Admiral
Scheer decided to send U-boat 75 to lay mines west
of the Orkneys, to catch vessels of the Grand Fleet.

Kitchener consented about a week later (May 26) to

undertake his mission.

Was the manner of Kitchener's death a reflection

upon the British Secret Service? I think that I have
proved that it was not. Was it a reflection upon the

British Navy? The answer to that is that it was due
to Scheer's preparations for his sally into the North
Sea, to a heavy gale from the northeast and to a

sudden change in the direction of the wind as the
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Hampshire started. The German War-Book did ad-

vocate the exploitation of the crimes of third parties,

including assassination, as justifiable methods if they

led to the prejudice of the enemy, and it was claimed

on behalf of a certain woman spy that she had brought

about Lord Kitchener's death—that she had even led

the submarine to the spot where the mine was laid to

cause it, an utterly absurd claim. I do not believe that

any German in a responsible position had anything to

do with the boasting of having brought about Lord

Kitchener's death. It was claimed jn some quarters in

Germany that Kitchener's loss was a depressing blow

to the spirit and determination of the British public

It had no such effect. Walter Hines Page, the Ameri-

can ambassador, was right in his statement that, "you

could almost see the grim determination rise in their

minds, as you see the hot sun raise the mercury in a

thermometer," and the foolish rumors which followed

the catastrophe—to whomsoever the responsibility for

them can be attributed—came, like the use of poison

gas, the ruthless torpedoings by U-boats, the killing

of women and children by air-raids, and the shooting

of Edith Cavell and of Captain Fryatt, as a stimulus

to Britain to hold out at all costs for victory.

With the individual rumors—foolish ones if really

started by hostile spies in Britain and elsewhere—we
need not deal in detail. They were wild in their im-

probability, and in their divergence. "Kitchener is still

alive"; then "Some of the crew of the Hampshire

[really men of the Hampshire regiment] are in a

prison camp in Germany." . . . "Kitchener is con-

ducting secret service in Germany." . . . "He is hid-
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ing in Berlin." . . . "He is in Russia." . . . "He is

raising troops in China and Japan." And in a later

year someone had the culminating effrontery to bring a

coffin from Norway to England, claiming that it con-

tained Lord Kitchener's body.

To one possible cause of the rumors it is necessary

to refer. The news of Lord Kitchener's death was
made public on the Continent and probably all over

the world, before it was generally known in England,

and this was the reason. At about* 10.12 a.m. on

Tuesday (June 6) the prime minister heard of the

catastrophe from the Admiralty, and after telegraph-

ing to Sir John Jellicoe for details, an announcement

was prepared by 11.38 a.m. Two copies were sent to

the press bureau and the British and foreign news
agencies had the information at about noon. Then more
details came in from Jellicoe, and an attempt was made
by telephone to stop publication of the original message.

It was too late. The foreign agencies had already spread

the news, which had doubtless reached Berlin by tele-

phone from a neutral country, probably Holland. The
amended message, to which it had been necessary to add

only two lines, was rushed across to the press bureau,

and the British public knew at about 1.30 p.m. My
authority is Sir Douglas Brownrigg, chief naval cen-

sor at the Admiralty in the Great War, an old station-

mate when I was serving in the fleet. He published a

book after the war, and for the last nine years has

tried to get the truth known. The loss of nine minutes

in war may be felt for ninety years if historians are

not careful about their "sources."

* Sir George Arthur heard the news at the War Office from the

prime minister at 10.30 a.m.
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I have been asked on occasions whether I believed the

story that Lord Kitchener had been warned by a teller

of fortunes that he would lose his life at sea, and that

he had some premonition of his approaching death.

With that I cannot deal. We all have our own views

on such subjects. My object has only been to show the

part that German Secret Service took, or rather did

not take, in the tragedy. Kitchener lies, with those

who formed his mission to Russia and with all but

twelve of the officers and ship's company of the Hamp-
shire, at the bottom of the sea about a mile and a half

from the inhospitable western coast of the Orkneys,

between the Brough of Birsay and Marwick Head.

The scene is .overlooked by a great mound on the cliffs

—the tomb of a prehistoric warrior. There let us

"leave him alone in his glory."



CHAPTER XII. some women spies *

LTHOUGH the employment of women as spies

ii or as secret agents is not favored in Britain, no

record of secret service in the Great War would be

complete without some reference to their work in that

connection. It is not easy to deal adequately with the

activities of the sex to which "infinite variety" has

been so freely attributed, although there are many
dramatic tales of the exploits of women in espionage,

both in fiction and in real life.

I remember reading some years ago an interesting

novel—the name, I think, was "Cronstadt"—about a

girl, a governess with a Russian family, who risked

facing a firing party in order to secure the plans of

that fortress. The usual love interest was introduced,

and such influences must obviously come into fiction,

but their introduction into the realities of war espion-

age is unfortunate, as experience has often proved.

There are many stories of women—and of men
through love of women—who have been torn between

the two great forces of patriotism and of human at-

traction. I know one of a woman who, as an intelli-

gence agent, was set the task of worming secrets out of

a foreign officer in a high place. The end of the story

was that she fell in love with him, abandoning her

mission, and "they lived happily (?) ever after."

* For sources of information, see footnote on page 81.
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Let us hope that with her allegiance she did not

transfer any military secrets of the country whose

cause she abandoned. Of that side of the story I know

nothing, and there must always be that risk. On the

other hand I agree with those who maintain that

women keep secrets of national importance better than

men do. There is a stamp of man who wants to earn

a reputation for being "in the know" about naval and

military affairs, especially in time of war, while taking

very little interest in the family lives of his colleagues.

With the other sex it seems to be the other way round.

The main point is that, so far, women have not yet

in any nation taken over from men the naval and mili-

tary positions in which the most important war secrets

are discussed, so the woman spy must obtain her in-

formation from a man. This introduces uncertainty

in the relationship between the spy and the victim of

espionage, which is one reason why the use of women
as spies is not favored in Great Britain. Other nations

do not all share these views. There is also with us a

strong objection to subjecting women to the death

penalties which would be meted out to them if dis-

covered.

The Germans did not send or use many female spies

in Great Britain in the Great War, and only three

were brought to trial for espionage. One was a Mrs.

Smith, wife of a naturalized British subject, who re-

ported so high a spirit among the British people to

her employers that she probably did more good than

harm to the cause of the Entente, so she got off

lightly. Another was a certain Lizzie Wertheim, of

German birth, whose husband was of British nation-
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ality, being the son of a naturalized German. There is

not much of interest to tell about her. Her husband, for

sufficient reasons, did not live with her, but appar-

ently they were not actually divorced. She was ad-

dicted to luxurious living, a cocaine-taker, and lacking

in moral standards.

It was thought by the German Secret Service folk

that she would be useful to obtain naval information

in Scotland and elsewhere for a spy called Breeckow,

who was sent over with others in the spring of 19 15
with a forged American passport, made out in the

name Reginald Rowland. (The American Eagle on

the seal of his false passport had one claw missing. It

is upon such details that the lives of secret service

agents depend.) The pair were tried by civil power at

the Old Bailey on September 20, 191 5, before judges

of the high court. Abundant evidence of espionage was
produced. Mrs. Wertheim was awarded ten years'

penal servitude and sent to Aylesbury to serve her

term, and her subsequent fate took her to Broadmoor
Criminal Lunatic Asylum, where she expired on

August 4, 1920. Her companion Breeckow died of

heart failure at the moment when he was facing a

firing party in the Tower. Mrs. Wertheim, by the way,

was living in Bloomsbury when "Reginald Rowland"
came to England, and we constantly come across refer-

ences to that "high-brow" district behind the British

Museum in notes of foreign espionage. I do not know
what its attractions can be for secret agents, but there

seem to be a good many hotels there that still cater

for alien travelers not of the rich classes.

The third woman spy to be tried and sentenced in
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England was Eva de Bournonville, a Swede in Ger-

man pay, who drew attention to herself by foolish

questions and by constant assertions of her place of

birth in Denmark. She also was arrested in Bloomsbury

(Upper Bedford Place) after living at various other

addresses. She worked for a salary of only £30 a

month, which she drew from the German military

attache in Sweden. It was not very high pay, for the

most efficient woman spy with whom we had to deal,

to risk her life. She would probably have lost it in a

country less lenient to women spies.

There was practically no defense, and there were

no extenuating circumstances when she was tried at

the Old Bailey, found guilty, and sentenced to death

by Mr. Justice Darling on January 12, 1916. Her
punishment was commuted to penal servitude for life.

She joined Mrs. Wertheim at Aylesbury, and in course

of time the two were allowed occasionally to converse

with each other. We must go to other countries for

more interesting tales of female espionage. I have

mentioned Eva de Bournonville's case principally to

show the strength of the "ruling passion" of her kind.

She wrote a letter to ask if she might have in prison

her manicure set and part of her large wardrobe, add-

ing rather pathetically: "Please kindly hang up my
evening dresses and cover them well."

There seemed to be quite a spate of German spies

sweeping into our country in May and June, 19 15.

Several of them, like Mrs. Wertheim's accomplice or

employer Breeckow ("Reginald Rowland") and one

Anton Kiipferle (only at large for five days), relied

upon an American accent and passport for safety..
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The year 191 5 was that of the first ruthless U-boat
campaign, of the battle of Neuve Chapelle (initiated

by Sir John French), of the second battle of Ypres,

of the Allied offensive which immediately followed,

and of the costly autumn offensive initiated by Joffre

and Foch in which the British Army took part at the

bidding- of Lord Kitchener. The center of interest

for German military espionage during the year was
therefore the Western Front, rather than the United

Kingdom.
The Dardanelles venture, as we have seen, was freely

advertised in Egypt, so there was little to be learned

about that, and the main object of the German Secret

Service agents in England and especially in Scotland

in 1 91 5 was to obtain naval information.

By 1916 the training of Britain's large "New Ar-
mies" was being completed, so the importance of mili-

tary information from Britain constantly increased.

Early in that year Joffre (Foch assisting) and Haig

—

who had then succeeded French in command of the

British Army on the Western Front—completed their

first plan for a great offensive on the Somme, which

was countered by the Germans getting in the first

blow, at Verdun. Great efforts were made by the Ger-

man Secret Service to obtain information about the

Somme offensive, which, in order to relieve the situ-

ation of the French Army at Verdun, could not be

postponed to a date later than July 1, although Haig
had hoped for more time in which to train his newly

raised divisions.

This affords us a favorable opportunity to intro-

duce a description of the German organization for
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espionage connected with the Western Front in Eu-

rope, and the mysterious German woman who is cred-

ited with having taken a leading part in it from her

headquarters at Antwerp after that fortress had been

occupied by the German Army. Many accounts have

appeared since the war about her personality, her

methods, and the names by which she was known be-

hind the scenes in Allied countries. Mademoiselle le

Docteur was the principal pseudonym used for her in

France, to which country her activities seem princi-

pally to have been directed, but she had other more
lurid descriptions, such as "Red Tiger," "Tiger Eyes,"

"The Black Cat," "Frau Doktor Elizabeth," and "The
Queen of Spies." Her agents worked behind the fight-

ing front, and she was the head, using terrorism as

her method, of the whole of the secret organization

seeking to solve naval and military secrets in the

United Kingdom and in the Departments of France

lying, roughly speaking, westward of the line Bou-

logne-Paris-Epinal-Belfort to the Swiss frontier.

Richard Rowan has written much about her in his

book "Spy and Counterspy," and there are references,

more or less (chiefly less) accurate, in nearly all books

on secret service in the Great War.
Rowan describes her as dominating with a glance,,

adding that her characteristics of boldness and ferocity

were easily to be read in the "flashing frigid blue of her

eyes." That her agents worked in fear of her is un-

doubted. She is credited with being the inventor of

the "fool-spy" method of getting rid of the inconveni-

ent or incapable, a method which was ruthless, but

quite simple. All that was necessary was to send the
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unfortunate man or woman on some mission involving

the certainty of capture and execution.

Joseph Marks, a Dutchman, who came to England in

July, 191 5, affords a possible example of the ''fool-

spy." He was detected at Tilbury. Sir Basil Thomson,

head of the Special Branch at Scotland Yard, happened

to be there at the time, and to him Marks confessed

the nature of his mission. If his death had really

been foreseen by an inhuman employer, then that em-
ployer must have been disappointed. Marks was sen-

tenced by court martial sitting at the Westminster

Guildhall to five years' penal servitude on a charge of

holding communication with an enemy secret service

agent abroad and then trying to land in England. He
has since been repatriated, expressing much gratitude

for his treatment ; an English prison was certainly the

safest place for him if he was really the victim of

a sentence pronounced by the malignant "Tiger Eyes."

Incidentally his capture revealed to our counter-espi-

onage department a new and ingenious method of send-

ing naval information to Germany via Switzerland

by means of foreign postage stamps of different na-

tionalities, each representing some class of war-vessel.

Prominent in the methods of Mademoiselle le Docteur

was her appreciation of the dangers of introducing

the "love interest" into so serious a business as war-

time espionage.

She had much to do with the training of spies in

the German spy-schools, and I have seen a good ac-

count of the instructions which she gave to one trusted

agent. She trusted him to do well, so she impressed

upon him that he must above all things be temperate
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and sober. He must be an early riser. If his work com-

pelled him to go to haunts of "pleasure," he must be

careful not to get involved in any love affair. His ene-

mies employed female counter-spies. (There is on

record a case of a Dutchman, sent by her to Paris,

who disregarded similar advice, drank too much and

was indiscreet when "in his cups" in conversation with

a French cabaret girl, an agent of the French Intelli-

gence Department. He even told her his mission and

tried to enlist her help. He was left free by the French

police, in the hope that his indiscretions would involve

others. Rowan tells us that he met his end by night in

one of the back streets of Montmartre, stabbed in the

back by a German knife that had been left in the wound
as a warning to others.)

This ruthless and unattractive female patriot who is

credited with such great efficiency combined with ter-

rorism in her methods was a "buxom good-looking

creature, who probably relied much upon her powers

of fascination to induce unfortunate neutrals to turn

spy." She posed as the Baroness d'Aspremont, as the

Countess of Louvain, and as a member of a German
family entitled to the prefix "von." She is reputed to

have been a demimondaine, enjoying the friendship of

a Prussian general who had enough influence with the

Intelligence Department to secure employment for her

therein. "Heinrichsen" is believed to have been her

original surname, but her true origin was uncertain

to the end. Her strength lay in her frenzied devotion

to her mission; she faced all risks in its advancement.

From her headquarters in Antwerp she traveled con-

stantly in Holland, where she was well-known to se-
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cret agents of the Allies in Rotterdam. She moved
much by motor, and she was always guarded by an
escort of two men, whether she was driving or on foot.

The story goes that the Allies gained their principal
success against her by introducing a young Belgian,
posing as pro-German, into her central office in Ant-
werp as her trusted subordinate; and that, when she
detected the ruse, she shot him with her own hand.
Tales of this sinister woman appear in the works of
Felstead, Liidecke, Rowan, and others. She disliked
employing women as spies, for reasons already given—the instability which "love interest" may introduce
into serious and momentous work.

Among women spies who reached our shores in the
Great War, whether with or without the connivance
of Tiger Eyes, the most notorious was Marguerita Ger-
trude Macleod (nee Zelle) who enjoyed our hospi-
tality only for a few days. She was sent to Spain, and
it was partly through her interest in the Somme offen-

sive of 19 1 6 that she met her fate in France in 19 17.

She was a dancer of European reputation and a fas-

cinator of men. Her stage name of Eye of the Morning
(Mata Hari) has been surrounded by many tales. The
most prevalent story is that she was the daughter of a
Dutchman by a Javanese (one account says Japanese)
wife, and that she was born in the Dutch East Indies.

That she inherited from her mother the subtlety, obse-
quious bearing and diplomacy of her eastern origin.

That after her father's death she was taken by her
mother from the prospects of labor in the sugar-fields

of Java to Burmah and placed in an equivocal position

as a dancing girl in a Buddhist temple. That a British
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officer, fascinated by her charms, aided her escape from
the temple and married her. That she bore him two

children, but soon became tired of the monotony of

official life in "India," so she escaped to Holland, and
from there to Paris. Thenceforward she was in the

limelight as a dancer, so we need not follow farther

that picturesque and highly imaginative legend of her

early years. Her appearance, dusky skin and luminous

black eyes, naturally tended to give currency to the

story, and so did what has been described as her "in-

satiable thirst for luxury and money."

Less glamor was attached to the written evidence of

her identification papers, which described her as a

divorcee, born of Dutch parents at Leeuwarden in

Holland in 1876, and christened Marguerita Gertruda,

her parents' name being Zelle. At the age of eighteen

(March, 1895—her nineteenth birthday was in Au-
gust) she married an officer in the Dutch Colonial

Army, who was apparently of Scottish descent, his

name being Macleod. He took her to Java, where their

union was anything but happy. The popular account

is that he treated her with cruelty and brutality, that a

native servant murdered their baby son in hatred for

his master, and that the mother shot the murderer.

They had another child, a daughter. During their six

years in the tropical and enervating climate of Java

—

in a part of the world where, as Rudyard Kipling once

put it, "there ain't no Ten Commandments and the

best is like the worst"—Marguerita Macleod gained a

mastery over the dancing and dancing-lore of the East

which was to be her standby in fulfilling her ambitions

as a beguiler of mankind in later years.
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The ill-assorted couple returned to Holland in 1901,
bringing with them the small daughter (Marie-
Louise), then aged about five years. The four years

between 1901 and 1905 were spent by the wife in Hol-
land. For the first year the ill-assorted couple lived

together, under the eyes of "in-laws" who seem occa-

sionally to have intervened in times of special crisis.

These culminated in her abandonment by her husband,
who took the daughter with him. Marguerita seems to

have been left in penury, supported by relations, and
in course of time to have become bored with life in a

Dutch village. In her twenty-ninth year she went to

Paris with that checkered experience behind her, sur-

rounded herself with picturesque legends of her early

years, and was successful as a lightly clad performer
of seductive eastern dances, for which she became
known all over Europe.

Her profession enabled her to make friends in high
places in France, in Germany, and in other Euro-
pean countries, and it took her farther afield, always
earning her very high fees. The date when she first

became a secret agent for Germany is not known. She
is believed to have been so before the war, on the

evidence that her number, as such, was H.21 and that

the letter "H" was not attached to such agents after

the outbreak of war. Her notoriety was against her

and in the end even the most highly-placed acquain-

tances could not save her from death.

Whatever may be thought of her calling and the

sources of her income, there is no doubt about the

courage of the woman both in launching herself into

independence, and, above all, in facing her end. Her
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thirty-eighth birthday fell on August 7, 19 14. When
war broke out she was dancing at the Wintergarten

in Berlin, and there is talk of her having been seen

there dining with a high German police official, her

acquaintanceship with him being one of long standing.

She fulfilled various public engagements in other coun-

tries, and she first came under the suspicion of the

British and French Secret Services when she was danc-

ing in public at Madrid in July, 191 5, when the Franco-

British offensives in Flanders had failed, and the Ital-

ians were launching their first attack on the Isonzo.

Her landing in England in 19 16 seems to have been

partly attributable to the ruthless German submarine

campaign and policy of laying mines in the highways

of the seas, on account of which it was necessary to

bring all shipping into British harbors for examination

and allotment of the safest routes to their destination.

There is a story of Mata Han being asked to land

with all her luggage and stage equipment by a bashful

young boarding-officer ; another of her having come to

England of her own accord. However that may be,

the net result was her examination by Sir Basil Thom-
son at Scotland Yard, and her complete success in

baffling her interrogators. Felstead, one of the most

reliable authorities on what went on behind the scenes

under such conditions, says that, when taxed directly

with being a German spy, she said, with a fascinating

glance: 'T have something to tell you, but before I do

so, you must send all these gentlemen out of the room."

The room having been cleared, she added: "I am in-

deed an agent, but for the Boche—No! a thousand

times ! It is for France that I act
!"
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There are reports of her having, on another occa-

sion, tried a similar plan when in Paris, and of the

French authorities suspecting her of having sent a

French Secret Service agent in Belgium, with whose
name she thus became acquainted, to his doom at the

hands of a German firing-party. The net result of her

cross-examination in England was that she was sent

to Spain with some good advice as to her future pro-

cedure. Had she been less skilful in her defense, it may
be that she would have saved her life. Her detention

in England as a suspect for the duration of the war
might have enabled her to start life again afterwards

on the proceeds of her large earnings from her Ger-

man employers, and, if she had been wise, on the sav-

ings from the very high sums that she had received for

her other activities.

Most spies who were captured and brought to trial

in the war were convicted through documentary evi-

dence, because of their methods of getting reports to

their destination. Mata Hari's immunity for a long

period in France was due to her personal influence in a

certain neutral country, which enabled her to use the

diplomatic bag of the neutral government concerned

for sending her communications—believed to be des-

tined for her relations in Holland, really for the Ger-

man secret agency. When the correspondence was in-

tercepted her communications were found to be in a

cipher that could not be solved. She always succeeded

in covering her tracks, even during a visit to Vittel,

where a new aerodrome was being made in 1916,

though she was purposely allowed a pass, and specially

watched, on that occasion.
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In Spain, she was much in the company of the Ger-
man military attache, and her ultimate undoing seems
to have been attributable to a message which was sent

by wireless by that official telling H.21 to call at the

neutral legation or embassy in Paris for a large sum
of money. She was arrested in February, 1917, tried

*by court martial in July, and sentenced to be shot, The
intervening months had been marked by the much-
advertised Nivelle offensive, which had failed in its

purpose in April with crushing losses in the French
Army, followed by mutinies and a wave of defeatism
in the country.

Even her most influential friends were unable to ob-

tain a reprieve or a revision, and in October the sen-

tence was carried out in the fortress of Vincennes.
Never did woman face her end more bravely. She was
described as "resigned and unafraid" during the last

hours in her cell, and as gently shaking a sobbing nun
to soothe her. On the day before her execution she is

said to have bathed and to have danced.

As with Eva de Bournonville, sentenced to life im-
prisonment for spying in England, the ruling passion
in Mata Hari was strong to the end. She dressed her-

self carefully in becoming attire on her last morning.
When the moment came, she walked proudly past the

firing party and kissed her hand to them and to the

priest and others in attendance. So, at the age of forty-

one, her pitiful career was ended.

In his "Air-Power and War Rights," J. M. Spaight
gives a list of the other woman spies who were con-
demned to death in France. Their names were Margue-
rite Schmidt, executed in March, 1915 ; Ottilie Voss,
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executed in May, 1915 ; Mile. Lallart, condemned to

death in August, 191 5 ; Marie Jose de Basi, condemned

to death in January, 191 6; Regina Diane, executed in

January, 1918; Josephine Alvarez and Victorine Fran-

cher, executed in May, 1918; and Sidonia Ducret, con-

demned to death in June, 1918. No evidence is appar-
#

ently available about the exact number of cases in

which the sentence was carried out, but Spaight adds

that probably they were all executed.

Britain was therefore fortunate, comparatively, in

immunity from the need to take stern measures to deal

with the activities of women in the sphere of espionage.

i

1



CHAPTER XIII. THIRD-PARTY CRIMES IN AMERICA,

I914-I917

SINCE the association of the United States of

America in 19 17 with the cause of the Entente

Alliance, just at a time when Russia was collapsing,

was so powerful a factor in the ultimate victory, it

will be as well for us at this stage to consider some

aspects of the German Secret Service in America dur-

ing the three years which preceded that event.

One of the tragedies in the Great War lay in the

ignorance among the people in certain countries, es-

pecially in the United States and in Great Britain,

about the realities of warfare as understood by the

European continental school of "militarists." The

most logical exponents of that school of thought were

to be found in Prussia, and it was impossible to induce

either the statesmen or the public in the countries

mentioned to take them seriously. The theory to which

I refer is that, war being an act of violence, and na-

tions being bound by no moral or ethical obligations

to other nations, no limitations whatever need be

placed upon war violence. Every act, however ruthless,

could be justified by military necessity. "War," wrote

Clausewitz, "is an act of violence that knows no

bounds." . . . International law is a restriction

"hardly worth mentioning."

The procedure of some of the statesmen of other

165
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countries can best be described in words used by
Charles Kingsley in his "Water Babies" to picture

the attitude of the people of the great Land of Hearsay,

and how they waged war—"All their strategy and
art military consisted in the safe and easy process of

stopping their ears and screaming 'Oh, don't tell us
!'

and then running away." Here is a typical quotation,

to illustrate my meaning, from the German War-Book,
the organ of the Great General Staff in Berlin

:

International Law is in no way opposed to the

exploitation of the crimes of third parties (assas-

sination, incendiarism, robbery, and the like) to

the prejudice of the enemy.

If those words meant anything they meant that any
nation opposed to Germany in war must take steps to

guard against such procedure likely to be taken by
enemy agents, or to be incited by them.

I have described the task which I set myself at the

Admiralty in the years 1913-1914, to compile a list of

all places of importance to the navy where arrange-

ments should be made to cope with the "evilly disposed

person," if we should ever be at war with Germany
or any other European power. Arrangements were
made accordingly, and a vast number of troops, besides

police, were employed for the purpose, but our immu-
nity was largely due to the work of the Counter-Es-
pionage Department of the army, who left all the chief

German secret agents free to the last minute (taking

the precaution of reading all their correspondence) and
suddenly arrested them when war was inevitable
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through the violation of Belgian neutrality on August

4, 1914.

I have also indorsed the view expressed by Colonel

Nikolai of the German Secret Service that, although

we were so near the mainland of Europe, our insular

position was a great help to us in keeping out enemy

secret agents. I think that I can add, without fear of

contradiction, that there was not a single case of sabo-

tage due to enemy agents on land in Great Britain

throughout the whole course of the war. There were,

I allow, several explosions in munition factories, but

not one of them was attributable to that cause, what-

ever the public might have imagined. On the question

whether some of the explosions in H.M. war vessels

in harbor were attributable to enemy agents or to their

plots I reserve judgment. They were not so attributed

officially, but the number of such incidents was to my
mind so abnormal that I am not satisfied by the official

attitude, especially after hearing about the machina-

tions of secret agents in the United States. There, and

in Russia, some sabotage occurred, and I have never

quite understood why, in the early days of American

neutrality, the activities of German agents did not

cause enough public indignation to bring America into

the war, apart from the Lusitania, Sussex, and other

examples of the destruction of the life and property of

American citizens on the high seas.

It may be that no one in America had read the

German War-Book, or, if they had, that they could

not conceive the possibility of third-party crimes being

fostered in a neutral country, to the disadvantage of a

belligerent. If the British, with only the narrow Chan-
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nel between them and Europe, were so ignorant of the

theory of warfare established by Clausewitz for about

eighty years, as interpreted in the Prussian War-Book,
how much more is it probable, and reasonable, that the

American public, separated from Europe by the At-

lantic Ocean, should have shared that ignorance?

Not knowing enough about the American Secret

Service, I cannot, of course, say what definite proof

they had of the responsibility of German agents for

sabotage or for fostering strikes in the United States

in the years 1914 and 191 5. I do, however, know that

a man, obviously of Teutonic race, whom we will call

"I," was carrying on quietly the business of an adver-

tising agent at 60 Wall Street, New York, in those

early days. In April, 1916, his office was raided by

United States Secret Service agents, and this is the

remainder of the story as told to me by reliable au-

thority.

When the secret agents appeared, "I" was standing

by a safe bearing the official marks of the German Im-

perial Government. He was sorting papers, taking

them out of the safe presumably for transfer else-

where—probably, in the light of after-events, to the

German embassy. The police agents seized him and his

papers, under violent protest, and the safe was re-

moved for examination. As soon as BernstorfF, the

German ambassador, heard of "IV arrest, he entered

a strong objection. The papers seized were official, sa-

cred diplomatic documents. (By an international legal

understanding, the precincts of embassies are ex-ter-

ritorial—the territory of the countries which they rep-

resent.)
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The obvious reply was that No. 60 Wall Street was

a private advertising agency, not managed by any

member of the diplomatic service, "I" being a private

person. When the papers which "I" had struggled so

hard to guard were examined in the Department of

Justice, there was no doubt about their importance, or

about the reason for Bernstorff's disquietude. They
contained abundant evidence of the exploitation by

Germany of third-party crimes in the United States.

And hence I will retain for a time the reason for my
imaginings about the real cause of some of the ex-

plosions in war vessels of the British and Allied

Navies in the war.

On May 21, 1915, a fire occurred at sea in the Brit-

ish merchant-ship Bayropea. Two small cylinders, two
and one-quarter inches long and three-quarters of an

inch in diameter, were found where the fire had been,

and three barrels of alcohol were found empty in No.

4 hold. Holes had been bored in the sides of the barrels.

The ship was on her way from New York to Havre.

She was finally lost at sea by fire in January, 191 7.

On June 10, 1915, the British merchant-ship Kirkos-

wald arrived, at Marseilles from New York. Nine
bombs were found in her holds on arrival. The papers

bearing on the case are indorsed : "The man who made
the bombs was blamed for their failing to explode. He
pleaded that they were among the first made, and that

they were an experiment." He had intended the bombs
to go off when the vessel was five days out from New
York.

On June 18, 1916, a fire occurred in a cargo of

sugar, carried by the British SS. Ingleside on a voy-
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age from New York to Hull. When the hatches were
taken off, an undischarged rocket was discovered in

No. 5 hold. In another British ship (Saltmarshe),

when discharging sugar cargo, similar evidence of

sabotage in vessels leaving the United States was dis-

covered.

I have discovered among my papers a note, made
while I was serving in Whitehall, that "the placing of

bombs in cargoes has been traced to German agents

in so many cases that there can be no doubt that to

these advocates of the freedom of the seas must be

attributed the loss of many vessels, sailing under neu-

tral flags, reported missing with their whole crews.

Three men, described as the last of the most dangerous

gang of German plotters in the United States, have

lately been arrested and charged with making and dis-

tributing bombs which were placed (in 191 5) in the

holds of thirty merchant vessels."

In January, 191 7, the Norwegian SS. Gyldempris

loaded at New York. Her after-peak was not cleared

out until the following July, when, having discharged

her last cargo at Naples, she was proceeding in ballast.

Two dynamite bombs, fitted with detonators, were then

found under the ship's effects in the after-peak.

I have notes of other examples, but these will suf-

fice for our purpose, and we will now return to "I"

in New York. He was a man of some importance,

entitled to the "von." He was "von I." The documents

found at 60 Wall Street were of various natures. The
place was described as a "clearing-house for crime,"

through which the German embassy, more especially

the military side, had been in communication with se-
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cret agents in all parts of America, to exploit third-

party crimes.

One of the most important was to destroy civilian

life and property (regardless of ownership) in mer-

chant-ships on the high seas. One "XXX" (Paul

Koenig by name) was in correspondence with "7000"

(the German military attache, von Papen). In that

correspondence Koenig reported that he had found a

man to destroy shipping of the Allies leaving ports of

the United States by means of bombs which the man
himself was making. They resembled ordinary lumps

of coal, and arrangements were being made to conceal

them in the coal loaded by Allied vessels. Another

document proved that a sample bomb—whether for use

in the holds of merchant-ships or in American muni-

tion factories I do not know—had been left at the of-

fice by one "O.R." The document was addressed to

"7000."

The most conclusive documentary evidence obtained

by the U. S. Secret Police was an original check,

signed by von Papen and dated July 16, 191 5, for $150
to the order of P. Koenig. The check, numbered

146, was drawn on the Riggs National Bank, Wash-
ington. It was indorsed on the back, "For Deposit,

Paul Koenig," in Koenig's handwriting, and stamped,

"Pay to the order of the Philadelphia National Bank

—July 17, 19 1
5—Union Trust Co. of New York."

Paul Koenig was ostensibly the manager of an inquiry

office, which was really a branch of the German Secret

Service. I have a facsimile of his check from von
Papen for $150, with its indorsements.

There was more evidence among "Fs" papers of his
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complicity with inventors and research workers in the

making of bombs and infernal machines to be used in

neutral America. There was, for instance, a note of

a communication dated June 15, 191 5, from an editor

of a pro-German newspaper, containing an inquiry

about bombs and an offer to supply them. The note

was indorsed : "Told to send further details." This the

editor did. About four months later there appeared a

note of an offer from him to supply picric acid, a well-

known ingredient of high explosives. Another corres-

pondent, W.J.R., tendered proposals for new methods

of putting high-explosive mines into ships. Another let-

ter in "IV collection suggested a plan for obtaining

rooms close to munition factories in the United States

with the object of blowing up the factories.

The general question of the supply of munitions of

war to belligerent governments from privately owned
factories in a neutral country is beyond the scope of a

work on secret service. I can just remember in early

childhood the indignation and soreness which were

still being expressed in conversation in England at

what was considered the unfairness of the Alabama-

claim award. This must have left a deep impression on

my mind as, when I joined the old Naval Intelligence

Branch of the Admiralty, one of the first things that

I did was to discover means of ascertaining what war
material was being made to foreign orders in private

factories in Great Britain, with the idea of avoiding

future Alabama incidents. There was then no machin-

ery at all for the purpose, but I succeeded in its estab-

lishment.

When certain countries, in defiance of their solemn

obligations, poured arms and munitions into unsettled
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countries like China in the years after the war, I as-

sumed that the governments concerned had no machin-

ery like our own for ascertaining what munitions pri-

vate individuals were exporting, and that seems to be

the situation until this day. Peace is preached by gov-

ernments, while their nationals are exporting arms to

countries in the throes of unsettlement. In those cir-

cumstances it might have been held by Germans that

they were not bound in any way to abstain from ex-

ploiting third-party crimes in a neutral country whence

munitions were reaching the Allies, but could not

reach the Central Powers because their opponents held

the sea communications.

Germany's procedure in this matter was clearly dis-

closed in the "I" documents, captured in April, 1916.

One of "IV many activities was connected with an
organization called "Libeau's Employment Agency,"

conducted ostensibly with the object of finding work
for Germans, Austrians and Hungarians resident in

the United States. Whatever the German theory of

the extension of violence to neutral countries in war-

fare may have been, the activities incited by the Libeau

agency were not likely to be popular with the citizens

of the states concerned; in this example, those of the

United States. The documents captured from "I" in-

cluded a report upon this agency. It was addressed to

Bernstorff, the German ambassador. Among other

subjects, it disclosed how skilled workers, engineers

and others, had been induced to leave munition factor-

ies—which seems to me to be quite a legitimate pro-

cedure on their part, if their sympathies were with

their fatherland.

The Libeau Agency, however, did more than that,
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Having gained the confidence of the controllers of the
munition factories, it supplied them with workmen able
to act as spies or to aid in acts of sabotage. A physician
helped. Through his position as such he was well able
to obtain in conversation reliable information about
contracts secured by the different factories. The result

of investigation was a report that many of the disturb-
ances in such factories and suspensions of work lead-
ing to strikes which lasted for a long time could be
traced to the activities and propaganda of this, appar-
ently harmless, labor bureau. Ambassador von Berns-
torff, as a result, stated his impression that "we can
disorganize and hold up for months, if not entirely

prevent, the manufacture of munitions in Bethlehem
and the Middle West."
Another activity linked with "Fs" organization, for

which immunity as a branch of German diplomatic ac-

tivities was claimed by Bernstorff, was subsidizing
publishers, journalists and lecturers. A list was dis-

covered among his captured papers of journalists who
had accepted sums ranging from $1,000 to $5,000.

Colonel Nikolai has since told us that in the first

part of the war a very accommodating spirit was
shown toward Americans in Germany, where the de-
sire was to maintain American neutrality. It seems,
however, that the German diplomatic service in neutral
countries, especially the naval and military attaches
with their network of secret agents and sabotage or-

ganization in the United States, paid little attention to

the "accommodating spirit" that was shown by the
bulk of their compatriots in Germany.



CHAPTER XIV. THE UNITED STATES AND THE

GREAT WAR! THE LAST STRAW

IT was the secret department charged with solving

enemy ciphers in London which came across evi-

dence of German duplicity toward the United States

that, of itself, would probably have sufficed to cause a

President, though recently reelected on a "peace ticket,"

to advise Congress to declare war against Germany.

On a momentous day, early in the year 191 7, cer-

tain jumbles of figures were handed in to solvers of

ciphers "somewhere near Whitehall." The third group

of figures from the end was recognized.

"Hullo!"—we can imagine the recipient exclaiming
—"That is Zimmermann [foreign secretary in Berlin]

pretty busy with Bernstorff [German ambassador in

Washington]. It must be something important." We
can picture the workers redoubling their efforts to

make sense of the jumble. Their laborious and monot-

onous work was to culminate in one of the most amaz-

ing incidents in secret service in the Great War.

In my early days as a student at the Army Staff Col-

lege at Camberley, lectures were delivered to us on the

solving of secret codes and ciphers. Few of us realized

the importance of the subject in war-time, and most of

us came to the conclusion that such work was not in

our line. It involved organizing the energies of hun-

dreds of computers in applying systematically various

175
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"permutations and combinations" of groups of figures
or of letters. It was sheer toil, of which most of the
results were sterile, and about ninety-nine per cent of
it led into blind alleys from which there was no emerg-
ing. One per cent might lead to the light.

We have a good parallel these days in crossword
puzzles, to which many of us are addicted; some for
the stimulation of our intellect and extension of our
vocabularies ; some for the chance of making our for-
tunes with a minimum of risk. I once had an interest-

ing experience of the kind. To obtain f 1,000 for a
shilling offers so attractive a prospect that I tried, dur-
ing a journey from Salisbury to London, to take ad-
vantage of the chance by solving an apparently simple
crossword puzzle which promised those results. I

found sixty-five solutions before the train arrived at

Waterloo (an hour and a half ) by applying the smat-
tering of knowledge of cipher-solving which I had
retained since my old days at Camberley. A thousand
pounds to three still seemed to be satisfactory odds to

take against what appeared to me to be a certainty.

Then I went to a club in London for luncheon. It is

situated in Bloomsbury, that haunt of the learned, and
it is frequented by many skilled mathematicians and
by other men of eminence in the academic world whose
devoted work for the community is very inadequately
rewarded. I explained to them the royal road to pros-
perity which I had just been so fortunate as to dis-

cover. I left a group of them in armchairs round the
fire discussing the puzzle, and then I proceeded on my
occasions. On returning to the club later in the after-

noon I was hailed by one of my friends with an an-
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nouncement that instead of the sixty-five solutions

(which I hoped were exhaustive) they had already dis-

covered no less than 3,072, and that they were not pre-

pared to guarantee that there were no more.

Cipher-solving involves similar work, and that ex-

perience taught me what labor the achievements of the

war-time cipher-solvers must have represented.* Let

us place them in the Adelphi Arches in the Savoy, a

spot secure from air raids, as we are not supposed to

know the true locality. A French writer has told us

that they worked at No. 10 Downing Street, that house

of mystery to foreign observers, but really the private

residence of successive prime ministers. The private

secretaries of one of them during the war overflowed

into what we used to call the "Garden City," in the

garden of No. 10. The buildings were of the temporary

type, with tin roofs, and one sometimes used to won-

der what effect a bomb dropped thereon would have

had upon our prospects of winning the war. The de-

cipherers were certainly not there.

Like moles, they sometimes showed indications of

their activities by throwing mounds up to the surface.

The mound produced by solving that Zimmermann se-

cret message reached the dimensions of a mountain

produced by an earthquake, and in considering what

follows we must bear in mind the names of the actors

in the great world-drama who were involved. Presi-

dent Wilson had been reelected, on a policy of neu-

trality in the conflict, in November, 191 6. Colonel

House was looked upon by those behind the scenes in

* Examples of methods of certain cipher-solving will be found in

the Appendix.
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European diplomacy as his alter ego. Walter Page was
the American ambassador in London. Frank Polk was
secretary at the office dealing- with foreign affairs in

Washington. Dr. Zimmermann had relieved von Ja-

gow as foreign minister in Berlin on November 21,

19 1 6. Count von Bernstorff was German ambassador

to the United States. Von Eckhardt was German minis-

ter to Mexico. Carranza was the name of the president

in Mexico. Mr. Arthur Balfour had relieved Sir Ed-

ward Grey as secretary for foreign affairs on Decem-
ber 11, 1916. Sir Cecil Spring-Rice was British am-
bassador to the United States.

The best translation of the Zimmermann message

from the German is, I think, the one that was made
after the war, when the archives of the Foreign Of-

fice in Berlin were searched. The sense is the same as

that produced by the British decipherers in the war
and now published in several versions, minor differ-

ences being due only to the translators. I have seen

the original German (also published for comparison).

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Ambassa-
dor Count Bernstorff.

Telegram No. 158. Strictly Confidential. For
your Excellency's exclusively personal informa-

tion and transmission to the Imperial minister at

Mexico by safe hands.* Telegram No. 1. Abso-
lutely Confidential. To be personally deciphered.

It is our purpose on the 1st of February to an-

nounce the unrestricted U-boat war. The attempt

will be made to keep America neutral in spite of it

* The intention was to use the German submarine Deutschland,

but she was not available.
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all. In case we should not be successful in this, we
propose Mexico an alliance upon the following

terms :—Joint conduct of war. Joint conclusion of

peace. Ample financial support and an agreement

on our part that Mexico shall gain back by con-

quest the territory lost by her at a prior period

in Texas, New Mexico and Arizona. Agreement
as to details is entrusted to your Excellency. Your
Excellency will make the above known to the

president [of the Mexican Republic] in strict con-

fidence at the moment that war breaks out with

the United States, and you will add the suggestion

that Japan be requested to take part at once and
that we simultaneously mediate between ourselves

and Japan. Please inform the president that the

unrestricted use of our U-boats now offers the

prospect of forcing England to sue for peace in

the course of a few months. Confirm receipt.

ZlMMERMANN.

ZlMMERMANN TELEGRAM

German version as deciphered by Mr. Bell of

the American Embassy in London and forwarded
to Washington by the ambassador at 4 p. m. on
March 2, 1917 (rec

d
io.45 p.m.)

Auswaertiges Amt telegraphiert Januar 16:

No. 1. Ganz geheim selbst zu entziffern. Wir be-

absichtigen am ersten Februar uneingeschraenkt
U-Boot Krieg zu beginnen. Es wird versucht wer-
den Vereinigte Staaten von Amerika trotzdem
neutral zu erhalten. Fuer den Fall dass dies nicht

gelingen sollte schlagen wir Mexico auf folgender

Grundlage Buendnis vor ; Gemeinsam Krieg fueh-
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ren. Friedenschluss. Reichlich finanzielle Unter-
stuetzung und Einverstaendnis unserer seite dass

Mexico in Texas, New Mexico, Arizona frueher

verlorenes Gebiet zurueck erobert. Regelung im
Einzelne Euer Hochwohlgeboren ueberlassen.

Sie wollen vorstehendes dem Praesidenten streng

geheim eroeffnen, sobald Kriegsausbruch mit Ver-
einigten Staaten feststeht und Anregung hinzu-

fuegen Japan von sich aus zu sofortiger Betracht-

ung einzuladen und gleichzeitig zwischen uns und
Japan zu vermitteln. Bitte den Praesidenten dar-

auf hinweisen dass ruecksichtslose Anwendung
unserer U-Boote jetzt Aussicht bietet England in

wenigen Monaten zum Frieden zu zwingen. Emp-
fang Vestaetigen.

ZlMMERMANN.

Unrestricted submarine warfare began on February

i. The United States remained neutral, severing diplo-

matic relations with Germany on February 3.

A further message followed the above about three

weeks later (February 5, 1917). It ran thus:

Secretary of State Zimmermann to Minister

Eckhardt (Direct).* Telegram No. n. In con-

nection with Telegram No. 1. Strictly confiden-

tial. To be personally deciphered. Berlin, Feb-

ruary 5, 1917. Provided that there is no risk of

the secret being betrayed to the United States,

will your Excellency take up the alliance questions

even now with the president [of Mexico]. At the

same time the definite conclusion of the alliance

depends upon the outbreak of war between Ger-

* Bernstorff had been given his passports.
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many and the United States. The president might
even now throw out feelers to Japan. If the presi-

dent were to reject our proposal through fear of

later American vengeance, you are empowered to

offer a defensive alliance after peace is concluded
provided that Mexico succeeds in including Japan
in the alliance. Wire confirmation of receipt.

ZlMMERMANN.

On February 8, Zimmermann, in a secret and
stronger telegram, told Eckhardt to contract an alli-

ance with Mexico, and to request President Carranza
to adopt the proposed procedure with Japan. To this

Eckhardt replied on February 26 that negotiations had
been begun.

At the time that this scheme was hatching, Germany
had just issued a peace manifesto, but it was unable

to define its war aims to President Wilson. Its losses on
the Somme and at Verdun and against Brusilov on the

Eastern Front had been very heavy. Russia was still

in the war. The general staff was beginning to consider

the advice of their prophet Clausewitz that "Russia

can be subdued only by its own weakness and by the

effects of internal dissension. In order to strike these

vulnerable points in its existence, the country must be

agitated to its very center." The policy of sending

Lenin and Trotsky to see to that was still in embryo.

There was no hope of military victory over the Allies

and the ruthless U-boat campaign to knock Great Brit-

ain out of the war was intended as a final bid for suc-

cess. Clausewitz had warned them, and all who invade

their neighbors' countries, that there is a culminating
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point in victory, beyond which the tide turns. There

comes a reaction which is greater than the force of

their blow. The situation was desperate, and even the

hostility of the United States was risked.

Bernstorff did his best. In a cipher telegram of

January 19 he warned Zimmermann that the U-boats

would make war with America inevitable. He con-

tinued to do his best and reported that President Wil-

son "officially, but in the first place privately," had
promised to mediate for peace. He received from the

German imperial chancellor himself (Bethmann-
Hollweg) this message, sent, it will be noticed, at the

time when the intrigue with Mexico was being con-

ducted :

Please thank President [Wilson] on behalf of

Imperial Government for his communication.

We trust him completely and beg him to trust

us likewise.

The message was sent after the communication to

Eckhardt in Mexico. Such are the bypaths of diplo-

macy.

In Europe there had, for some time, been a lack of

understanding in public opinion of the American atti-

tude toward the combatants in the Great War. The
march of events in the United States had not been fol-

lowed intelligently. The violation of Belgium, the kill-

ing of American women and children in the Lusitania

(May 7, 191 5), the shooting of Edith Cavell (October

12, 191 5), the torpedoing of the passenger-boat Sussex

and execution of Captain Fryatt (March 24 and July
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27, 1916), and various incidents bearing upon the law

and custom of the sea jealously upheld by American
legal opinion, had combined to produce the impression

that "too proud to fight" would represent the presi-

dent's attitude under all possible conditions. Current

tales are not a bad indication of popular sentiment and
one had been going the rounds, after the heavy sacri-

fices endured by the new British armies on the Somme,
of an interview between an American visitor to Europe
and a badly wounded British soldier. "Battle of the

Somme? Some fight !" the American citizen was repre-

sented as saying. "Some don't!" was the reply of

Thomas Atkins.

On February 7 all American shipping was held up by

the menace of German U-boats. It was then announced

by the Government that no convoy-escorts would be

given and the congestion of American ships increased.

On February 27 the Laconia (Cunard Line) was sunk,

and two American women lost their lives in her. On the

day before, President Wilson had made his address to

Congress proclaiming armed neutrality, and taking

powers to arm merchant-ships. On March 9, Ambas-
sador Page telegraphed to Colonel House that British

opinion was reaching the conclusion that the American
Government would not be able to take positive action

under any provocation, and that it was holding back

the American people until the German provocative inci-

dents toward the United States had been forgotten,

and until the British Navy had overcome by its own
efforts the submarine peril. On March 12 the Ameri-
can SS. Algonquin was sunk without warning. A week
later three American ships were sunk within twenty-
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four hours by U-boats, and in one, the Vigilancia,

fifteen members of the crew were lost. On March 21,

Colonel House replied to Walter Page: "We are in the

war now, even though a formal declaration may not

occur till after Congress meets on the second of April."

That takes us back to the deciphering in London of

the Zimmermann secret documents, and how they

provided the last straw. Without them it may be that,

as we read in the "Intimate Papers of Colonel House,"

any attempt made by President Wilson to hurry his

country into hostilities would have weakened the im-

pression that he had done everything in his power to

keep the peace ; and that he had accepted war only as

a last resort to protect American honor and security.

"It was this impression which led the most pacifist

regions to fill their military quotas with enthusiasm,

and saved the country from the conscientious objec-

tor."

On the question of how the deciphering of German
code and cipher messages, naval and diplomatic, was
done, I have nothing to add to what has already been

stated in this chapter about the laborious work in-

volved, and elsewhere about the recovery of clues and

keys to secret German ciphers from sunken or stranded

German war-vessels.

An "arresting" story is told in French writings

about good work done by an Austrian expert in wire-

less telegraphy, whose services were commandeered by

the German military authorities in Belgium, and of his

having, while so employed at the military headquarters

in Brussels, copied out laboriously in manuscript the

whole of the German Foreign Office codes and the com-
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plicated keys to changes therein. I am not prepared to

corroborate that story, or that of his escape through

Holland to England—still less the dramatic suggestion

of his having subsequently been put out of the way by

British police authorities. I have only consulted in the

English translation the special French book to which

I refer. In a message from Ambassador Page to

Washington, dated March 15, Page refers to "B's

cipher telegrams"—meaning Bernstorff's. The same

French writer states, on that authority, that "B.I.S.2"

was Bernstorff's secret signature!

It is now a matter of common knowledge that the

British decipherers managed to collect and to produce

the actual wording of the astounding messages sent

to Mexico by Zimmermann on January 16 and on sub-

sequent dates. Zimmermann thought the first message

of such vital importance that he sent it via Sweden and

Buenos Aires and Washington by cable, from Berlin

to Washington via the American diplomatic route, by

wireless from Nauen and Sayville (U.S.A.) high

power stations, and, for all I know, by other routes.

The dispatch through the United States diplomatic

channels is not lacking in grim humor in view of the

contents of the document.

Verification and deciphering took some time. On
February 23, Mr. Balfour, the foreign secretary,

handed to the American ambassador in London an

envelope containing an English translation of the

Zimmermann message directing von Eckhardt in Mex-

ico to incite Carranza, the president, in the event of

war between Germany and the United States, to in-

voke the aid of Japan (a member of the Entente Al-
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liance) and to invade the territory of the United
States. Walter Page at once returned to his embassy,
and at two o'clock in the morning of February 24 he
warned Washington that within a few hours he would
be dispatching a cipher telegram of great importance,
intended only for the eyes of President Wilson, him-
self, and of the secretary of state.

Ambassador Page must have sat up for most of the

night composing a long cable message containing com-
prehensive information about the success of the British

Government in deciphering German secret cables and
in obtaining copies of all the communications between
Bernstorff in Washington and Eckhardt in Mexico.
He suggested that the Japanese Government should be

let into the secret of what was in store for them * from
Germany via the Mexican president, and he quoted in

full the English translation made by the British

decipherers of the incriminating cable sent by Zim-
mermann via the Washington diplomatic channel on
January 19, explaining the reason of the delay in its

communication to the United States Government.
Page's message was dispatched at 1.30 p.m. on Feb-
ruary 24.

President Wilson was aroused at once by it, and con-
fronted at last with realities, in place of theories and
propaganda. He referred to Walter Page in London
for confirmation and he asked that a copy of the Ger-
man code be sent to him across the Atlantic (the cable

was dated February 28).

On February 26 Colonel House was called to the

* The Japanese sent a strong- disclaimer to the Allies as soon as
they heard of the Zimmermann plot.
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telephone by Frank Polk from the secretary of state's

office and informed in detail of the exploit of the Brit-

ish decipherers and its result in laying bare the Zim-

mermann plot. On February 27 Colonel House wrote

to President Wilson: "I hope you will publish the dis-

patch tomorrow. It will make a profound 'impression

both on Congress and on the country. Affectionately

yours, E. M. House." Meanwhile American shipping

was held up by U-boat outrages, and the Laconia case,

to be followed by others involving the loss of Ameri-

can shipping and the lives of American citizens, oc-

curred on February 25.

On March 1 Ambassador Page replied that the Ger-

man secret code itself would be useless to the President.

He suggested that he should be supplied with all Ger-

man cipher telegrams which had passed through the

United States with BernstorfFs secret signature

(which he supplied), and that decipherers in London

would supply the meaning which Page would cable

back. Finally Page arranged that Edward Bell, first

secretary of the London embassy, should himself

decipher the secret German messages in London. This

he did, and on March 2 Page cabled the result which

was a transcript practically identical with the British

one sent on February 24, of the incriminating Zimmer-

mann message to Eckhardt in Mexico, of which the

text is given above. The Germans were relying upon

their belief that their complicated secret codes were in-

violate, and it was desirable that they should remain

in that belief.

When, on March 1, the news of the proposed alli-

ance between Germany, Mexico, and Japan reached
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the American public, there followed incredulous amaze-
ment and, in certain quarters, a reversion to the old

policy of "twisting the lion's tail" by certain organs

of the press, attributing the whole story to British in-

vention and prevarication. President Wilson then pub-

lished the documents themselves, with a guarantee by
the secretary of state of their authenticity. It was an-

nounced in the Senate that it would be against the

higher interests of the country to publish all the in-

formation in the hands of the Government.

Zimmermann, himself, then confessed to the authen-

ticity of his communications and he tried, without

avail, to discover the cause of the leakage. Bernstorff

had already been given his passports (February 3) and
he had traveled by a Swedish liner, the Frederick the

Sixth. The United States of America was at war with

Germany from April 6, 191 7.

Meanwhile secret (?) communications continued up

to April 13 between Eckhardt and Zimmermann, who
still held to his hope of inciting Mexico to attack the

United States, offering money and armaments. On
April 14, Eckhardt reported definitely that Mexico
would not join in the war

;
premature disclosure of the

secret messages between Zimmermann and Eckhardt

had made the projected alliance between Mexico and
Germany impossible. The secret about the British de-

cipherers was safeguarded loyally in America and kept

even from Allied countries. Colonel House tells a tale

of one Hoaller, of the British embassy in Washington,
who called upon him on March 9, 19 17, at House's

request, to discuss the Mexican situation. We give the

rest in House's own words

:
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"He [Hoaller] asked in the most naive way how it

was that we had obtained the Zimmermann note. I re-

plied, 'I think you know.' He assured me that he had

not the remotest idea."

Colonel House adds that " 'Blinker' Hall, of the

British Naval Intelligence Bureau, was the man who
secured, deciphered and gave it to us." By "Blinker"

Hall he evidently meant Admiral Sir Reginald Hall,

the son of my old chief, the late Captain W. H. Hall,

whom I helped to start the Naval Intelligence Depart-

ment in February, 1887.

Far be it for me to say to what extent Colonel House
was right. It rests with Sir Reginald Hall himself to

decide when the time arrives for lifting the veil from
his activities in the Great War. When he does, what
he has to write will be worth reading. In September,

1917, Colonel House wrote to Hall, calling him his

"dear friend," sending his personal congratulations

upon his work, and adding, "I know of no one who,

in the course of the war, has rendered more valuable

services than yourself." In March, 1918, Ambassador
Page wrote to President Wilson : "Hall is a real genius.

In the whole world you could not find his equal."

Page expressed the hope that he would live until 1938
to read Hall's memoirs and secret documents. Walter

Page, alas, did not realize his wish.

Old memories, and recent researches, connected with

writing a history of the Great War, prompt me to add
some personal opinions about the aftermath of the

momentous events recorded in this chapter. Far above

all controversies and ephemeral writings allotting
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credit to different nations for "winning the war," there

stand out in my memory certain incidents connected

with the United States of America and its participa-

tion therein.

First comes the declaration by America of war
against Germany on April 6, 191 7, at a time when
there was great anxiety in men's minds about the

heavy losses of British and neutral shipping that re-

sulted from the depredations of German U-boats in

that year. Free movement by sea (and an adequate

supply of shipping) was at that time the very life-

blood of the Entente Alliance. Without it the military

effort on land would have collapsed, and the people of

the United Kingdom would have been reduced to sore

straits. On May 2, the arrival at Queenstown of the

first American flotilla of destroyers was publicly and

very wisely proclaimed. The chief naval censor has

told the story of how Dr. Maddick (then Captain

Maddick) went to Queenstown, at two hours' notice,

with operators and paraphernalia and, nicknamed

"Major Movie" by an American admiral, took a suc-

cessful picture so that "this historic incident of the

U. S. destroyers coming to the aid of their erstwhile

enemy—very erstwhile—is on record." The film was

shown all over the British Isles.

Then came another authorized exploit by "Major

Movie," at Liverpool, where a picture was made of the

arrival of General Pershing. On May 19 the United

States Government announced its intention to send a

division of troops to France at once. That, too, had a

heartening effect, following as it did the news that, on

May 18, a compulsory service act was already in force
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in America. We had by that time faced such an act in

Britain and we had succeeded, mostly by voluntary en-

listment, in placing over two and a half million British

Empire troops in the expeditionary forces on the dif-

ferent fronts, after losing hundreds of thousands in

battle and in other casualties. Compulsory service in

the United States was evidently an earnest of what, in

due course, was to be the outcome in the military opera-

tions with which General Pershing's divisions were to

be "associated."

My most vivid memory of the results is one of

Whitehall, on July 4, in 19 18. The U-boat menace had

by that time been mastered. Taking advantage of the

freedom of their Eastern Front from further danger

from the Russian armies, the Germans had launched in

March the heaviest and the most formidable attack in

the history of warfare against the British Army cov-

ering Amiens. The British line had been forced back

nearly to the very gates of the town, and it had bent,

but it had not broken. Then, in April, had come the

further desperate stand by tired British troops against

heavy odds in the battles of the Lys (April 9-29) and

Sir Douglas Haig's historic "backs to the wall" order

of April 12. Between May 27 and June 6 the French

armies had faced a similar ordeal in the third battle of

the Aisne.

There was, it is true, ingrained in the public mind a

grim determination to hold on at all costs for victory,

but there was also deep-seated anxiety about the mili-

tary situation on the Western Front. Military man-
power was failing, and Foch's plan for the Mangin
counter-attack, which was destined to turn the scale
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on July 1 8, was still in the womb of the future. The re-

cuperative powers of Haig's army (which was to lead

the great Allied offensive from August 8 onwards)
were not yet understood. From where was more mili-

tary man-power to come, to adjust the balance and, in

due time, to give the coup-de-grace?

In view of allegations that, in the opinion of the

Allies at the time, the American infantry, which was
sent over first by request, should have borne a larger

proportion of sacrifice by serving for a time in Allied

armies, I will describe my own experience of Inde-

pendence Day, 1918. I wrote for publication:

Man-power alone could turn the scale, in time,

and all eyes were turned to the west, across the

Atlantic. Every office in Whitehall had its map
of the Western Front, with its row of little flags

showing the constant loss of ground since March.
The flags had been moved constantly westward,
and it seemed to us that the tide of invasion would
never reach its high-water mark.

I was looking at one of these maps.on that July
morning. On the way up Whitehall I had passed

many tired-looking faces. "We are all tired,"

Haig had written to his army, three months be-

fore, and part of the nation was showing signs of

strain, worn out by nearly four years of sacrifice

and disappointment. A new impetus was sorely

needed, a new enthusiasm to enable us to endure
to the end. Some were getting callous, seeing no
light ahead.

Suddenly through the open window of my office,

there came from the distance a sound like the roar
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of a tidal wave or of surf, mingled with the shrill

cries of sea-birds. It mounted in a great crescendo.

The pavements filled with people, all heads turned

towards the direction of the sound which came

surging into my room, mounting to a climax of up-

roar, until the mystery was solved.

Hundreds of American soldiers, cheering, yell-

ing and waving flags, were driving down White-

hall in big brakes, smothered with bunting—the

Stars and Stripes. The counter-cheers of London-

ers, of soldiers, of seamen and of airmen belonging

to all parts of the British Empire, resounded from

the pavements and windows, and reechoed from

the buildings.

The Fourth of July. What a memory, and what

an outcome ! In the presence of the great world-

menace a wave of good will was uplifting, for the

time being, the Allied peoples ; it carried them for-

ward to their goal, the statesmen balancing their

little planks upon its crest.

Such was the aftermath, to which the monotonous

labor, early in 191 7, of those decipherers had con-

tributed.



CHAPTER XV. A TRAGEDY OF SECRET SERVICE

IN THE EAST

THAT same year of 19 17 there took place in the

East a tragedy of the secret service which again

reminds one strongly of the old saw that truth is some-

times stranger than fiction. I shall give the actual facts,

suppressing only the names and the exact localities.

I hesitated for a time about telling this particular

story, but thirteen years have now passed since the

occurrence, and with them the bitter war-spirit. A de-

scription of the activities of secret service officers en-

gaged in field intelligence work would be incomplete

if such a tale were omitted.

Those who took the leading parts in the tragedy

were a British intelligence officer, whom we shall call

"Mannering" and his opponent in the German Secret

Service, one "Fritz." Mannering was serving with cer-

tain British Empire troops in the East. It came to his

knowledge early in 19 17 that the area occupied by that

British Army was infested by enemy secret agents,

and he pondered over the best method of inciting the

troops to take steps to cope with this serious menace to

the secrecy of future operations. He reported the dan-

ger to the commander-in-chief on whose staff he was

serving. He also mentioned current rumors to the ef-

fect that Fritz, a German, had been constantly behind

the British lines in disguise seeking for information.

194
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No proofs of the presence of Fritz had been obtained

and no credence was attached by Mannering to the ru-

mors. Nevertheless, it was decided to make use of the

tales for the special purpose of awakening the troops

to the urgent need to keep a sharp lookout for any

secret service agents who were believed to have entered

the British war area in disguise.

An order was accordingly issued to all commanders
reporting the probable visits of the mysterious Fritz,

and urging his detection and arrest. That order had

an immediate effect, and great alertness was shown,

from the highest to the lowest rank in the army. Nu-
merous arrests were made, and the bag was varied. It

included Mannering himself. He was arrested as a sus-

picious character and he was detained until he was
vouched for by an unimpeachable authority. The sup-

posed activities of the (non-existent?) Fritz were fur-

ther described in detail and so was his appearance, for

which the "Intelligence" was obliged to draw upon

its imagination. All ranks were asked to cooperate

in catching the villain, and all ranks did so.

About ten days later it fell to the lot of Mannering
in the course of his duties to visit a prisoner-of-war

camp. His identity appears to have been known in that

camp, as the commandant told him that a certain Greek

prisoner, a deserter from the Turkish Army, had ex-

pressed a wish to see him. The interview was allowed.

The Greek explained the circumstances in which he

had effected his desertion from the enemy, and then

he surprised Mannering by a statement that he had

been in the habit for some time of working for a

veritable "Fritz," hitherto believed to be a mere bogy!
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The Greek added that, if Mannering would arrange

for his speedy release, he would do his very best to

help in laying Fritz by the heels.

After some thought Mannering agreed, but as a pre-

caution he took the Greek with him to the nearest

Greek consul and they satisfied themselves that the man
was a Greek and therefore a neutral subject. The ex-

planation given by the Greek for his desertion from

the Turks was that he had had a quarrel with Fritz,

but nevertheless it would be quite easy for him to go

back to the Turkish lines, taking any information with

which it was thought desirable to supply him. It must

be enough to constitute a guarantee of good faith in

the eyes of Fritz and his secret service department. The
Greek promised that if those conditions were fulfilled,

he would arrange a meeting place to which Fritz would

be induced to come over from the Turkish lines, and

it would then be quite simple to seize him. The condi-

tions were accepted, and in due course the Greek was
supplied with enough (harmless) information to ef-

fect his purpose. Then he slipped away, out of ken for

the time being.

About five days later the Greek reported that Fritz

would be coming within the British lines, in accord-

ance with his usual practice, on a certain day when
some troop movements were to take place. The spot

arranged by the Greek as a rendezvous for Manner-
ing was ideal for such a purpose. It was remote and

deserted, situated in a dry watercourse and only vis-

ible at very close range—a romantic setting for such

an adventure. During the afternoon of the appointed

day Mannering rode out, full of hope. When he drew
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near the secret rendezvous, he was rejoiced by the sight

of the Greek standing by his horse. The man had kept

his word. After the usual greetings, the Greek told

Mannering that Fritz had come over, and that he and
"an orderly" were within the British lines. They would
soon return.

There Mannering remained for about two hours in

conversation with the Greek, who produced plenty of

documentary evidence to prove that he was still work-
ing with Fritz. The Greek asked whether Mannering
was armed. Having ascertained that he was, the Greek
then advised him to shoot at Fritz at sight. Ample
warning would be given of his approach. Thus they

waited until, at about 6 p.m., a horseman was seen

approaching. "That is the orderly," whispered the

Greek. "He is disguised in British uniform. Fritz is

certain to be close behind."

The orderly rode up to the Greek and handed over

some papers, telling him (in German) that Fritz, hav-

ing been chased by some British troops, was making
his own way back to the Turkish lines by another

route. The Greek appeared to be surprised and disap-

pointed at the orderly's report. He then told Manner-
ing that Fritz would be crossing the lines again in a

few days, and promised that another meeting would be

arranged. Better luck next time. Mannering saw no
alternative but to acquiesce if there was to be any
hope of catching the elusive Fritz, but naturally he

did not intend to allow the orderly to go back to the

enemy. A secret known by three is no secret, so he told

the Greek that, in the circumstances, it was necessary

to arrest the orderly, who was then standing a few
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paces away, tending his horse. The Greek saw the

point at once and agreed, suggesting to Mannering
that he look over the side of the gully in order to make
sure that the road was clear. "Then we will hold up

the orderly," he added.

Mannering, with his hand on an automatic pistol in

his pocket in case of treachery, led his horse a few

yards away and swung quickly into the saddle. As he

did so two reports rang out and bullets whizzed past

him. Whipping round, he faced the orderly and the

Greek, who were both firing at him. The surprise was

complete. Mannering's horse bounded about, while he

covered his assailants as best he could and opened fire

upon them with his pistol. The orderly was hit. The

Greek galloped away and was lost to sight, followed by

the orderly's horse with an empty saddle. Thus Man-
nering was left with the orderly, mortally wounded,

expiring on the ground.

He dismounted, and discovered to his horror that the

dying '"orderly," accomplice of the treacherous Greek

in the combined attempt to assassinate him, was a

woman, apparently German, dressed as a man in Brit-

ish uniform. She died, a pitiful victim of heroic en-

deavor in her country's cause, killed in attempting to

help the Greek to assassinate the chief of her enemy's

secret service. Mannering did his best in the way of

obsequies. There is no twilight in those regions, and

the sun had gone down when he rode homeward in the

solitude pondering over the events of the day. With

shame at having killed a woman inadvertently, there

came the thought of how he had been tricked by the

Greek. How could he have acted otherwise? The
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woman was a German, dressed as a man in her enemy's

uniform, and she had done her best to take his life.

"But I wish that I had bagged the Greek instead of

the woman !" That was his final thought.

There is a sequel to the story. Fritz, whom he had

tried to capture, was neither a bogy nor a myth, but

a formidable reality—probably the most efficient and

resourceful German secret service agent in the whole

of the Great War. The Greek was Fritz himself. The

orderly was his wife.

The truth was not known to Mannering until some

months after the Armistice, when he knew it on the

first-hand authority of Fritz himself, in writing. A
year or two .later the two were destined to meet face

to face in a cafe in the territory occupied by British

troops. They recognized each other, but they did not

speak. . . .

Another incident of the East was the battle of wits

between the German Secret Service and the British

Intelligence in Palestine. Secret service at the head-

quarters of the German commander of the Turkish

Army in Palestine was run by the Germans, while

field intelligence (with the troops) was controlled by

the Turks themselves.

A very dangerous agent had been marked down by

our own Intelligence Department with Allenby's Egyp-

tian Expeditionary Forces. Since the lives of British

soldiers depended upon the activities of that agent and

his like being stopped, the expedient was adopted of

sending a letter to him, containing a large sum of

money (the amount was about £30) apparently in re-
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ward for services that he had rendered to the British.

This letter, intended to lead to his being- discredited by

the Fritzes beyond the Turkish front, fell as was ex-

pected into their hands. Without proper investigation

or chances of sifting evidence, they shot their most

efficient agent out of hand on the assumption that he

had been serving both sides and was as dangerous to

the Turks as he really was to the British.

There is another true tale, told in several of the more

sensational spy-books, of a young man dwelling be-

hind the Turkish front in one of the coast towns of

Palestine, who longed to see his country freed from

the oppressions of the Turk, and decided to throw in

his lot as a secret agent with the British. Since the

flanks of both armies rested on the sea, and the coastal

area was so heavily wired that it was difficult to cross

the lines, this youth of nineteen, whom I shall call "B,"

used to move from one side to the other in a small boat

which he owned, landing at a spot some miles to the

northward of the Turkish flank and thence repairing to

the coastal town containing his house. In that house

lived his young sister, who aided him in his work and

who eventually came under the suspicion of the Turks.

Her fate was terrible, but no torture could elicit from

her anything to incriminate her brother. She did not

survive her treatment. I mention her to give an ex-

ample of a girl's extreme heroism in enduring pain

(those acquainted with Turkish methods will best com-

prehend) rather than betray a trust.



CHAPTER XVI. ALLENBY IN PALESTINE

WHEN we ponder over the grave disappointments

that were suffered by the Allies in the year 191

7

—the Nivelle failure on the Western Front, followed

by mutinies in the French Army ; the ordeals of Haig's

army ending in the mud of Passchendaele ; the collapse

of Russia and of Roumania; the grievous wound to

British sea-power by the ruthless U-boat campaign;

and the Italian disaster at Caporetto—it is refreshing

to turn to Allenby's brilliant operations in Palestine,

undertaken at a time when the cause of the Entente

Alliance was overshadowed by the gloom of re-

peated failure. In March and in April, 191 7, two un-

successful battles had been fought by British Empire

troops to force their way into Palestine by the usual

coastal route, through the gateway of Gaza, a town

which had been developed into a formidable fortress.

The third battle of Gaza was fought from October

27 to November 7. The tale of the intelligence work

which preceded that battle includes a brilliant bit of

secret service in which an unassuming' and tradi-

tionally "stupid" Englishman got the better of the

"wily" Turk and his German advisers and taskmasters.

In connection therewith "Mannering," the intelligence

officer, again appears. Though my only personal knowl-

edge of Palestine was gained many years ago during

a ride from the coast to Jerusalem and to other parts,

201
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in the days before the incongruous railway-whistle

desecrated the peace of the Holy Land, sufficient mem-
ory of the nature of the country remains, and eyewit-

nesses have helped me in my effort to tell a story to

which it is difficult, even with such assistance, to do

proper justice.

Lord Allenby (then Sir Edmund) arrived in Egypt
from the Western Front in July, 191 7, and this is the

problem with which he was faced: The Turks were

very strongly entrenched in a position that extended

from Gaza on the seacoast for about thirty miles in-

land, as far as Beersheba. Gaza and the coastal sector

were aptly described as "a strong modern fortress,

heavily entrenched and wired, offering every facility

for a protracted defense." There were formidable

groups of works standing about a mile apart as far as

the Hareira Group. Then there was a gap of about

four miles, and then another series of works which

covered Beersheba. The most elaborate defenses were

those nearest to the coast, in the Turkish right flank.

Their left flank, inland, was more vulnerable, but the

difficulty of getting there in sufficient numbers was al-

most prohibitive in so waterless a country.

Allenby's front extended from the coast opposite to

Gaza for a distance inland of about twenty-two miles,

to a place called Gamli. Water was his greatest diffi-

culty. The supply at the Gaza end of the line was com-

paratively easy. It came all the way from Egypt in a

pipe, so the old Arab prophecy that the waters of the

Nile would flow some day into Palestine was in process

of fulfilment. The problem in conveying water to dis-

tant troops will be appreciated by all who have had
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experience of desert warfare. A gallon a day repre-

sents a man's normal requirements for cooking and for

drinking, without allowing any for washing, and every

gallon weighs ten pounds. That figure enables one to

imagine the tremendous weight which represents the

daily requirements of tens and perhaps of hundreds of

thousands of men—and of animals, which drink about

six gallons a day if they can get it. Storage adds to the
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difficulties, because of rapid evaporation in a dry at-

mosphere. I remember, in one of the Sudan campaigns

(in 1884), undergoing an experience in the desert with

a force in which the daily allowance of water was two
pints per man. When on the march, that meant tongues

drying, cracking, bleeding and swelling at the back of

the throat. I do not know what the Desert Mounted
Corps on Allenby's right flank was allowed, but I do

know that in order to send water and other require-

ments to his troops between fifteen and twenty miles

from railhead he had to use all his camels (thirty

thousand of them), besides other transport.

In spite of these grave difficulties, Allenby decided

that surprise was essential, in order to avoid the holo-

caust of slaughter, with uncertain results, which

would have been involved by undertaking another big

and decisive attack upon the barbed-wire entangle-

ments and elaborate defenses of the Gaza sector. If, by

any possibility, the Turkish left flank could be turned,

the Gaza defenses would perforce be evacuated. If the

physical obstacles could be overcome, Allenby fore-

saw several advantages in striking from his right

against the Turkish left about Sheria and Hareira,

where the defenses were less formidable. But first of

all Beersheba must be taken; at Beersheba there was
water.

With the water supply of Beersheba in his hands,

the advance in sufficient force against Sheria and Ha-
reira would be much more easily arranged. Beersheba

must be taken, and at every cost the secret must be

kept. The Turks had quite good roads behind their po-

sition, which they could use to reenforce their left
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flank, but on Allenby's side the communications were

bad. The ground was much broken up by nullahs and

clefts in the land, with steep sides that no transport

could negotiate. The troops on Allenby's right were

provided with their requirements by long strings of

pack camels.

This was Allenby's plan : An attack would be made
upon Gaza supported by a bombardment from the sea,

in order to deceive the enemy. On the other, decisive,

flank (inland) Beersheeba would first be taken by sur-

prise, and then, helped by the wells of Beersheba, the

troops for the main attack could assemble on the high

ground north and northwest of the place. "Secrecy

first" was the motto. While secrecy meant almost cer-

tain success, discovery might mean costly failure.

It is at this stage that we renew our acquaintance-

ship with "Mannering" of the Intelligence Depart-

ment and we find him engaged on his problem of de-

ceiving the Turk. He had plenty of time. The web of

deception that he proposed to spin began to grow in

September, or even earlier. October 31 was to be the

fateful day for the surprise attack upon Beersheba.

The object was to convey two misleading impressions.

One of these was that there would be no serious attack

until late in November, and the other was that the

attack, when it did come, would be made against the

Gaza position on the extreme Turkish right.

September was spent in creating an atmosphere by

various methods, such as sending misleading messages

by wireless telegraphy in a code which the Turks, by

various ruses, had been taught how to solve, without

realizing the situation. So valuable were these British
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disclosures believed to be, that one of the Turkish wire-

less receiving stations was specially allotted the task

of listening-in on the British wave-length, so that

nothing should be missed. Numerous messages were

sent, some to official destinations, and others taking

the form of private "chat" between wireless operators.

For instance, on one occasion an operator asked his

friend, as a favor, to find out "when the chief goes

away, and for how long." A certain colonel had asked

for the information. The reply came back: "Chief

[Allenby] leaves for Suez on October 29, and returns

on about November 4." (It will be noted that those

were to be the most critical days.) Then there was a

message to the Desert Mounted Corps on the extreme

right, conveying the impression that a report on the

hilly country as impassable to cavalry had been cor-

roborated from other sources.

Later messages, at a time when parties of patrols

examining the ground round the Beersheba flank

might create suspicion, indicated that the activities in

that area foreshadowed only a British reconnaissance,

not any serious operation. The most dramatic part of

the story is to come, but if that tale only were told the

impression might be conveyed that field intelligence

work consists of a string of such exploits, whereas suc-

cess in it really means a hard and constant grind, as it

does in every other form of human activity. It was
known in due course that, from September 26 on-

wards, hard work was being done by the Turks upon
the Gaza defenses, which were doubled in strength

between that date and the end of October.

Early in October "Mannering" decided to make a
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final effort to deceive the enemy, and this brings us to

his piece de resistance, and to the Tale of the Baited

Haversack.

Deceivers of fish with artificial flies have made

great advances in the art of deception by remembering

that it matters not at all what the fly looks like when

seen in the hand of the angler. What does matter is its

appearance as seen by the fish, probably against the

light, through the medium of water, and it has come

to my knowledge that Mannering is a keen fisherman.

On this occasion he determined to deceive the Turks

by losing a specially baited haversack, under condi-

tions that would avert all suspicion of a ruse. In de-

ciding upon the nature of the bait the impression that

was likely to be conveyed upon the German and Turk-

ish minds was the main point.

Firstly suspicion must be averted. The Turk of that

time was notoriously addicted to bakshish. There was

little that money could not buy before the days of re-

form. Bribery and corruption were rampant, but

money was given only for value rendered in exchange.

For anyone to drop money about in large sums on pur-

pose seemed to be inconceivable. Mannering put £20

in notes into a notebook, which went into the haver-

sack. That notebook was a certain "army form," and

it contained abundant evidence that it was the prop-

erty of a staff officer serving at Allenby's general head-

quarters. It was a genuine notebook, with plenty of

old entries of interest (though not of value) to the

enemy, but the latest entries and enclosures were cal-

culated to mislead.

Then there followed a more intimate human touch.
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What could be of more value to a husband than a letter

from his wife in England reporting the arrival of a

first-born son? Would he be likely to part willingly

with such a possession? No man could write such a

letter, only a woman could do so, and Mannering knew
of one who could be trusted to provide the document.

This is what she wrote (I have altered only the address,

which was a real one)

:

36, Balham Gardens,

London, S.W.
August 2i, ipi7.

Dearest

—

How I wish you were here now ! I am simply

longing for you and would love to show you our

dear little baby son. I am so proud of him! He
is such a splendid little fellow and so good

—

You must not worry about either of us, as I

get stronger every day and baby, the doctor says,

could not be better. Richard is the name we are

giving him—I know it is the one you always had
in mind, and I chose it, as I felt you would be

glad I had remembered it.

All your sisters came and Alice wanted to adopt

him at once.

I sent you a telegram as soon as baby was born,

and your reply arrived three days later. If it had
been you arriving instead of the telegram, how
lovely it would have been. Darling, you must try

and come to see your little son. Don't smile if I

say that to me he already has a look of you. He
is such a darling, and you will love him so.

I heard the last raid, but no bombs were
thrown anywhere near. Poor baby! Fancy com-
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ing into the world to find this awful war going
on and Germans dropping bombs all over London.
Louis had a narrow escape in the office, for some
of his windows were broken.

Good-by, my darling!—Nurse says I must not

tire myself by writing too much—so no more now
but I will write again soon and then it will be a

longer letter than this. Take care of your precious

self ! All my love and many kisses.

Your loving wife,

Mary.
Baby sends a kiss to Daddy.

I have read that document several times, hardly be-

lieving that it could be only a "fake," intended to de-

lude an enemy and not to cheer and inspire a husband.

The letter, much worn by repeated handling, went

into a pouch in the pocketbook. So did another letter,

dated September 6 from a place near the right of Al-

lenby's line, signed by an officer stationed there with

! his regiment. Its object was to convey the impression

I
that there would be no attack until late in November.

It began on a note of depression at the projected offen-

sive having been "postponed again." Then there fol-

lowed some caustic comments upon conferences at

Allenby's headquarters (the agenda for such a confer-

ence and "faked" orders on the subject were also put

into the pocketbook). The writer adds: "I thought

Allenby was a good enough man to chance these things

himself without having a round-table conference !" He
goes on with a note of resignation—if the business was
really settled, there was no use in grumbling. At the

same time it was silly to start the offensive at a date
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when the rains were sure to be at their worst. The
writer (who, be it remembered, was stationed in the

arid part, where water-supply governed the possibility

of moving large bodies of troops) adds in a conver-

sational strain that they were fed up about the trans-

port for officers' messes having been cut down to one

camel. "Doesn't leave much room for luxuries, does

it?" The letter closes with apparently indiscreet ref-

erences to the proposed naval effort north of Gaza;

with mention of the great strength of the Gaza de-

fenses ; and with notes of a few trifling occurrences. It

went into the note-case to join the letter from the

happy wife.

To them was added a copy of a general order, issued

early in September, calling attention to the fact that

a new practice trench system had been constructed

at a place called Abu Sita, and that this was an exact

model of the defenses of an enemy's position near the

seacoast. Every officer in the force in that area was
directed to make a special study of that trench, and

there would be plenty of time to master it during the

many weeks which would intervene before the offen-

sive.

Various maps and sundries were added, and also a

copy of a telegram from Allenby's headquarters to the

Desert Mounted Corps about a proposal to send a staff

officer out in front of Allenby's right flank to confirm

the news that physical obstructions on that flank were
j

too formidable for an enveloping movement, round the

Turkish left, to be a practical proposition. Also a few

rough notes on a cipher which was intended to help

the enemy to solve bogus messages sent in that cipher.
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On October 10, Mannering added a parcel contain-

ing luncheon to the contents of the baited haversack,

mounted his horse and rode off into No Man's Land

with a small escort. Leaving the escort behind, he

crossed the Wadi Ghuznee and rode from there to the

northwest toward Sheria, in the Turkish main system

of defense. He was well mounted on a fast horse. On
approaching a place called Girkeir, he found a Turkish

mounted patrol, which at once gave chase. Mannering

fled for about a mile, when the Turks pulled up. Then

he dismounted and opened fire upon them at a range

of about six hundred yards. This was too much for

them and they resumed the chase, blazing away at him

without doing any harm.

That gave Mannering his chance. He mounted has-

tily, and in so doing he loosed the straps of the baited

haversack, his field-glasses and water-bottle (precious

in those parts). He also dropped his rifle, first smoth-

ering it with fresh blood (from a slight cut on his

horse, sustained by grazing a rock). Those little final

touches were calculated to give the impression of dis-

orderly flight.

Judging that he had done enough to achieve his

purpose, and that the Turks were not quite near

enough to see the stage set, Mannering then made off,

rolling about in his saddle as if wounded. He dropped

his stage properties as he went full speed for the Brit-

ish lines, confident of success, but intending to make

assurance doubly sure by sending plenty of cipher mes-

sages confirming the incriminating documents in

the lost haversack, which he had seen a Turk pick up.

The next morning a notice appeared in the orders
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that were issued to the Desert Mounted Corps, stating

that a notebook had been lost by a staff officer on
patrol, and that the finder was to return it at once

direct to Allenby's Headquarters. An officer who then

went out with a patrol towards the Turkish lines was
stupid enough to wrap his luncheon in a copy of

those orders, and to drop it near the enemy. The stu-

pidity of the English is proverbial. A small party of

mounted men was sent out to search the country for

the pocketbook. Really, it was said, these brass-hats

are the limit in the tasks that they set to the troops

through their idiotic habits.

Such was the sowing, and now for the harvest.

Work on the Turkish trenches about Sheria,

Hareira and Beersheba at once began to slacken, while

efforts to strengthen the Gaza defenses were redou-

bled. Reenforcements from the northward were

brought up and they were sent to Gaza, not to Sheria.

The last Turkish division—the 19th—to arrive was
still completing its assembly behind Gaza, when Beer-

sheba was attacked on October 31, and the Turks'

general reserve, of two divisions, was concentrated

near the coast in the rear of Gaza, far away from the

critical eastern flank. Fifty airplanes were railed from
the northward in packing-cases to the coastal sector.

They were still being unpacked leisurely when Allenby

struck his blow—they were all captured or burned.

On October 27, Turkish cavalry came in force

toward Karm and attacked the outposts, probably in

order to find out what was behind them, but yeomanry
put up a good fight until infantry came up in support,

and the Turks retired. On the same day, and again
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on October 30, warships bombarded Gaza, thus con-

firming the impression conveyed by the documents in

the notebook. During the night of October 30 all the

troops that were destined for the attack upon Beer-
sheba reached their appointed stations. The first ad-
vance took place fifteen minutes after midnight.

I do not know how Mannering spent that day. If he
was at headquarters in the evening, I can imagine his

feelings when this message, addressed to "G" (general
staff) and "I" (intelligence) arrived:

Beersheba occupied at 1940 by 4th L. H. Bri-
gade who galloped in. A.A.A. estimated captures
include 250 prisoners 9 field guns one machine
gun A.A.A. Water reported plentiful in Beer-
sheba. DESCORPS. 2030.

From the evidence of captured documents we can
now follow the fortunes of the baited haversack after

it fell into the enemy's lines.

In a Turkish official summary of the incidents of

October 10 and following days we read that the docu-
ments which were discovered in the captured notebook
were taken at once to von Kress (the German com-
mander), and that he had them examined under his

own supervision. In a copy of the orders issued by
von Kress, found at Beersheba on November 1, the

day after its capture, there was a description of the

incident of the baited haversack, containing "a note-

book which gave the enemy's strength, which evidently

belonged to an officer of the enemy's headquarters.

In the notebook, which gave the enemy's strength,
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there was some very important information about

their intentions and operations." The order concluded

with special thanks to the Turks who effected the cap-

ture, and the moral was pointed by a warning to every-

one concerned on the Turkish side not to make such

an appalling mistake as to drop secret documents about

for an enemy to capture.

November 8, a copy of the orders that were issued

on the subject to the Twentieth Turkish Army Corps

was captured at Gaza. The order described graphi-

cally the incident of the haversack, adding that the

fortunate non-commissioned officer into whose hands

the document fell had been handsomely rewarded.

Then comes this paragraph:

The information contained in these documents
is of such great value to us that we have been able

to ascertain the date of the enemy's offensive,

and it will enable us to forestall him in that all

our reenforcements will now be at Gaza in time

for us to crush the arrogant English.

With that evidence of its effectiveness, we can close

the Tale of the Baited Haversack—the best bit of

bluff that I have come across in eastern warfare out-

side the tales of the Old Testament.

By successful surprise a very strong position, vi-

tally important for further operations, was taken with

trifling loss. Two thousand prisoners and thirteen

guns were captured, and the Turks left five hundred

dead upon the field of battle. Allenby reported:

This success laid open the left flank of the main
Turkish position for a decisive blow. . . . The

r
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Turks at Beersheba were undoubtedly taken com-

pletely by surprise.

The decisive blow was then struck from a concen-

tration area about Beersheba on November 5, the im-

pression having been conveyed that the Beersheba

operation was a strong reconnaissance, rather than a

prelude to a decisive attack upon the main position. The

Turkish eastern flank, resting on Hareira and Sheria,

was driven in. Gaza fell on November 7, and the Turk-

ish Army was in full retreat. By November 14, Al-

lenby's advanced troops were at the important junc-

tion station where the line from Gaza meets the line

from the coast to Jerusalem. On the sixteenth they

reached Jaffa. On December 9 Jerusalem was surrend-

ered and two days later Allenby entered the Holy

City on foot by the Jaffa Gate.



CHAPTER XVIL the fifth British army
in march 1918

ALTHOUGH in April, 1917, the United States

had declared war upon Germany, the weight of

the American troops was not expected to be brought

for many months to bear against the German Army

—

the dominating factor in the situation.

The occupation of Bagdad in March, the defeat of

the Turks at Gaza in November, and the taking of

Jerusalem in December had not tended to ease the

situation of the Entente armies which were facing

the main German Army in France and in Flanders.

They even took away man-power and munitions, thus

weakening the lines defended against the impending

crisis. Where would the next blow fall? Some said

against Italy, to knock her out of the war once for

all. Opinions in the Supreme War Council of the

Allies, which had been established after Caporetto,

were divided, and no clear guidance was forthcoming

from that supreme authority during several weeks of

the New Year, when time was priceless. Before that

time of emergency arrived, the British Intelligence

Department on the Western Front had received news

about new German methods of attack. The informa-

tion had come from other theaters, from the Russian

and Italian fronts.

The situation in Russia was becoming clear, and
216
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doubt had been turned gradually to certainty. From a

military point of view, Russia had collapsed. Under
the Lenin-Trotsky regime (fostered by Germany),

military discipline had fallen to pieces. The ruthless

dictators who had seized by main force the reins of

Government had decided to take no account of the

Russian solemn obligations to the cause of the Entente

Alliance. National honor had been canceled by anti-

national and by world-wide ambitions. After the great

Brusilov offensive in 191 6 (which, with the British

attacks on the Somme, did so much to aid the French

Army in its gallant defense of Verdun) and after

heavy fighting on the Eastern Front during the next

year, the Russian Army suffered its final great defeat

in the battle of Riga (September 1-5, 191 7). Von
Hutier commanded in that attack.

Thenceforward there was little danger to the Ger-

mans from the east. Russia could safely be left to the

process of disintegration, to the effect of rottenness

in high places and to the disruptive forces of internal

dissension and of popular ignorance. With no national

sentiment in Russia, national loyalty to other nations

became a negligible quantity, and there was worse to

follow for the cause of the Allies. The Russian col-

lapse, serious disaster as it was, did not entail weak-

ening the French or British armies on the Western
Front. With the best will in the world, neither the

French nor the British Government could take troops

from its army there to send them to aid Russia to

hurl back the German invasion. There was no route by

which they could have reached the Russian front in

time to be of any avail.
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It was otherwise with the formidable attack upon the

Italians. The enemy's triumph there had been due

partly to victory in the field, partly to the poison of

propaganda among certain sections of the Italian

people. When the blow at Caporetto was struck on

October 24, 19 17, it drove the Italian Army back to

the line of the Piave. The line was stabilized there by
the aid of French and British troops, who might, had

they been able to remain on the Western Front, have

made the brilliant attack of the British Third Army
at Cambrai in November far more than a sop to Cer-

berus. Von Hutier was credited with the plan of attack

at Caporetto.

The main feature of von Hutier's method was to

mass an immense number of divisions on an extended

arc, with forward routes converging to a narrower

frontage. Only a skeleton force was put in the front

line in the first instance, say one battery out of each

brigade in the artillery; and the other arms in pro-

portion. Thus, for some time before the battle, no

indication was given of the impending hammer-blow.

The isolated batteries of the skeleton force in front

would range upon their targets and reconnoiter. The
information so obtained would be used by the great

masses of artillery when they came up to reenforce.

The bulk of the reenforcements were kept three

marches away until the starting lever was put over

and the great human machine awoke into motion to

overwhelm its enemy. The final advance was preceded

by a terrific bombardment to destroy obstacles and to

beat down all resistance. Such was reported to be the

plan of von Hutier, the organizer of victory.
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In January, 191 8, Sir Hubert Gough, commander
of the Fifth British Army, was in front of Amiens.

On January 10 his army was holding, in sufficient

strength, about twelve miles of the Allied front line

(north of Gouzeaucourt to the river Omignon).
Within the next two days, that army took over the

frontage of one French army corps on its right. Be-

tween January 26 and February 3 the frontage of an-

other French army corps was taken over, and the right

of Gough's line was thus extended to Barisis, beyond

the river Oise. The total front measured forty-two

miles. Thus, while the German army was being

strengthened every week, the British line, especially

that of the Fifth Army, became thinner and thinner.

Haig's army, as a whole, was weaker by 180,000

in March, 1918, that it had been in March, 19 17,

and it held a longer front, so Haig could spare no more
troops for Gough. If the line should be forced to bend

back before a German attack in overwhelming force,

then it was thought that the bulge had better be made
on the Fifth Army front than elsewhere, as there was
more room for maneuver behind it. To be forced back

farther to the northward might spell disaster, since the

attackers were so near the coast. The kaiser was wait-

ing behind the German lines for his victorious entry

into Paris, and the name "kaiser-battle" was being ap-

plied to the great operation which Ludendorff had in-

spired. German prisoners had called it the final call

for sacrifice, the final bid for victory.

Haig had done his best to obtain reenforcements

wherewith to strengthen Gough, but the Supreme War
Council apparently did not realize the imminence of
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the danger. Lloyd George had plans for still further
weakening Haig's army, and for finding easier roads
to victory than those which crossed the lines held by
the main German Army ; and for the first time in the
war such projects were being supported by a respon-
sible military adviser, so Haig's request for more
troops received no adequate response. Gough must do
his best.

Great events in war sometimes hinge upon small in-

cidents, and this is the story of how a small provincial
paper in Germany gave away, by an apparently harm-
less statement, the German plan for the heaviest attack
that had been launched in the history of warfare, an
attack which, if unexpected, it was believed nothing
could withstand.

To Gough, lacking so sorely in strength, intelligence

of the enemy's plans was vital. He obtained informa-
tion, not only that the great blow was coming upon
him, but of the actual day upon which it was to be ex-
pected. He was not taken by surprise. He was well
served with intelligence. Every possible use was made
of his scanty resources, and above all of the time that
was available to improve the defenses which he had
recently taken over. The secret of how Gough obtained
his information has never, to my knowledge, been
made public. This was the position

:

Gough had eleven divisions on the front line, and
the rifle power of four more behind them in support.
He was holding forty-two miles of front. In Byng's
Third Army to the northward (on Gough's left) there

were ten divisions in the front line and seven in sup-
port, holding twenty-six miles of front. To the east-
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ward, facing those two British armies, there were

sixty-seven enemy divisions arranged on a great arc

of which the radii—for the bulk of the masses—meas-

ured about the distance that they might cover in three

night marches, as occurred before Riga. The new sys-

tem of tactics had succeeded twice, especially against

Russia. Britain was now bearing the main burden of

the war in all spheres, moral, naval, military, air,

economic and financial. The German attempt to knock

the British Empire out by the ruthless submarine cam-

paign in 1917 had failed. It had brought America into

the war, and something must be done as a last resort

against "England the enemy" before the masses of

American troops could arrive. Would this something

be a tremendous blow, stronger than that which had

been struck at Riga, directed against the principal

British Army? And would it fall upon the thinnest

portion of the British line, held by Gough?
Let us take note of a special local factor. When the

Supreme War Council decreed that Gough should ex-

tend his line to the southward to relieve the French,

account was taken of an argument that much of the

frontage there was secured by marshy ground, easily

held by a handful of troops. "General Mud" is a potent

commander in war, as Napoleon discovered to his cost

on the day before the battle of Waterloo. So had Haig,

at Passchendaele. But in March, 19 18, there was no
mud in those marshes in front of the Fifth British

Army. In one of the driest winters on record—there

had been no rain since December—the marshes had
dried up, and even the river Oise itself presented but

little obstacle to movement.
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Gough, facing- these conditions, issued a moving
order to his higher commanders in January, warning

them of what was probably in store for them. Then he

received news which turned conjecture into moral cer-

tainty. During January, 1918, a young German air-

man left his aerodrome behind St. Quentin to fly

west on what was to prove to be his last flight. He
was brought down in the Fifth Army area, grievously

wounded, shot through the chest. He was respected by

his enemies as a gallant lad, and every effort was made
to save his life, without avail. He died in hospital. He
was given a military funeral with the services appro-

priate to his rank, and he was laid to rest in an hon-

ored grave.

Meanwhile in Switzerland, on that patch of neutral

soil surrounded by combatants, the newspapers of all

the belligerents circulated freely. Exchanges of inter-

Allied and of enemy intelligence departments were es-

tablished. As was only natural, the agents there of the

Entente Alliance searched carefully for war news in

the German papers, and special care was devoted to

scrutinizing small provincial journals which came from
places where censorship was likely to be less expert,

and less strict, than it was in more populous centers

producing organs with a wide circulation in other

countries. An intelligence agent of the Allies was
glancing one morning through a small Baden journal

when he came across a letter to the editor from the

proud mother of the young airman who had given his

life for his fatherland in the area of the Fifth British

Army. In pride at its reception the poor woman quoted

a letter from an officer of high rank, the army com-
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mander in the St. Quentin area. The editor, seeing no

harm in so doing-, published that army commander's

letter. It was signed von Hutier.

Never before that time had von Hutier, organizer

of victory at Riga and elsewhere, been located on the

Western Front. The news of his arrival at St. Quentin

—a secret as jealously guarded as that of the arrival

of Nelson off Cadiz in October, 1805—soon reached

the commander of the Fifth British Army, via Swit-

zerland. It was thus that his conjectures were changed

to certainty. On February 3 Gough impressed upon his

commanders that the storm was likely soon to break

upon them. He added that the river Oise sector must

not be deemed immune, in spite of the arguments

which had been used elsewhere to that effect. (I well

remember watching a situation-map in Whitehall in

those days, noting the river Oise and its surroundings,

and thinking that that obstacle should stop the enemy's

advance. I did not know that the river was nearly

dry.)

Gough pointed out how the battle of Riga had been

opened by the crossing of a river by von Hutier's

troops. A month before the attack, orders were given

for about 350 bridges to be prepared for demolition if

the army should be driven to bend back by overwhelm-

ing force (when the occasion arose, the bridges were

destroyed). A rigid holding of one line would be fatal

;

if a break-through were achieved, that would spell dis-

aster, it would be like the breaking of a cast-iron bar.

The thin line must bend, like supple steel, not break,

so arrangements were made accordingly. This general

deduction was drawn (on February 3) :
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The main German attack may be expected
against the Third and Fifth British armies, with
Amiens for its objective.

Such, then, was the result of that German mother's

pride in the son whom she had lost, and of the indis-

cretion of the editor of her small local journal. Sur-

prise, that potent factor in warfare, was not achieved.

The artillery in every corps in the Fifth British Army
received directions to create well-defined gaps in sec-

tions of roads and other communications behind the

German lines, and air photographs of those gaps were

constantly taken. When the Germans began hastily

to repair them, it was evident that the great attack

was coming. On March 12 the order, "Prepare for bat-

tle," was issued. Then, on March 20, the order : "Pre-

pare to man battle-stations"
;
and, a few hours before

the actual attack, "Man battle-stations." An officer,

just returned from leave, visited the Fifth Army head-

quarters in the evening of March 20. He was given a

good meal and told to join his unit at the front during

the night, in order to be ready for the battle in the

morning (in which he lost his life).

The thin line of the Fifth Army was bent back, al-

most to Amiens ; not quite, because by bending it did

not break, and LudendorfFs great plan failed. The
kaiser did not ride into Paris. Lord Milner, hastily

sent to Doullens from England—where the situation

was thought in high places to be desperate—took upon

himself on March 26 the responsibility for committing

the British Government to agree to the appointment of

Foch to coordinate the efforts of the Allied Armies.
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This was intended to insure mutual reenforcement in

future grave emergencies, and the decision was warmly
welcomed by Haig. Gough, with whose handling of his

attenuated force no fault could be found, praised by
Haig, his commander in the field, was offered up as a
scapegoat to a public not acquainted with the circum-
stances. The truth for a long time remained obscure,
as Haig's dispatch was not published for many months.
We have referred elsewhere to popular rumors

among those who are deprived of information in war,
and to their effects. The tale of Gough's arrival in
London is worth telling in that connection. I was pres-
ent when he came into the smoking-room of a certain
London club. His bearing was cheery. There was no
vestige in his manner of bitterness at the cruel blow
which had fallen upon him at the summit of his mili-

tary career. He was full of a story which had just
reached him of tea-table talk in Kensington. I will

give it as nearly as possible in his own words

:

"Have you fellows heard what they are saying about
me in London ? One dear old lady in Kensington said,

'Have you heard about that dreadful General Gough?
... He was asleep during the great battle !' Sleep

!"

he added. "Of course I slept. The battle lasted for five

days. I slept like a baby when I had a chance." On
hearing that, it did not seem to me to have been wise to
"unstick" (as the French say) a high commander of
that type while Haig's army was still being faced by
an ordeal needing fearlessness and cheeriness in ad-
versity, but independent historians can be trusted to

put these things right in course of time.

Official historians (a contradiction in terms) are
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faced with considerable difficulties, as they are not per-

mitted in the public interest to write freely on political

matters. Events are too recent, and the reputations of

the living are involved. The best of them in pre-war

days (Colonel Henderson, author of "Stonewall Jack-

son") devoted the first volume of his history of the

Boer War to its political origin, including some per-

sonal aspects, and the volume was ordered to be de-

stroyed and the type to be broken up. There have been

later examples. There is a story, in somewhat similar

connection, against a writer who was believed to be

subservient to government influence. He was attend-

ing, in full evening dress and decorations, an official

reception that was given some years ago by the vice-

chancellor and the Senate of the University of London.

Two learned scholars were standing close to me at that

gathering and I could not help hearing this scrap of

their conversation

:

A. I never trust a decorated historian.

B. No more do I.

The story illustrates the attitude of the independent

historian toward all suspicion of control by govern-

ments or others over the publication of what they deem
to be historical truth, even when they are engaged
upon writing "contemporary history."

Some, far from the scene of conflict, have claimed

prescience about the impending attack of March 21,

19 1 8. I have relied upon the evidence of the men on the

spot about what was actually known there through se-

cret services and I hope that this evidence will be of

value to future historians.

There remains the need to fill a few gaps in our

notes about the days and hours that preceded von
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Hutier's massed attack, with von der Marwitz con-

forming farther to the northward, upon the thin line

of Gough's Fifth Army. During the nights of March
18 and 19 information was collated from German
prisoners and deserters, two of whom, as LudendorfF
has since confessed, gave away news of the impending
attack. Then there followed an ominous calm, an in-

tense expectation of the storm shortly to burst. In order

to verify the news of the imminence of the great at-

tack a raid was launched late on March 20 against the

German trenches near Fayet. Thus it was discovered

that three German regiments (nine battalians) had
just been massed upon a frontage which, up to that

time, had been occupied only by three battalions. Fif-

teen prisoners were taken, and it was thus ascertained

for certain that the attackers would arrive within

about six hours. The news was conveyed, as fast as

possible, to the British and to the French commanders
who were most likely to be affected.

Then, as is common in those regions, a thick early-

morning mist closed down upon the scene. It was de-

scribed by a regimental officer in the front line as a

"dense ground-mist and a light northwest wind."

"Variable light airs" would be a true summary of de-

scriptions which emanated from all parts of the line.

Until after 4 a.m. the complete silence, reported by so

many as "tense" or "impressive," seemed to be further

intensified. Was that mist an advantage to the attack

or to the defenders? The reports most current at the

time among those who were not subjected to the great

ordeal, all agreed that the attack was favored, and that

surprise was thereby achieved.

This I believe to be unjust to the Fifth Army. In
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the light of my information about what was known
concerning the impending attack, and about the

strenuous work done in the short time available after

taking over the extra frontage, I believe that if visibil-

ity had been better the slaughter of the German troops

from British machine-gun posts would have been

terrific. Other matters must be considered, such as

artillery-fire, gas, counter-battery work, also the or-

ganization and control of the attacking masses.

Ludendorff summed up this question of fog inconclu-

sively. Sir Hubert de Gough's views are more inter-

esting. In a private letter (to Mr. Shaw Sparrow) he

considered the question of the relative advantages of

the fog to each side to be "a thorny point." Gough's

final opinion is worth quoting in extenso

:

My opinion is that at first, say for a couple of
hours, fog was a great disadvantage to the de-

fense. Had it not been present, many of our ma-
chine-guns, very skilfully hidden, would have
taken a terrible toll. It is possible—but consider-

ing the immense superiority of the German num-
bers, hardly probable—that this tool might have
repulsed the attack. But as soon as the foe had
broken through the first lines of resistance and
was pushing on, he must have found that com-
mand, cooperation, and communication became in-

creasingly difficult. Then—so I think—it is quite

true that fog was a serious hindrance to the

enemy. How could he go ahead for a decision

—

a big decision, and a rapid one? In war, when all

is uncertain, and where so many influences are

unceasingly at work, it is foolish to be dogmatic

;
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but my summing up is this: If the day had been

clear and the attack had got through the first

line of defense, losing hugely more than it lost in

the fog, the German skill in the movement of

masses of men would have had opportunities to

exploit rapidly the first gains. LudendorfFs object

was not a limited one; it was unlimited and sup-

ported by enormous pushing power backed by vast

reserves ; and in all unlimited war-aims, swiftness

in execution is necessary throughout an attack.

Can we be certain that the Germans would have

been stopped by their first losses on a clear day?
Their numbers and their training make it impos-

sible for us to say yes to this question. On the

whole, then, it may be said that the fog favored

our Fifth Army.

At 4.40 a.m. all who were not already on the watch

were awakened by a terrific bombardment. As one

writer has described it : "Earth and stones and volcanic

smoke spouted into the fog as big new craters were

scooped by explosions in and between many thousands

of old ones." Then, behind a creeping barrage, the

hosts came on for what, according to prisoners' ac-

counts, they had been led to believe was to be the final

bid for victory, the last experience of slaughter. By
that standard the outcome must be measured.

"It was bitter," as Gough wrote afterwards, "to the

officers and men of the Fifth Army, but more particu-

larly to the families of those who gave their lives in

those dark days of struggle, to hear the misconceptions

which were so freely bandied about of their action and

their conduct ; and the hard judgments that were passed
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upon them." They can take cheer, now that reports

from the other side show that their terrible losses,

suffered in stemming the heaviest attack in the history

of warfare, ended not in defeat but in victory. The
line was bent. It was not broken. Ludendorff's plan for

a final victory was by his own showing a failure. The
morale of the German Army and of the patriotic na-

tion behind it, upheld by high promise, began thence-

forward to deteriorate. Through the discovery in good
time (through the comparatively small incident which
I have described) of the arrival of von Hutier at St.

Quentin, the Fifth Army was not surprised. The weeks

of strenuous preparation did much towards averting

an irreparable disaster. I quote, in conclusion, a re-

port by one who knew the true state of the morale of

the survivors of the Fifth Army after their tremen-

dous battering, and their success in defeating the

enemy's object

:

By the night of September 25 the tide of the

great advance towards Amiens had been stemmed.
The Army Commander had been able to report to

G.H.Q. that all that he wanted was some fresh

divisions, and that with them he would be able to

roll back the invaders. The army was proud of its

achievement, and congratulations poured in from
comrades elsewhere. Fresh troops not being forth-

coming, all that could be done was to hold on.

Small counter-attacks were successful. They
showed that the enemy's advance had reached its

extreme limit. When the news arrived of the grave

anxiety in high places about the situation, and
then of the supersession of the Army Commander,
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the first idea was that it must be a somewhat ill-

timed joke. Assurance of its reality was received

with dismay.

Time is a great healer. Let us hope that the truth

as I have written it will, in due season, supersede the

impressions formed in the minds in high and in low

places—far from the scene of action—in those mo-
mentous days of what was freely described as "dis-

aster," but which in fact was a great achievement.



CHAPTER XVIII. THE RAID ON ZEEBRUGGE

ALTHOUGH small in scale in comparison with the

major operations of the war, the raid on Zee-

brugge on St. George's Day, 191 8, was the most dra-

matic incident of all, and it came at exactly the right

moment.

Nearly four years of heavy and apparently fruit-

less sacrifice seemed to offer no prospect of victory

for a just cause which had been embarked upon with

zeal and high hopes. Influential voices had even been

raised in favor of peace by compromise, and though

the general feeling among the British people and the

British "Commonwealth of Nations" could be de-

scribed as a dogged determination to hold on for vic-

tory at all costs, the disheartening events of 191 7 had
been followed by the terrible ordeal of Haig's armies

on the Western Front in March and in the early weeks

of April, 1918.

In addition to these depressing features of the war
on land, the ruthless U-boat campaign, launched in the

early months of 191 7, had brought home to the people

of Britain once more the old lesson that they depended

upon the secure movement of merchant shipping to

and from the United Kingdom for their very ex-

istence, a lesson taught by every great war in history,

and sometimes forgotten. Even foreign invasion was

feared by the authorities, if we can judge by the

232
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number of troops that were kept in the United

Kingdom.
For a parallel in history we must go back to the

summer of the year 1805, to the months that preceded

the battle of Trafalgar, when the bogy of invasion by
Napoleon's Grand Army overshadowed the land. Bar-

ham, the fine old seaman, had written to Pitt, the prime

minister, immediately after taking over the office of

first lord of the Admiralty from Melville: "If our

Fleet is not kept in motion ... we must sink under

the preparations that are making against us. . . .

Something must be done, and that right soon ; defen-

sive operations . . . must end in bankruptcy." He ad-

vocated a sudden descent upon Minorca, then held by

the French as a base for warships which were a thorn

in the side of the naval authorities responsible for the

security of the route to Malta and to other ports in

the Mediterranean.

An American naval officer * recently quoted, in di-

rect reference to the Zeebrugge venture, the opinion

which was expressed at an earlier period by Wolfe, the

hero of Quebec: "In particular circumstances and

times, the loss of a thousand men is rather an advan-

tage to a nation than otherwise, seeing that gallant

attempts raise its reputation, whereas the contrary ap-

pearances sink the credit of a country, ruin the troops,

and create infinite uneasiness and discontent at home."

As a member of the secretariat of the War Cabinet

in those critical days I can vouch for the fact that there

was some uneasiness in Whitehall, and a tendency in

* Lieut. Commandr. H. H. Frost, U. S. N. (United States Naval

Institute Proceedings).
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the country to think that the limit of apparently fruit-

less sacrifice of the lives of the British Empire troops

in Flanders and in France had been reached. There was
no prospect of decisive victory over the German Army
until trained American troops had arrived in the front

line in sufficient numbers to turn the scale.

Britain, the mainstay of the Entente Alliance, had

nearly been brought to her knees in 191 7 by the ruth-

less submarine campaign, at the time when the United

States, newly associated with the same cause, was pre-

paring a colossal army to take part in the conflict. Had
Britain then collapsed, the American Army would

never have reached the scene of carnage and decisive

conflict, and though the peril at sea was steadily dimin-

ishing the difficulty of safeguarding helpless transports

arriving in European waters still seemed to be almost

prohibitive. Many U-B-boats using torpedoes and

U-C-boats sowing mines broadcast were based upon

the coast of Flanders. They were causing a large pro-

portion of the sinkings of merchant shipping—twenty-

three per cent of the losses from the torpedoes and

guns of U-B-boats, according to a German authority

(Admiral Scheer). We do not know what proportion

from the mines of U-C-boats, but we know that it was
serious. Up to the end of 19 17 those German subma-

rines, of both classes, were passing up and down the

Channel in spite of the Dunkirk-Goodwin barrage of

nets. (That barrage was abandoned, and a Folkestone-

Grisney barrage was substituted, on January 1, 19 18).

Defensive measures had proved ineffective. Could a

blow be struck from the sea against the Flanders

bases? However desperate such an attempt might ap-
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pear, it would at least fulfil the conditions laid down by

men like Wolfe and Barham in days of old.

Several proposals had been put forward for such a

blow, but no action had been taken upon them. Mean-

while every month of delay had added to the difficul-

ties of the task. Time had been given to the enemy to

construct formidable fortifications along the coast, and

these forts contained by 191 8 no less than 136 heavy

guns of six-inch and of greater calibers up to fifteen

inches (including six of this largest size, four of

twelve-inch and thirty-one of eleven-inch caliber, and

ninety smaller pieces). Admiral Sir Lewis Bayley had

been one of the first to suggest offensive action against

the U-boat bases. On November 25, 191 6, Commodore

Reginald Tyrwhitt at Harwich had also put forward

proposals, and he had repeatedly returned to the

charge. Then, on December 3, 19 17, the plans division

of the naval staff at the Admiralty drew up a definite

plan to block the outlets to the Zeebrugge and Ostend

canals which was sent to the vice-admiral commanding

the Dover Patrol (Sir Reginald Bacon). He came to

the Admiralty about a fortnight later (December 18)

with a modified scheme of his own, involving the use

of army troops and of monitors with gang-boards

overhanging the bows. The monitors were to ram the

Zeebrugge mole end-on, and they were to be held in

that position against the longshore current while the

troops landed. The proposal for such an expedition was

approved in principle by the first sea lord (Lord Jelli-

coe), but he left the Admiralty a few days later, being

succeeded by Sir Rosslyn Wemyss (afterward Lord

Wester Wemyss).
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On January i, 191 8, Sir Roger Keyes, director of

the plans division at the Admiralty from which the pro-

posal to take definite action without further delay had

emanated, was appointed to command the Dover Pa-

trol, and he was given a free hand by the Admiralty

to make and to carry out a plan to block the entrances

to the canals.

The main feature of the plan was to run blockships

into the entrances to the sea canals at Zeebrugge and

Ostend which led to Bruges, the German base for sub-

marines, destroyers, and other light craft. The whole

story is in contrast with the "worst-kept secret of the

war," the Gallipoli landing three years before, a cam-

paign in which the outstanding mistakes were lack of

preparation and premature publication.

The first decision, to insure secrecy for the Zee-

brugge raid, was to put as little as possible on paper.

Meetings had been held at the Admiralty in December

and plans had been discussed, so more than the pro-

verbial three people, in whose hands a secret is said to

be no longer a secret, knew what was on foot. One fea-

ture of the plan was to use certain vessels (Iris and

Daffodil) of light draft plying as ferry-boats in the

river Mersey, and the chief naval censor, Sir Douglas

Brownrigg, has stated that he thus got to know about

the plan in a curious way. He has not given the exact

date, but he puts it "very early in 1918." * He was sit-

ting in his office at the Admiralty with his assistants

when he heard a lieutenant-commander ask one of

them, just behind him, what newspapers were printed

in Liverpool. Brownrigg asked why the applicant

* Indiscretions of a Naval Censor (Cassell).
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wanted the information, and he was told that the rea-

son was secret. It appeared, from the appointment held

by that lieutenant-commander (presumably in the

plans division), that something important was in the

wind, so Brownrigg promised to do what was neces-

sary with the press, which was his own particular

concern.

Then he told the deputy-chief of the staff at the

Admiralty the story, and he heard from him that the

ferry-boats Iris and Daffodil were wanted for a raid,

which must at all costs be kept secret. Brownrigg
pointed out that it would be useless to take only the

Liverpool papers into the confidence of the Admiralty;

the absence of the ferry-boats would concern millions

of people, not only in Liverpool but in Birkenhead, Sal-

ford, Manchester, and other places publishing journals

in which complaints might appear. It was then left to

the chief naval censor to do his best in any way that

he thought fit, so he took the directors of the press

bureau into his confidence. The result was a decision

to tell not only the group of local newspaper editors

but the whole press, in confidence, trusting them to be

patriotic and to keep the plan secret. This was done,

and Brownrigg adds : "Never a sign or trace of the

news got out. Not the vaguest reference was ever

made, and the press, as was invariably the case when
it was told what was expected of it, loyally carried out

the wishes of the Admiralty." He also states that he

visited the speaker of the House of Commons and told

him the secret. The speaker agreed to see any member
who wanted to ask a question about the two ferry-

boats being commandeered, to explain to him what was
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happening, and to ask him not to put the proposed

question.

Brownrigg guarantees that nothing leaked out

through the press. Nevertheless it is certain that there

was talk on the subject in the military camps for some
weeks before the event, and here is a report, dated

March 12, from one camp:

A rumor is current in this camp to the effect

that the Admiralty are about to send four or

five old ships filled with cement to the entrance of

one of the channels off Zeebrugge, there to en-

gage the enemy and to allow these loaded ships to

be sunk in the channel in order to block it and to

prevent submarines from emerging from their

base. It is said that volunteers were called for to

man these ships and that there was a ready re-

sponse. The volunteers were granted a few days'

leave of absence prior to embarking on the ven-

ture, and the rumor apparently emanates from
these men when proceeding on leave of absence.

That may have been the case, but I doubt it. I think

that I can vouch for the volunteers from my own old

corps, the Royal Marine Artillery, which I had com-

manded until late in 191 7. I met a party of them at

Waterloo Station on their way to their destination and

I had a long talk with non-commissioned officers, whom
I knew well. They were most discreet, and they took

care not to give anything away even to their old com-

manding officer, and they certainly had no official

knowledge themselves. (I have since ascertained that

they had no knowledge at all, so they, at all events,
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could not possibly have gossiped during-

their last leave

of absence.)

Sir Roger Keyes apparently foresaw some leakage,

and decided to issue "very secretly" something to ac-

count for the preparations that were being made to fit

up old vessels and to train seamen and marines for

some mysterious venture. Gossips must be fed with

something plausible. The diaries of the late Sir Henry
Wilson disclose the state of anxiety that prevailed

from March, 1918, onward, about the possibility of

the German Army reaching the Channel ports and

taking Dunkirk and Calais. Use was made of the sup-

posed military situation to circulate secret rumors that

Dunkirk and Calais might have to be abandoned ; that

steps were being taken to block their harbors (special

vessels being prepared for the purpose) ; and that ma-
rine artillery were being trained at Shoeburyness and
light infantry at Deal for special services to cover the

operation. Secrecy about these matters was enjoined.

The adjutant-general of marines was naturally taken

into the confidence of the authorities concerned, since

the aid of the Royal Marine forces was needed for the

proposed landing on the Zeebrugge mole, and for man-
ning mortars and machine-guns in the Vindictive, the

vessel which had been chosen to carry the bulk of the

landing-parties. The true story was communicated to

Sir David Mercer (the adjutant-general) by Janu-

ary 8.

The work of preparation began at once, and on

February 24 Sir Roger Keyes came to London and

explained his plan, which by that time had taken shape,

to the Board of Admiralty. One of its important fea-
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tures was to use a smoke-screen, laid by small craft,

and the discovery had been made that the chemical

which had been adopted by the Dover Patrol authori-

ties before Christmas, 191 7, was unsuited to the pur-

pose, because fire appeared when the smoke was pro-

jected. The need was for white smoke, like sea-fog, to

be laid without attracting the attention which would

be caused by projectors which showed flame.

After reading every book on warfare to which he

could obtain access the late Marshal Foch was ap-

pointed to lecture in his younger days at the Ecole Su-

perieure de Guerre—the French Staff College. He then

had to prepare a course of lectures of far-reaching im-

portance, which would frame military opinion in

France at a time when the new French Army was ris-

ing from the ashes of the old regime which persisted

in the bonfire of experience of German invasion in

1870.

Foch, by much reading and study, had so bewildered

his brain that nothing clearly established would emerge

—upon which he could build his lectures. He buried

himself at Easter-time in the woods of his estate in

Brittany and, at last, after much wrestling of the

spirit, a simple little question emerged from his con-

sciousness. "De quoi s'agit-il?" What, after all, is the

definite problem to be solved?

That little question points the way to success in war-

fare as in all other forms of human activity. "What is

the problem?" Cast everything else out of your mind

and concentrate upon that.

I have often tried to put myself in the position of
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Sir Roger Keyes, whom I had known for many years,

at the moment when, on New Year's Day in 1918,

he was given the responsibility of carrying out the pro-

posal which, as director of plans at the Admiralty, he

had put forward on the third of December for block-

ing the canal exits (at Zeebrugge and at Ostend)

from the German U-boat base at Bruges, remote from

the coast and out of reach of naval attack. It is one

thing to put forward academic proposals, another to

bear the responsibility for carrying them out yourself.

I remembered him chiefly as a hard rider with the

Staff College drag hounds in the days when I was a

member of the directing staff there, and I also re-

membered a letter which he wrote afterwards from
Rome, where he was naval attache, rejoicing in the

height of the huge post-and-rail fences, which were the

feature of the country hunted by the local fox-hounds.

"What, on this occasion, was the problem?" First

and foremost to block the canal exit at Zeebrugge, be-

cause that canal was the biggest and deepest (eight

miles to Bruges, 230 feet wide, 25 feet deep). Ostend

was eleven miles from Bruges, and the canal much
smaller. What were the difficulties to be overcome by

blockships on their way to plug the entrance to the

Zeebrugge-Bruges canal? In order to realize them

properly, it is necessary to consult a diagram.

Zeebrugge, like all other ports .along the coasts of

Belgium and of northern France, is a tidal harbor con-

stantly subjected to the silting up of mud, needing

dredging to keep the channel clear. The rise and fall

of tide is about twelve feet.

From a point on the coast to the westward of the
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canal entrance there runs a long- iron viaduct above
the waters. It leads to a huge mole made of concrete

blocks. This mole curves round gradually to form a

harbor. Its length is about a mile, its width seventy-

five yards. At the seaward end there is an extension

of stones, five yards wide, the level of this extension

being the same as that of a rampart eight feet wide,

running the whole way along the seaward face of the

mole, and on that rampart there was a parapet, three

feet high and two feet wide. The whole rampart stands

fourteen feet above the mole itself. There is a liarht-

house at the extreme end of the extension.

There were important buildings on the mole. Be-
ginning from the shore end we come: first to the Ger-
man seaplane base, with large shed (No. i) ; then to a
row of hangars for aircraft

;
then, tucked away on the

harbor side of the mole, secure from sea-bombardment,
to a shelter for submarines ; then to sheds Nos. 2 and

3; then, stretching right across the seventy-five-yard

width of the mole, to a protected machine-gun position,

from which the bare concrete surface of the mole to

the westward could be swept with machine-gun bullets.

Those machine-guns protected from any attack from
the westward a battery of four guns of 4.1-inch and
two of 3.5-inch caliber on the extension. Blockships
attempting to pass round the end of the mole extension
to get to the canal entrance would be under the point-

blank fire of those guns, which had an all-round arc
of training. They must also pass round an obstruction
formed by anchored barges running southward from
a point on the mole near the inner end of the extension.

Beyond the most southerly barge there was an entrance
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gate to the harbor, and beyond the gate a net obstruc-

tion extending to water too shallow for the blockships.

I have already mentioned the formidable array of bat-

teries of heavy guns along the fortified Belgian coast-

line between Nieuport in the west and Sluis, on the

Dutch frontier, to the eastward. The nearest of these

batteries to the Zeebrugge canal entrance were, to* the

westward, the "Zeppelin" battery (four 5.9-inch

guns), "Witrtemberg" battery (two 4.1-inch guns)

and, just inside the iron viaduct leading to the mole, a

battery of four 37-millimeter machine-guns. To the

eastward of the canal entrance, enfilading the line of

barges and nets, was a more formidable "Goeben"

battery, with four big guns of 9.2-inch caliber, and

further inland more guns and entrenchments. The

whole coast-line of sand-dunes was entrenched, on

both sides of the canal entrance, from the viaduct to the

"Goeben" battery.

Apart from the great navigational difficulties in-

volving alterations of course under difficult conditions,

this, then, was the definite problem which faced Sir

Roger Keyes : to get the blockships, still afloat, past the

defenses of the deep channel which led to the canal.

Another and changing factor to be considered would

be the German destroyers and submarines which

might, on the date selected, be found alongside the

inner face of the mole, sheltered from sea bombard-

ment. In order to avoid too many complications, we

will take the problem piecemeal, bearing always in

mind that the need for secrecy and surprise was the

basis of the whole plan.

Partly to distract attention from the all-important
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blockships, and partly to overcome the defenses, it was
decided to land a force on the seaward side of the mole

itself to the eastward of (behind) the machine-guns

mentioned, which faced westward, and swept the sur-

face of the mole. The old cruiser Vindictive, and Liv-

erpool ferry-boats Iris and Daffodil were selected to

carry this storming party. The Vindictive to take two
companies and a machine-gun section and four Lewis

guns, a trench-mortar section, two 7.5-inch howitzers,

one bigger howitzer of 11 -inch caliber, two pompoms
and two fixed Stokes mortars. All these units to be

marines, Royal Marine Artillery and Royal Marine

Light Infantry, each allotted to appropriate duties for

which they were specially trained. The Vindictive also

to carry the naval landing parties, two companies of

seamen, a demolition party, and an experimental party

with flame projectors. The Iris to carry a company of

marines, two mobile Stokes mortars, and a company of

seamen; the Daffodil to carry a demolition party of

seamen. On arrival at the mole, the storming parties

would land, the marines sweeping westward along the

mole, covering from that direction the storming and

demolition parties of seamen, who would work havoc

among the guns on the extension and any hostile craft

tied up inside the mole. The danger was realized of

reenforcements' reaching the mole by the viaduct from

the shore to face the marines. Old submarines (C.I

and C.3) filled with explosives were to ram the via-

duct, to be abandoned by their crews, and to be blown

up, thus cutting off communication between shore and

mole.

It was all magnificent, but was it war? Time only
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would show. The American naval officer to whom I

have already referred reminds us of Wolfe's writings
after he had had experience of failure in such an enter-
prise.^ First Wolfe writes that, when once such an at-
tack is launched, no time should be lost in idle debate
or "in consultation when the sword should be drawn"

:

Pushing smartly on is the road to success, and
more_ especially in an affair of this sort.
Nothing is to be reckoned as an obstacle to your
undertaking that is not found really so on trial.

... In war something must be allowed to chance
and fortune, seeing that it is in its nature hazard-
ous and an option of difficulties.

Some, in their zeal, have thrown the limelight upon
the heroic storming of the mole. That was valuable in
so far as it helped in the main plan. De quoi s'agit-il?
What was the problem ? To get the blockships into the
canal entrance.

I once heard a field-marshal address a brigadier-
general who had delivered an oration, to the officers of
a battalion, about what the great masters of war would
have done in such a situation. The field-marshal said

:

"The success of that battalion in war would have de-
pended upon whether the commanding officer had cov-
ered a long trek over the veld making sure that every-
thing needed—machine-guns, ammunition, and so
forth—was at hand when they reached their destina-
tion. That, under the conditions, would have depended
chiefly upon care of their mules. Let us have a look at
the mule-harness."
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Getting the blockships to their destination depended

first upon secrecy over the preparations, and finally

upon details, especially a smoke-screen. That depended

upon a certain chemical, of which large quantities were

needed. That again meant special plant, which in its

turn meant delays that nearly wrecked the whole en-

terprise. By February 24, 1918, sufficient advance had

been made in the preparations for the plan to be ex-

plained by Sir Roger Keyes to the Board of Admir-

alty.

Up to February 16, and maybe up to a later date,

Keyes hoped to have everything ready for March 19,

when the tide and other essential conditions would suit.

Moonlight would, of course, be a disadvantage that

could be predicted and avoided. For the smoke-screen

to be effective a gentle sea-breeze to blow the smoke

landwards was hoped for. An extraordinary combina-

tion of favorable conditions was needed for such a

venture to offer any prospect of success, but good for-

tune has sometimes favored the boldest plans. Nelson's

scheme in the old sailing days ( 1801 ) for dealing with

the Danish fleet at Copenhagen is the most outstand-

ing example of its kind that I can remember. He pro-

posed with his little squadron to sail southward

through the straits, anchor, reorganize, reconnoiter the

difficult channels, and then sail northward through an-

other channel to his destination. That needed a north-

erly wind for the first stage, and a change of wind to

the southward for the second stage. The change of

wind that he wanted came exactly at the right time.

Keyes discovered by experience the immense amount

of detailed staff work that was needed for his purpose.
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The sea lords of the Admiralty approved of his plan
on the twenty-fourth of February. On March 4, he was
obliged to agree to a postponement for two reasons
the fitting of the blockships (Thetis, Intrepid, and
Iphigenia for Zeebrugge, Brilliant and Sirius for Os-
tend) took longer than had been expected. They were
of 3,600 tons displacement

;
they had concrete for bal-

last
;
their masts were removed but a few guns were

retained, and some smoke-producing apparatus. The
training of the bluejackets and marines had begun in
February. A model of the Zeebrugge mole was con-
structed for their use in training. Every detail of scal-
ing and assault was studied.

Another cause of delay was the difficulty in obtain-
ing the necessary chemical in sufficient quantity (sixty-
two tons !) for the smoke-screens. These were designed
by the great firework firm of Brock, one of whom held
a commission in the air force. I do not know whether I
am at liberty to explain the exact nature of that chemi-
cal, so I will remain on the safe side, mentioning only
that the highest government authority, the War Cabi-
net, had to be appealed to in order to obtain the supply
in time. A certain by-product, which we will call
X2Y5Z7 to conceal its real nature, was useful for mak-
ing sugar, so the balance had to be struck between the
importance of the Zeebrugge adventure and the sup-
ply of sugar

!
With such problems the highest authori-

ties in the land were constantly faced in the Great War,
and this form of dilemma could hardly have been fore-
seen in pre-war preparation. I only quote this as an ex-
ample of the many details and vexatious delays which
had to be overcome, and to remove the impression,
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which still exists, that success in bold ventures under
modern conditions is a matter of brilliant improvisa-
tion followed by immediate action. A long period of
preparation precedes what Wolfe styled the road to
success—"pushing smartly on" when the issue is once
joined. The longer the period, however, the greater the
difficulty of achieving the all-important surprise, and
we know from the previous chapter that by the middle
of March the true purpose of the blockships was being
discussed in military camps.

^
The fourth of April saw the collection at the West-

Swin anchorage, off the Essex coast about eight miles
south of Clacton-on-Sea, of the bulk of the Armada.,
There, accommodated in the Hindustan, were the land-
ing parties destined for the Vindictive and other craft.
They were only allowed to communicate with their
relatives by the prescribed postcards. The officers were
all let into the secret. At the Swin there were also col-

lected the blockships both for Zeebrugge and for Os-
tend, the Vindictive and the Liverpool ferry-boats Iris

and Daffodil. On April 7, Keyes visited the men to be
engaged in the enterprise. All was now known to them,
and he issued a circular containing the words

:

I am very confident that the great tradition of
our forefathers will be worthily maintained and
that all ranks will strive to emulate the heroic
deeds of our brothers of the sister service in
France and Flanders.

Expectation was becoming intense while awaiting
the day, between April 9 and 13, when conditions of
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tide, moon, and it was hoped wind, would be favorable

for the attempt. I take the next few days from entries

in a diary.

April p. Stood by. Weather not suitable.

April 10. Ditto.

April ii. Started at 4 p. m. When within six-

teen miles of destination, at 0.45 a.m. on April

12, the operation canceled. 'Wind dead against

us."

There we get an interesting touch—the moral cour-

age required in a responsible commander who cancels

an enterprise at a moment, at so late a stage, so near

success, when conditions which rendered the risk justi-

fiable no longer exist. Success was deemed to depend

upon the smoke-screen, and with the wind unfavorable

the screen could not be effective. The precedent of Ten-

eriffe ("afraid to turn back") as a hopeless operation

occurs to our mind.

And so they returned, with the loss of one of the

coastal motor-boats which accompanied the blockships

intended for Ostend. She ran on a mine ; her crew was
lost. It was not known at the time that her hull drifted

ashore to the eastward of the entrance to Ostend har-

bor. I have since seen a German account that from

the wreck of that "C.M.B." they retrieved a chart

which gave interesting details of the object of the

abandoned raid. The chart was No. 125 "Ostend

Roads." On it was indorsed in black ink "No. 33 Boat

chart. April 9, 19 18," and, in red ink, various notes in-

cluding: "Motor launches making smoke and sending
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smoke-flots" to cover the approach of blockships. To
that the writer commented that it was possible to de-

duce that a similar attack, not only upon Ostend but

also upon Zeebrugge, would be made when the condi-

tions of tide, moon (sic), and wind would be favorable,

adding that such would be the condition on the night

of April 22. I fear I have come to the conclusion that

that report must represent wisdom after the event.

The night of April 1 1 was a dark one, without a moon.

Under ordinary conditions, the night of April 22 would

have been one of brilliant moonlight.

Another false start of the Armada was made on the

night of April 13, but again conditions were unfavor-

able, and the venture was again abandoned, on that

occasion after about three hours. The moon, the tides,

and perhaps the wind, might offer a favorable oppor-

tunity again on about the tenth of May. The Admir-
alty were not prepared to contemplate a pause for three

more weeks. It was too much to expect that secrecy

—

upon which the all-important surprise depended—could

be maintained for so long. All the enterprise, all the

thought, and all the careful training of the officers and
men seemed to have been thrown away. Post nubita,

Phoebus—after clouds, the sun—was one of Nelson's

favorite mottoes, and he, of all others, with his five

years of unemployment, out of favor with the Admir-
alty, knew the need for some such thought in days of

adversity.

Keyes represented that there was no need to wait for

three weeks. He would be ready to try again in ten

days, when the moon would be full. The enemy would
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think that no one but a fool would choose such a date,

and, if the enemy thought that, there would be all the

better chance of a surprise.

The Admiralty gave permission.



CHAPTER XIX. st. george for England!

DURING the preceding weeks the monitors had
bombarded Zeebrugge at regular intervals and at

regular times. The "evening hate" had become a rou-

tine, the idea being that when a similar bombardment

occurred on "The Night" it would convey the impres-

sion of nothing abnormal. The aircraft had been inde-

fatigable in taking photographs and in raiding. On
April 22 the conditions of tide were favorable. Mete-

orological conditions were obligingly broadcast from

the German wireless station in Belgium. There seemed

to be no risk of an off-shore night-breeze which would
blow the smoke-screen away to windward. If the night

was clear, there would be a bright moon, but that was
to be risked. (As matters turned out, the night was
cloudy and rainy. This cut out the part to be taken

by aircraft from Dunkirk in the venture, but it had a

screening effect over the sea-surface.)

From i.io p.m. onwards the different portions of

the Armada began to leave their respective bases. From
Dover there came three destroyers ( Velox, Morris, and
Melpomene) to reconnoiter northward of Zeebrugge.

Also Attentive (light cruiser), a flotilla leader, and
three destroyers to a position about fifteen miles from
Zeebrugge, their mission being to beat back enemy pa-

trols which might otherwise discover the main body,

253
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and also to keep intact the aids to navigation which
marked the channel of approach. From Dover came
also the destroyer Warw.ick, flying the flag of Vice-

Admiral Roger Keyes. With her were nine destroyers,

the two submarines charged with explosives to blow up

the viaducts, one mine-sweeper, eighteen coastal motor-

boats and thirty-three motor-launches; the functions

of the light craft being to lay smoke-screens, pick up

survivors, and raid the hostile craft sheltering inside

the Zeebrugge mole. From the West Swin anchorage

there came all the blockships. Also Vindictive, Iris, and
Daffodil with the landing parties. All assembled at a

rendezvous at a quarter before 9 p.m. Everyone knew
that, this time, there was to be no turning back. "St.

George for England!" was passed as a final inspiration

from Warwick flying the red cross of St. George in

her vice-admiral's flag.

At five minutes to 10 p.m. the main force lay with

stopped engines about seventeen miles from Zeebrugge,

covered by the Attentive's screen. Until daylight failed

(7.30 p.m.) the 61st Wing and Scouting planes from
Dover had provided an air escort.

Meanwhile the Harwich Force of twenty-three pen-

nants lay off the coast of Holland, to guard against the

risk of interference by a hostile force from the Ger-

man North Sea bases.

The time had come for the supernumeraries to leave

the blockships, about thirty from each. They pleaded

to remain, and they were allowed to do so. Final ar-

rangements were completed and all knew the details of

the plan.

Had the secret been kept? And would surprise be
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achieved? It seemed so. No enemy patrol-boats had
been encountered. No mine-fields had been found. The
night was dark, the sea calm. Only the dim shapes of

the motionless vessels could be distinguished as blurs

in the rainy mist. A gentle sea breeze was favorable

for the smoke-screen. There was stillness over the

waters, not broken until 10.30 p.m. when the whole

Armada began to move toward the shore. Monitors

Erebus and Terror, with their destroyers, parted com-

pany to carry out their routine bombardment. Three

destroyers, Whirlwind, Myngs, and Moorsom altered

course to port to join the Velox patrolling north of Zee-

brugge. Two more destroyers, Trident and Mansfield,

towing submarines Ci and C3, charged with explos-

ives, bore away to starboard toward the viaduct join-

ing the base of the Zeebrugge mole to the shore. A little

picket-boat went with them.

Led by Warwick, the Phoebe and North Star, Vin-

dictive, Iris, and Daffodil with their landing parties

steered for the head of the great mole, at ten knots.

Following* them, at eight knots, came the cause of all

the dispositions—blockships Thetis, Intrepid, and Iphi-

genia, each escorted by a motor-launch. In front of all

were twenty-four motor-launches and eight coastal

motor-boats to lay the screen of smoke, nine more

coastal motor-boats to attack with torpedoes the hostile

craft in the harbor. (According to official German au-

thorities there were seven German destroyers and seven

coastal (A) torpedo-boats in Zeebrugge harbor; three

of the destroyers and four of the A-boats were tied up

inside the mole.) For fifty minutes the procession

moved slowly shoreward in the darkness.
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11.20 p.m. The monitors opened fire—their normal

procedure for several nights.

11.40 p.m. The small craft laid their heavy clouds of

smoke, blown shoreward toward the mole by light airs

from the northeast. The breeze died away, and then

the wind came from the southward, rolling away the

smoke-clouds. Helped by destroyers, the small craft

went in closer, nearer and nearer to the guns, which

had now opened fire from the mole, to lay more smoke.

11.56 p.m. Vindictive emerged from the smoke-

screen a cable and a half (three hundred yards) from
the battery on the mole-extension ; and then there came
desperate and determined action—the climax to months
of preparation. Every minute counted. Vindictive

opened fire on the shore targets. We cannot picture the

scene better than it was described in the press

:

It seemed to those in the ship as if the dim
coast and the hidden harbor exploded into light.

A star-shell soared aloft, then a score of star-

shells ; the wavering beams of the searchlights

swung round and settled to a glare ; the wild fire

of gun-flashes leapt against the sky; strings of

luminous green beads shot aloft, hung and sank;

and the darkness of the night was supplanted by
the nightmare daylight of battle fires. Guns and
machine-guns along the mole and batteries ashore

awoke to life.

0.1 a.m. On St. George's Day. Vindictive increased

to full speed and instead of striking the mole by the

battery on the extension, behind the line of machine-

guns which defended that battery against an advance
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along the mole, she bumped four hundred yards fur-

ther to the westward, the fenders on her port side

pressing- against the mole, one minute after midnight.

0.4 a.m. Daffodil, from the seaward side, pressed

Vindictive against the mole. Iris went alongside the

mole ahead of Vindictive, but there the mole could not

be scaled by the landing party. Assaulting parties from
Vindictive stormed the mole, but they had been set

an impossible task. Little progress could be made
toward the battery on the mole extension across the

four hundred yards of flat surface swept by machine-

gun bullets. Though material results were small, moral

effects were tremendous, and the heroism shown by

seamen and marines on the mole was repaid. The object

of distracting the attention of the defenders from the

approach of the all-important blockships was largely

fulfilled.

0.15 a.m. Submarine C3, running on the surface at

six knots, covered the last three thousand yards to the

base of the viaduct, striking the right spot though

blinded by searchlights ashore. Wurtemberg Battery

of 6-inch and 4.1 -inch guns opened fire on her, but

for some unexplained reason ceased fire. She fulfilled

her mission. Fuse lighted, her crew left her, and then

came a tremendous explosion which destroyed one hun-

dred feet of the viaduct, and cut off communication

between the shore and the mole. This drew attention to

that flank, and seemed to confuse the defenders, who
are said to have mistaken the blockships approaching

the harbor entrance for friendly vessels. The survivors

from C3 reached the picket-boat.

0.25 a.m. In the darkness and escorted by three
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motor-launches blockship Thetis ran the gantlet past

the uninjured guns on the mole extension and the bat-

teries on shore. She rounded the end of the barge ob-

struction, and struck a net which fouled the pro-
pellers and stopped her. She took the ground eastward
of the canal entrance, succeeded in backing off, and
grounded again westward of the entrance. She stood

the brunt of the heaviest of the gun-fire. The survivors

reached an escorting motor-launch.

Blockship Intrepid passed her. The order was that

if three blockships got in, the first was to ram the

lock gates, the other two to block the canal entrance

outside them. Intrepid was sunk there. Iphigenia fol-

lowed. For the first time in history, blockships suc-

ceeded in fulfilling their mission under such conditions.

Motor-launches and the destroyer Whirlwind saved the

survivors. M.L. no was sunk, M.L. 282 having saved
over one hundred men, all the members of her crew
wounded and some killed, was dangerously overloaded
when she met Warwick just outside the harbor and
spent half an hour in transferring her load, including

many wounded. During the critical period, destroyers

and the light craft had helped, continuing to keep up
the smoke-screen. Destroyer North Star was sunk in-

side the harbor, Phoebe saving her crew. The coastal

motor-boats came in and attacked the hostile craft

alongside the mole.

0.50 a.m. Daffodil's siren sounded as a signal to the

landing parties on the mole to reembark. Iris, having
failed to land her party on the precipitous mole, had
just ranged alongside Vindictive, but too late for fur-

ther operations.
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During the withdrawal, in spite of gallant attempts

by a motor-launch to screen her with smoke, Iris was

riddled by heavy fire as she withdrew, losing 77 killed

and 205 wounded out of the total casualties (176 killed,

412 wounded, and 49 missing) suffered by the British

force, compared with the far lighter German losses.

Wolfe had written in the eighteenth century that

the loss of one thousand men to a nation in such a ven-

ture, launched at the right moment, was "rather an

advantage to a nation than otherwise," for the great

raising of morale in a whole nation and in its fighting

forces. Were those conditions fulfilled? In Whitehall,

at the hub of affairs, where I was serving at the time,

they were. All over the United Kingdom and Empire

they were; and tributes poured in from foreign coun-

tries. From Haig's main British Empire Army—still

with "backs to the wall," stemming the German ava-

lanche pressing its way toward the Channel ports, there

came this message:

On behalf of the Army in France please ac-

cept for yourself and all ranks engaged our most

hearty congratulations on the success of your

operations against Zeebrugge and Ostend.

St. George's Day was indeed a fitting date for

such a daring feat of arms.

As a matter of fact the Ostend venture failed,

partly because the Germans—probably on account of

the warning received from the contents of the motor-

boat that was washed ashore on the morning of April

12—had cleverly removed the light-buoy marking the
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entrance channel more than two sea miles eastward
of the proper position. My inference is that, had they
known beforehand of the Zeebrugge raid, they would
have been equally well prepared, and that surprise, the
object of secret service, was successfully achieved.

Partly, it seems to me, out of sheer bravado, Roger
Keyes sent the old Vindictive into Ostend as soon as

the tide served in May, and there she lay in an honored
grave for some years. Warwick picked up the survivors
of the Vindictive's crew from a sinking motor-launch
off Ostend and returned from that enterprise, with her
stern shattered by a mine (in tow of Whirlwind, with
Velox lashed alongside to steer her ) flying a large vice-

admiral's flag. That exploit was also welcomed by
Haig on behalf of his army, as witness this message of

the tenth of May

:

The whole Army has learned with enthusiasm
the good news of your action at Ostend. We all

send to you, and to all ranks and ratings who took
part, our congratulations on their skill and cour-
age.

Whatever the material results may have been there

is no doubt that surprise was achieved at Ostend on
that second occasion, and that secrecy was successfully

maintained. I have dwelt at length with these excep-

tional episodes in sea-warfare since they bring out, in

an unusual degree, results that can be attained by
secrecy beforehand, by careful preparation, and by bold

leadership at the last moment.
On the material side, the Germans managed to pass
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A-boats (small coastal torpedo-boats of light draft)

and a small U-B-submarine past the sterns of the

Iphigenia and Intrepid at high water. Ultimately the

two piers on the western side of the canal (left-hand

side in the illustration) were removed, and a channel

was dug through the silt on that bank of the canal.

Great iron girders were driven in to mark the chan-

nel, and between these the destroyers and larger sub-

marines, which were shut up at Bruges for some ten

weeks, were warped at the top of high water. So it

remained until Zeebrugge fell into British hands in

October, 191 8. In 1920, after nearly two years' work,

the Liverpool Salvage Company succeeded in removing

the blockships and cleared the channel.

The Admiralty, in a general order to the fleet of

April 27, described the first operation as "an exploit

high in the annals of the Navy and Royal Marines.

. . . A proud memory for the relatives of those who
fell." But, to put patriotic bias on one side, we had
better conclude with an opinion from the United States,

that of Lieutenant-Commander H. H. Frost, U. S.

Navy, from whose historical writings we have quoted

before:

The British losses were a cheap price to pay
for its immense moral effects. Exploited by
world-wide propaganda, the heroism of British

seamen and marines in those gloomy days cre-

ated a tremendous impression in Allied and neu-

tral countries, perhaps even in Germany. As a

beau geste it was superb. It showed that Britons

still knew how to die! It proved that the Royal
Navy had reverted to the Nelsonic idea of war-
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fare. That old-time aggressive fighting spirit

gave heart to soldier and civilian when hopes fell

low.

The attack will ever be ranked as one of the

most heroic and spectacular exploits in the history

of war. As such it was of distinct value to the

Allied cause.

A few last words. Was the venture worth while?

Was there no glamor over the Great War? Do senti-

ment and high purpose count for nothing?

On April n, 1930—the twelfth anniversary of the

time when the limit of endurance and sacrifice seemed

to be approaching in Flanders, and Haig issued his

"backs to the wall" order—the London Times published

a moving leading article upon the recent spate of war-

books, protesting against the recall of the depths into

which some of the lowest natures fell, while omitting

mention of the heights to which the majority rose.

These things seem to be a question of individual out-

look, best illustrated by a parable.

Near the northwest windows of my home in the

country there is a farmyard, evil-smelling, and beyond

it a view of sunsets and of broad expanses of sky over

ever-changing downlands. It is possible to imagine

some men, standing in that farmyard, paddling ankle-

deep in the dung and sniffing its aroma. It is also pos-

sible to imagine the attention of others being devoted

to the beauty of the downlands and to the glories of

the sunset sky.



CHAPTER XX. THE CLIMAX ON THE
WESTERN FRONT

NOT many months after Zeebrugge came the cli-

max to the four years of patient endurance, the

suffering of supreme sacrifice under monotonous con-

ditions, and the constant but disappointing endeavor

to win the war decisively against the main German
Army on the Western Front in France and Flanders

;

and here we remind ourselves of Britain's pro-

claimed purpose in sending an army across the Chan-

nel in August, 1914: "To assist the French Govern-

ment in preventing or repelling the invasion by

Germany of French and Belgian territory, and even-

tually to restore the neutrality of Belgium, on behalf

of which, as guaranteed by treaty, Belgium has ap-

pealed to the French and ourselves."

The British Empire Army on the Western Front had

reached in 191 7 its maximum strength of over 2,044,-

600 (including 141,000 Canadians, 140,000 Australi-

ans and New Zealanders and 7,000 South Africans)

during the month of August, by which date native labor

corps numbering some 90,000 had also been provided

from the British Empire. By the end of the year, when
760,000 battle casualties had been suffered and re-

enforcements had been sent to Italy, the numbers had

sunk to 1,828,600, with 142,000 in the native labor

corps. The German Army had been strongly reenforced

263
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from their Eastern Front, and the bulk of it faced the

British line, which had been considerably extended.

The inevitable result, the forcing back of the Fifth

British Army toward Amiens, and the work of the

secret and field intelligence departments in connection

therewith have been dealt with in a previous chapter,

where the point clearly emerged that success in these

services under the conditions that obtain upon a three-

hundred-mile front, held by immense masses of troops

with secure flanks, involves the sifting of huge piles of

evidence coming in from numerous sources, and upon
drawing the right deductions.

It would be impossible, even within the compass of

a whole book, to deal adequately in detail with the

activities of secret service and field intelligence that

lay behind the events between the great "Kaiser-

Battle" attack upon Gough's Fifth Army in March,

19 1 8, and the break through the Hindenburg line by
British Empire and American troops which gave the

coup-de-grace to the cause of the Central Powers by

compelling Germany to sue for an Armistice on any

terms that could be obtained. Before we come to that

event, however, it will be well to add a few notes in

order to connect the story of the main events on the

Western Front between March and the end of Sep-

tember, 1 9 1 8.

Having failed by April 5 in their attempts to break

through the British Fifth Army to Amiens, or to force

a wedge between the British and French armies, the

German High Command attacked in April the British

line in Flanders, to which some of the tired British

divisions had been sent from the Amiens front. It was
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on that occasion (April 12) that Haig issued his fa-

mous "backs to the wall" order. The battle of the Lys
died away on April 29, the Germans having again

failed to achieve their purpose, and from thencefor-

ward Haig's army was left time for rest and replenish-

ment until August, when the attack by Rawlinson's

Fourth Army was launched.

Marshal (then General) Foch had been appointed

to coordinate the operations of the British and French

armies on March 26. He had been made commander-
in-chief over the British, French and American armies

on the Western Front on April 14, and soon he ap-

pealed to Haig to send some of his tired divisions to

relieve French divisions on the French front. Foch's

object was to take these fresh divisions out of the line

in order to form a reserve for a counterstroke. Only by

such means could he wrest the initiative from the en-

emy. Haig complied, and sent the Ninth British Army
Corps. Acting in good faith, Petain put that corps in a

part of the French line that was heavily attacked from
the northward in the battle of the Aisne (May 27 to

June 6) which forced the French portion of the line

back to form a sharp salient with its apex at Chateau-

Thierry on the river Marne.

This "third battle of the Aisne" came upon the

French as a complete surprise. Information, based

upon first-hand authority, shows that until May 26

nothing definite had been reported by Petain's head-

quarters about the storm that was about to burst. Foch
was asked on that evening whether he thought that a

great German attack in that area was brewing. He
replied that he did not think so, and he added that re-
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ports of impending attacks were reaching him every
day from all parts of the line. (It is interesting to com-
pare this with the exact intelligence about the enemy
that preceded the attack upon Gough in March, 191 8.)

Colonel F. G. Piggott has published * the story of a
coup "towards the end of May" (the exact date is not
given) by a British patrol who took prisoner a German
non-commissioned officer carrying a bag containing his

company's letters. There followed at headquarters of
the British Second Army a long and monotonous
search through the contents, and the searchers were
rewarded. They discovered the famous "Laon post-
card" which furnished a topic for conversation in

British intelligence and other circles for many weeks.
In Colonel Piggott's words:

A German pioneer sergeant . . . waiting
from near Laon to a friend in his former unit in
Flanders, mentioned the heavy and important
work in which he had been engaged, and he in-
formed his correspondent that the results would
soon be seen. This was the first indication of the
sudden blow which fell upon the French front on
the Chemin des Dames on the 27th of May.

It is a great pity, from the historical point of view,
that the exact date when news of the impending at-
tack was received is not given, but however that may
be, reliable French authorities state that the Germans
succeeded completely in deceiving their field intelligence

and secret service department about the intention to
launch that heavy attack on May 27, 191 8. A very few

* Army Quarterly Vol. IX, No. 2, p. 239.
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German prisoners had been taken on the French front

during the month of May. The principal information

which was obtained from the prisoners was that con-

stant warnings had been issued to them of an impend-

ing French attack. These warnings were doubtless

given in order to explain any abnormal activities, im-

provements in communications and so forth, that Ger-

man soldiers might observe.

Another method that the Germans employed to in-

sure secrecy was to forbid all movements or visits to

other areas, and more especially all attempts to ap-

proach near enough to marching columns to obtain

identifications of the troops therein. There is a story,

told by French prisoners who escaped and reached their

own lines, that they were fired upon by German troops

when near one such marching column as a caution to

keep out of its way. It was thus that up to the after-

noon of May 26 (the day before the big German ad-

vance began) the "Third Bureau" at French Army
Headquarters had only collected enough information to

cause the deduction that all was normal along the Ger-

man front. There was no indication of an impending

attack on a large scale. At that period the discipline on

the German side must still have been excellent
;
regula-

tions enjoining secrecy and forbidding visits to other

areas were not only issued, they were strictly obeyed.

It seems evident also that the lack of information about

the arrival of extra guns was clue to the von Hutier

method (used at Riga against the Russians in 1917 and
against the British Fifth Army in March, 1918) of

keeping only a skeleton force in the front line and
reenforcing it at the very last minute.
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On May 26 two prisoners were taken. One of them

was a cadet-officer, the other was a private soldier.

The cadet-officer at once volunteered somewhat sus-

piciously the (false) information that no German at-

tack was contemplated in that area. The private soldier,

examined separately, disclosed enough to enable his

examiners to deduce that an attack was impending, and

that it would come very soon. The cadet-officer, when
reexamined, let out more of the secret. From that, and

from further information based upon French sources,

I can add with confidence that the French intelligence

department had not received enough definite informa-

tion to warn the higher commanders of the impending

attack until 3 p.m. on the afternoon of May 26. Hence
the attitude of Foch.

The nights of May 24, 25, and 26 were not very

clear, so reconnaissance from the air was difficult.

Good reports of movements in the back areas seem to

have come from the air on the 23rd, but apparently

nothing very definite arrived after that, although we
now know that heavy columns, certainly more than

twenty divisions, were marching southward to form

up for the attack. The deduction is that the attack

came upon Foch as a surprise because the Germans

succeeded in concealing their intentions well enough,

to deceive the staff at French Headquarters. On May
27 the enemy advanced and penetrated the French line

for five kilometers; on the 28th the river Aisne was

crossed on an eighteen-mile front; Soissons was lost

on the 29th, and by the 31st the enemy was on the

river Marne from Chateau-Thierry to Dormans. Dur-

ing the first two days of June a violent battle developed
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on the river Ourcq, but Allied troops, including Amer-
icans, had driven the enemy back over the Marne by

the night of June 3, and the tide was stemmed.

I have been obliged to dwell at some length upon

these operations as the failure of the secret service

caused a climax in the unified command, and they

bear very strongly both upon the subject of secret ser-

vice and upon recent revelations about the relationship

between Foch and Clemenceau. Clemenceau's version

has just been published. What, on first-hand evidence,

I believe to be Foch's version, is described in my life

of the late marshal. He was never so much admired

by British observers who were in intimate touch with

him as he was in that critical battle. The strain upon

him must have been tremendous. His command, his

reputation, and the success of his plans were all at

stake. Either through faulty information, or through

deliberate determination to keep the front line weak
so as to form a reserve of fresh troops for a counter-

stroke, he seemed to have failed.

He had the enemy in his front, and the Supreme War
Council, full of apprehension, behind him. He had to

stop the advance of the one, and to reassure the other.

He did both, and even if a feeling of tension did last

for a time, it did not prevent Haig from responding to

further appeals from Foch for British divisions to

reenforce the French portion of the line. Haig sent

him the Twenty-second Army Corps in July. The main

events in that month were the next German bid for

victory by another blow to the southward, struck on

each side of Reims on July 15, and Foch's great coun-

ter-stroke on July 18 (with the fresh reserves which
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he had steadily accumulated under Mangin) against

the western face of the Chateau-Thierry salient. We
have given full value to the success of certain British

\

commanders in achieving surprise through keeping

their preparations secret. If the performance of Haig
and Rawlinson during the days preceding the battle of

Amiens in August were to be the best-kept British

secret in the war, these leaders were set a good example

by Foch in his preparations for that Mangin offensive

which turned the scale on July 18. He did not take

even Haig into his confidence. It may have been a pity

that he did not do so, though previous experience

proved that he was right in keeping the secret from his
;

own Government.

Foch, as we have seen, had been taken by surprise by
|

the great German attack on the French line on May 27.
1

In July he was better served, and the only error was in

the exact date of the impending attack. Foch expected
|

it on July 14, but it did not come. Access to the origi-
|

nal documents of French field intelligence are essential
t

to anyone who wants to get to the bottom of that ques-
;

tion, but these are not available. Foch received some
1

valuable information from the British Air Force (the

R.A.F. had been established in April, 1918, and a
|

small independent air force was being formed). Some
British night bombers noticed a line of lights, prob-

ably from bivouacs, which moved southward on each

night before the attack was launched. It may be that

Foch relied upon their reports.

Much hinged upon that error of twenty-four hours

in General Foch's expectations of attack, as it nearly

caused a rupture between him and Haig. On July T2
j
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Foch told Haig's chief of staff (Haig being in Eng-

land) that he wanted Haig to send two more divisions

south of the Somme. On July 13 Foch asked Haig to

send four divisions and the headquarters of an army
corps to the French front at once, the entrainment to

begin at 4 p.m. on the 14th. Four more British divi-

sions were to be held in readiness.

Prince Rupprecht's reserves were still waiting to at-

tack the British Army, and Haig was entitled, should

he so desire, to protest to his Government against such

a demand. He complied with Foch's wishes, but he

wrote a letter asking the reasons for the change of view

about the situation. It should be borne in mind that, so

far, Foch had only the unfortunate bulge in the French

line, made between May 27 and June 2 to show as his

record.

Foch was waiting for the attack on July 14 to launch

his counter-stroke. The attack did not take place. He
then sent a message to Haig to arrange a meeting on

the next day (July 15). He knew that he might not be

able to go if things went badly, and in that case he

meant to stop Haig from starting for the rendezvous.

If the enemy attacked early on the 15th as Foch hoped,

the appointment could be kept, The Germans did at-

tack early on the 1 5th, and Foch met Haig, but even

then, he gave him only an inkling of his plan. It was
not until the iph that he sent Haig a message to tell

him of the projected counter-stroke, to be launched on

July 18. Haig wished the British Ninth Corps to be

returned to him, and after he had written another let-

ter on July 1 7, the incident was closed by a verbal mes-

sage from Haig to Foch saying that, if British troops
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were wanted to exploit a success, they would, of course,

be available.

The Mangin counter-stroke of July 18 turned the

scales. It transferred the initiative once for all from
Ludendorff to Foch. Thenceforward the British In-

telligence officers on the front covering Amiens began

to find signs of a loss of morale among the German
troops. Personally I am sure that the Mangin attack

would have come equally as a surprise if Foch had

taken Haig into his confidence earlier, but the error, if

error it was, was on the right side. The result of Foch's

secretiveness provides us with another example of

the supreme importance of surprise, and of secrecy as

the road thereto.



CHAPTER XXI. "the day of mourning
OF THE GERMAN ARMY"

THE "Mystify and Mislead" of Stonewall Jackson

(now a cliche in the British Army) the "Violence

and Cunning" of the German War-Book, the proverb

"All's fair in love and war"—all these point to se-

crecy and surprise. The commander who can keep his

plans secret, and find out those of his enemy, is like

a boxer who can see, fighting' a blind opponent. The
most glaring examples of the results of giving away
secrets in the Great War were such as those afforded

by the failure of the Dardanelles expedition in 1915

and of the Nivelle offensive on the Western Front in

191 7. Whoever were responsible for the leakage of in-

formation on those occasions, were they soldiers, camp-

followers, cabinet ministers, or society or street tatlers,

bear the responsibility for the wholesale slaughter of

their fellow countrymen in the fighting forces and for

the failures that followed.

A most striking lesson in the value of secrecy was
afforded by the achievement described in an early

chapter of the British counter-espionage in August,

1914; Allenby provided another example in the third

battle of Gaza which opened in October, 19 17, and one

in the battles of Megiddo in September, 1918*;

* See Chapter XXIII.
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Sir Roger Keyes another one at Zeebrugge in April,

1 918; and Marshal Foch excelled in secrecy before

the Mangin counter-stroke of July 18, 191 8. The late

Lord Rawlinson by similar methods won the battle of

Amiens which began on August 8, 1918, the Day of

Mourning of the German Army.

In a war of movement it is easier to secure secrecy

than it is in a war of positions. A force can be located

(say) at nightfall, but it is difficult for an enemy to pre-

dict the direction of its future daily or nightly move-

ments. In trench warfare, on the other hand, many
months of experience with the masses on the Western

Front had proved by the summer of 1918 the extreme

difficulty in keeping secret the preparations for a great

attack. Nevertheless complete surprise was achieved

in Rawlinson's Fourth Army until the actual moment

of advance.

This is not a story of the adventures of secret agents,

they were only employed by higher authority. It is a

story of army, army corps, divisional and brigade com-

manders and their staffs ; of administrative officers and

their assistants on the lines of communication; and,

perhaps above all, of all ranks in the units in the front

line, from commanding officers to private soldiers who

avoided the temptation to gossip. "The regimental of-

ficer and man played up extraordinarily well," writes a

friend who was in high place in that Fourth Army.

"They entered into the spirit of the orders that had

been given, and this is proved by the information that

we obtained from intelligence summaries that we cap-

tured from the Germans after the attack had taken

place."
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Not even the troops of the nearest British Army
(the Third) on the left flank of the Fourth had any

idea of what was in store, even after the attack had
actually been launched. This I can illustrate by an-

other story : An officer from the nearest brigade of the

Third Army (on the immediate left) happened to call

at the Fourth Army headquarters on his way to Eng-
land on leave. Hearing heavy firing, he asked what the

firing was about. He had no idea that anything unusual

was taking place, although Rawlinson had put forward

on July 1 6 to Sir Douglas Haig his proposal to attack

as he did, and had then been told to carry on with his

preparations. Marshal Foch had approved the plan,

after amendment, on July 26, and he had fixed the

actual date (August 8) on the first of August. Rawl-

inson's corps commanders knew on July 21, the divi-

sional commanders on July 30, the brigade and bat-

talion commanders not until a day and a half to two

days before the attack was actually launched.

Colored notices enjoining secrecy generally about

operations were posted up all over the Fourth Army
area. In addition to that, a warning of the danger of

talking too much was pasted into the pay-book carried

by every man in that army. Not even the War Office

was informed. On July 22 Sir Henry Wilson, chief

of the Imperial General Staff, obtained only an inkling

of what was afoot and wrote in his diary

:

Met Rawly at Abbeville, 8 a.m. He wants

Douglas Haig to give him five or six divisions and

tanks, and let him push out from Villers-Breton-

neux; and this is certainly worth thinking about.
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The plan had been drawn up on July 16 and Rawlin-

son's army commanders had it on July 21. Then Henry
Wilson visited Foch and added : "I told him of Rawly'

s

proposal which we discussed and which pleased him."

(Foch had known all about it from Haig since July 17.)

It is difficult in these days of peace strengths, when
a whole brigade of infantry hardly catches the eye dur-

ing army training on Salisbury Plain, to recall the

appearance of those immenses masses of men and ma-
terial that went to form the war-strength armies of the

Great War. To illustrate the difficulty of secrecy when
preparing to launch those great masses upon the enemy,

we will take one example, the need of large-scale maps.

No less than 160,000 of these were required for the

advance in the great battle of Amiens. They were pro-

duced by the army printing and stationery service and

by the field survey battalion. Large quantities of such

special maps were always ordered of an area that was
to be attacked, and the map-producers were able to

form their conclusions accordingly. The fewer people

outside the Fourth Army who knew the secret, the

better would be the hope of secrecy, so preparation of

maps for attacks by other armies were undertaken by

the field survey workers in the Fourth Army, and the

work of preparing the maps which the Fourth Army
wanted for its own attack was distributed among other

armies, so as to avoid mass orders. The results proved

that the ruse was effective.

Then, again, there was always the possibility that

prisoners who were taken in the trench warfare might

give away something inadvertently to the enemy. Spe-

cial lectures were given on this subject to all ranks,
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and the comparative quiet on the British front from
the end of April to the beginning of August gave

opportunities for the lessons to be widely spread. On
August 6, two days before the attack, over two hun-

dred British prisoners were taken in the Morlancourt

sector by the enemy. They were put through a stiff ex-

amination. The written account of that examination

was captured from the Germans a few days later, and
it was found that no information about the projected

offensive had been given away. An intelligence officer

of my acquaintance tells me that at that stage of the

war he could obtain, from a group of German prison-

ers, minute details of the trench organization to which
the prisoners belonged, including the positions of the

headquarters of their platoons, companies, and bat-

talions. The information derived from examining large

groups of prisoners would include the positions of bat-

teries, divisional headquarters, and organizations be-

hind the front line.

He also tells me a story, which can well come in

here, of various methods that were adopted to insure

secrecy by using extemporized codes and ciphers for

messages. Here is one example of a code for which a

certain specialist department was responsible. The
message when it was coded ran Please send Nettie's

drawers—Elsie's drawers are too short. It referred to

some special requirement in munitions at the front.

Higher Authority, lacking in a sense of humor, asked

the army commander concerned whether he authorized

the dispatch of such highly improper messages.

It was by such methods that secrecy was achieved

in the Fourth Army itself, but in this as in other opera-
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tions in the main theaters the danger of leakage did not

lie with the front-line troops as much as it did with

those on the line of communication, at the base, or

with gossipers in civil and in military circles at

home. I have given an example, from my own experi-

ence of gossip at a luncheon table in Knightsbridge

when the important secret bearing upon our losses at

Jutland was given away. That leakage might have

done much harm, although it was after the event: to

give away the secret of a projected massed attack in

the trench warfare on that three-hundred-mile front

in France and Flanders simply meant failure. Prepara-

tions had to be carried out for weeks. If they were

observed by the enemy he had plenty of time to move
his reserves nearer to the threatened part of the line,

and it was principally for that reason that most of the

costly attacks failed to achieve decisive results.

Foch, when he had in his mind the Mangin offensive

of July 1 8, had been given a bad time by political and

other authorities, from the Supreme War Council

downwards, during the preceding weeks. He had kept

his own counsel even from Haig, upon whom he relied

nevertheless to lend British troops to put an extra force

into the blow. To previous information we can add

Haig's message (in writing) to Lloyd George, just

before the Mangin attack, as an example of loyal

cooperation by a high commander, kept in the dark

by a colleague. Haig wrote: "I take the risk: and I

fully realize that, if the dispositions of [Foch] prove

to be wrong, the blame will rest on me. On the other

hand, if they prove to be right, the credit will lie with

Foch. With this the Government should be well sat-
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isfied." (The full story is given in my recent biogra-

phy of Marshal Foch.) I can vouch for the fact that

nothing was generally known in Whitehall, even when
the Fourth Army attack had actually been launched on

the morning of August 8, 191 8. My personal belief

is that the prime minister and War Cabinet knew
nothing, at that time, of the project, but for that I can

quote no definite evidence.

When I had the temerity about twenty years ago to

perpetrate instructions on the conduct of warfare to

Staff College students, I remember having made the

suggestion that an army staff should always contain at

least one example of each of the following types : ( 1

)

A Fool ; all orders should be referred to him, to make
sure that they are too clear to be misinterpreted; (2)

A Gossip, not to be trusted with real secrets. (3) A
Skilled Prevaricator, in the confidence of the comman-
der, to provide No. 2 with suggestions likely to be

spread abroad. Whether Rawlinson's Fourth Army
staff was so provided I do not know and I have not

studied the names of the officers serving at his head-

quarters in order to try to identify the types from

among my former students. I can, however, give some

idea of the false impressions that were purposely con-

veyed to others outside the Fourth Army. Four or five

of these false reports were the subject of current

gossip.

It was confidently believed that the Canadian corps

would shortly be engaged in an attack upon Mount
Kemmel, a key position which the French had lost to

the enemy in April. That rumor was so widely believed

that King Albert of the Belgians felt hurt at not hav-
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ing been let into the supposed secret. Another rumor
referred to the Twenty-second Army Corps, which

Haig had recently sent to reenforce the French Army
at Foch's request. For the August 8 attack, a cavalry

corps, the Canadian corps, and numbers of tanks and
batteries of artillery had to be assembled behind the

front. It was universally believed, and I believe that

the rumor was deliberately started, that this force was
put there to take the place of the Twenty-second Corps.

Then there was another rumor that the real reason why
the Fourth Army was strengthened was that it had re-

ceived orders to extend its right in order to release

French troops to reenforce their own army in the

Argonne country. I have good reason to believe that

all these plausible statements emanated from the Fourth

Army.
Thus secrecy was maintained during the weeks be-

fore the great battle which was the main factor in

starting the great offensive that brought victory to the

Allied and Associated Powers in 191 8, at a time when
all statesmen and nearly all soldiers had given up hope

of decisive success before 1919.

In the matter of discovering the enemy's most secret

dispositions, since both sides were living underground,

personal observation by scouts was of little value for

gathering intelligence. The most valuable information

that was obtained in the Fourth Army about what was

going on behind the enemy's lines was obtained from

prisoners and from air photographs. Every infantry

regimental officer and man who had experience of

trench warfare on the Western Front will probably
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agree that no order was more loathed by the troops

in the front line than one to raid a trench and to cap-

ture prisoners. Careful preparation was needed, and
for some of the raiding party the operation meant cer-

tain death, however careful the preparations. It may,

however, be some consolation to the survivors to know
that the value of their work could not be exaggerated.

The information that was obtained from prisoners on

this occasion gave the positions of machine-guns, of

trench-mortar emplacements, and of many headquart-

ters. When the big attack came, the artillery concen-

trated their fire upon those vital targets, and so saved

the lives of thousands who were engaged in a big

attack.

Among a large batch of prisoners there would al-

ways be a good proportion who were both intelligent

and talkative, and apparently they liked showing off

their knowledge. It was on the authority of prisoners

that the enemy's order of battle—the actual enemy
units facing the Fourth Army's front—was built up,

but not much information could be obtained from their

direct statements about enemy divisions that were in

reserve in areas behind. Air photographs were of great

value both to check what prisoners said, and also for

use when a prisoner was being examined, so as to find

out what something shown in the photograph repre-

sented on the ground. Sometimes batteries were dug
during the night, and carefully camouflaged. Prisoners

afforded the only information about these batteries.

The morale of the enemy was another important

point that was ascertained from prisoners, from their

attitude, appearance, and conversation, and from their
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documents. There is no doubt that morale had deteri-

orated considerably, especially since the Mangin coun-

ter-stroke launched by Foch in July. Instructions had

been issued from Haig's headquarters to pay special

attention to the categories to which the prisoners be-

longed, and it became evident that man-power was at

last beginning to fail, to judge from the extreme youth

of some of the young lads who were captured. Then
again, the absence of barbed wire in front of the Ger-

man defense line, months after an offensive had been

launched from that front, was taken as a proof of

slackness and depression. (It may, however, in the light

of later disclosures, have been due to a plan which had

been made by Prince Rupprecht's reserves to attack

the British again, if the thrust on both sides of Reims

on July 15 toward Chalons had succeeded. That move,

as we know now, had been countered by Foch's attacks

from July 18 onwards, which drew reserves in that

direction to extricate the Germans from an awkward
salient south of Soissons.) The knowledge of the ab-

sence of wire, whatever the true reason may have been,

had a heartening effect upon the Fourth Army. They
could hardly conceive that they were opposed by the

same enemy whose wire defenses, upon which an im-

mense amount of labor had been expended, were the

envy and despair of the British troops who had at-

tacked in the first battle of the Somme in July, 1918.

An astounding amount of information about the

situation of the reserves behind the German front line

was obtained from captured documents, mostly private

letters. News was thus obtained about divisions in the

back areas when men belonging to them wrote to their
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friends in the trenches announcing their arrival. Such

information from the enemy's side sometimes arrived

only a few hours before a projected raid, so the news

reached headquarters "red-hot." Anyone who retains

memories of the monotony of trench warfare will re-

call the fact that it was expecting" almost too much of

human nature to be certain that all men would leave

their private correspondence behind them in back bil-

lets when they were sent forward to the trenches. Some

intimate letters were far too precious to be abandoned,

and the Germans probably obtained much valuable in-

formation in the same way. Documents that were taken

from the German prisoners at that period showed that

the loss of morale applied not only to the troops, but

also to the civil population in Germany. Home letters

were full of complaints of the shortage of food and the

difficulties of life in general. Secret service agents be-

hind the German lines doubtless sent in a good deal of

information to Haig's general headquarters about the

divisions in reserve there, but with that we are not

concerned when describing the intelligence policy in

the Fourth Army.
The general result was that Rawlinson had ascer-

tained from his intelligence department that he would

be opposed by six German divisions. As matters turned

out, the night of August 7 had been chosen for cer-

tain reliefs, which slightly raised the total number of

divisions encountered in the front line. That was really

to the advantage of the British. "Never relieve during

a battle," was Foch's maxim, and perhaps the Ger-

mans would have followed it if they had known that

there was to be a battle. The result was that neither re-
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lievers nor relieved were at the disposal of the German
headquarters as a reserve for emergencies.

The general result of the secret services in the

Fourth Army before the decisive battle of Amiens
was that its massed attack came as a complete surprise,

and that the Fourth Army commander had at his dis-

posal an extraordinarily accurate detailed estimate of

the strength of the German forces in his front, and
of their distribution. This estimate showed 52 bat-

talions in the enemy's forward areas, and 20 battalions

in the back areas, a total of 72 battalions with 17,000

rifles, 1,400 light machine-guns and 870 machine-guns.

"How," it may now be asked, "could Rawlinson's

masses of tanks, batteries and troops have possibly been

brought into a crowded area close behind the front of

the Fourth Army, exposed to gas bombardment if

discovered, without giving any indications to the en-

emy?" To the answer to that question we will now
turn. Some idea of what the secret concentration of

such masses may mean can be gathered from a few
special notes. By long and careful preparation the

speed of a concentration can be greatly increased, and

during the last few hours before a great attack speed

means secrecy.

During the week preceding the advance, 290 special

trains (230 for reenforcements and 60 for extra am-
munition) were run into the Amiens area. No trans-

port was allowed to move eastward by daylight in the

Fourth Army area, and airplanes constantly watched

to see whether any abnormal movement were going

on behind the enemy's lines. That watch was kept up

until the night of August 7. The Canadians, destined
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with the Australians to take a leading part in the ad-

vance, did not take over the front line until about

2.30 a.m., zero hour being 4.20. During the preceding

days they had been kept far in rear, and the Germans
had no idea that they were anywhere in the neighbor-

hood. (The Canadians had arrived in the night of

July 30.) Reconnoitering officers were warned to go

about only in very small parties, and to forego the

habit, all too common, of waving conspicuous maps
about in the front line. Newly arrived batteries were

forbidden general registration of ranges to their

targets.

The actual concentration began during the night of

July 29. A thousand extra guns then began to arrive

and to take up their positions. This work was com-

pleted on the night of August 5, with liberal dumps of

ammunition close at hand. There were six hundred

rounds for each field gun and four hundred for the big

howitzers up to eight-inch bore. Even the huge twelve-

inch pieces each had two hundred rounds. Concen-

trated in the area were 456 tanks, including 96 whip-

pets. They began to arrive during the night of July 3 1

,

and they were all ready by dawn on August 5. Some
had come on their own tracks, most of them had come

on railway tracks.

The mass of cavalry presented special difficulties.

Experience had proved the fatal effect, from the point

of view of secrecy, of sending masses of horses to

water (the same, of course, applied to the horsed artil-

lery). The presence of the cavalry was kept secret by

keeping it far away, near Auxi-le-Chateau, until the

last moment. Thence they came in three night marches,
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and they were just west of Amiens on the night of

August 6. They marched through the town on the

night of the 7th and they were ready on the open plain

at zero hour next morning.

We can picture to ourselves the hushed multitude

during that night of August 7, with its atmosphere of

tense anticipation, and of wonder whether the great

secret had really been safely guarded, a question of

life or of death for thousands. Fulfilment of the hope

to crown with achievement those days and nights of

elaborate preparation and ceaseless labor seemed too

good to be true, but the German morale was known to

be low. In addition to the intelligence reports already

mentioned, there had been some corroborative evidence.

The Australians, in a surprise attack in the Hamel
area on July 4, had sent forward six battalions on a

front of about four miles, supported by sixty tanks

and they had taken fifteen hundred prisoners.

On the other side of the balance must be put some
disturbing and more recent events. During August 3
only four days before, a small party of Australians

(a sergeant and four men) had had the bad luck to

be captured by the enemy on the Rove road, east of the

river Luce. Had they given anything away? Certainly

not intentionally, but they might have been overheard

talking to each other or they might have been tripped

up in examination.* Then, on August 6, just before

the final day, a heavy German attack was launched be-

fore the Eighteenth Division, north of the river

Somme. It was then that the two hundred prisoners,

mentioned above, were captured. The attack was a

* Further detail will be found in Chapter XXII.
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heavy one. It was intended to fall upon the Austra-
lians as a reprisal for their former attentions, and it

was carried out by the Twenty-seventh Wiirtemberger
Division, which consisted of special storming troops,

sent there for the purpose and supported by no less

than ninety-six batteries and thirty-two mortars. It

seemed hardly possible that nothing had been disclosed

to the enemy by so large a body of prisoners. The sit-

uation on that night has been described to me by a
senior officer in the Fourth Army as "disturbing."

So the dark hours passed, in expectation and in

wonder whether complete surprise was really to be
achieved, for nearly the first time, by a British Army
on the Western Front. Rawlinson's original plan had
been changed by Marshal Foch. Experience of Allied

attacks had proved to Rawlinson that, difficult as it was
to keep a big British attack secret, it was hopeless with
Allied attacks, because arrangements for them had
to pass through so many channels that the news in-

variably reached the enemy in plenty of time for re-

serves to be moved toward the threatened part of the
line. Gossips on the lines of communication and at the

base were always looking out for stories to display

their knowledge of what was going on at the front, and
every military secret that reached the inter-Allied po-
litical sphere was as good as told to the enemy. Nivelle

had learned that to his cost in his big attack in the

spring of 19 17 that was to end the war out of hand. For
this, and for reasons based upon greater military ef-

fectiveness, Rawlinson's original intention had been

to make the battle of Amiens an affair for British

Empire troops alone. The French, he hoped, would
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make a simultaneous attack in force from the direction

of Montdidier. After some discussion, however, Foch's

plan for a French army corps on the British right to

participate in the attack was adopted.

The audacity of the plan, and the reliance that was
placed upon the effect of secrecy, can be gathered from

the figures which follow: During the tremendous at-

tack by the Germans upon Gough's (Fifth) British

Army, launched on March 21—with a screen of dense

fog giving the attackers the benefit of complete cover

from view—-forty German divisions attacked fourteen

British divisions and three cavalry divisions, who were

reenforced the next week by only one single division

(the Eighth), forty German divisions against fifteen

British. In the Amiens battle of August 8, eleven "Brit-

ish" divisions (four of them were Canadians and four

were Australians), backed up by three cavalry divi-

sions, attacked the German Second Army (Marwitz).

This contained fifteen divisions, two of which were

attacked by the French Thirty-first Corps, on the Brit-

ish right. During the next three days twelve more di-

visions reenforced the German side and only three

divisions reenforced Rawlinson's army. The net result

was that Rawlinson's total of fourteen divisions and

three cavalry divisions encountered, in four days'

fighting, twenty-five German divisions, many of which

they destroyed.

Such was the battle of Amiens, the "Day of Mourn-
ing of the German Army" (Ludendorff). When the

battle began, the Crown Prince Rupprecht, in com-

mand of the group of armies to which that of Marwitz

belonged, had still about thirty divisions in reserve;
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they were destined for a thrust to the Channel ports.

The effect of the battle was to cause that project to be

finally abandoned.

The British corps which attacked with the Canadi-
ans and Australians was the Third, and there was also

the air force. For three days before the great attack

weather conditions had been bad for air observation.

This favored the Fourth Army, especially in conceal-

ing- the watering of large numbers of horses. In the

early stages of the actual battle at least two-thirds of

the heavy British shell, from about four hundred guns
and howitzers, came down with a crash at zero hour
upon the German batteries, which had been located by
the methods described, including air photographs.

"There was practically no reply from the German
artillery," writes the senior officer in the Fourth Army
to whom I have referred. There was no bombardment
before the advance. It would have given away the plan.

The air force had become the R.A.F., which we know
so well now, on April i in that year. We have noted

the value of the photographs which they took before

the battle ; then in the air-fighting on August 8 there

was an intense battle for supremacy, in which seventy

or more machines on each side were pitted against each

other. After heavy losses the British R.A.F. gained the

supremacy, and thenceforward the survivors per-

formed every conceivable service for the attacking

troops, including dropping ammunition for them by

parachutes. At the same time some planes swooped

down with their machine-guns spitting streams of bul-

lets upon the enemy's retreating guns and upon the

transport.
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We can best sum up the whole story in the words of

the chief of the general staff in Rawlinson's Fourth
Army:

August 8 is an example of what degree of
secrecy can be obtained if proper steps are taken

and every detail is worked out, and of the thor-

ough staff work which it required to collect such a

large number of men, horses, guns, and material

on a front of about 22,000 yards without the Ger-
mans discovering or having the slightest idea that

such a force had been collected there. It was done
solely by paying due attention to secrecy and by

really efficient administrative staff work. It was
the administrative arrangements on August 8 that

made that victory possible, probably more than

anything else.*

* Journal of the Royal Artillery Institution, April, 1929.

author's note. Reliable information has reached the author

since this chapter was written showing that Rawlinson expected to

find ten German divisions opposed to him on August 8, with six in

reserve : that airplanes constantly watched for abnormal movements
behind the Fourth Army lines before the advance: that the arrival

of the Canadians began on the night of July 30 : that the frontage

of the Australian advance was six thousand yards : and that, after

the British R. A. F. had gained supremacy temporarily on August
8, the intense battle to maintain it against German reenforcements
took place on August 10.



CHAPTER XXII. INFORMATION FROM PRISONERS '.

GERMAN MORALE IN I918

WHEN one examines original documents showing

the information that was gathered by the British

Empire armies in France and Flanders, few points

strike one more than the completeness of the reports

about the enemy hidden away on the other side of No
Man's Land. Nearly every hostile division was cor-

rectly located in the later stages, whether it was in the

front line or in reserve. Intelligence maps, constantly

kept up to date, show the lines of defense that were

held, the positions of important headquarters, batter-

ies, and communications. The system of obtaining the

information had gradually been built up after many

months of experience in the almost static warfare of

the trenches.

The principal sources of information, obtained by

the field intelligence, were prisoners' statements and

documents, refugees from areas occupied by the

enemy, air observation and photographs, listening sets,

survey-posts and artillery sound-ranging sections, and

wireless communications generally. Streams of infor-

mation emanating from these varied sources poured

into "Intelligence" ("I" of the general staff) at army

and at army-corps headquarters. There it was all

checked, compared, and coordinated in statements

which became more and more accurate as experience

291
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was gained. These statements were passed on to

"Operations" ("O" of the general staff). The reason

the recording and coordinating was done as far back

from the front line as corps headquarters was that in

operations on such a huge scale the division became a

tactical unit, constantly relieved in the front line, while

the headquarters of higher formations were seldom

moved.

On July i, 19 1 6, the opening day of the battle of the

Somme, which provided the baptism of fire of the new
British armies, the records show that within a week
of that momentous day the Intelligence Department
was dangerously in the dark. Troops had been seen

behind the enemy's defense-line, but few deductions

could be made about the significance of the movements
that had been observed. Raids upon the enemy's

trenches had failed, and the few prisoners who were

captured were either ignorant or reticent. Then the

preliminary bombardment opened, and the opportunity

was seized to launch raiding parties by night to ascer-

tain how far the gunners had been successful in cut-

ting paths through the wire entanglements, whether

the enemy's troops in the front line had been reen-

forced, and whether he was expecting the impending

attack.

The result of these raids was immediately apparent

and "I" was able within a few hours to tell "O" the

exact number of enemy divisions that were likely to be

met with in the front line and in immediate reserve.

Complete information on these points was disclosed in

letters and in documents taken either from prisoners,

from raided dugouts, or from the dead. At first there
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had been a tendency amongst the troops to retain some
of the documents as souvenirs, but this tendency was
soon overcome, and the number which reached their

proper destination
—

"Intelligence" at corps headquar-

ters—rapidly increased. The disclosure of German
mentality was particularly helpful, especially the almost

universal habit among German soldiers of keeping in-

timate private diaries and their craving to be photo-

graphed in uniform, often in groups.

A captured diary showed what the man who kept

it did, thought, and hoped ; what places he had visited,

what route he had followed, how long he had stayed

in each place, what he had had to eat and drink, and
information in abundance that was of value to his

enemy. The censorship of field postcards was strangely

remiss on the German side in those days. The cards

showed the addresses of the men to whom they were

sent, and the name, regiment, and address of the

sender. Picture postcards of groups of men (indica-

tions on the uniform showing the unit to which they

belonged) showed on the postmarks the place of origin

and date, from which valuable deductions could be

made. Many definite examples of the use to the in-

telligence officers of documents that were found on

German soldiers could be given. I select two, the date

being September, 191 6, and I suppress the details which

would make exact identification possible if the men
concerned are still alive.

On September 7 a deserter from the enemy near

Delville Wood carried on his person a battalion order

which showed that the regiment to which the battalion

belonged would be relieved by another by a specified
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route at a stated time. The opportunity was taken to

bombard the main communication trenches at the criti-

cal moment, and the relieving regiment suffered such

heavy casualties that it was left in the front line only

for two days. During the same month, a soldier who
was taken prisoner near Martinpuich carried on him
a copy of a regimental order that stated the time at

which the regiment would be relieved. It also gave in-

structions for the guides who were to meet the ad-

vanced parties at a small specified village, and in-

formation that motor-buses would meet the troops

at a certain church.

Even dirty old envelopes and postcards that were

packed up in trenches and in dugouts sometimes gave

information of infinite value to the higher commands.

Soldiers' pay-books showed, by disclosing the history

of each man, the rate at which the German reserves

were being used up, and the age categories from which

the last contingents were being drawn. The importance

of all the collecting and sifting and of the examination

of prisoners thus becomes obvious, but not the diffi-

culties which had to be faced when prisoners came in

by the thousand. The provost-marshal's department, in

whose charge they were, naturally wanted to rush them

through to the rear as fast as possible to avoid admin-

istrative difficulties over supply, provision of escorts,

and so forth. Proper examination entailed the provi-

sion of special systems of "cages," sorting out different

ranks, selecting the most promising subjects for cross-

examination, and many other details. All these things

meant delays, which lessened with increased experience.

Each man's documents were tied up in a packet, for
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which labels were kept in readiness to show names,

dates, and places of capture.

The Germans also learned by experience, as can be

gathered from the foregoing account of the methods

by which they completely deceived the French Army
field intelligence in the attack of May 27, 19 18, which

forced the defenders back to the Marne ; but after the

tide had been turned by the Mangin offensive of July

18 in that year, and German prisoners in larger num-
bers began again to fall into the hands of the Allies,

the same troubles recurred, and a strong circular was
issued on the subject. It began with typical propaganda

clauses, intended to frighten men inclined to surrender

by stating that, if they fell into the enemy's hands, they

would be subjected to "unexampled brutality of

treatment" and to "being slowly tortured to death."

A confession followed to the effect that the war had

provided many instances where prisoners' statements,

unfortunately only too accurate, had had disastrous

effects for their own comrades. The success of German
attacks had thus been imperiled; the issue of the war
might be jeopardized, and the whole fatherland might

be gravely injured. As an inspiration for others, the

name was quoted of a young German soldier, nineteen

years old, who in August, 19 17, had pleaded his sol-

dier's oath and refused to give any information. The
circular of July, 1918, concluded with a warning to

prisoners who did give away information, threatening

them with criminal proceedings after the war and with

"great unpleasantness for their relatives."

In the preceding chapter we took account of the

anxiety lest prisoners taken before August 8, 191 8,
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from the Eighteenth.Division and from a small Austra-

lian patrol should have given away the secret. Five of-

ficers and 23 1 of the ranks of the Eighteenth Division

had been captured in the heavy attack which was in-

tended as a reprisal against the Australians, who until

recently had occupied that portion of the line. The
captured Australian patrol had consisted of five men
under a sergeant. Reports of their examination on

August 6 were captured from the enemy during the

Fourth Army's successful advance.

The officers and men of the Eighteenth Division

gave away no information about the preparations, then

reaching a climax, for the great attack ; and the report

of the examination of the Australian patrol speaks for

itself

:

The prisoners are young men, twenty-one to

thirty-one years of age. They give one a good
soldierly impression although their military

knowledge is limited.* The sergeant, who was the

only one who had served a long and unbroken
period with the troops, refused to make any mili-

tary statement and could not be shaken in his re-

solve by any means employed. The remainder
were some a short time with their battalion, others

on account of wounds a long time in hospital or

convalescent. Whether their statements are pre-

tense or truth there is no means of proving. All

were reticent.

Their general feeling was confident. They
speak a greal deal of the American assistance. . . f

* By their discretion in not disclosing it?

f A point of interest for those who minimize the moral effect of

American participation.

—

Author.
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No reports could be got from them about lights,

air service, meteorological service, Very lights,

dirigible balloons, captive balloons, butts for

Lewis gun, long-range shearing, attachment of

guns to mechanical limbers, bombing of back
areas, or defense against yellow cross gas.

That patrol earned special mention in Australian

Corps Orders. Nearly all the headings on the German
examination form were marked "No information," or

''Nothing of importance."

•During the second week in August, 191 8, an escaped

British prisoner (a company sergeant-major in the

Coldstream Guards) who had been in German prison

camps from November, 1914, to March, 1918, fur-

nished a valuable report about German methods of

eliciting information from prisoners, which, with.other

reports, were embodied in full instructions on the sub-

ject from Haig's headquarters. As with us, documents

and letters were examined, and to that was added ver-

bal examinations both formal and under cover of cas-

ual conversation. Agents, disguised as British or Al-

lied officers or soldiers, mixed with the prisoners in

their camps or in hospitals. Sometimes these agents

simulated wounds. Listening apparatus, to tap private

conversations between prisoners was installed in the

rooms or in the camps in which they were confined.

I have before me as I write the German account,

dated September 6, 19 18, of the number of British

Empire and Allied divisions on the Western Front on

that date. The total number (211 and 10 cavalry di-

visions) is correctly estimated. The errors canceled
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each other. The number of new American divisions

was underestimated by four, the number of other di-

visions was overestimated by one. Two British and

one French division that were shown were not present.

In their estimate of the number of divisions in the

front line the Germans paid the British the compli-

ment of counting as 18 the n divisions south of the

Scarpe opposite to the Seventeenth German Army.
Of the total of 21 1 Allied divisions, 17 were wrongly

placed in the front line, and 42 were wrongly placed in

reserve, which means that more than a quarter of the

divisions were affected by the errors in distribution.

This can doubtless be accounted for by the constant

attacks which the Allies had launched during the pre-

ceding weeks, and to the confusion which resulted from
the compulsory German retreats.

While a knowledge of the distribution of the divi-

sions in the front line and in reserve was essential to

both sides, nothing could exceed the importance to the

Allies of applying all their forms of secret service to

finding out the state of the morale of the German
Army. Here are some reports on the subject. They are

taken at random from captured documents and from

reports of the examination of prisoners.

On February 2, 19 18, Ludendorff issued a secret

order complaining that officers on leave were constantly

expressing doubts about the readiness of the German
Army for battle. He objected to all references by of-

ficers to subjects of military importance. "The spread-

ing of such reports usually has its origin in the desire

to appear important, a feeling bound up with personal

vanity. . . . Such conduct cannot be censured strongly
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enough." (As we have seen above, it was not only in

Germany that these comments about military gossip

were merited.) On March 12, Ludendorff issued an-

other secret order about soldiers on leave who referred

in public to a revolution which would break out in Ger-

many after the war. These examples, it will be noted,

occurred before the disappointment over the failure of

the great offensives against the British Empire armies

in March and in April. Speaking generally, it may be

said that, as long as these German attacks continued

and some hope remained of reaching the Channel ports

and of forcing apart the British and French armies,

the morale of the German Army as a whole was dis-

tinctly good.

Disappointments at failure to achieve the promised

successes, which were to end the war "by a triumph in

the west comparable to that which had been achieved

against the Russians in the east, began to show results

by the middle of May. Then we get tales of looting

supply trains by armed soldiers, even by von Hutier's

picked assault troops of whom we have heard so much.

During the same month a serious mutiny at Beverloo

was arrested by severe measures just in time. Early in

June, during the successful attack which had opened

on May 27 against the French portion of the line, we
find Marwitz, whose army had advanced on the right

of von Hutier in the attack on the Fifth British Army
in March, complaining that the discipline of his troops

was seriously shaken, and a few days later that an

alarming number of soldiers were refusing to obey

orders. By the middle of June von Boehn, who com-

manded the army ( Seventh) which had taken a leading
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part in the successful advance, complained in his orders

of looting rations.

The Mangin counter-attack of July 18 and the battle

of Amiens combined to cause more rapid deterioration.

In the light of after-events one gradually seems to rec-

ognize small cracks developing into great fissures dur-

ing the weeks that preceded the great debacle. As early

as July 22, the War Ministry issued an order, signed

by von Stein, drawing attention to the excesses com-
mitted by reenforcements when traveling by train to

the front, and to the increase in such excesses. Rigor-

ous repressive measures were ordered, and a confes-

sion was made that "the troops obey neither orders nor

instructions, and they have often even offered resist-

ance and have assaulted their superiors." It was for-

bidden for drafts of men to carry ammunition, and it

was found necessary to provide closed freight cars on

the trains for use as police-cells in charge of "ener-

getic" non-commissioned officers. Every man was to be

kept constantly under supervision, and resistance was
to be broken by armed force.

We read in prisoners' reports of the morale among
officers being bad, of complaints against orders that

were issued by higher commands; of troops from the

Russian front and drafts for the front line in the west

being in a state of revolt ; of the effect upon the troops

of the loss of ground, captured at great cost in March

and April ; of numerous desertions, and of general in-

subordination among formations in rear; of arrests

upon a large scale; of men cheering when important

headquarters were heavily shelled by British guns;

of dismay when the extent to which divisions in reserve
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were being used up in August was realized ; and of the

effect which the opinions of soldiers on leave had upon

the morale of the civil population. Complaints have been

made by German military authorities since the war that

the defeat of the German Army was attributable to

lack of support, due to loss of morale, in the German
nation. The evidence of prisoners and of captured se-

cret documents during those days shows that the boot

was undoubtedly on the other leg. It was the defeat of

the army that caused the loss of morale in the nation.

This was definitely indicated by Ludendorff himself in

an order which he issued on September 3, in which he

referred to the increase in the number of complaints

received from Germany that men on leave from the

front were creating an unfavorable impression by mak-
ing statements that bordered on high treason and in-

citement to disobedience. He added that "instances such

as these drag the honor and respect of the individual as

well as of the whole army into the mud, and have a dis-

astrous effect upon the morale of the people at home."

Late in August and during the first three weeks of

September there were further indications that the ava-

lanche was beginning (down an inclined plane and in-

creasing in speed, as Marshal Foch put it afterwards),

and we come across in captured documents frantic

appeals by high commanders to their troops to hold

their ground. Machine-gunners and artillery seem to

have been little shaken by the prevailing spirit, and they

continued to offer a formidable resistance. A report of

examination of prisoners who were captured on August

30 and 31 states that there appeared to be little actual

desertion among German soldiers in the front line ; that
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surrender when attacked was looked upon as safer,

and was freely indulged in by non-commissioned offi-

cers and men. The officers themselves were stedfast,

but could not control the wholesale surrenders among1

other ranks. The respect of men with years of army
experience for young officers without it was constantly

decreasing.

By September 27 the conclusion arrived at at Haig's

headquarters was that the failure of the great German
attacks upon the British portion of the Allied line in

March and upon the French portion in July, followed

by Allied successes on the Western Front and in other

theaters, had caused considerable depreciation in the

German morale. Still, however, there remained in front

of the British Empire Army the great "Hindenburg
line" of defenses, believed to be impregnable, upon
which over two years' labor had been expended.



CHAPTER XXIII. ALLENBY IN PALESTINE AND
SYRIA IN I918

IN a previous chapter we saw how the Turks were

deceived by a "stupid" Englishman who misled

them with a carefully baited lost haversack before the

capture of Beersheba, and we followed the story up to

the occupation of Jerusalem. There a whole hotel was
hired for the use of Allenby's headquarters although

it was never intended to locate it in the Holy City, and
the ruse was found useful later. His real headquarters

was freed from the attention of hostile aircraft. Al-

though not a question of secret service, I cannot re-

frain from quoting here the account of Allenby's entry

into Jerusalem from the simple army narrative which
was first published in the Palestine News

:

On December 1 1 , the commander-in-chief, fol-

lowed by representatives of the Allies, made his

formal entry into Jerusalem. The historic Jaffa

Gate was opened, after years of disuse, for the

purpose, and he was thus enabled to pass into the

Holy City without making use of the gap in the

wall made for the Emperor William in 1898.

When the time came for the great and simple act

of the solemn entry of General Allenby into Jeru-
salem, and the Arab prophecy was fulfilled that

when the Nile had flowed into Palestine the

prophet (Al Nebi) from the West would drive
303
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the Turk from Jerusalem, the inhabitants mus-
tered courage to gather in a great crowd.
They were themselves amazed, for during more

than three years an assembly of more than three
persons in one place was discouraged by the police

by blows, fines, imprisonment, and even exile.

Eye-witnesses of all three events state that the

crowd gathered at the Jaffa Gate to meet the

general was larger than that which met the Em-
peror William when on his fantastic political pil-

grimage, and denser than the gathering which
greeted the revival of the Ottoman Constitution

when it was proclaimed, ten years later, at the

Damascus Gate, where there is more space.

Many wept for joy. Priests were seen to em-
brace one another, but there were no theatricali-

ties such as the hollow reconciliations which made
the triumph of the Young Turk in 1908 memor-
able, and sicken the memories of those who knew
the horrors and calamities which that triumph
was doomed to bring.

The general entered the city on foot, and left

it on foot, and throughout the ceremony no Allied

flag was flown, while naturally no enemy flag was
visible. . . . After his brief ceremony, the com-
mander-in-chief left the city by the Jaffa Gate.

He left it, putting sentiment aside, to complete his

military task—the wresting of Palestine and of Syria

from Turkish misrule, which had lasted for four cen-

turies. We will follow the operations very briefly be-

tween the occupation of the Holy City in December to

the third week in September when Allenby gained his

crushing victory in the coastal plain of Sharon which
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opened the way to the annihilation of the main Turk-

ish Army. We shall find how, in the great decisive

battle of the campaign, the secret of the impending at-

tack was guarded from the enemy, as it had been in

the attack upon Beersheba which preceded the third

battle of Gaza in October, 19 17.

After the fall of Jerusalem the Turkish Army was
divided into two portions. One was north of the Jaffa

area near the coast, the other north of Jerusalem. The
details of the operations by which Allenby drove both

wings northward by the end of the year do not con-

cern our subject of secret service after we take note

of the success in secretly collecting masses of bridging

material on the Jaffa flank to cross the formidable ob-

stacle of the Nahr el Auja, a river which runs into the

sea north of Jaffa and is fordable only in some places.

Nor need we take into account the attempt by fresh

Turkish troops to recapture Jerusalem, except to note

that "Intelligence" gave good warning of that attack,

which was repulsed.

There followed an advance into Mount Ephraim,

the descent in February into the valley of the Jordan,

the occupation of Jericho, various raids, the crossing

of the Jordan at the end of March, and then, in April,

the dispatch of a large proportion of Allenby's army
to the Western Front in Europe, where they were

sorely needed. The period from May to September was
occupied in holding the ground that had been gained,

in reorganization and reenforcement, and in prepar-

ing for a final advance. This was the position early in

September: Allenby had wrested from the enemy the

whole of the country south of a line running from a
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point on the coast rather more than ten miles north of

Jaffa, to a point on the Jordan nearly twenty miles

north of the Dead Sea and some of the country beyond.

Eastward of the Jordan and Dead Sea, the Turks still

held the Hejaz Railway as far southward as Ma'an
(sixty miles south of the Dead Sea), and they pos-

sessed a railway which ran from behind the Jaffa flank

to el Affule and to Haifa on the coast. From el Affule

there was also a line which ran along- the Jordan valley

to the southern end of Lake Tiberias, and thence to

join the Hejaz Railway at Der'a.

Away in the desert, about seventy miles eastward

of the point where the river Jordan runs out of the

Dead Sea and about fifty miles eastward of the Hejaz

Railway, an Arab northern army had its headquarters.

Of the doings of those Arabs controlled by Emir (now
King-

) Feisal, Colonel Lawrence has written an epic

tale. We will not trespass on his preserves.

Allenby decided to strike his blow west of the Jor-

dan. The enemy's total fighting strength was estimated

by "Intelligence" at 4,000 sabers, 32,000 rifles, and

400 guns. Against that he had 12,000 sabers, 57,000

rifles, and 540 guns, Purely frontal attacks, driving the

enemy back a few miles each time, would lead to in-

terminable operations. If, on the other hand, it were

possible to burst through to such vital points on the

Turkish lines and supply as el Affule and Der'a, a

debacle would result. The Turks would be incapable

of further resistance.

Allenby decided to play for that big stake, to con-

centrate an overwhelming force on his left, near the

sea, and to send the infantry forward to make a gap
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in the enemy's line of defense north of Jaffa. There the

mass of cavalry would gallop through the gap and

strike far northward to the critical points, arriving

there before the retreating foe. Cut off from safety

and supplies, the enemy would be left the option be-

tween death on the field of battle, starvation, or sur-

render.

Perhaps the greatest advantage which Allenby pos-

sessed from the point of view of intelligence was that

his air force had by that time secured the mastery over

their opponents. The hostile aerodromes behind the

Turkish lines had thus been located, and the situation

of every important military headquarters had been as-

certained. The military headquarters were left unmo-
lested, "fattened up" was the expression used. The
great point was to know where they were. If they were

bombed they would be moved elsewhere. The plan was
to leave them until the last moment and then to bomb
them intensively out of existence. The result would

be to cut communications at the points of convergence

and to paralyze the enemy's organization and command.
Allenby's general plan was to concentrate no less

than five out of his seven infantry divisions on his left

flank near the coast, holding the whole of the remain-

der of his front with two divisions. Behind the in-

fantry on the left the cavalry divisions were to be

massed, and Allenby believed that, if a gap were made
at once for them to get through the wire, it would not

be too much to expect the cavalry to move up forty-

five to sixty miles and to reach as their destinations el

Affule in the plain of Esdraelon and Beisan in the val-

ley of Jezreel. For this to be possible, the cavalry
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must move fast enough to anticipate the retreating en-

emy before he could reach the hills of Samaria, or their

extension toward Mount Carmel on the coast. Those
must be crossed before the Esdraelon Plain or the Jez-
reel Valley could be reached. With such names con-

stantly in evidence it is not surprising that there was a
great demand for copies of the Old Testament in Al-
lenby's force.

The coastal plain north of Jaffa is about ten miles
wide. The Turks had two systems of defense, one
14,000 yards long and 3,000 yards deep; the other,

3,000 yards behind the first, easy to hold with a few
men, as much of the ground was marshy. There could
be no half-measures. All the eggs must be in one
basket to make sure of success, so on this (Sharon)
front there were to be 35,000 rifles against 8,000
Turks, and 383 guns against 130. In order to achieve
this, the Jordan valley and the hills north of Jerusalem
where Allenby's reserves were stationed had almost to
be denuded of troops. It was necessary to make sure
that the two cavalry divisions and the Australian
mounted division were not appreciably delayed. Sur-
prise was essential. When the cavalry had established

themselves behind the line the infantry were to make a
further advance and drive the enemy into their hands.
September 19, was chosen for the main advance.

Olive and orange groves were available behind the
line to conceal the infantry divisions massed on the
left flank. To these positions they moved silently by
night, without being observed. The cavalry, far away
in the valley of the Jordan, presented greater diffi-

culty. In the massing in a small area near Amiens of
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Rawlinson's army, destined to strike the blow on the

German Army's "Day of Mourning," the most diffi-

cult arm to conceal was found to be the cavalry. Their

masses of horses had to be sent to water, and observers

in the air could easily spot the horses, even when little

dust was raised.

The routes that led from the horse-lines to the water,

in the Jordan valley were deep in soft, impalpable dust.

Dust and flies in Palestine and Syria took the place

of the mud and lice in the trenches in Flanders. When
horses went to water, dense columns of choking dust

rose high in the air. The animals were knee-deep in it.

The scene can be imagined by anyone with experience

of the dust-clouds that were raised by columns of

troops moving across the veld in the South African

War. Such columns could be seen for thirty miles or

more, but there was nothing in South Africa to equal

that dust in the Jordan valley.

The enemy saw great clouds of the dust every day

on Allenby's right flank when the cavalry was sent to

water. If at any time there were no such clouds, the

deduction would be obvious. The cavalry must have

moved elsewhere. Secrecy therefore hinged upon dust.

The cavalry could move by night, but not the whole

way from one flank to the other on the night of Sep-

tember 1 8 and arrive with horses fresh, ready for the

great ride over the hills of Samaria and across the

plains of Esdraelon and Jezreel. They must move some

nights beforehand, and rest concealed somewhere till

the moment came for the great adventure. The dust-

columns would be missed directly they left the Jordan

valley, so there was only one solution—artificial dust.
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From the morning after the cavalry had slipped away
from the right flank there were to be seen, going up

and down to water by the tracks generally used by the

cavalry horses, team after team of mules dragging

great branches of trees and every possible device to

stir up the impalpable dust-clouds. These rose in great

columns at the appointed hours and led the enemy to be-

lieve that nothing unusual was happening. That he was
deceived was proved by the following incident.

When the headquarters of the Yilderim army group

at Nazareth fell into the hands of Allenby's troops an

intelligence "disposition map" was captured. It was

issued on the day before the battle of Sharon. It sup-

ported reports received from the air that "no essential

changes had taken place in the disposition of the Brit-

ish forces." On the whole that map was extraordinarily

accurate in representing what that disposition had
been. The only important mistakes were made in plac-

ing (with a query) the Sixth Poona Division of In-

dian troops (which had gone to Mesopotamia), in

omitting Allenby's real headquarters, and in misplac-

ing by eleven miles the headquarters of the commander
of the Twenty-first Corps (Sir E. S. Bulfin), which

was to lead the advance.

In the modest official account of this campaign that

was prepared locally we read (September 18)

:

The way in which the preliminary concentra-
tion was carried out and concealed from the enemy
was one of the most remarkable achievements
of the whole operations.

A hostile airplane reconnaissance on September
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15 reported as follows: "Some regrouping of

cavalry units apparently in progress behind the

enemy's left flank; otherwise nothing to report."

And this at a time when three cavalry divisions,

five infantry divisions, and the majority of the

heavy artillery of the force were concentrated

between Ramie and the front line of the coastal

sector, there being 301 guns in place of the normal
number of 70.

On the same date the enemy intelligence staff

was advised in another airplane report that Gen-
eral Allenby's headquarters at Bir Salem was an
"infantry camp, two battalions."

On the appointed day Bui fin's infantry burst

through, making a gap for the cavalry. Much de-

pended on the occupation of Megiddo, the main gate-

way through the hills. It was only by speed and by

making the most of the opportunity created by the in-

fantry for the horsemen that a handful of Indian cav-

alry anticipated—by only half an hour—a whole bat-

talion of Turkish infantry which were seen moving up

from the lower ground to occupy and hold the pass.

Two days before the battle, Allenby's air force had

bombed the important railway junction at Der'a, where

the railway line from the coast at Haifa joins the

Hejaz railway to Damascus. On both sides of Der'a

the Arabs, from their base fifty miles away in the east-

ern desert, had made the railway track impassable

through their demolitions on September 17 and 18. De-

feat was turned into a rout. The nearest Turkish ar-

mies to the west, the Seventh and Eighth, became a

rabble. At Nazareth, Marshal Liman von Sanders, the
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German high commander, escaped capture only by min-

utes. At the first alarm, it is said that he left his bed

clad in pajamas and equipped only with an electric

torch to seek his fast motorcar, but he had time to re-

turn for a few minutes to his headquarters to dress

before he fled. A German airplane landed on a cap-

tured aerodrome far behind the lines, the pilot not

realizing its loss.

Their communications cut, the retreat of the Second

and Fourth Turkish corps beyond the Jordan and Dead
Sea was inevitable, but they also were involved in the

disaster. The Second Corps surrendered; the Fourth

was destroyed. Damascus fell on October i, Beirut on

October 8, Aleppo on the night of October 25. An
armistice was granted to Turkey, left defenseless by

the destruction of the main army. It came into force

at noon on October 3 1 . In the meanwhile the war had
been won by the defeat of the main German Army on

the Western Front where, according to reports from
German sources, the breaking of the Hindenburg line

was the decisive factor.

author's note. Since the above chapter was written the author

has been informed on good authority that armored cars preceded

the cavalry who raided the German headquarters.



CHAPTER XXIV. the finale on the
WESTERN FRONT

DURING the closing weeks of the Great War un-

fulfilled promises of German victories resulted in

strong reaction. Loss of morale in the army was re-

flected among a people suffering acutely from the slow

pressure of Allied sea power.

One of the strongest impressions left upon the mind
when studying naval and military history is the im-

potence of words to counter the results of deeds. The
war was ultimately won by the fighting men of the

navy, army, and air forces, of whom a million in the

British Empire alone lost their lives as battle casu-

alties; by Unknown Warriors, sometimes in spite of

rather than with the help of the men of spoken or of

written words. It was through the fighters that open-

ings were made for the propagandists whose business

it was, through secret and other channels, to infect

bodies politic and fighting forces with decay, to hasten

an enemy's collapse in the days of impending defeat,

or to cheer their own nation in adversity. It is desirable

here to make a short digression.

One sort of war propaganda—the least effective in

the long run—took the form of direct falsehood, of

which an example from history has been given in con-

nection with Nelson's victory at Trafalgar. It was
through the use of such methods that the expression,

314
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"to lie like a bulletin," became proverbial in the Na-
poleonic era, and bulletins lost their force. I gained my
own first experience of that form of propaganda im-

mediately after the Anglo-Boer War in South Africa,

where I had just been for a long trek with a mounted
column composed of British yeomanry, Canadians,

West Australians, and New Zealanders. It had fallen

to my task, as chief staff officer of the column, to ex-

amine all claims that were made by the civil population

against the troops. I had received only one, during a

long trek of five or six hundred miles. Someone's pet

dog had followed one of the units in our column on the

march and it had been treated so well that it had not

returned to its home. That experience was typical of

the behavior of British Empire troops in other similar

columns in that war, but subsidized propaganda in the

European press invented imaginary horrors perpe-

trated by British soldiers against a defenseless people.

One paragraph described with gusto how women,
stripped naked, were driven into cattle-kraals. Such de-

liberate falsehoods were not subtle enough to be effec-

tive.

There must be some substratum of truth, however

small, as a basis for propaganda, even if facts are dis-

torted and the truth twisted. I came across an example

of that form of propaganda when the Germans evacu-

ated Lille in 191 8 in their final retreat. Two papers

were placed upon my table in the War Cabinet office in

Whitehall on the same day. One of them stated that,

when British troops arrived at the outskirts of the

town, the idea occurred to the general in command that

the people of Lille, after being under the heel of the
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invader for nearly four years, would probably like to

greet their own victorious fellow countrymen first. The
nearest French troops were eight miles away. The
British were halted until French troops could arrive

to head the column. The other paper contained the ac-

count of the same incident that was published broad-

cast by German wireless. There I read that the French

had insisted on sending their own troops on ahead, in

order to protect the women of Lille from the British

soldiers. Such is propaganda, in its baser (and less ef-

fective) forms.

Here is an example of a more effective twisting of

the truth in order to produce a desired effect. Sir

Douglas Brownrigg, the chief naval censor, tells us

how, in the early days of the war, a film was taken of

the Grand Fleet at Scapa and of the activities of Brit-

ish seamen, of which little was known to the public.

The picture was called "Britain Prepared." It was sent

across the Atlantic. There it fell into hands notoriously

unsympathetic with the idea of good will between the

English-speaking nations, and the title was altered to

"Hozv Britain Prepared."

I can recall only two examples of deceptive British

propaganda in the Great War. One was the circula-

tion of the human-corpses story—that the Germans

(whose respect for the dead is well known) were send-

ing trainloads of corpses to be boiled down for their

fats. I have been told that the exploitation of that story

was due to the linguistic ignorance of the circulator,

who thought that the German word Kadaver (dead

body of any animal) had the same meaning as the

French word cadazre (a human corpse). It is a pity
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that the error was not promptly confessed. The other

was an example of suppressing a truth likely to do

harm in the opinion of naval authorities. The battleship

Audacious struck a mine which had been laid by the

Germans off the north coast of Ireland in October,

19 14. The incident was watched by the passengers in

the Olympic, on her way to New York, and they

took photographs of her in a sinking condition. Her
loss was not admitted by the Admiralty until the end of

the war, four years later. The attempts to keep her loss

secret were made at the instance of Sir John Jellicoe,

commanding the Grand Fleet, because owing to re-

pairs and other causes he had only seventeen effective

battleships, five battle cruisers and forty-two destroy-

ers at that time, against fifteen battleships, four battle

cruisers and eighty-eight destroyers of the High Seas

Fleet.

The German Admiralty must have been puzzled

for some time as a New York paper published a pic-

ture of the Audacious as she rejoined ( !) the Grand
Fleet, describing the work that had been done upon her

in dock at Belfast, where the men were said to have

worked in day and night shifts. However effective that

ruse may have been at the time, it did not score in the

long run. It shook the confidence of the British public

and of foreign nations in the bona fides of British an-

nouncements, and it gave the Germans useful help in

their own propaganda until they made a similar mis-

take over their Jutland announcement, of which they,

too, felt the recoil.

One of the best comments on propaganda in war that

reached me after I had joined the War Cabinet office
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early in 191 8 was contained in a remark by Raisuli, the

Moor, that he would be ready to believe in the victories

constantly claimed by one side when they were ac-

knowledged as defeats by the other.

By that date British propaganda was being dealt

with by a number of different authorities, and I was
charged for a few weeks with the task of coordinating

their efforts behind the scenes. The Admiralty and the

War Office both dealt with propaganda, and the For-

eign Office had its political intelligence department

which undertook similar work. So, to some extent, did

the Colonial Office, and throughout the war there had
been a committee of members of Parliament, presided

over by the chief whip, on which all shades of political

opinion—including those with a tendency to pacifism

—

were represented. The result was rather a discordant

chorus, so I arranged a weekly meeting of representa-

tives of the different propagandist authorities at a

round table in my office in Whitehall Gardens. While

we were getting into our stride a system was adopted

that the parliamentary committee should cover the

United Kingdom (a special arrangement being made
to deal with Ireland), that Lord Northcliffe should

deal with propaganda in enemy countries, and that

Lord Beaverbrook, who had joined the Government as

minister of information, should deal with Allied and

neutral countries.

I then received a visit from a representative of Lord
Northcliffe, who explained a new proposal to form a

Propaganda Policy Committee, to take over the work
upon which I had been engaged. I was a member of

that committee to keep its activities in touch with those
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of the War Cabinet. The only change that was made
in the system described was that Lord Northcliffe took

over propaganda in one allied country, Italy, and Lord

Beaverbrook became responsible for Turkey, an enemy
country.

The activities of that Propaganda Policy Commit-

tee have been described in a book by Sir Campbell Stu-

art, who took the chair in Lord Northcliffe's absence.

I can recall having taken an active part in the delibera-

tions of the committee on only two occasions. Once I

raised a question—I thought with sufficient cause—as

to whether the committee held that propaganda should

govern policy, or that the policy of the Cabinet and the

country should govern its propaganda. On the other

occasion I expressed doubt about the wisdom of ac-

cepting the freedom-of-the-seas clause in President

Wilson's schedule of "Points" affecting peace pro-

posals. Although there was a representative of the Ad-
miralty present, the committee was in favor of accept-

ance. The Cabinet was not.

The matters that interested me most in connection

with propaganda were those that affected the pros-

pect of an Allied victory in France and Flanders, the

only area, in my opinion, in which decisive victory could

ever be secured.

I remember being amazed at the impression which I

gained that many Frenchmen had really been induced

to believe that, if we occupied the coastal sector with

our army, we should want to stay there after the war.

I commend to attention the amazing disclosures on that

subject contained in Adam's "Treason and Tragedy"

(p. 59). He describes the bitter anti-British propa-
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ganda in France and he states that Duval (editor and

manager of a propagandist publication, and prime

mover in Germany's interests) was the man "who so

energetically spread abroad the idea that the British,

once having occupied Calais, and the Channel ports,

would never evacuate them, and incredible though it

may appear in British ears, this subtle fable obtained

wide credence in the country districts of France."

Soon after the ministry of information had been

established under Lord Beaverbrook in 191 8, a repre-

sentative of that department came to ask for my help in

dealing with a report which had reached him from Paris

that the common gossip there was that we had only

400,000 soldiers in France and that we were leaving

the French to their fate (at a time when we were bear-

ing the main burden of the war on land as we had in

all other spheres from the outset). The obvious answer

to the rumor was that if the whole of Haig's army
were only 400,000 strong, the portion of it that pre-

vented about a million and a half of the enemy's army

from reaching Amiens must be pretty good men. What
usually happened in connection with Allied propaganda

in those days was that when the line was pressed back,

mud was thrown, and after a successful advance, bou-

quets.

During the weeks that followed the turning of the

tide I was specially anxious to enforce upon the Ger-

man soldiers the "logic of events" by countering the

frantic appeals that were being made to them to stand

fast, reenforced by promises of victory and misrep-

sentations of the economic and military situation.

Sending across the lines showers of hundreds of thou-
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sands of leaflets revealing the truth, attached to little

balloons, was a good idea of Lord Northcliffe's propa-

ganda department. I wrote one of the leaflets to per-

suade "German Michael" it was a mistake to believe

that ruthless destruction of the world's economic re-

sources was a good way either to win a war or to insure

future prosperity. At the same time "economic expan-

sion" was being put to the fore as a German war-

aim. The only other piece of propaganda in which I

took a personal part was the design of a poster entitled

"The Grave of the Red Cross Nurse," showing a red

cross in the sky above an empty blue sea, the scene of

the sinking of a hospital ship. The artist treated the

subject with dignity and in good taste.

Hindenburg has thrown some light * upon the in-

fluence of such propaganda upon the German Army.
He wrote

:

In the shower of inflammatory pamphlets which
was scattered by enemy air-men our adversaries

said and wrote that they did not think so badly of

us ; that we must only be reasonable and perhaps

renounce something we had conquered. Then
everything would soon be right again and we
could live together in peace. . . . What a blessing

peace would be after all the fighting! There was
therefore no point in continuing the struggle.

Such was the purport of what our men read and
said. The soldier thought that it could not all be

enemy lies, allowed it [the truth?] to poison his

mind, and proceed to poison the minds of others.

* Out of My Life, translated by F. A. Holt (1920), pp. 314, 392.
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We now come to an incident in the secret service

which lay behind the climax, the reaping of the harvest

after years of laborious endeavor.

While public attention, and perhaps public belief,

treats wars and "intelligence" connected therewith as

matters of brilliant improvisation, they have another

quite different aspect. Somebody once defined genius

as an "infinite capacity for taking pains." However it

may be with genius, the definition exactly fits the re-

quirements for successful field intelligence with an

army, and the bigger the army, the greater the con-

stant and monotonous grind. When describing the dis-

covery through a Baden newspaper (examined by an

intelligence agent in Switzerland) of the secret of von

Hutier's presence at St. Quentin opposite to Gough's

Fifth Army in the early months of 1918, I am afraid

that I did not accentuate enough the perpetual and mo-
notonous work of examining foreign journals. If that

work had not been done conscientiously the important

paragraphs on a back page of that obscure provincial

paper would have been missed. Instead of receiving six

or seven weeks' warning of the great attack which was
impending, Gough might have had only a few hours to

prepare, and Amiens might have been lost. Honor and
renown are not to be earned by days and nights spent in

scanning the columns of foreign journals, but such

work may win a battle (or save an army), and all the

more credit is due to those who did it conscientiously,

both in Switzerland and elsewhere, during the long

years of the Great War. The late Sir H. M. Hozier

proved that a paragraph in a neutral journal had much
to do with the Prussian victory at Koniggratz in 1866,
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and in 1870 the movement of MacMahon to Sedan was
disclosed from a similar source.

I mentioned, when describing the intelligence work
in Rawlinson's Fourth Army, how information was
obtained by examining batches of prisoners. One of

the most valuable items in the information was the

exact location of heaquarters in the hostile commands,

some of these being a long way behind the front line.

The point will be recalled that Rawlinson had been

given a special force of cavalry. As the result of ex-

amining many German prisoners during the period of

secret preparation and concentration before the great

attack, intelligence men of the Fourth Army were able

to prepare a number of simple maps showing the exact

positions of those German headquarters, and of the

best routes to them. Those maps were issued to the

cavalry, with instructions to fight neither with infan-

try, cavalry, nor artillery, but to make for enemy head-

quarters with all possible speed.

One body of cavalry reached the headquarters of a

high German command. So unexpected was their visit

that the occupants had time only to tear up the heaps of

documents which had accumulated for many months.

The cavalrymen found scraps of paper knee-deep in

one room. They made a rough selection before they

went on to perform further exploits, and sacks of that

torn paper were in course of time dispatched to intelli-

gence at army headquarters. There they were pieced

together, and references to the Hindenburg line were
discovered, with maps and plans dating from 19 16.

The prospect in 19 18 of reaching the Hindenburg
lines was doubtful ; to break throug'h them before 19 19
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was beyond the most hopeful dreams. Over a month
was to pass before such an idea dawned in the mind
even of Marshal Foch, the most confident of all com-
manders ; so the sacks of torn paper were laid aside

for a time. The task of sifting- them properly and
translating all the German writing thereon was beyond

the capacity of the Fourth Army staff. They were en-

gaged in current work, connected with further battles

for which the way had been opened. Soon, however, the

services of one "H," an officer well acquainted with

German, became available, and he was lent to the

Fourth Army for a month. By piecing the various plans

together and examining them, it was then discovered

that the German high command, during the heavy

fighting on the Somme in 1916, had foreseen the prob-

ability that they would have to fall back to a shorter

line, which must be carefully chosen for its adaptabil-

ity to defense. It must fulfil the usual requirements

—

physical obstacles, field of fire, cover, and so forth.

The world-famed Hindenburg line was carefully rec-

onnoitered, and it was made "impregnable" by solid

and permanent fortifications, obstacles, and shelter

from shells and bombs.

The torn paper contained plans showing every de-

tail of the defenses ; there were reports giving the rea-

sons for the selection of their sites, and describing the

strong and the weak points from the aspect of the de-

fenders. For instance, there were detailed plans show-

ing the exact positions of : all headquarters ; centers of

telephone and telegraph communications ; billets for the

garrisons of the defenses; concrete shelters for men
and deep dugouts

;
gun emplacements, with arcs of fire
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of the guns
; machine-gun posts

;
refilling places from

which to draw ammunition
; covered routes for reen-

forcements to use
; dressing-stations and field-hospitals

;

wireless-telegraphy stations
;
and, perhaps most impor-

tant of all, tunnels—of which we will take one as an
example.

Experiences on the Western Front had proved over
and over again that, however heroic and successful an
initial attack might be, a break-through was stopped
when an enemy used his reserves for counter-attack.
The deeper the penetration, the more effectively these
reserves could be used. (Foch's counter-attack with
Mangin's reserve divisions on July 18,1918, during the
German offensive on both sides of Reims, had pro-
vided a good example. ) From a map which was recon-
structed from the scraps of paper taken on August 8 it

was discovered that there was a tunnel a mile long
behind one part of the Hindenburg line. The tunnel
passed through a hill and led to the front line. It was
lighted by electricity. It contained large sidings and
places for whole battalions to assemble in when wait-
ing to reenforce. There were electric-power stations
and communications. Everything was on a colossal
scale and heavily reenforced with concrete. Such works
could not be moved about, so although the plan dated
from 1916 the tunnel would be there in 1918 with all

its appurtenances.

There were five entrances to the tunnel, behind the
crest of a hill, near the village of Bellenglise. Re-
serves could thus be poured forward to reenforce the
troops in front or to launch counter-attacks from se-
cure assembly places against triumphant but tired
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troops who might cross the front lines of defenses. The
Duke of Wellington has been credited with many wise

sayings, some of them—like the one about the play-

ing fields of Eton and the battle of Waterloo—being

apocryphal. For another saying, about generals in

action wondering what there was on the other side of

a hill, there is better authority. By examining prisoners

in July and August, 19 18, and thus discovering the po-

sitions of the enemy's headquarters, by cavalry raids

on those headquarters on August 8, and the capture of

torn papers, and by laboriously piecing together the

scraps, the British commanders knew for certain what
was behind that particular hill in the Hindenburg line.

The entrances were severely strafed with shell and

bombed, and the result can be imagined. The attacking

infantry advanced so fast that they caught an engineer

at work on some mysterious apparatus with which he

confessed that he was just about to blow up the whole

tunnel. He was just too late. That is only one sample

of the intelligence that was collected about the Hin-

denburg line and brought up to date before the attack.

I had from an eye-witness a story of the interview

between Foch and Haig which preceded the attack.

On September 8, Foch appealed to the British Empire
armies (in which some American divisions were serv-

ing) to attack the "impregnable" fortress of dugouts,

obstacles, shelters, batteries, and tunnels called the

Hindenburg line. His interview with Haig lasted only

for a few minutes. After a few words Marshal Foch

said: "You will do it. There is nothing that the British

Army cannot do"—and Sir Douglas Haig agreed.

It is not for us to follow the epic tale of achievement
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that ensued, our object is not to furnish the history of
the great actions, but of the secret service that preceded
them. In Mr. Churchill's words : "By the night of Sep-
tember 30 the Hindenburg line on a front of twenty-
five miles was blasted and pierced to an average depth
of seven miles, and 36,500 prisoners were reported to

Sir Douglas Haig."

On October 1 Hindenburg demanded, at a confer-
ence which had been summoned at Spa on Ludendorff's
initiative as soon as the line was first broken on Sep-
tember 29, that a request for an armistice should be
made on the next day. Resistance was prolonged un-
necessarily by an appeal to President Wilson after the

outlook for the German Army was hopeless. Negotia-
tions with the President delayed matters, and the dele-

gates did not leave the German lines until November 6.

The terms of the Armistice, dictated by the Allies

through the mouth of Foch, were accepted on No-
vember 11. Thenceforward secret service was no
longer needed for achieving victory.

It may be of interest to add, as an example of the

wide-spread network of organizations of secret intelli-

gence, the chief naval censor's account of how he
knew, on the Sunday night, that all was over.*

"At 9.40 p.m. on Sunday, November 10, Lieutenant
Faudel Phillips rushed into my room with German
wireless from the German Supreme Command to the

Plenipotentiaries with the Allied Command contain-

ing the words 'Your Excellency [Secretary of State

Erzberger] is empowered to sign the Armistice. Im-
perial Chancellor.' A note was added, asking for fur-

* Indiscretions of a Naval Censor, p. 259.
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ther negotiations on certain points, and there was also

a message from the German Government to the Pleni-

potentiaries : 'The German Government accepts the

Armistice conditions offered on November 8. Request

acknowledgment of receipt. Imperial Chancellor.' " Sir

Douglas Brownrigg at once informed the first lord

by telephone, and he adds that the prime minister must

have had a copy of the messages by II p.m.



CHAPTER XXV. retrospect, and a forecast

IN looking- back over a varied experience of British

Secret Service in peace and in war extending- over
nearly forty years, I can recall no single example
therein of the use of prevarication in British propa-

ganda, unless spreading- misleading reports about in-

tentions for the use of fighting forces in war comes in

that category. Nor can I recall an example of a prac-

tice, adopted in some foreign countries in the war, and
in Russia at the present time, of using secret services

to undermine the authority of foreign governments
and incite internecine strife, class hatred, and rebellion.

My own personal activities in connection with secret

and intelligence work have been devoted to discovering

the naval and military secrets of other countries and to

concealing our own; and the second of these objects

has sometimes been more difficult to achieve than the

first. When plied with questions by the curious, silence

sometimes provides them with the sought-for reply,

and garrulity, not allowing a questioner to "get a word
in edgeways," provides a defense more efficient than
reticence. In extreme cases, to ask an interrogator the

question to which he is known to be seeking the an-

swer is as effective as a riposte in a fencing-bout. The
danger with important naval, military, and air secrets

in war arises when they become known to gossips likely

to air knowledge that seems to them to enhance their

329
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own importance. These were so common in London in

the summer of 191 6 that they gave rise to a skit which
was passed round by word of mouth. (I do not think

that it ever appeared in print, so I cannot acknowledge
its origin.) It ran

:

Absolute evidence have I none,

But my Aunt's charwoman's sister's son
Heard a policeman on his beat

Say to a housemaid in Downing Street

That he had an uncle who had a friend

Who knew for a fact when the war would end.

In war-time deeds dominated the effect of words,

but when the war ended the secret influences conveyed

by the men of words became all-important. The instru-

ments (navies, armies, and air forces) which had been

used by the men of deeds were hastily scrapped, some
think prematurely.

Among the papers that passed through my office at

that time there came appeals from various territories,

of which the future was in the balance, for Allied

troops to act as police and to control the violence of

political and racial factions until the new frontiers had

been determined. "British troops preferred" was a pro-

viso that was added to most of these appeals, and one's

thoughts naturally recurred to the fleeting effects of

secret propaganda in war when it is in direct conflict

with the truth.

The most bitter anti-British propaganda, secret and

public, emanated from a nominal Ally, Russia, where

effective use was made of the word "Imperialism" as

the alleged object behind the British campaigns in Pal-
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estine and Syria, in Mesopotamia (now Iraq), and in

East and West Africa. Campaigns of conquest in those

regions were attributed to an intention to influence the

terms of peace and to insure territorial expansion,

rather than to fulfil the proclaimed British war aim, the

expulsion of invading armies from France, from Bel-

gium, and from Serbia. The bearing of distant cam-
paigns upon that object was not easily explained.

A secret agent from an Allied country came to see

me shortly after the end of the struggle. He asked me
to tell him in confidence what Britain's war aims were,

in the views of our War Cabinet, and especially what
enemy territories were desired. I told him that I had
no power to speak for the Cabinet. I could give him
only my personal opinion, after a year's experience of
the Cabinet's decisions, that the British Government
sought no territorial aggrandizement whatever. If

asked the same question in the light of later events and
of further knowledge, I should give the same reply.

When the hostility to Britain of the Lenin regime in

Russia became more and more obvious, I remember
preparing for the Cabinet a paper, somewhat on the

lines of a military "appreciation" based upon imagi-
nation of what is going on in the "enemy's brain." The
paper attributed to Lenin a desire to wreck the social

order and system of government in every country. It

assumed that Britain would be looked upon by him as

the strongest citadel of established order, and of sub-

jection to laws framed by and in the interests of the

community. A further assumption was made that

Lenin's plan of campaign would be to work for unrest
and rebellion in the outposts of empire, especially in the
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East, in order to draw to those the most patriotic law-

abiding elements in a war-weary population, and then

to work for class hatred, strikes, riots, and rebellion

against constituted authority in the citadel itself—the

United Kingdom.
Although an old story, it may be that a tale subse-

quently told to me by a brother officer who was em-

ployed on secret service in Transcaucasia after the

Armistice still holds some interest—if only academic.

My friend provided me with two accounts, one of

which was embodied in an article in the Fortnightly

Review in 1920. I received the second a few weeks

ago, and a few days before his death abroad. For the

historical setting of Transcaucasia and the regions

round about, the points will be recalled that a federal

republic embodying Armenia, Georgia, Azerbaijan,

and Daghestan was proclaimed in September, 1917*

declared independent in April, 191 8, and dissolved in

May, 1918; that General Dunsterville's force reached

Enzeli in Persian territory on the southern shore of the

Caspian in February, 1918; that the independence of

Georgia and Azerbaijan as republics and the control of

Armenian affairs by a national council followed in

May, 191 8; that the sea command of the Caspian was

secured by Britain as the result of a naval action in

December, 1918; that Baku, after having been in the

hands of the Turks from September, 1918, was occu-

pied by British troops in November ; and that the place

was in British hands from the end of December, 1918.

During the British occupation, Baku contained many
Bolshevik propagandists, and my correspondent men-

tioned their methods, especially that of making per-
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sonal friends over whom they obtained a strong in-

fluence. Of these friends groups were formed which

were developed into information companies.

The principal Soviet agent in the Caucasus was iden-

tified. He was an Armenian, thought to be far above

suspicion. In his public capacity he was an advocate

of tsardom, of capitalism, and of religion. He was a

man of refinement, posing as one of the refugees who
had lost all through Bolshevism. His true mission was
discovered by intercepted correspondence. His agents

were distributed in the factories, in the shipyards, and

among skilled labor in the oil-fields. Each agent worked

among members of his own class in life. Their work
was insidious

;
they held no meetings, and they made no

speeches. Private and confidential conversation was
their weapon. The noisy gangs who held meetings and
followed processions bearing banners were mere tools,

providing camouflage for the truly dangerous workers.

A similar system was applied in a wider sphere. It was
intended, by a method not unlike that suggested in the

Cabinet paper to which I have referred, to bring about

the downfall of the British Empire.

The military situation in the spring of 19 19 was that

Denikin's White Russians had driven the Red forces

from the Crimea to the Volga. British forces domi-

nated the Caucasus, Transcaucasia, and Transcaspia.

In the East, Kolchak's White Army held Siberia, and
hoped to drive the Reds back to Moscow, but the White
Russian staff felt that, even if the Central Soviet Gov-
ernment were to be overthrown, the task would be only

half accomplished. Bolshevism had moved east, and in

Turkestan a focus was being established from which
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tentacles would stretch out to China, to Persia, to Af-
ghanistan, and to the frontiers of India.

The theory in the Propagandist School in Moscow
was that the best agent for spreading Bolshevism in

foreign countries would be a man of the race or na-

tionality of the people therein, so the school was opened

to Chinese, Persians, Afghans, and Indians, who (ac-

cording to my correspondent) were at first invited as

guests and maintained at Russian expense. In Turkes-

tan a special depot of these propagandists was estab-

lished, and a mission was detached to accompany every

caravan that crossed the Persian and the Afghan fron-

tiers. Two agents formed the minimum for a small

caravan. The numbers increased with its size and im-

portance, the idea being to flood Persia with Persian

Bolsheviks, Afghanistan with Afghans, and India with

agitators passing across to British India. The result

was first apparent in the Afghan War of 1919. Only

our present-day secret service can be in a position to

tell the remainder of the story. That the British body-

politic was too healthy to be seriously affected by for-

eign secret propaganda was proved in the eyes of the

civilized world by the result of the great strike of 1926.

To the man in the street, it seems that that campaign of

secret anti-British propaganda, initiated by Lenin and

his agents twelve years ago, is following its predicted

course on the outskirts of empire with partial effective-

ness, but that Great Britain still stands four-square to

the world as the citadel of established order, with a

law-abiding population averse to violence and revolu-

tion against constituted authority.

It seems that in peace, as in war, such forms of se-
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cret service can be effective only in combatant and in

non-combatant communities which already contain the

seeds of decay
;
that, in the long run, the spreading of

truth is the only efficient form of propaganda ; and that

concealment of the truth about war plans is a condition

essential to their success.

It has not been possible, in a single book devoted

mainly to secret services which affected armies and
navies, to do justice to the wide-spread secret system

of commercial intelligence which was the necessary out-

come of efforts to impose economic pressure upon the

Central Powers in the Great War. J. C. Millais (in

his "Wanderings and Memoirs") and other writers

have given a few glimpses into the nature of an organi-

zation of which the full tale has never yet been told.

Mr. Millais mentions an interesting type of volunteer

secret agent, a keen sportsman who worked in various

disguises as a fish-buyer, or on occasion as a drunken

loafer, and succeeded in gaining the confidence of Ger-

man and pro-German nationals of a certain Scandina-

vian country. He was successful in marking down Ger-

man agents, and in the time of the ruthless submarine

campaign, he provided valuable information about the

movements of German U-boats. He located in one

Scandinavian port, up to November, 1916, no less than

fifteen resident German secret agents, whose business

it was to communicate to the German U-boats informa-

tion about the movements of merchant shipping. But
the most definite case affecting commercial intelligence

which Mr. Millais quotes is one of the arrival of a

Scandinavian vessel at a certain port with a cargo de-

clared by the captain to be "English." The captain tried
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to enlist the help of the British consul to obtain bunker

coal. The consular service was too well supplied with

information from secret sources about the ownership

of all cargoes. The ownership of that cargo was Ger-

man, and the captain did not get his bunker coal. The
incident in itself may appear trivial, unless one realizes

that the network of such commercial intelligence ex-

tended to every neutral harbor in the world.

Another branch to which it has not been possible to

do justice is the use of airplanes for secret service,

especially in landing spies behind enemy lines in land

warfare, and in picking them up when their missions

have been accomplished. Mr. J. M. Spaight has pro-

vided in his "Air-Power and War Rights" sufficient

information about this interesting subject.

With his aid we can put ourselves in the position

and imagine the feelings of a secret agent, flying above

the earth for the first time in order to be dropped by
parachute behind the enemy's lines on a dark night,

hesitating about taking the drop from an unfamiliar

machine roaring across the sky, and then being thrown

out by a ruthless pilot.

The introduction of the Fokker machine gave the

Germans the mastery of the air between October, 1915,

and April, 19 16. One of the reasons was that in the

Fokker machine the pilot used his machine-gun straight

ahead, firing through the whirling screw. The passage

of the bullets was synchronized with the spinning of

the arms of the screw, so as not to strike them. There

is a story of a German pilot, a traitor to his country,

who landed purposely behind the British lines in a Fok-

ker machine and sold the secrets of its construction.
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The story reached me through so many sources which

I believed to be reliable that I was deceived for a time,

but after consultation with experts I attach no credence

to it at all. Two or three types of "synchronized in-

terrupting gear" for enabling machine-gun bullets to

pass through the air-screw were used in British ma-
chines during the Great War, and I believe that the

"continesco" gear invented by a Roumanian, was the

most satisfactory. The system was developed in Eng-
land, and it had nothing to do with any German inven-

tion. Such are the difficulties which confront writers

on secret service when dealing with incidents which

have not come within their personal knowledge. The
story has appeared in several "spy-books."

For the rest, it is hoped that the reader will find in

these pages enough typical examples of the activities

of the British Secret Service, especially of those that

affected the fighting forces in the Great War, to enable

him to form his own judgment of its efficiency or short-

comings. If, in addition, better knowledge of the in-

formation which our responsible commanders have

had at their disposal should engender more sympathy
with them, and fairer criticism, the purpose of this

book will be fulfilled.

THE END





APPENDIX. CONVEYING SECRET INFORMATION

EXAMPLES have been furnished in this book

of the difficulty experienced by secret agents

in conveying to its destination the information which

they have obtained, and by statesmen and diplomatists

in communicating secretly with their representatives

in other countries. These subjects do not lend them-

selves to brief treatment but, for those whom they in-

terest, it may be desirable to add a few random notes

from the author's knowledge of methods of dispatch-

ing and of intercepting messages, dealing first with

ciphers.

I will begin with a simple form of cipher which I

will call the "schoolgirl's," as I first heard of its use in

a girls' school.

Here is a message in that cipher. It looks very mys-
terious, but it is only a quotation from "Peter Pan."

VDEEA JW
This is the key for solving the cipher, and all that is

necessary is to substitute the geometrical figure which

encloses the letter in the key for the letter itself, per-

forming the reverse process in deciphering. The use

of the dots over the letters in the key is, I hope, obvious.

339
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A B c i> E F

Q H i J K L

•

M N P q k

For the more advanced, there is the "sliding alpha-

bet" cipher, which used to be so popular among con-

tributors to agony columns. I believe that its origin is

attributed to Julius Caesar, and in its simple form it is

so easy to read that when I was a special service officer

in the Anglo-Boer War of 1899-1902, civilian tele-

graph clerks used to tell each other the news (sent in

that sort of cipher) as the messages were passing

through on Morse instruments. The tapping could be

heard by any bystander and understood by hostile secret

agents with the same technical skill.

For the sliding-alphabet system of cipher you put

two alphabets together and "slide." If you "slide one"

this is the result

:

A B C D E F G etc. for message in CIPHER
a b c d e f g etc. for message in CLEAR
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An "a" in the clear becomes a "B" in the cipher, and

so on. If you "slide two" you put a "C" for an "a."

Further complications can be introduced, but that is the

simple form, and it can best be solved by using "fre-

quency tables," which arrange the letters of the alpha-

bet in their order of common use. For instance : the let-

ter most common in English is "E," so if there are

more "K's" than any other letter in the cipher mes-

sage, try "E's" in the place of the "K's," and so on.

I understand that the frequency table in use in Amer-
ica runs thus

:

ETAONISHRDLCUFMPWGYBVKX
Q J z

for ordinary non-technical messages. If a number of

surnames occur in the message, I should say that the

letter B was put too low in the scale.

The "Playfair" method of substituting letters is far

more difficult to defeat, and it is the one that I have

always used myself. "Frequency tables" are of no use

in its solution. It requires no apparatus, only a key-

word which can easily be remembered. Say that the

key-word is KAISER. If "I" and "J" are counted as

one, there are twenty-five letters in the alphabet, so a

square divided into five each way will just contain it.

Make such a square and fill in the letters of the alpha-

bet, beginning with those in the key-word and adding

the others in order, as is shown in the diagram on

the next page.
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r\
AA 1

1 S E
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1 M
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V w X Y 2

Divide your message into pairs of letters. If the two
letters in the pair are at the corners of a rectangle,

substitute the letters at the other corners of the rec-

tangle. Thus BY would become DW; HE would be-

come NA ; and so on. If the two letters in the pair are

in line with each other—for instance: RC—substitute

the letters to the right of them, namely, BD. If one

letter in the pair is above the other, substitute the letter

below each. Thus FU would be changed to NZ. With
double letters (say 00) you must put dummies be-

tween them. The "frequency" method is of no use at

all for solving such cipher-messages. (An "N" repre-

sents an "H" the first time and an F the second time,

in the above explanation.)

Further complications can easily be introduced and

even in its simple form the Playfair is not an easy

cipher to solve unless you know the key-word. You
must burn the diagram as soon as you have used it.
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There is so great a demand for letter-puzzles of

various sorts in these days that it might amuse some

readers to solve the following message in order to

gather some idea of the sort of precautions which se-

cret agents can take to send their reports to the desti-

nations safely. The key-word is ASTON. It is usual to

divide the groups of letters in fives; hence the stops:

OVTRX AAMK6 CKIFS

"DKRBT qPMKl OU<|PC VXUSY

I am told that experts can solve simple Playfair ci-

phers without knowing the key-word, so I give them
another message without disclosing what the key-word
is

:

BUFJDA 1 HOQY TKV<*M

I have always imagined myself that Playfair ciphers

were insoluble without the key-word. It would be in-

teresting to know whether I have been living in a fool's

paradise.

The most objectionable form of cipher for use on
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active service is in my opinion the "dictionary" cipher,

in which sender and receiver must carry copies of the

same edition of the same dictionary (some copies of

which are almost certain to fall into the hands of the

enemy under active-service conditions. ) The method is

to look up the word that you want to send and to note

the number of the line on the page where the word
occurs. Then you turn over an agreed number of pages,

count the same number of lines down the new page, and

substitute the word which you find. When you are

deciphering a message you go through the same process

backwards. Once, at a particularly strenuous time, it

took me nearly twenty-four hours to solve a long mes-

sage sent in that cipher. A conscientious and ingenious

colleague used five cipher words to indicate a single

regiment, the Oxfordshire Light Infantry, which ap-

peared as Ox. Ford. Light. Infant. Rye. The diction-

ary, having to be portable, was in minute print and I

had only one candle to work by at night.

These examples of ciphers suffice for our purpose.

There is a strict rule that no military message is to be

sent partly in cipher and partly in clear, because this

practice helps the solver.

There is a story of a British general who, at a time

when everything secret was sent in cipher, broadcast

his true orders in clear language, thus completely de-

ceiving the enemy, who feared a ruse de guerre; and

Sir Edward Grey, when he was foreign secretary, is

said to have upset diplomatic procedure so much by

speaking and writing the exact truth that exasperated

foreign propagandists protested by calling him "Liar

Grey."
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The British general's trick of abandoning ciphers

reminds me of the experience of a Russian naval of-

ficer (SemenofT) in the Manchurian War of 1904-

1905. At Port Arthur certain conditions obtained

which were similar all over Russia. Any military se-

cret could be bought at a price, and the more secret a

paper was the higher the price. Papers were marked
"confidential." Their contents leaked out. They were
marked "secret." The same thing happened. Then "very

secret." At last it occurred to the authorities to try an-

other plan, marking only unimportant papers in that

way and passing secret ones about with no labels at all.

The plan succeeded.

Secret codes are usually bulky books containing

groups of cipher-numbers with their meanings at-

tached to them and various devices to make changes so

as to insure secrecy. If a code-book or secret cipher is

lost trouble ensues, and the code as previously used is

no longer considered safe. In the days when I was in-

telligence officer to the Mediterranean Fleet the com-

mander-in-chief's secret metal dispatch-box in which

such things were kept, was weighted with lead, to in-

sure its sinking. When H. M. S. Victoria sank so tragi-

cally in 1893 after her collision with H. M. S. Camper-

down one of the few things that floated to the surface

was that air-tight, heavily weighted dispatch box. The
maker had forgotten to bore holes both to let the air

out and to let the water in.

There is a tale of a heroic expert British diver who
succeeded in keeping the Admiralty decipherers up-to-

date with German secret code-books throughout the

war by recovering them from sunken German subma-
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rines—if necessary, breaking-

his way in and risking

damage to the air-pipe upon which his life depended.

In the old days when I was first connected with naval

intelligence, foreign nations who may have been our

prospective enemies may have had their intelligence

work simplified by the fact that we had distributed a

certain confidential code-book to many vice-consuls

who were not British subjects, but I do not know of

any case of leakage through that cause.

One form of code is to use one word to represent an-

other one of different meaning. At the time of the Rus-

sian reenforcements hoax at the outbreak of war, some-

one started the tale that the story originated in some
suspicious body who saw a telegram about 100,000

Russian eggs, and thought that "eggs" must be the

code-word for soldiers.

One method, neither a cipher nor a code, for send-

ing a letter secretly is to write on a long narrow strip

after it is wound spirally round a rod of a certain gage.

The receiver rewinds the strip round a similar rod

of the same gage, and so reads the message. The device

has been employed in the East from time immemo-
rial.

The ordinary peace-time method of sealing up one's

letters so that they cannot be opened by melting the

gum in the steam of a kettle can be defeated by experts

in the removal and replacement of seals, and it strikes

one as humorous when banks and lawyers send confi-

dential documents in long envelopes with enormous

seals at one end and the other (gummed down) end left

unprotected. Perhaps it is not generally known that

even a sealed envelope is not always a protection. A
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split wire can sometimes be inserted under the flap to

catch the corner of the enclosed document, and it can be

then rolled up on the wire, and so extracted. Replace-

ment is done in the same way, and the letter reaches

its destination with the seal unbroken.

My first memory of "invisible inks" dates back to

early childhood, an age when knowing- "secrets"—and

passing them on—is attractive. In our family we used

a very simple form, the nursery milk, and we wrote

with quill pens. It was easy to write in milk with a quill

pen if we looked sideways at what we wrote so that the

light shone upon it while it was still wet, and quill does

not scratch as steel does. Then the milk was allowed

to dry and an apparently blank card or sheet of paper

changed hands. If the milk writing was held to a hot

fire, it became dark brown in color and could easily be

read. Lemon-juice and other familiar liquids made good

invisible inks, and it was amazing to hear of secret

service agents in the Great War using the simple ex-

pedients familiar in one's nursery days, to deceive

grown-up people.

The Germans specialized in invisible inks. They com-

manded the services of some of the best chemists in

the world, and the industry was mobilized to the ad-

vantage of the war-party. All sorts of tricks were ap-

plied in the war for sending invisible inks, or materials

for making them, to agents in neutral and in belligerent

countries. Ointments, tooth-paste, soaps, patent medi-

cines, and other innocent-looking goods were carried

by people ignorant of their real nature to the proper

destinations. Even clothing specially prepared was sub-

mitted to soaking in hot water and a good invisible ink
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resulted from the rinsing. They adopted many other

ingenious devices which were difficult to detect, but

which were all discovered in course of time.

Other devices for passing secret information have

been mentioned in the chapters of this book. It used

to be said that the only secure method was to report

by word of mouth in an empty room with doors and
windows closed and no cupboards, recesses, or cur-

tains. In these days some "walls have ears," in the

form of microphones. To use a Hibernianism, the

safest way to deal with secrets is not to know them.

But "Safety First" is a dull maxim for those who are

attracted by Secret Service.
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